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Abstract

I argue in this thesis that successful access and delivery o f antiretroviral treatment 

essentially depends on the interrelatedness between individual, social, and political 

processes. It takes the case o f Mozambique, a hard-hit poor country in Southern Af

rica, which offers free ARVs on a 'first come first served' basis, supported by all major 

international donors. The HIV epidemic will be analyzed in a time perspective to 

show this interrelated process. This entails a move between experience and politics 

using classical anthropological perspectives on power, politics, social order, taboo, 

rites o f passage, risk environment, and structural, symbolic, cultural, social, and eve

ryday violence. Life story interviews, ethnographic interviews, participant observa

tion, and focus groups are key methods that lead the descriptive and analytical nar

rative o f this particular landscape, which was pieced together by multi-site fieldwork 

in Maputo City, where all major government, international community, civil society, 

and treatment implementing actors reside. The outcome is unique and detailed ac

counts o f the reality ofARV rollout in Mozambique, which relates experience living 

with ARVs, epidemiology, consequences living without ARVs, health worker experi

ence delivering ARVs, health system capacity, advocacy, history, and politics o f ARVs, 

health care, and nation-building. This will show how the individual level o f access 

relates to the macro level o f the political struggle fo r  independence and sovereignty, 

intertwined by ever-changing social constraints that feed on the delicate (im)balance 

between experience and politics. The study thus deviates from classical adherence, 

stigma, civil society, and governance studies, which tend to focus exclusively on the 

patient, society, or political institutions. Such micro-macro anthropology invariably 

recognizes two sides o f the coin: success and failure, which is a constant struggle be

tween the state o f endemic socio-structural crisis and (dis)order, political leadership, 

and international solidarity, against the creeping and concrete reality o f normali

zation o f life and death.
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Hosi yamukela kesosi 

Si konsoto swahina 

Hi konsotela amavabyi 

Mavabyi ha SIDA

Hi li ho ho 

Who dzila 

Hi wulela kuwene 

Hidzilele weneyehova 
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Glorificamos a ti 

Choremos a ti Deus 

Deus nosso Pai

Pai nosso nos oi^am 
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Ajuda a lutar Deus 
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Our prayers

We pray against the disease 

The AIDS disease

Hi li ho ho we are crying 

We are crying 

We bless you 

We cry for you God 

God our Father

Our Father listen to us 

Our prayers

The whole world is crying 

Because of this AIDS disease

Help us Father, help us 
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God, help us to fight 

Our God

Movimento das Maes Intercessoras 

The Intervening Mothers' Movement



As I was walking down Avenida Cahora Bassa for the first time, I noticed scribbled writing on the 

surrounding wall of the military area, housing the Military Hospital and its public ARV Day Hospital. 

Old dark, blackish letters on the crumbling wall under the relentless mid-day sun spelled the heroic 

motto: 'Defender a P3tria, Veneer o Desenvolvimento, Construir o Socialismo'. A few days later, as I 

passed by again, four soldiers were whitewashing the barrier. More correctly, one soldier was 

handling the brush, three were watching. He persistently and diligently covered the wall in white. 

Every letter received meticulous attention to guarantee it would vanish for good. I figured this was 

the day of reckoning, leaving behind the past, facing the present, despite the many signs and sym

bols in the public sphere indicating the opposite. The third time I passed by, I saw a shiny white 

wall, reinforced by the bright sunlight, yet standing in sharp contrast to the dusty road, the ubiqui

tous garbage lying around, and the skinny neglected dogs constantly barking, walking in stooping 

humility. Nevertheless, it was deceptive Fata Morgana. The closer I got, the stronger the inoculating 

impression. The telling mantra stood out clear in the massiveness of whiteness, my face dripping 

with sweat: 'Defend your Homeland, Conquer Development, Construct Socialism'. I gazed intensive

ly for an eternity, contemplating the profundity of the Mozambican diction. From then on, I began to 

understand the process.

Erling H0g
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‘People Living With ARVs’ show gratitude. Gilberto says: “Doctors are doing a great 

job" and Lidia says: “I have 200 percent confidence in ARVs". ‘People Living Without 

ARVs' say in disappointment: 'they are slow' and 'the hospitals are full'. However, 

most people do not seek health care and Anisia says: 7  can't tell you who they are." 

Epidemiologists annually adjust 'best estimates', which leaves us to contemplate 

the chain reaction from prevalence and absolute numbers to treatm ent needs, ARV 

targets, and ARV coverage. In everyday hospital life, Anabella, a physician, invokes 

the allegory of a dam: '7 compare this to a huge dam, which is about to explode ." The 

government continues its commitment to provide access to health care for all Mo

zambican citizens, as envisioned a t independence in 1975. Benedito, the ARV Com

mittee, says: “We are available to treat everyone... but the big problem today is qual

ified human resources." Alfredo Mac-Arthur, the National AIDS Programme Direc

tor, says: “We don't have the health system capacity to inform the general public 

about treatment." Paulo Ivo Garrido, the Minister of Health, says about the need to 

gain work permission in Mozambique: “It's a matter o f sovereignty. It's about re

spect fo r human beings." At the National AIDS Council, Sergio talks about 'shrimps 

and lobsters' and ‘the moon and the bicycle', with reference to absorptive and ab

sorption capacity, proportions, and context. A treatm ent campaign emerged within 

the plethora of AIDS NGOs in 2005, supported by international donors. After two 

months, a campaigner said: “We need to move forward, but we are not doing any

thing.” Then eight months into the campaign, Lucas said: “It is not going anywhere" 

and “We also need connection to the government."
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The Mozambican government introduced access to free ARV treatm ent within the 

public health system in 2004, supported by international donors and treatm ent 

implementers. This ethnography describes and analyzes access and delivery bar

riers with reference to the above circular tour of different perspectives on the in

troduction of antiretroviral treatm ent in a poor country within the epicentre of the 

sub-Saharan HIV epidemic. Why do only few people seek HIV related health care? 

How does health system capacity influence limited HIV disclosure? What are the 

key obstacles for people in need of health care? Which health system and political 

obstacles prevent the government from delivering ARV treatm ent to all in need? 

How do individual, social, and political barriers interrelate? Which factors influ

ence health seeking behaviour? How do people experience access to treatm ent? At 

the theoretical level, it seeks to understand this threefold individual-social-political 

process in terms of anthropological perspectives on power, politics, social order, 

taboo, rites of passage, and how structural, symbolic, cultural, social, and everyday 

violence constitute a particular risk environment.

Fieldwork

Multi-site fieldwork brought me in contact with people living with ARVs, support 

groups (Kudumba, Pfukauhana, Tinena), Day Hospital health workers (MSF Switz

erland, MSF Luxembourg, Italian Sant'Egidio Community, the Spanish Association 

for Integrated Health and Human Development, ASIDH, and the International 

Center for AIDS Care and Treatment Programs, ICAP, University of Columbia), ad

vocacy workers (UNAIDS, Mozambican Network of AIDS Service Organisations,
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MONASO, the Mozambican Treatment Access Movement, MATRAM, the patient or

ganisation Kindlimuka, and the National Network of Associations of People Living 

with HIV/AIDS, RENSIDA], health politicians and managers (National STI/HIV/ 

AIDS Programme, Ministry of Health, National AIDS Council], and donors (World 

Bank, Clinton Foundation, World Food Programme] (see Figure 1].

Level of analysis

International community 
Government

Macro-social

Civil Society 

Intermediate social

Health System 

Micro-social

People Living with ARI& 

Individual

Multi-sited Fieldwork

Donors: Clinton Foundation, World Bank

I
Partner's Forum Government: Ministry of Health, NAC, NAP

I
Advocacy: UNAIDS

Cosmopolitan medicine

I
National Health System

Ministry of Health- 
NGO-administrator meetings

I
Health personnel 
6 Day Hospitals

I
Physician-patient

interaction

Civil society

I
Advocacy: MONASO Network

(traditional medicine)

Advocacy: MATRAM Access Movement

I
Advocacy: Kindlimuka Patient organisation

I
Advocacy: RENSIDA Network

(healer patient interaction)

3 support groups

I
Confidant support

I
Lived experience of people living with ARVs

Figure 1: Fieldwork in Health System Perspective
Source: Adapted from (Baer, et al. 2003: 39).

The micro-macro model within the Critical Medical Anthropology paradigm inspir

ed this (see Figure 2].
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Level of analysis Social and Biopsychological Relations

Macro-social

Intermediate social 

Micro-social

Individual

Figure 2: Levels of Health Care Systems
Source: (Baer, et al. 2003: 39).

Critical Medical Anthropology merges theory and social action through processes 

and interactions between micro and macro levels of social organisation (Baer, et al. 

2003; Singer 1998; Singer and Baer 1995). The relevance of such paradigm lies in 

its emphasis on the political economy of health, critical theory, and Marxist em

phasis on power and politics. In particular, the 'three bodies' analytical framework 

(Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987) triangulates the individual, the social and the 

political bodies. In this way, the framework merges phenomenology, symbolic, 

structural, and post-structural anthropology.

Cosmopolitan medicine

I
Health institution 

policy/decision-making
I

Administration-health 
personnel interactions

I
Interactions among 

health personnel
I

Physician-patient
interaction

Capitalist world system

I
Corporate and state actors

I
Plural medical systems

Heterodox/ethno/religious 
medical systems

Healer-patient
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Patient's personal support network

Patient's experiential response to illness

I
Human psychobiological system
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I emphasize the similarities and differences between ethnographic modes of in

quiry to qualify the choice of multiple field sites. For the purposes here, micro-ma

cro fieldwork appeals to multi-site ethnography (Marcus 1998), a vertical slice 

(Nader 1972; Nader 1980), a multilevel perspective (van der Geest, et al. 1990), 

and transnational power relations (Ferguson 2006; Ferguson and Gupta 2002).

Marcus reminds us that multi-site ethnography involves the entire research 

process, both in the field when we collect and produce data, and at the desk, when 

we analyze them and write up our findings. Field sites constitute a horizontal 

space in which no particular site is given preference or taken as a starting point, 

which is often the case in studies that take a View from below’. Multi-site ethnog

raphy thereby differs from Nader's vertical slice, which has become synonymous 

with 'studying up': this bottom-up approach takes the individual level exposed to 

systemic domination as the locus of inquiry, which could also be interpreted from 

the above model (Baer, et al. 2003: 39) (see Figure 2).

Multilevel anthropology was developed during the 1980s to articulate the 

study of micro-macro level sociocultural phenomena to examine their potential 

linkages (DeWalt and Pelto 1985). On the other hand, multi-site ethnography grew 

out of dissatisfaction with traditional anthropological fieldwork limited to the com

munity level, which produces 'partial knowledge' (Marcus 1998). In both cases, 

such micro-macro perspectives examine how local levels affect and are affected by 

social, political, and economic processes at the national, international, and global 

levels, which resonates the call to examine transnational topographies of power 

relations between state and civil society (Ferguson 2006) and transnational gov- 

ernmentality (Ferguson and Gupta 2002). However, while the multilevel perspec

tive is a reaction against one-sided and one-dimensional research focused on ei
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ther the micro-social (village community) or macro-social (state), towards a 'link

ages perspective' (van der Geest, et al. 1990:1026), multi-site ethnography readily 

looks at w hat is ethnographically 'in the picture' (Marcus 1998: 85). The differ

ences between the vertical slice, the multilevel perspective, multi-site ethnogra

phy, and the transnational power relations may appear subtle, but all five 

approaches require mobile positioning and they challenge the traditional location 

of the ethnographer among the poor and powerless. This is my intention and I 

draw inspiration from all five methodological approaches with the small caveats 

discussed here in mind.

I keep a cumulative focus on 'ART access and delivery' by looking at the ex

perience living with ARVs, the implications living without them through qualitative 

assessment of epidemiological data, a review of social science HIV studies, experi

ence delivering ARVs, the politics of health and ARVs, treatm ent advocacy, and the 

socioeconomic circumstances under which all this occurs. Only one place in Mo

zambique makes such multi-site fieldwork possible: Maputo City (see Figure 3).1

I stayed in the 'HIV community' in Maputo city for the entire 15 months of 

fieldwork. They called me 'the butterfly researcher' who moves swiftly between 

the different actors. This proved convenient within a working culture where all 

meetings and events happen by last minute invitation and it indeed required mo

bile positioning. I was soon known by all HIV community members, accepted and 

welcomed, and often greeted with empathy as the 'researcher friend'. Neverthe

less, I emphasize an im portant point: I was one of the very few who had the privi

lege to be able to move swiftly between actors and organisations. This is not the 

reality on the ground among people who work and live with HIV.
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Figure 3: Multi-site Fieldwork, Maputo City, 2005-2006
Source: Fieldwork.

The 'linkages perspective' (van der Geest, et al. 1990) in my experience soon be

came a 'gaps and linkages perspective'. Despite the close proximity of actors (see 

Figure 3), many people adm itted that they continue to w ork in isolation, despite 

the circulating principles of 'partnerships' and 'multi-sectorial approaches'. This 

will become evident from reading about the reality of the different implementing 

treatm ent organisations supporting the Mozambican health system.
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Access and Delivery Channels

The delivery locus necessitates a description of how the government manages to 

deliver ARVs and the chosen ARV model. I focus on the medico-cultural Mozam

bican model, which differs from the public health model applied in Malawi (Harries, 

et al. 2006) and the mandatory testing model applied in Botswana (Weiser, et al. 

2006). Sant'Egidio and MSF Luxembourg were the first treatm ent organisations 

that provided small scale ARV treatm ent from 2001 onwards. MSF Switzerland 

came in 2003. The Mozambican government started a harmonization process in 

2004 to integrate free ARV treatm ent into one unique public health system, sup

ported by the international community. This was made possible by an ambitious 

treatm ent plan initially supported by the Clinton Foundation and Health Alliance 

International, and later by the Global Fund, the World Bank, and PEPFAR. The Mo

zambican model was established on this basis. The Ministry of Health leads this 

process, except for the Military Hospital services under the Ministry of Defence. 

Major supporting treatm ent providers include Health Alliance International, HAI, 

the International Center for AIDS Care and Treatment Programs, ICAP, MSF 

Luxembourg, MSF Switzerland, the Sant'Egidio Community, and the Association for 

Integrated Health and Human Development, ASIDH.

Access studies have different focuses, decided by sex, age, comprehensive

ness, and the service or commodity in demand. Human beings of all ages and both 

sexes need access to treatm ent of HIV related diseases: the unborn, children, ado

lescents, adults, and the elderly. The idea of 'access to comprehensive treatm ent' 

has emerged along 'universal access', yet both remain ill defined and contested. 

Access to ARV treatm ent cannot be seen in isolation from broader issues of access
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to health care, access to information, access to education, and access to food and 

water, all subsumed under the right to health. Additionally, the access locus ne

cessitates a description of how people gain access to ARV treatm ent and related 

services and how these modes of access have changed over time. This approach 

has been applied in a few anthropological studies, for example in Uganda (Whyte, 

et al. 2004) and Senegal (Egrot, et al. 2004). Such studies reveal layers of social 

injustice through unequal access to medicines.

I have uncovered seven access channels in Mozambique: Mozambican pri

vate pharmacies, the South African health system, social triage, the Mozambican 

public health system, preferential treatm ent of pregnant women and health work

ers, health insurance, and corruption. First, social triage may determine access to 

ARVs. Those who have the means and connections purchase the drugs in private 

pharmacies in Mozambique and through the South African health system, parti

cularly in the city of Nelspruit. Mozambicans are less concerned about stigma and 

discrimination in a South African clinic, and they benefit from the fact that many 

Portuguese doctors who left Mozambique at independence practice there. That is, 

patients and doctors can communicate in Portuguese. However, those who can 

afford it go to South Africa for any kind of health care. Many Mozambicans una

bashedly say that health care is much better in South Africa than in Mozambique. 

Mozambicans experience long waiting lists and hours, low quality service, and an 

unclean environm ent

Only the privileged few Mozambicans gained access to treatm ent before the 

introduction of free ARVs through the public health system. Members of the upper 

middle class employed in private companies and public functionaries in the state 

apparatus used private health care in Mozambique and the South African health
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system. Mozambican anthropologist Cristiano Matsinhe raises issues of an exclu

sive selection process under circumstances of scarce goods, and the reproduction 

of differences with a view to the history of Mozambique. In times of economic cris

es, the socialist regime introduced 'governors' shops' and 'co-operators' shops', in 

which the powerful kept exclusive access to food and other daily goods, as opposed 

to the 'masses', who struggled to gain access to the scarce or non-existent goods in 

'peoples' co-operatives' (Matsinhe 2005}. Socially structured hierarchies have 

been maintained during the introduction of ARV treatment, but interestingly, the 

government did not deny such division. The government arguably took its meas

ures as part of a natural process of differential treatm ent along the lines of cultur

ally inbuilt perceptions of entitlement, class, and ethnicity.

However, the role of private clinics and pharmacies changed upon the intro

duction of free ARV treatm ent in the public health system in 2004. First, the pri

vate sector is not obliged to provide information about ARV treatm ent to the gov

ernment. Therefore, state ARV statistics do not include the private sector. How

ever, I talked to a few pharmacists in Maputo about the availability and sales of 

ARVs over the counter to get an idea of their m arket share: ARVs are no longer in 

demand. They refer the few pharmacy customers to the public health system. At 

the same time, pharmacies keep selling many drugs against opportunistic infec

tions, as they are not universally available in the public health system. A Day Hos

pital may herald the principle of free drugs for all HIV related diseases, but such 

medicines are often out of stock. Nonetheless, one pharmacist claimed that private 

health care offers higher quality treatment, both in terms of medicine and service. 

This pharmacist did not think highly of generic drugs and the 'low quality services 

in the public hospitals.' However, this is of course professional jealousy.
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The third channel is the subtle kind of social triage by which access to treatm ent 

may only be a phone call away. Many private companies have set up HIV services 

for their employees, but they do not have government permission to create their 

own private ARV sites. Good connections may facilitate employees in need of ARVs 

to jump the waiting list to get immediate health service. This is covert preferential 

treatm ent given to company employees.

The fourth access channel is through the public health system, governed by 

the 'first come first served' principle. Treatment is free. The Mozambican govern

ment has managed to increase ART coverage from 4,000 adults and 1,700 children 

in 2004 to more than 88,000 adults and more than 6,000 children by the end of 

2007 (Ministry of Health 2008a; Ministry of Health 2008c). Indeed, international 

partner organisations delivered 96 percent of the ARVs by February 2006 (Marsh 

2006), but this delivery is based on government priorities to integrate ARV pro

vision within one unique Mozambican public health system. This harmonization 

process is part of the Mozambican model.

The fifth access channel is through globally accepted preferential treatm ent 

of pregnant women and health workers. In Chapter 2 ,1 discuss some of the ethical 

issues related to the policy to ensure HIV free babies with no guarantee of ARV 

treatm ent for the mothers when they need it. Health workers have become the se

cond politically correct target for ARV treatment. This policy choice maintains 

their utilitarian value in society. Other targets, like teachers or police officers, re

main controversial in times of the ‘access for all' rhetoric.

The sixth access channel is through private health care in or out of Mozam

bique sponsored by medical health insurance, which may include family coverage. 

Employees in international organisations mainly benefit from this.
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Corruption creates the seventh access channel. A USAID corruption report claims 

that substantial amounts of drugs and supplies are diverted, stolen, and resold in 

Mozambique (USAID 2006]. Corrupt souls use public facilities for private gain. 

Health workers charge patients for services that are free. Drugs go missing and 

remain unaccounted for at all types of pharmacies. The lack of control mechan

isms, including recording and tracking systems may explain this (ibid.] However, 

we need evidence for the specific corrupt behaviour related to antiretrovirals. This 

could be a black box access channel.

Further research into this would 'follow the drugs' by applying biographical 

approaches to medical commodities (Appadurai 1986; Whyte, et al. 2002], com

bined with multi-site modes of construction (Marcus 1998] in order to follow their 

trajectories. This would entail fieldwork that follows ARV drugs from production 

to consumption. Where were the drugs produced? How were they manufactured, 

imported, and exported? What is the time span between production and consump

tion? Do drugs disappear? Where, how, how many, why, and by whom? Are free 

drugs resold on the market? Which markets?

Access and Delivery Barriers

This study 'follows the people': People Living With ARVs, People Living W ithout 

ARVs, biomedical health workers, policy makers, politicians, treatm ent activists 

and advocates. The first chapter presents and discusses some of those who have 

surpassed all barriers and thus benefit from ARV treatment: Gilberto, Edmundo, 

Alicia, Beatriz, Daniela, Evaristo, Angela, Marco, Teresinha, Bianca, Odolina, Geisa,
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Nisalda, and Fatima. Their life stories reveal the oral history of people living with 

HIV and point to double meanings of salient topics known in many countries: 

silence, taboo, sensitization, voice, stigma, and discrimination. The chapter begins 

with a view from a Day Hospital, Gilberto’s life story and support groups, followed 

by an analysis of individual and shared experience living with ARVs. The analysis 

of silence, sensitization, and voice shows how the government's past 'AIDS kills' 

campaign and the weak health system fuel and produce stigma and discrimination 

at the social and individual levels. In other words, limited access to ARV treatm ent 

produces inequality and links to the reproduction of social difference.

Specifically, I will explain enculturated silence aided by anthropological in

sights from the study of taboo (Douglas 1979; Douglas 1992; Douglas 2002 (1966); 

Leach 1979), social memory (Connerton 1989), and embodied experience (Fassin 

2003; Fassin 2007; Kleinman and Kleinman 1994). The advent of HIV falls within a 

social order in which few other social issues are challenged and change. Why and 

how could it be different in the case of HIV? The ARV era provides a case to show 

how the present links to the past socially, culturally, and ideologically: the chal

lenges of the past manifest in the struggles to overcome treatm ent access barriers. 

Finally, the ‘three bodies' analytical framework (Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987) 

offers the key analytical framework that inspired the development of my own 

empirically informed access and delivery model exposed in Chapter 3. The 'three 

bodies' triangulate the individual, social, and political processes.

Chapter 2 provides a qualitative assessment of epidemiological data to an

swer why the majority of people live without ARV treatment. I term  this ‘epidemi

ology without faces': the majority in need of ARV treatm ent remain silent and in

visible, and therefore do not come forward to reach out for health care. However, it
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would be all too simplistic to blame the victim for this. I think of the therapeutic 

process as particular rites o f passage that hinge on given social and political cir

cumstances, given the reality of the weak health system capacity. This inspiration 

comes from anthropologists Arnold Van Gennep and Victor Turner, who worked 

on transitional processes and experience: the silent majority is 'structurally invis

ible' (Turner 1967: 96; van Gennep 1960 (1908)). They appear as statistical arte

facts. Mozambique has limited absorption and absorptive capacity to turn 'People 

Living W ithout ARVs' into 'People Living With ARVs' through sensitization and 

counselling. Moreover, the epidemiological narrative remains time bound, based 

on qualified estimates, yet with little connection to everyday reality. However, this 

is part of the argument: the Mozambican model recognizes limited absorption and 

absorptive capacity. The government argues that it applies a 'gentle, stepwise, 

responsible, and pragmatic' approach to expand the availability of ARV treatm ent 

given the socioeconomic, socio-political, and socio-structural circumstances.

An integrated focus on epidemic evolution (Barnett 2006; Barnett and 

Whiteside 2006 (2002)), context specific epidemic evolution, and natural disease 

history facilitate a qualitative assessment of epidemiology against reality. Towards 

this endeavour, I juxtapose prevalence and testing data with treatm ent needs, ta r

gets and coverage. This leads to a description of the Mozambican model: o processo 

clinico,2 initiation and continuation phases, its medico-cultural quality, and the in

troduction of Mozambican politics of health. The Mozambican government remains 

faithful to socialized medicine, which was envisioned at independence in 1975.3

Therefore, the government attempts to integrate tertiary curative health 

care into primary health care.
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Chapter 3 explores the access and delivery model. This model departs from the 

classical socio-behavioural 'Andersen model', which looks at predisposing, en

abling, and need factors, specific to general health seeking behaviour in the United 

States (Andersen and Newman 1973). This departure seeks to qualify the need to 

develop a pluralistic health seeking model, specifically adapted to the reality of the 

unfolding HIV epidemic in a resource-poor setting like Mozambique. I created this 

model during fieldwork, inspired by the 'three bodies' (Scheper-Hughes and Lock 

1987). Marco, Anisia, Saidah, Constanta, Isaura, Vftor, Lidia, Fausto, Gilberto, Rosa- 

Iina, Liliana, Mafalda, and Osvaldo point out the corners of the model. By doing so, I 

have attem pted to look at access to and delivery of ARV treatm ent from individual, 

social, and political perspectives to examine how they interrelate.

Two phenomena remain intrinsic among Mozambicans living with HIV: 

medo e vergonha, fear and shame. I relate this analysis to how people talk about 

limited health system capacity. Mozambicans commonly say with a feeling of re

sentment: "estao a demorar” -  "they are slow." Delayed access to health care simul

taneously reinforces passivity and denial. Major barriers include a 'psychological 

cocktail of obstacles', which produces silence and secrecy. I analyze these phenom

ena in w ider historical context of social relations, the practice and politics of tra 

ditional medicine, poverty, human suffering, colonization, and governance. 1 term 

this an 'acknowledgment-denial analysis', which I define as oscillation between the 

acceptance and rejection of the truth about individual HIV status, which depends 

on the changing availability of ARV treatment.

Chapter 4 provides a literature review of social science HIV studies in sub- 

Saharan Africa in general and in Mozambique in particular. I clarify types of studi
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es and qualify the need for anthropological multi-site studies of ARV treatm ent I 

call for studies of access and delivery of ARVs.

Chapter 5 describes the reality of ARV delivery within Day Hospitals and in 

the communities through home based care. Valter, Clara, and Raisa [nurses), Ma- 

falda (counsellor living with ARVs), Anabella and Duarte (physicians), Guilherme 

(coordinator), and Miguela (activist living with ARVs) guide us through their eve

ryday experience, complemented by insights into the lives of Rosalina, Paulina, 

Adelina, Amelia, Rogerio, Claudio, and Patricia (home based care patients). This is 

about health worker commitment, vocation, workload and overload, and health 

system carrying capacity. The need for sufficient health workers has become the 

most politicized issue since the introduction of ARV in the public health system. 

Funding was not earm arked 'essential human resources' when 'essential drugs' 

came into focus. The Mozambican government wants Mozambican health workers 

to do the job and it strives to decrease reliance on foreign donor aid.

This ties into the politics of development with a view to the government's 

urge for self-determination. Chapter 6 looks at the Mozambican response to HIV 

and AIDS within its political history. However, a small caveat: The politics of health 

analysis excludes issues related to the cost of ARV treatm ent and politics on an 

international scale. I focus on the response to the need for ARV treatm ent in a con

text of abundant financial resources and generic drugs, when the government in

troduced ARV treatm ent in the public health system from 2004 onwards. Neither 

money nor medicine was a problem at the onset of the Mozambican model.

However, there are significant points to be drawn from the political negoti

ation over ARV treatm ent between 2000 and 2004 that support the argument 

about the impact of HIV on the Mozambican sovereignty process. I analyze four key
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themes: a) long-standing commitment to nationalized health care, b) the devastat

ing impact of civil w ar on the health system, c) dedication to decentralisation with

out privatisation, and d) NGO competition, internal brain drain and privatisation.

This historical and political perspective explains the government's commit

ment to national sovereignty. My theoretical take on this relates contradiction, am

bivalence, and conflict within political discourse, complemented by governance, 

human rights, sovereignty and dependency, inspired by Gramscian hegemonic dis

course and Foucauldian governmentality (Foucault 1979; Foucault 2000 (1994]; 

Foucault 2008 (1966); Gramsci 1971).

I use historical material and anthropological studies of Mozambican health 

care and HIV. However, field based material directs the analysis: participant obser

vation and interviews with key people at the Ministry of Health and the National 

AIDS Council. Benedito (ARV Committee member), Sergio (National AIDS Council), 

the National STI/HIV/AIDS Programme Director Alfredo Mac-Arthur and Minister 

of Health Paulo Ivo Garrido lead the way.

This analysis raises an im portant point in the context of ARV treatment: 

ARV treatm ent arrived at a time of political reform and health system transition 

and it became a political opportunity for this process. This has implications for 

understanding health care reform, including the expansion of ARV treatment. Thus, 

the strong emphasis on lack of infrastructure and human resources as the most 

serious obstacles to ARV provision needs to be seen in the context of Mozambican 

political history. ARV provision is as much an emergency response to those in need 

as an opportunity to resurrect the public health care system, which was ruined 

during the 1980s after a period when the governing political party FRELIMO made 

important steps towards free and universal primary health care.
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To show this, I compare the health development paradigm with the medical relief 

paradigm with reference to the work of Gorik Ooms [Ooms 2008). This schism 

shows intrinsic struggles over ownership of the development process. HIV increas

es government dependency on foreign aid, which adds to the progressive demise 

of the FRELIMO development agenda. However, the problem cannot be solved 

without external funding. This creates the basis of a 'culture of contradictions', 

which helps us to understand 'the process' in terms of nation-building through the 

urge for self-determination.

I have developed a detailed set of timelines to support this argument: it jux

taposes the evolution of FRELIMO, the war, the health system, HIV and AIDS data, 

the national response to the epidemic, as well as key civil society and international 

community events. The lesson is clear: health care is param ount to the identity and 

politics of the FRELIMO governing party. While lenient and open to negotiation 

over privatisation in many other areas, FRELIMO stands firm on its politics of so

cial services and health in particular: health care is the Mozambican native reserve. 

Health care is the totem that symbolizes the social imagination of a glorious, inde

pendent, and sovereign nation state that serves its people. FRELIMO is the process. 

This raises the question how many lives have been sacrificed in the name of na

tionalized health and the Mozambican ART model, which avoid private health care.

Chapter 7 analyses how advocacy organisations fit into the picture of ARV 

treatm ent provision. The Human Rights and Access to AIDS Treatment Campaign 

2005-2006 structures this analysis led by advocacy officers: Angela, Jeronimo, Lu

cas, and Lucio. I argue for a division between intimate, strategic, and distant civil 

society organisations that determines government recognition and ultimately the 

allocation of resources. This is about organisational proximity to power.
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I apply classical anthropological theory to show this: taboo and classification of the 

environment (Douglas 2002 (1966); Leach 1979) and silence in relation to ritual 

performance (Radcliffe-Brown 1979). Other studies focus on vertical relations 

between civil society and the state: for example Hirschman's analysis of exit, voice 

and loyalty (Hirschman 1970) and Azaiya's analysis of disengagement and incor

poration (Azarya 1988; Azarya 1994). Such macro-social studies have paid little 

attention to horizontal relationships within society and how actors perceive their 

role in relation to the state. This resonates Marcus' call to look at the 'big picture' 

(Marcus 1998: 85), but it also recognizes the 'transnational topography of power' 

(Ferguson 2006: 89ff), which attempts to go beyond the traditional perception of 

verticality between 'state' and 'civil society'. However, my own approach recogniz

es how actors in Mozambique have reproduced the common top-down hierarchy 

('state-civil society', 'up there-down here'). It takes the myriad of transnational 

donor-government-civil-society relations into account. This is captured in my ar

gument of the intimate-strategic-distant stratification of civil society, which involv

es government alignment, donor alignment, and double donor-government align

ment. Ethnography of such processes requires sociocultural understanding of 

stratification, partnerships, and silence. Theories of socio-political order and cul

tural conduct organize this endeavour.

In Chapter 8 ,1 relate the broader socioeconomic circumstances against the 

therapeutic, social, and political meanings of w hat I have termed 'the process'. This 

analysis integrates a discussion of the circumstances related to human rights edu

cation, poverty, basic needs of people living with or without HIV, and the sensitiza

tion phenomenon. Nuno, Marco and his 8 silent friends, and participants in a w ork

shop on food assistance for people living with ARVs lead us the way.
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The government decided to provide free drugs against opportunistic infections and 

food for the severely ill nationwide in March 2006 .1 incorporate an analysis of the 

period between idea and implementation by looking at the lifespan of Global Fund 

applications and the absorption capacity [ability to digest and consume financial 

resources] and absorptive capacity (ability to apply and assimilate new knowl

edge) of Mozambique.

The access and delivery model embraces 'the process' in all three central 

meanings of the term: individual, social, and political processes. What are the steps 

and barriers towards access to treatm ent of HIV related diseases? How can we 

conceptualize the model and the process in terms of social science theory to ad

vance informed policy choice? To answer this question, I relate the access and de

livery model to 'the process' in the therapeutic sense of the term. The Mozambican 

approach to ARV treatm ent focuses on individual responsibility and control, less 

on the need to provide the circumstances for improved livelihood.

I discuss exit, voice, and loyalty (Appadurai 2004; Hirschman 1970) to ar

gue that poor peoples' risk is not organisational membership, but life itself through 

a downward spiral of destitution, illness and death. This is the structural death 

living without ARVs. Loyalty through silence is the only option left. This is a conse

quence of human suffering, deprivation, and structural violence. From here, I draw 

on anthropological insights on context, development, and food production 

(Ferguson 1994; Levi-Strauss 1970; Matsinhe 2005) to connect to the following 

emphasis on rites o f passage and the violence perspective.

The therapeutic process constitutes rites o f passage (Turner 1967; van 

Gennep 1960 (1908)), which determine who ultimately benefit from treatment. I 

juxtapose epidemiological individualism (Baldwin 2005; de Waal 2008) and thera
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peutic citizenship (Nguyen 2005] to see the obstacles that people face during the 

process from testing to living with ARVs. The analytical lens for this combines risk 

environment (Barnett and Blaikie 1992; Barnett and Whiteside 2006 (2002); 

Rhodes 2002] and different kinds of violence: structural violence (Farmer 2004; 

Galtung 1969], symbolic violence (Bourdieu 2000], social violence (Kleinman 

2000], cultural violence (Galtung 1990], and everyday violence (Scheper-Hughes 

1992; Scheper-Hughes 1996). The violence perspective is one interpretation of the 

access and delivery model, which points to the dialectic between success and fail

ure as a constant struggle between socio-structural crisis and (dis)order, political 

leadership, and international solidarity, against the encroaching reality of normali

zation of life and death.

I discuss four issues in the conclusion: 1) Uniqueness: partnerships between 

the Mozambican government, international donors, and treatm ent implementers, 

achievements of the Mozambican ART model, and the introduction of Counselling 

and Testing for Health, 2) Policy implications: how to improve the patient tracking 

and social support systems, 3) Future research: anthropology of life with or w ith

out ARVs, and 4) The Process: its individual, social, and political meanings.

The therapeutic process relates the individual process (experience of ART), 

the social process (constraints that feed on the delicate (im)balance between expe

rience and politics), and the political process (sovereignty and the government 

vision to provide health care for all Mozambicans). Ultimately, the process is about 

development ownership, but it also points to the question when and w hether HIV 

will convince the world that we need new solutions to respond to the epidemic.



Living With ARVs



1: Living With ARVs

"Benfica-Zona Verde, Benfica-Zona Verde" shouts the conductor, standing in the 

doorway of a chapa minibus, casually hanging out, as he waves to the people in the 

street awaiting their daily means of transportation. We are opposite the Central 

Hospital crowded with people as usual. We head up Avenida Eduardo Mondlane 

and pass by the Ministry of Health. After a few minutes, the statue of Eduardo 

Mondlane becomes visible in the midst of the busy Maputo traffic, standing against 

the blue sky and a curious mix of hoardings advertising milk, yellow pages, and 

Coca-Cola. Eduardo Mondlane was the first FRELIMO president until his death in 

1969, assassinated by a letter bomb. He would have been sad had he lived to see 

the reality of the current infectious disease epidemic in Mozambique.

The behaviours of the people who attend the local Day Hospital as they en

ter and leave the Health Centre are remarkable. Instead of taking the direct way to 

the Day Hospital behind the Health Centre, many people take a less public shortcut 

through the Health Centre. Stigma attaches to those who walk directly to the Day 

Hospital. As someone explained, people will condemningly say: "It's fo r those peo

ple with AIDS". On the way out, you see large bins full of ARV cardboard boxes. Peo

ple living with ARVs try to minimize the visibility of the drugs, before they carry 

them into the public and private spheres of life. Many carefully scratch off the AIDS 

ribbon on the ARV plastic container, as it reveals your identity and fuels stigma 

and discrimination. Ironically, the ribbon was invented for the opposite reason.
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I sit inside the ARV dispensary, next to the pharmaceutical assistant who gives out 

ARVs to people in need. They have all gone through health triage and medical con

sultation before they come here. Every minute a person knocks on the door with a 

prescription to receive free medicine for the next 15, 30, or 60 days. Behind us, 

there is a large stock of ARVs, mainly the triple therapies Triomune 30 and Trio- 

mune 40 from Cipla in India. Through the window, you see a beautifully well-kept 

hospital area with grass, flowers, tropical trees, and consultations organized se

quentially. You can hear the birds sing, but also the characteristic and lasting 

sound of the phlebotomist taking blood samples for CD4 counts, as he hits the arm 

of the patients with the palm of his hand to make the veins stand out for the nee

dle. People sit in silence with a melancholic sadness awaiting their turn. They are 

there at different points in their lives with HIV to attend health triage, blood sam

pling, medical, and psychological consultation, ARV restocking, or ARV counselling.

The pharmaceutical assistant takes notes as she reads the prescription. She 

asks the patient: "When do you need to take the medicine?" The patient replies: "One 

in the morning at 8 o'clock and one in the evening at 8 o'clock". The assistant replies: 

"Here you have ARVs fo r  the next 2 months and a pamphlet to inform you about what 

to eat and how to remember to take the medicine twice a day. See you next time. 

Next, please come in."

The line of people is long. Citizens of Mozambique, young and old, high and 

low, men and women from all walks of life: migrant workers, security guards, stu

dents, drivers, miners, health workers, maids, teachers, police officers, soldiers, 

farmers, bureaucrats, salespersons, unemployed, and many others. The encounter 

seems uncomplicated: a short conversation and a transaction of medical supplies 

for a number of weeks depending on the state of health of the individual.
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Gilberto

Gilberto is one of them: a man in his thirties who tells his illness story since the 

onset of symptoms in 1998. The story represents many of those who have lived 

with HIV and health problems for many years. The story plot follows treatm ent 

seeking behaviour in the pre-ARV era, treatm ent of other diseases for a long period 

(mainly malaria and tuberculosis), uncertainty as to the nature of the problem, fear 

of discrimination testing for HIV, and the complicated ART initiation phase, until 

they finally gain access to regular ARV treatm ent -  often several years later.

"In 1998 we didn't talk about this problem. We spoke very little about HIV/ 

AIDS", he recalls, reflecting on how ill he was and on how initially he was unaware 

what was happening to him. "I always suffered malaria: constant malaria that never 

went away." Gilberto went in and out of the hospital for malaria medication, as the 

disease periodically worsened and improved. Then in 2000 he suffered from a se

vere cough, at first seemingly harmless. Gilberto was diagnosed with tuberculosis 

and he underwent eight months of TB treatment. For two months, he thought he 

was cured, but then he caught tuberculosis again. The doctor at the local hospital 

said to him: "Gilberto, I have to talk to you. Look, this tuberculosis has already been 

treated". The clue was to find out why the tuberculosis revisited Gilberto. The doc

tor told him that such cases would normally indicate HIV, and he recommended 

Gilberto to take the HIV test. "I thought a lot about it, because in 2000 we didn't 

have AIDS treatment in Mozambique."

The Mozambican health authorities identified the first case of AIDS in 1986. 

Many years of 'denial', 'ignorance', and blaming 'outsiders', 'others', and 'foreign

ers' followed. This pattern was seen in many countries. HIV was not recognized as
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a major public health problem by the Mozambican government until 2000, when 

the National AIDS Council was founded. The 2001 HIV surveillance reported 13.6 

percent HIV prevalence in the adult population, based on 10,000 pregnant wom

en's antenatal care consultations (National Institute of Statistics 2004). In other 

words, Gilberto was then one among approximately 1.2 million Mozambicans 

living with the virus.

Fear: HIV Testing, But No Treatment Available

One day in 2000, Gilberto went to see his doctor to tell him: "I will take the test!" 

Gilberto w ent straight to a nearby Voluntary Counselling and Testing centre, only 

to see that his neighbour was working as a nurse there. "No, no, I cannot enter the 

VCT. When she sees me, she will think I have AIDS, as I am already ill with tuberculo

sis, and I am spitting bloody gobs when I cough. That nurse will tell the whole neigh

bourhood about me, she will spread it all. People will discriminate against me." How

ever, Gilberto's fear of discrimination was unfounded. He explained his situation to 

the nurse at the VCT centre and she said to him: "Gilberto, don't worry. I will ar

range some money fo r  you so you can go to a private clinic to take the test". People 

paid 150,000 Meticais in 2000 for an HIV test in private clinics (6 US$). This was a 

substantial amount of money for most citizens, as the minimum wage was -  and 

still is -  about 30-40 dollars per month. The clinician put the result in an envelope 

and asked Gilberto to give it to his hospital doctor.

"There were many patients in line, when I arrived at the hospital. More people 

joined. Then finally it was my turn. Then I gave the envelope to the doctor. I didn't
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like the way the doctor treated me." I asked: "What did he do?" Gilberto: "He opened 

the envelope and saw the result Then he said: 'Senhor Gilberto, you have AIDS!' Then 

I asked: ‘Doctor, now that I have AIDS, what can I do? Is there a treatment? Is there 

anything I can do?'" The doctor replied: "No, there is nothing you can do."

"I fe lt very sick that day. I fe lt very, very sick." However, Gilberto insisted by 

asking what he could do. He compared AIDS to other diseases with no cure, like 

cancer and hypertension. "Can'tyou give me some tranquilizing medicine, so I can 

live longer?" The doctor told Gilberto about ARV treatment, but that it was not yet 

available in Mozambique. "Butyou can try a t Health Centre Alto Mae, where Doctors 

Without Borders are working. They attend people in a situation like yours."

Natural History: Old and New Infections in Time Perspective

HIV life stories raise general points about the natural history of the HIV virus. A 

few patients started ARV treatm ent in 2002 and 2003. More have gained access to 

ARVs since mid-2004. Many have carried co-infection for several years, mainly 

malaria, tuberculosis, and HIV. In any case, people in need or living with ARVs 

carry an old infection, which dates back several years (Morgan, et al. 2002a; Porter 

and Zaba 2004; Todd, et al. 2007). More than two hundred thousand people were 

estimated to be in need of ARVs in 2004 (National AIDS Council 2005: 21), when 

the government committed itself to free universal access to health within the 

National Health System. The government 'denied' the HIV epidemic and it saw HIV 

as a minor problem for many years after the first AIDS case report in 1986. Ineffi

cient surveillance methods and insufficient resources m eant massive underreport
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ing and non-reporting. Citizen ignorance, lack of physical access to HIV and AIDS 

health care (transport, distance, money), limited health system capacity, and com

plex psychological sentiments (fear, shame, denial, aversion, scepticism, silence, 

passivity, and distrust) meant that few came forward for testing.

If we then think of a context halfway into the first decade of the new millen

nium of resource abundance, political commitment, increased HIV awareness and 

testing, then an alarming scenario can be predicted ten years ahead. More people 

living with HIV, who were infected in the new millennium, will progress towards 

AIDS and require ARV treatment. This sets high demands on the health care sys

tem. The government is committed to improve health system infrastructure and to 

train more health workers, but this happens at a slower pace than the increasing 

number of people in need of ARVs. However, most people infected long ago who do 

not have access to treatm ent will and do die. Day Hospital coordinators estimate 

that 75 percent of the people who test HIV positive do it during the WHO defined 

third phase (severe symptoms) or fourth phase (terminally ill) (WHO 2005). They 

are ‘late presenters'.1 This proves to be too late in many cases. There are no sys

tematic studies of this, but a medical doctor at the Central Hospital of Beira, in the 

high prevalence Sofala province, reported that those who arrive at the Day Hospi

tal in clinical stage 4 die within an average of two to five days (Vitorino 2007). 

Immediate ARV treatm ent is not possible at that stage. However, one multi-coun

try study might give us an indication of the problem: it found that out of 3,456 

patients in Mozambique, Malawi and Tanzania, who received ARVs for more than 6 

months, 72 percent initially had WHO clinical stages 3-4 (Marazzi, et al. 2008).
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Gilberto doubted the result of his test. "Is it really true? Perhaps it is the wrong test. 

I don't agree". He went to another VCT centre to test again. "I liked the way the 

counsellor treated me. She received me with lots o f care." Gilberto asked: "What does 

'positive' mean?" The nurse explained the difference between HIV negative and HIV 

positive, and that positive means that the person has the virus that provokes AIDS. 

She also assured Gilberto that he did not have AIDS. The nurse told Gilberto the 

same as what the doctor had told him, but with good manners. The nurse opened a 

medical record for Gilberto, o processo ch'nico, and assured him that he would be 

offered prophylactic treatm ent against opportunistic infections.

MSF was constructing a Day Hospital and would soon be able to offer ARV 

treatment. "But is it possible that I will live much longer with this treatment that 

Miss Counsellor is telling me about now?" She said: 'Yes. Avoid the dirty life. Skip 

nightlife. Eat well. Do not go hungry fo r  a long time. Be faithful to your medication. 

Take your medicine at the hours that I tell you. You will live." Gilberto started 

prophylactic treatm ent in 2001.

Gilberto reflects on his previous life without treatm ent in a social environ

ment in constant fear of discrimination. "Lz/e wasn't easy, because a person gets ill, 

gets very ill, gets very, very ill without proper AIDS treatm ent Then, when they look 

at me they start stigmatizing and discriminating against me. 'What he has, that guy 

there, that's AIDS. And he is trying to hide i t '  People show distrust They keep a dis

tance -  they discriminate against people like me. Even to the point that some people 

didn't want to talk to me anymore." Fortunately, everyone within his family under

stood his situation: his mother, his brothers, and sisters.
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ARV Treatment: Courage to Live

From 2003, Gilberto regularly consulted his doctor and his nurse. One day the 

doctor said to him: “Gilberto, we need to talk, because we now have a treatment we 

want to give you. This treatment is not like aspirin or chloroquine. We need to talk a 

lot with you, before we give you this medicine" Gilberto then attended the pre-ART 

counselling sessions to learn about ARV treatment. Gilberto asked the question like 

many others in the same situation: “When will the doctor tell me that I don't have to 

take the medicine anymore?" The doctor said: “This medicine doesn't cure AIDS, it 

doesn't cure the virus. But it is a treatment that gives better quality o f life to a person 

living with HIV." CD4 analysis was performed after 1 month of pre-ART counselling. 

Gilberto had 142 CD4 cells per micro litre blood, compared to a healthy person 

with an average of 1000 CD4 cells per micro litre blood, cells that help the immune 

system to protect against infection (US DHHS 2005).2

Gilberto started free ARV treatm ent in April 2003. Day Hospital Alto Mae 

stands behind the Health Centre, linked by the VCT centre. Prime Minister Pascoal 

Mocumbi officially inaugurated these facilities donated by MSF Switzerland and 

the Swiss Bachmann Foundation on 1 December 2003.

“First and second month were difficult Very difficult", Gilberto recalls. He suf

fered painful side effects. “A person will drop out by feeling all the pain, i f  he doesn't 

have courage. But I had already been counselled, they had explained everything to 

me, and I had the courage". Gilberto's condition improved after two months and his 

CD4 count soon climbed to 245. Then it w ent down to 180. Gilberto worried about 

this situation, until his doctor assured him that it would only be a temporary 

decline. The following CD4 count was at 490.

Gilberto finally says: “This is more or less the life I have lived since 1998."
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Individual and Shared Experience

Gilberto's life story reveals a difficult path to ARV treatm ent paved with problems 

of HIV and AIDS incompetency within the Mozambican health system, years of ill 

health without knowing his HIV status, and fear and experience of discrimination 

living with the HIV virus. Three key issues explain his success in overcoming indi

vidual and social barriers: information, counselling, and courage. Gilberto was 

frightened by the prospect of HIV disclosure and the response from society, like 

other people in the same situation. In the following, I describe and discuss the eth

nographic methods applied as the basis for this chapter.

Field Methods: Can You Tell Me About...

I visited six Day Hospitals full time for 5 months. Life story interviews were con

ducted with 30 individuals living with ARVs (19 women, 11 men}. Nine of them 

were Day Hospital activists (6 women, 3 men). I conducted formal interviews with 

five key informants between two and five times. Participant observation in support 

groups complemented the individual interviews (Kudumba, Pfukauhana, T inena). 

In addition, I observed the daily hospital routines, and conducted qualitative inter

views with coordinators, doctors, nurses, psychologists, counsellors, and activists. I 

followed activists, doctors, and nurses on their home based care visits (10 women, 

5 men, 6 children) (see Chapter 5). All research activities included indispensable 

informal networking, chatting, and talking. Informal encounters provided insights
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into everyday life at the hospitals, as opposed to the formally staged interviews in 

which health care workers reflected on the bigger issues of their profession.

Patients had to be sensitized before I could interview them. They seemed 

more comfortable to the idea the longer I stayed at a Day Hospital. The nurses 

would talk to patients about my project and suggest an interview. Some days they 

stood in line waiting to talk to me. At other times, they were not so interested. 

However, I was surprised to see that many patients liked to talk about their life 

and problems with ARVs considering the widespread silence. The first impression 

when you arrive at a Day Hospital with full waiting rooms is an atmosphere of si

lence, melancholy, and despair. In fact, one doctor told me that the biggest problem 

in the doctor-patient encounter was communication. I was told that patients did 

not have much of an idea about their illness and about its past, present and future. 

However, there I was: patients told me detailed stories from the onset of health 

problems to life with ARVs.

Three issues made a difference towards successful life story interviews: in

formation, method, and context. I gave each person a list of ethnographic life story 

questions, ordered around several key themes of illness experience: life, Day Hospi

tal, counselling and social support, and alternative and traditional medicine (see 

Appendix 1). I explained it all for those who could not read. The life focussed 

questions were the most relevant for people living with ARVs: patients had a 

chance to talk in detail about their experience with HIV over time. Indeed, the 

suggestive phrase Can you tell me about... turned out to be a culturally appropriate 

key that made them talk openly about their life with the virus. Finally, the given 

space within the Day Hospital setting among peers and health workers was con

ducive to talk about life and ill health.
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I invented the term 'live focus group', defined as qualitative research in which a 

researcher interacts with a group of people who talk about a particular issue w ith

out guiding them. Live focus group interviews supplemented the one-on-one inter

views and participant observation. Orthodox focus groups proved impossible to re

alize at all levels of fieldwork. In this context, ARV patients came into the Day Hos

pitals in silence, waited long hours in the waiting room, spent time with a health 

worker, and then they wanted quickly to leave again. Live focus groups in the 

support groups offered participant observation without the researcher having to 

control the situation, which is generally the norm and limitation of ideal type focus 

groups. I observed participants' interaction and how the they voiced their opinions 

on specific topics related to ARV treatm ent I asked questions, listened, took notes, 

and participated in the debates. In fact, informants controlled the focus groups, as 

encouraged in textbooks (Morgan 1997; Spradley 1979). Finally, live focus groups 

were particularly useful to prove Morgan's simple test (Morgan 1997:17): Do par

ticipants actively and easily discuss the topic of interest? They did.

Storytelling was a key component of my encounters with ARV patients and 

support groups. Individual life stories reveal the oral history of Mozambicans liv

ing with the virus. They give voice to the apparent silent epidemic history. Storytel

ling in support groups provides psychosocial support among peers. However, data 

validation was difficult: people who live with HIV hesitate to invite strangers, activ

ists, or health workers into their everyday lives in their homes surrounded by 

friends and family. Therefore, narrative theory is necessary to appreciate the dif

ferences between individual and collective storytelling. The validity of the former 

depends on other pieces of information in social and cultural context, while the 

validity of the latter resides in the narration itself (Peacock and Holland 1993).
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I would have liked to visit patients regularly and systematically in their communi

ties and their homes, but this was quite an impossible suggestion under the given 

circumstances of perceived and real stigma and discrimination and the underlying 

and consequential psychological emotions, which produce the ever-present silence 

and secrecy related to living with HIV. Once you leave the oasis of talk at the Day 

Hospital, you re-enter the troubled zone of secrecy in public and private spheres. 

Patients cross these zone every 15, 30, or 60 days on their visits to the Day Hospi

tal for medical and psychological consultation and ARV restocking. However, the 

individual life-focused stories present the struggles of real people, focused on lived 

history (Peacock and Holland 1993: 369-370).

The psychosocial life story approach emphasizes the creation and m ainte

nance of social cohesion and collective identity within a therapeutic group (ibid.). 

Researcher presence is less relevant in this context. The researcher participates 

and observes group activities. The quality of the psychosocial life story approach 

resides in the interaction among group members. Group members use stories as 

pieces of information to create collective identity and they hereby create validity 

independently of other sources of information. The ontological basis is interpreta

tion within the group of stories told, as opposed to the objectivist life focussed 

approach, which insists that the story mirrors reality (ibid.). Empirical detail of col

lective storytelling ties into the next section, which will show how storytelling be

comes meaningful within a peer group.
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HIV Support Groups: Oases o f Disclosure

Support groups provide moral and psychosocial support, based on the recognition 

of the importance of such support, but also on the fact that they have no means 

available to provide economic and social support Poor people can only afford 

'moral' and 'psychosocial' support. There is little if any 'state' support for poor 

people without the basic material necessities. Yet, support groups are important: 

they provide a forum where people can voice their concerns and problems living 

with ARVs. Mozambicans often lack such space elsewhere, due to the silence and 

secrecy attached to living with the virus. Support group meetings create an oasis of 

disclosure.

I was talking to Gilberto about the HIV information campaigns in the 1990s 

and early 2000s. He told me about the slogan in the newspapers, on the radio, and 

on TV: 'AIDS Kills, AIDS Has No Cure'. "People received this information and until 

this very day they don't want to take it away. We have already developed better in

formation. Information is available, but people's consciousness has not y e t changed! I 

decided that I don't want to return to the past, because when I go fo r  a consultation, 

when I sit a t home, or when I go out with friends, then I always have to hear about 

cases o f discrimination." I asked Gilberto to give me an example why such patient 

support is important. He said: 7  knew a person who took the test He was not ill. 

They counselled him very well at the Day Hospital. Treatment was even available, but 

he committed suicide, because it reigns in the minds o f people that 'AIDS kills, AIDS 

has no cure'. I feel that we have to work a lot in the area o f HIV/AIDS to make people 

understand that AIDS is an illness like any other illness that doesn't have a cure."
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For this reason, Gilberto and others, with support from an MSF coordinator, decid

ed to establish a patient support group. They named it Kudumba, a Shangaan word 

meaning: Let's Speak Reality! Gilberto looked at me with a stern face and said with 

a grumbling voice: "Vamosfalar a realidade!"

The Kudumba group was founded in October 2005 as an association of pa

tients living with HIV 'to support members and their families in need of moral and 

psychosocial support'. Members pay a 50 New Meticais monthly fee [2 US$). Those 

with little money can still become a member and pay 10 New Meticais per month. 

However, only about 50 people had joined Kudumba by mid-2006. Moreover, only 

a few of them attended the Friday afternoon meetings. Some meetings were even 

cancelled. In fact, the 'oasis of disclosure' stands in striking contrast to the majority 

of patients waiting in silence for their medical appointment, supported by the fact 

that some 3,000 people receive ARV treatm ent at this Day Hospital. I believe many 

more would become Kudumba members if they could, but economic, social, and 

psychological barriers keep them away.

I participated in several Kudumba meetings. They gather under an open 

shed within the Day Hospital area, sitting on benches and chairs in a circle forma

tion. Every meeting starts with two key activities: animation and storytelling. This 

Friday afternoon gathered 31 participants (22 women, 8 men, and 1 child). First, 

the moderator encourages participants to tell knee-slapping jokes to let people 

have a good laugh. The change of faces before and after these gags is remarkable. 

From rather empty looking faces, you now see animated and happy people with an 

incentive to communicate and share their experience living with HIV and ARVs.
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Then they tell stories about life before and after the HIV test, before and after they 

start ARV treatm ent This is similar to w hat I do, when I interview people who live 

with the virus. This was a pleasant surprise: I had seen some Day Hospitals w ith

out support groups. I had visited other support groups that used a different ap

proach to patient sensitization. They perform group-counselling sessions to inform 

about prophylactic treatment, adherence, proper nutrition, and condom use. With 

Kudumba I found a methodological two-in-one: a 'live focus group' focussed on 

storytelling. This approach emphasizes the relevance of ethnographic life story 

methods and it exposed that Mozambicans love to talk and tell stories -  in a com

fortable setting. The risks and consequences of voicing the reality living with HIV 

are included in the following analysis.

Life stories reveal the problems and solutions related to treatm ent seeking 

behaviour. "You can speak!" says the moderator, each time a persons stops talking. 

He encourages participants to keep on talking. Some storytellers are blunt and di

rect: they say what needs to be said. The shortest and clearest testimony I heard 

went like: "I took the test, I was positive, and then I started treatment. Now I feel 

good, I don't have any problems." Others are shy and afraid of talking about them 

selves and HIV. For example: "Telling a story, I talk in third person. I don't say that it 

is me." Participants give a big round of applause in a lively and animated way at the 

end of each story.

A few proactive Kudumba members have no fear: in their own words, they 

are the 'courageous soldiers'. They become role models to ARV disclosure: those 

who are afraid or not ready to speak about their HIV status have a chance to listen 

to others. What problems have they had to face? What were the possible solutions?
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Storytelling provides a means of ordering the past to make sense of and control the 

present to edify and mentally prepare for the future. Storytelling offers audience 

validation and recognition, which alleviates psychological suffering. People living 

with ARVs find great relief among peers sharing their stories, particularly as sto

rytellers can conceal their identity and where they live. They enjoy the freedom to 

speak within an oasis of disclosure. In fact, the chance to speak 'anonymously' and 

'out of context of daily life' makes people realize that others have gone through 

similar social, cultural, and material difficulties. That is, ARV stories, though seem

ingly idiosyncratic, hinge on a cultural repertoire of shared experience: the pros 

and cons of HIV and ARV disclosure in private and public spheres, social disinte

gration, and cultural condemnation. Mozambicans who live with HIV have experi

enced a difficult life with other diseases, which have become normalized condi

tions: endemic infectious diseases, destitution, and poor public health.

There is both good and bad news to the prospect that living with HIV may 

become part of cultural disease normalisation. In particular, I find it relevant to 

discuss and analyse the reasons and causes for troubled vocalisation and the wide

spread silence related to living with HIV, which until recently has been publicly 

declared a death sentence. Reluctance to talk about individual and social concerns 

living with ARVs through an agency declared as moral support, yet which implicitly 

proclaims discontent with the social circumstances, points to perceived and expe

rienced consequences of stigma and discrimination produced and perpetuated by 

the dominant society and political culture. I turn to an intermezzo that describes 

the foundation of the Pfukauhana support group, the differences in attitude to life 

this initiative creates, and specifically a phenomenological description of how peo

ple living with ARVs experience silence and secrecy.
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'Poor People Like Us': On HIV Public Disclosure

Patients and health workers founded the Pfukauhana support group on 29 June 

2006,14 months after the ARV facility opened at the Military Hospital. The silence 

and despair among ARV patients, which I had experienced until then, transformed 

into motivated activity as the Pfukauhana group took shape. Edmundo, an ARV 

patient representing the access movement MATRAM, organized the first meeting, 

which gathered 17 participants (9 women, 2 men, 3 children, and 3 health work

ers). Edmundo says: "Let's talk about HIV!" He enthusiastically goes on about the 

differences between RNA, DNA, and CD4, their functions, and how they interrelate. 

He includes all details of HIV pathology, points of entry, how the HIV virus enters 

the body, and why condoms are important.

Beatriz, a young woman with no visible symptoms of HIV, cried her heart 

out among her trusted friends in the support group. She was afraid she would not 

be able to see her children grow up. Her husband and her daughter are both HIV 

negative, but her son has also been infected. Beatriz has had no physical problems 

with ARVs, only psychological. "You can't live without a heart and mind at rest, 

which is needed also fo r  ARVs to work well." Then Daniela joins in with a forceful 

voice: "I know I am not alone: there are many more in the same situation. The most 

important support we need is psychological not medical!"

Evaristo, the president of Pfukauhana, said at the second meeting: "The 

group is open to everyone. We don't select patients and sympathizers." This time 8 

men, 12 women, 2 children, and 2 psychologists showed up. They told stories 

about denial, discrimination, and secrecy. Alicia was the first to break the silence: 

7  didn't believe i t  I kept saying 'It is not true'for a long time. I took the test once
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again in 2005 and it was positive. It was true. My husband is also HIV positive, but he 

continues to drink and smoke and he does not change his behaviour. It is such a Joke. 

I need your help. I have not been able to change his life and my own has been affect

ed. I simply want to feel better."

Others followed Alicia's example. Bianca said: 7  have a niece who knows she 

is HIV+, she knows her CD4 count, and she is eligible fo r  treatment, but she doesn't 

believe it. She says 'it's not my analysis!'" Odolina said: "My family doesn't give me 

food. They say the hospital is dirty, AIDS is dirty: ‘Wash all your clothes before you  

enter the house!"' Geisa said: 7  live my life, the secret stays with me only. No one in 

my family knows, my mother, my 14 brothers and sisters, only my grandmother in 

church". Then Nisalda said: "Our families need to know that we have organized an 

association, a support group. Let's invite our families to see what we are doing and 

that the group also includes HIV negative people."

Angela from RENSIDA talked about her experience living with HIV at the 

next meeting, which gathered 9 men, 16 women, 1 child, and 2 psychologists. "We 

are not afraid o f living with HIV! This is our goal. Let’s live positively". All members 

presented themselves by name. Then Angela continued: "We learned about AIDS in 

the 80s. We heard that AIDS kills, simply! Those with AIDS led a bad life. We were 

isolated and people discriminated against us. In 2000, we were not well treated at 

the hospitals. We were always the last ones attended to. We had to wait until the end 

o f the day, even if  we arrived early in the morning."

I knew Angela through several meetings with international organisations, 

where I never heard her speak a word. She explained that the people from the 

'powerful organisations' would never let civil society members speak. If they did, 

they would never take their side. She often felt muted at these events. However,
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here she was 'giving voice' to people living with HIV: she spoke with a strong voice 

about the needs and problems living with HIV.

Angela introduced two key issues: silence and sensitization. "It is difficult to 

find a state functionary who breaks the silence. Poor people like us break the silence. 

We are normal citizens, often unemployed, often without money." Fatima joins in: 

"Many people need to be sensitized. Many are still stigmatized and people keep dis

criminating against us. We need empowerment! We need to work in the city! We 

need to work in the districts! We need to provide psychosocial support everywhere!" 

Angela replies: "Everyone o f us have a role to play. We need to educate our families. 

We need to create conditions in which you can learn how to do this work on how to 

sensitize families about stigma and discrimination and how to break the silence."

Boaventura Machel, the brother of Samora Machel, died of AIDS in 1999. His 

closest family, led by his wife and children, Samora Machel's widow Gra^a Machel, 

and Eduardo Mondlane's widow Janet Mondlane, decided to 'break the silence' by a 

public announcement of the death of a prominent public figure in Mozambique. 

The obituary appeared in the Notlcias newspaper on 27 November. It reached the 

New York Times by mid-December (Swarns 1999). The event was seen as a his

torical turnaround, which would make an end to silence and discrimination. Prime 

Minister Pascoal Mocumbi lamented the fact that HIV continued to be seen by soci

ety as taboo that generates secrecy and marginalisation. Mocumbi pleaded Mozam

bicans to break the taboo (ibid.), but little happened.

Gossip rapidly spreads the news when people die from HIV, but this infor

mation never becomes official through the media. Obituaries of young and old Mo

zambicans fill the daily newspapers, but without explicit mentioning of the cause 

of death. I remember my own bewilderment, when I first arrived in Mozambique
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and read the newspapers. I flicked through the pages and saw that many people 

had died recently: page by page filled with photos of boys, girls, teenagers, young 

and old women and men, complemented with name, age, location, and cause of 

death. This left me confused and sad. It was difficult to fathom the reality behind it. 

The cause of death was invariably stated as 'died after prolonged illness'. This is 

common. 'Died after prolonged illness' is a common dignifying statement, custom

arily used in many countries to show respect for individual privacy. The unusual 

and worrying aspect was that there were so many obituaries. Nevertheless, even 

though many read the newspapers, nobody spoke about the reality. This phenom

enon seemed a normalized aspect of everyday life.

Gilberto often commented on this: "We need to be much more aggressive and 

tell the truth! Write under each picture in the obituaries that this and that person 

died o f AIDS. Then people will understand that AIDS is part o f reality. This will be the 

most effective prevention campaign too!" Today, as Angela puts it, it is 'poor people 

like us', who break the silence.

Silence, Voice, and Taboo: Reproduction of Social Order

On a visit to the phlebotomist, I saw a message on a notice board: "Let's break the 

silence. Silence kills more that AIDS. Let us figh t against stigma and discrimination. 

You are not alone, there is always someone by your side." Yet, I was puzzled that the 

discussion soon died out during support group meetings, only kept alive by the few 

courageous soldiers that no one can silence. That is, talkative storytellers differ im

mensely from passive listeners.
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Though difficult to analyse silence compared to verbally expressed communica

tion, silence per se constitutes a means of communication. A taxonomy of silence 

among people living with ARVs classifies five key themes: enculturation, secrecy, 

despair, statement, and choice. This classification will be discussed with key social 

science literature on silence in the context of illness experience and taboo.

Function and Enculturation

Individual, social, and political gains and repercussions m atter when people living 

with HIV consider voice or silence. Such considerations may explain why the ma

jority of people estimated to be living with HIV do not come forward for HIV test

ing, often despite the fact that they have been well informed about the virus and 

how to control it. Under the circumstances of perceived and real threats of social 

disapproval and condemnation, limited access to health care, and poor living con

ditions, then people are right to ask whether one should always follow the good 

example of the ones who give voice to social suffering and ill health. Social, eco

nomic, and political circumstances may tell you that silence makes the better op

tion. In other words, silence has a protective function. Silence and secrecy protect 

the individual against bias and intolerance.

Taboo and somatization explain silence related to the enculturation thesis. 

Enculturation implies the process by which people become incorporated into a 

specific culture: they adapt to cultural norms and social order. Changes in family, 

community, and political life influence the life long enculturation process. First, the 

definition of taboo includes reluctance to mention or discuss a particular issue.
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Second, silence is caused by or an expression of individual or collective historical 

experience. We therefore need to analyze silence within Mozambique's social his

tory to explain why its citizens remain unwilling to talk not just about HIV but also 

about public m atters in general. I do this with reference to classical anthropologi

cal analyses to argue that enculturated silence depends on taboo (Douglas 2002 

(1966); Leach 1979), social memory (Connerton 1989), and embodied experience 

(Fassin 2003; Fassin 2007; Kleinman and Kleinman 1994).

Gilberto said to me with a sincere voice: 7  am realizing a taboo; that people 

don't want to talk about HIV and AIDS. For me, this is the danger o f more HIV trans

mission, when people don't talk about HIV and AIDS."

Taboo refers to explicit prohibitions from the use or mention of things con

sidered sacred or inviolable. Thus, HIV should fall under such definition, but this 

would question its sacredness and inviolability. Taboo contains the double mean

ing of inhibition, defined not as cultural or legal banning, but as psychological shy

ness, hesitation, and insecurity. I claim that the cultural and historical dimensions 

of HIV in Mozambique converge because of this prohibition-inhibition dialectic.

In anthropology, taboo defines as avoidance of things that fall between cul

turally agreed categories and names (Douglas 1979; Douglas 1992; Douglas 2002 

(1966); Leach 1979). The language of silence characterizes taboo: the unsaid, both 

prohibited and inhibited expressions. Thus, the definition of taboo encompasses 

distinctive qualities of silence. I argue elsewhere that historically constituted inhi

bition may explain silence in Mozambique (H0g 2006). The forces to inhibit talk 

about HIV are paramount, as living with the virus associates qualities in life that 

human beings rarely connect, and which we usually keep separate in most cultures
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precisely through systems of taboo and ritual. That is, HIV at the minimum associ

ates the rare cocktail of sex, disease, and death.

However, the prohibition-inhibition phenomenon in the context of HIV is 

not unique to Mozambique. I would add a clash of cultures component, evident in 

Mozambique by the massive use of foreign made moral messages and the increas

ing call to make them culturally appropriate. They call it 'Mozambicanization' of 

HIV prevention campaigns. HIV information should ideally be adapted to the dif

ferent linguistic, ethnic, and cultural contexts of the country. However, the reality 

is different in the context of the 'ARV rollout'. The government vetoes public ARV 

announcement on the argument that it would be irresponsible public health prac

tice considering the weak health system capacity. Alfredo Mac-Arthur, the National 

AIDS Programme Director said: "We don't have the health system capacity to inform 

the general public about treatment. People would flood our system and we would not 

be able to treat everyone." However, information travels fast by word of mouth, 

both through oral tradition and due to circumstances of illiteracy, weak media cov

erage, the digital divide, and weak postal services.

Additionally, religious and behavioural components of taboo influence taci

turnity. Douglas' work on risk and blame (Douglas 1992) and purity and danger 

(Douglas 2002 (1966)), provide useful tools to discuss religious, cultural, and poli

tical aspects of silence living with HIV. First, the behavioural blame links to the 

original understanding of breaching a taboo: human behaviour is blamed respon

sible for a society wrecked with HIV, not by it. 'Sexual behaviour' and 'culture', both 

deemed wrong, invariably explain high rates of HIV infection. In other words, the 

'blaming the victim' discourse dominates the 'blaming nature' and 'blaming socio

political history' discourses. The natural history of the HIV 'long wave event'
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(Barnett 2006; Barnett and Whiteside 2006 (2002): 19ff), with its devastating 

impact through interaction with human beings aided under socioeconomic fragility 

and disparate cultures of denial, negligence and inaction, remains unfathomable 

and fuels paralysis. Individual behaviour change remains the preferred policy op

tion to restore society and protect it from additional viral transmission. A para

digm shift is in the making to acknowledge and take action upon the HIV epidemic 

as a development problem and solution, but it caught a slow train after twenty-five 

years adhering to the cultural and behavioural models of epidemic explanation and 

societal response. Nonetheless, some speculative questions remain: Had they 

worked, then the HIV epidemic would have peaked earlier with much lower HIV 

prevalence than currently estimated. Had such initiatives not been taken, then the 

HIV prevalence would have increased to higher levels. It would have been a painful 

acknowledgment and reminder of failed progress, had development been the an

swer from day one of the epidemic. Such conclusions were not reached overnight 

Therefore, it is hard to determine the success or failure of behavioural campaigns 

against the natural history of HIV.

However, ideas of risk and blame take over, when the theory of taboo fails 

its explanatory power, as Douglas herself points out (Douglas 1992). In other 

words, this line of thought proposes that the pre-scientific taboo approach rooted 

in the intersections between nature, culture, religion, and language dominates ra

tional reasoning based on centuries of lessons learned in areas of economic devel

opment and public health. Without the latter, behavioural restrictions remain the 

preferred solutions, not based on evidence but on moral and prejudiced percep

tions reminiscent of taboo practiced regardless of its cultural environment. Those 

who have the comfort and security of development and public health are less ex
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posed to the risk of infectious disease contraction. However, such a social para

digm has absurdly been relegated to a controversial position (e.g. Fassin 2007; 

Stillwaggon 2006), but of course Mary Douglas points to the long established an

thropological axiom that 'in all places at all times the universe is moralized and po

liticized': move ahead and analyse its implications (Douglas 1992: 5).

Embodied History

Such a proposition makes sense in the context of HIV and AIDS in general and in 

the context of ARV treatm ent in particular. It needs an examination that traverses 

social and personal space for which three kinds of analysis on generational repro

duction of social order and embodied experience appear relevant. These emerge 

from sociosomatics, which can be defined as how the social world affects bodily 

processes (Kleinman and Becker 1998). The first exposes why and what societies 

remember (Connerton 1989), the second how bodies remember (Kleinman and 

Kleinman 1994), the third when bodies remember (Fassin 2007).

Several sources of vocal oppression in Mozambique may explain embodied 

silence: historical events (e.g. colonialism, socialism, civil war), social changes and 

cultural identity (e.g. health system and political transition, social upheaval, forced 

migration, one-nation-one-language policy), and ethnic, class and gender differ

ences (e.g. people for whom things never change, persistent ethnically determined 

social networks among the elite despite proclaimed national integration, elite- 

peasant distinction, and male dominance and privileged position in society).
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Connerton claims that people incorporate social memory into the human body. He 

argues that human experience of the present depends on knowledge of the past. 

This social remembrance serves to legitimate the existing social order (Connerton 

1989: 3]. Arthur and Joan Kleinman suggest to study the interaction and processes 

that mediate and transform the bodily forms of social experience by asking the 

compelling question how sociosomatic processes shape the experience of the body 

in social context. This would lead us to understand how, for example, atrocities, ill 

treatment, and disruption are remembered (Kleinman and Kleinman 1994). Such 

phenomenological processes in social context contribute an understanding of si

lence and voice in historical and cultural perspective to show that they are not 

merely discrete events and abstract transitions.

French anthropologist Didier Fassin takes this approach one step further 

through a phenomenologically grounded social history of AIDS in South Africa 

(Fassin 2007). The former question how bodies remember affirmatively becomes 

when they do so. Fassin explains the AIDS epidemic in South Africa rooted in an 

embodied history of apartheid and colonialism that fed racism, poverty, and ine

quality, which then again favours the transmission of HIV. This structural cocktail 

made unequal access to health care transparent. Fassin's social history perspective 

makes a compelling argument against the prevailing paradigms, which concentrate 

on behaviour and culture as causative agents of the epidemic.

Mozambican social history may explain why Mozambicans prefer silence to 

voice in relation to public matters. Mozambicans have experienced repressed free

dom of expression under socialism, the brutalities against civilians during the civil 

war, discontent with democracy and neoliberal development projects, authoritari

anism that kept criticism within the ruling party, and the lesson learned witnessing
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the fate of those who challenged this order.3 Mozambique experiences political 

convergence between FRELIMO premised nation-building and asynchronous w est

ern premised foreign development with its conditionality bound economic aid.

FRELIMO history provides the first example of how and why citizens were 

silenced. Upon independence in 1975 "All social thought and action emanated from  

within the State and the Party" (Fry 2005). FRELIMO political centralism with its 

social control system comprised a top-down apparatus, which represented an au

thoritarian pyramid. Communitarian assemblies forced people to assimilate FRELI

MO ideology. 'Dynamizing groups' hunted down the ‘enemies within' to eliminate 

government opposition. This was a systematic social control system to eliminate 

traditional culture and any 'manoeuvres of the enemy', executed by 'witch hunt

ers', 'dynamizing groups' and 'agents of national vigilance' (Matsinhe 2005: 30).

Additionally, Mozambique experienced a brutal civil w ar between 1977 and 

1992. South African and Rhodesian Apartheid perpetrators targeted the social 

services. They ignored the Geneva Convention: all the gains of the Mozambican 

government since independence were systematically destroyed and precious hu

man capital killed or driven to escape. Millions of Mozambicans took refuge in oth

er provinces or neighbouring countries. Schools, hospitals, clinics, and health posts 

were destroyed. Health workers and patients were killed (Andersson 1992; 

Christie 1988; Hanlon 1984; Walt and Cliff 1986; Walt and Melamed 1983). We 

will later see how Mozambicans consulted traditional healers using silence as a 

means to heal the wounds of war during the 1990s after the peace agreement (see 

Chapter 3, p. 145).

Moreover, the government imposed five measures to realize the dream of 

socialist nation-building: 1) deportation of the urban unemployed to Mozambican
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Siberia -  the Niassa province farthest north, 2) forced migration, 3) assimilation of 

national culture, 4) adoption of Portuguese as national language, and 5) elimina

tion of traditions and local languages. The dream of modern socialism included a 

nation 'without racial discrimination', 'without tribalism', 'without regionalism', 

and 'without obscurantism' (Matsinhe 2005: 30).

No wonder Mozambicans refer to the culture specific phenomenon of confu- 

sao, which has a deeper and more complex meaning than merely confusion. Con- 

fusao signifies a state of confusion created by chaos, disorder, and the tum ult of 

everyday life, as well as lawlessness in the case of war. Confusao by implication 

also means dissension, in the sense of conflict, dispute and disagreement.

Political Strategy

The main issues around silence and life with HIV, AIDS, and ARVs point to vital 

problems related to treatm ent seeking behaviour and the interrelatedness of indi

vidual, social, and political access barriers, as well as solutions. Some of Kudumba's 

key questions lead the way: Does breaking the silence resolve or increase the prob

lem of discrimination in the family, among friends, and in the community?

Participants found that breaking the silence about HIV, AIDS, and ARVs is 

possibly not a way to fight discrimination (social barrier), but it is a way to pres

sure the government to create better living conditions (political barrier). Thus, 

voicing their concerns about life with HIV is not merely a means to influence the 

social sphere of individual discrimination, but a political strategy to point out the 

poor living conditions of the majority, regardless of their HIV status.
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However, disclosure of HIV status provokes potential social repercussions. The 

benefits of 'breaking the silence’ depend on the situation, influenced by the follow

ing elements: 1) sensitization, 2) awareness of the risk of expulsion from home, 3) 

balance advantages and disadvantages giving voice, and 4) courage.

The group considered the difference between breaking the silence in public 

and in the family. As the running banner says on the National AIDS Council web

site: "People talk about AIDS when they are away from home, but when they are at 

home they are silent", quoted from a speech by President Guebuza during the Presi

dential Initiative to Fight HIV/AIDS week in February 2006 (Guebuza 2006).

Collective memory emanates from the history of access to public health. 

Health care before independence almost exclusively benefited the colonizers 

(Hanlon 1984; Matsinhe 2005). This explains FRELIMOs commitment to social 

services upon independence. Indeed, the Mozambican government made good pro

gress towards the dream of equal access to health care soon after independence, 

ahead of the WHO call for primary health care for all (WHO 1978a), but then civil 

w ar broke out and hampered this process. However, the government points to the 

early success story in health care as a historical reference point for the dream of 

free nationalized health care, which lives on in the social imagination. However, 

reality proves different: most citizens live far away without means of transporta

tion to gain access to government health care. Many of those who did reach the 

health services experienced bad services and certainly those with the most severe 

illnesses, including HIV, have until recently been served last. Moreover, the govern

ment started the nationwide campaign from the early 1990s: 'AIDS Kills, AIDS Has 

No Cure' and 'Those Who Have AIDS Are Awaiting Death'. This left many in des

pair. Remember Gilberto's words: "People received this information and until this
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very day they don't want to take it away." The introduction of ARVs circulates by 

word of mouth, but people keep struggling with the collective consciousness of the 

past, which I would argue is partly driven by the lack of public announcement of 

ARV treatment. Yet, I agree that the government faces a difficult dilemma of 're 

sponsible public health policy' given the weak state of the health system and the 

high number of people in need of ARV treatment.

This line of thought affects the analysis of silence: Silence depends on the 

delicate balance between knowledge and ignorance and it is a sign of deprivation. 

In recollection, FRELIMO gives highest priority to health care, evidenced in the his

torical liberation narrative, which persists in the social imagination to uphold the 

dream of a sovereign nation. However, the lack or denial of material benefits con

sidered fundamental to the identity of a people and nation has a numbing effect. 

Silence simultaneously makes a powerful yet pathetic statem ent about the poor 

circumstances as people witness the inability of the international community to 

bring about development that makes a difference to ordinary citizens. In other 

words, poverty can be seen as the outcome of longstanding ideological struggles 

over the development process. In fact, I argue that poverty is a particular sign of 

ideological disorder (see Chapter 5, p. 233).

External factors may explain why development fails to reach the poor. 

Structural adjustment programs that promote privatisation and fail to keep their 

recent pro-poor pretension provide a prime example of longstanding criticism of 

development (Butt 2002; Kim, et al. 2000; Millen, et al. 2000; Schoepf, et al. 2000). 

The poor are held hostage in this process, left to live as martyrs of development, or 

as sufferers of external dictate, as argued by Hanlon and Plank (Hanlon 1991; 

Hanlon 1996; Plank 1993) (see Chapter 6).
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Public health awareness should not be underestimated, contrary to common prac

tice among Mozambicans high and low, who say that Mozambicans are ignorant. 

Do Mozambicans get sick from ignorance or poverty? In my opinion, poverty and 

the stigma of ignorance form a double insult. However, health seeking behaviour is 

an exercise in citizenship (‘I have the right'), as state provision of health care is an 

exercise in statesmanship and democracy ('we have the duty'). What people have 

experienced historically from the state and colonial powers, combined with per

sonal and cultural preferences, produce a strong sense of pride and dignity that 

precludes asking for help, but rather advances abstention from speech and public 

discussion. Popular participation in democratic processes is not heaven-sent and 

its success awaits people's own claim and ownership.

However, this makes the individual responsible for the lack of access to 

health care, not the government, or the state of the health system. The Mozambican 

government cannot afford a public health approach to HIV. The government denies 

any accusation of passivity on the sound and fair argument that the problem is lack 

of infrastructure and qualified human resources.

Sensitization

An analysis of 'sensitization' precedes the analysis of 'voice' versus 'silence'. As 

seen so far, silence is not merely a form of denial but a rational choice under the 

given circumstances of perceived and real stigma and discrimination attached to 

living with the HIV virus. 'Sensitization' is the consciousness-raising factor towards
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breaking the taboo around HIV and an informed choice between silence and voice. 

It primarily divides into peer education and public advocacy.

People living with HIV, w hether or not they have taken the HIV test, still 

need basic information about HIV, AIDS, counselling, testing, and treatment. Many 

people do not know about HIV related issues and support groups, even in the capi

tal city. "Kudumba, you have helped us a lot, because we were in the dark?" Such 

gratitude speaks for itself.

However, sensitization in the sense of public information campaigns can be 

seen as a pragmatic political choice, which depends on health system capacity. For 

example, an international treatm ent organisation initiated 'sensitization fo r  the 

city ' in 2004: a theatre group performed every Thursday in public places of Mapu

to. During those days, it was easy to get people to test for HIV and to start ARV 

treatment, but this changed, when the 'sensitization for the city' project stopped its 

performances. This had to do with the limited capacity of the Day Hospital. Why 

keep advertising, once the hospital is full? Gilberto participated in the public per

formances: 7  explained what I have been through, the life I am living now, and the 

benefits I have accomplished, but the day came when the project stopped. We con

tinue to do our work inside the Day Hospital, because we have seen the great job that 

the doctors are doing."

However, a time lapse persists between receiving the information and put

ting it into action. Sensitization takes time. People living with HIV face individual, 

social, and system barriers: fear, shame, denial, scepticism, prejudices, stigma, dis

crimination, lack of social capital, poverty, waiting lists, and scarce infrastructure 

and human resources (see Figure 3.1, p. 134). This is a crucial finding for the un

derstanding of stigma and discrimination as a social and political process, which
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feeds on the changing circumstances of individual and social knowledge, health 

system capacity, and political response. As Gilberto said: "The work is very impor

tant, because the sensitization we did a t market places and other public places was in 

2004, but as people are very hard minded they don't come fo r  testing until now".

For example, the Alto Mae VCT centre admits a maximum of 10-15 people 

per day. The Day Hospital transfers patients to other Day Hospitals in Maputo. 

Many patients can therefore attend HIV/AIDS health services closer to where they 

live. Additionally, patients with no health complications can come for a short con

sultation and renew their stock of ARVs through the 'normal' services at the Health 

Centre. These phenomena point to the patient/personnel ratio: the number of HIV 

testers increases faster than the number of health workers. As Gilberto says: "It is 

not easy to take the test here and it is not easy to start treatm ent What was easy 

earlier is today not easy at all."

Stigma and Discrimination as Social and Political Process

My analysis of 'voice' among people living with ARVs emphasises two main issues: 

social condition and social consequences. The former points to the lack of food, the 

latter how to confront stigma and discrimination. One of the purposes of my field

work was to identify barriers to access ARVs at the individual, social, health sys

tem, and political levels and to observe and understand how these barriers inter

relate and influence treatm ent seeking behaviour (see Figure 3.1, p. 134). Political 

decisions, based on economic and resource constraints and the consequent nation

wide 'AIDS kills' propaganda, produce stigma and discrimination. This is how stig
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ma and discrimination originate in the melange of structural, symbolic, social, cul

tural, and everyday violence, which offers a significant reading of the access and 

delivery model (see Chapter 8).

Source, Nature and Consequences

The 'AIDS Kills, AIDS Has No Cure' campaign provides a case of how a message 

from the body politic affects the social as well as the individual body. Ultimately, 

people end up unwilling to test for HIV or disclose their HIV status. This has pro

found implications for how the phenomena of stigma and discrimination are mani

fested, perceived, and circulated. Blaming the discriminator fails to capture the 

origins of stigma and discrimination beyond the individual and the group in larger 

social and political processes. Blaming the government implies that it had an alter

native solution. Blaming the international community implies that it failed to reach 

out to fellow human beings as an act of solidarity and human rights obligation. 

WHO founded the Global Program on AIDS, GPA, in 1986, the year of the first AIDS 

case report in Mozambique. The GPA proposed a human rights approach to the 

epidemic. Critical action campaigns, drug price negotiations, and resource mobili

sation occurred many years later. These are difficult speculative issues in historical 

retrospect, but I argue that fine-meshed complex interrelated individual, social, 

and political processes produce and fuel stigmatizing and discriminatory practices. 

In everyday life, people feel a cocktail of shame, fear, humiliation, aversion, silence, 

and distrust (see Figure 3.1, p. 134). However, many assign the responsibility for
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such prejudicial treatm ent both on themselves, their social affinities, community 

members, and the larger public and political authorities.

For example, Teresinha's health problems began in 1998. She suffered se

vere coughing, rashes, sores, and weight loss, until she was merely skin and bone, 

reduced to a body of 29 kilogram. After 4 years in and out of hospitals, she was fi

nally diagnosed with HIV at one of the day hospitals run by an international organ

isation. The Mozambican public health system did not have the expertise to diag

nose HIV or to refer for an HIV test. Teresinha told me: "That program on the radio 

said that the disease has no cure and word by word that those who have AIDS are 

only waiting to die. They said so without giving us courage and without giving us 

moral support This is why so many die from this disease. The first propaganda was 

badly made. The people who knew they had AIDS or symptoms o f AIDS, where should 

they hide? I didn't leave my house to see other people and I didn't go to the hospital: I 

preferred to die right there, since 'the one who has AIDS is only awaiting death'."

Teresinha's CD4 was 24 when she started ARV treatm ent and she soon 

recuperated. She explained: 7  got better and I managed to leave my house, only to 

see that my neighbours thought I was a ghost ‘She is already dead: that woman 

could not recuperate, she has AIDS, and she is dead!' Others said: 'It's not her. She is a 

new one, she is a new shape among us. She is a bit bright and a bit gloomy'. They 

were confused. One fine day when I visited the hospital, I passed by the market, where 

two or three Senhoras had the courage to come and see whether I was a ghost that 

would disappear, but I didn't disappear, as I am not a ghost This happened in 2002 

and 2003.1 recuperated to become a strong woman and I never again appeared that 

weak woman that I was before. I was full o f sores a t the age o f 41 and I weighed only 

29 kilos, but soon again, I became a strong woman. I now weigh more than 60 kilos."
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Rooted in Humiliation and Limited Access

7 5

How can we explain Teresinha's experience? Mary Douglas' work on purity and 

danger may help us to see how HIV as a perceived disorder advances stigma. Maiy 

Douglas argues in Purity and Danger that we classify our surroundings to facilitate 

order, which creates the definition of pollution as matter out o f place (Douglas 

2002 (1966)).

Let us take a walk from the garden into the kitchen. I explain 'm atter out of 

place', typologize the subtleties of order and disorder, emphasize discrepancies 

between individual, social, cultural, and religious perceptions, and suggest a point 

about sexual behaviour and HIV transmission. This is about rules, culture, context, 

dirt, purity, aesthetics, religion, morality, and hygiene. First, I was trimming a 

flowerbed and I forget to take off my shoes when I entered the house, so w hether I 

break a rule already depends on house rules or culture. Shoes inside the house 

would break the rules in some houses and cultures and be marked as ‘m atter out of 

place'. In my house, I would probably be forgiven for leaving soil in the entrance 

hall, but would undoubtedly be cursed up and down by my significant others for 

leaving it on the kitchen floor. Soil is conventionally 'in place' in the garden but an 

unpleasant and 'out of place' m atter in the kitchen. In other places, the difference 

between 'garden' and 'kitchen' would not be marked by surface. Soil is soil with no 

connotation like in the English language with its double meaning of 'earth ' and 

'dirt'. I then grab the dishcloth to clean the floor and immediately I break another 

rule: dishcloths for dishes, floorcloths for floors. This rule depends on hygiene 

and /o r cultural convention. Some might say that 'a cloth is a cloth' and use it 

accordingly. I then grab a banana and thereby immediately break the next rule. I
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forgot to wash my hands, which is another example of hygienic cum cultural con

vention. After eating the delicious banana, I carelessly throw  the banana peel on 

the kitchen floor, only to hear my loved one scream at me: "No, throw it where it 

belongs!" Belongs? Yes, I know, it belongs in the waste bin, the stinky plastic bag 

that we conventionally have put on the inside of the kitchen cupboard door w rap

ped over the garbage bag skeleton under the sink. "Thanks honey!" My partner 

kisses me and we soon get in the mood for sex. Now, 'my loved one' and 'my part

ner' are imprecise terms. Breaking the rules having sex with my partner would de

pend on religious and cultural rules related to sex, gender, and marital status (e.g. 

homosexuality, sex before marriage). However, conjugal sex is still considered 

appropriate and thus 'in place' -  at 'home', 'in the house'. Indeed, I had sex with my 

partner, but I was not satisfied. I therefore at some point try to get it 'outside the 

house'. Presto, this explains the Portuguese cultural dichotomy casa/rua and fora 

da casa, the cultural code for extramarital sex (see Chapter 4, p. 192). Consequent

ly, whether this is socially acceptable or tabooed is another m atter 'in or out of 

place'. Do I seek a lover, a dogging partner, a prostitute, or a one-night stand? I will 

leave at this. The point is, thinking with Gregory Bateson's famous short metalogue 

between a father and his daughter Why Do Things Get in a Muddle (Bateson 2000 

(1972)), that one person's sense of order is another person's state of confusion, 

which in my opinion may explain the cause and effect of a presumably predomi

nantly sexually transmitted disease like HIV. In other words, we would witness 

fewer HIV infections, if we all shared the same perceptions of purity and danger. I 

have hereby introduced the discrepancies between individual, social, cultural, and 

to some extent religious perceptions of order and disorder, which challenge policy 

makers for the prevention of HIV infection. This raises another point, in my opin
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ion, which does not come out of mere political correctness: levels of HIV infection 

must have a multitude of explanations beyond sexual behaviour (see Chapter 4, p. 

195, and Note 4.3).

Mary Douglas saw taboo as a way to protect society against disorder. It 

m ust be emphasized that HIV is a socially undesirable state of being, regardless of 

its advancement as dormant virus, immune syndrome, or in need of multiplication 

inhibiting medicine. The impurity and disorder associated with HIV, as it poses a 

risk to others, in turn facilitates stigma. The virus-infected individual, before being 

attributed the accepting status as a 'person living with HIV', posed a danger to the 

norms of society. Reference to the risk of pollution is still widespread: many peo

ple refer to family members who avoid eating from the same kitchen utensils, 

avoid touching the clothes, or avoid using the same toilet as the person living with 

HIV. Health workers refer to colleagues who do not w ant to touch the patient or 

even the patient’s protocol in fear of contamination.

I utilize a multi-dimensional stigma theory. Most studies take Erving Goff- 

man's definition of stigma as a starting point (Goffman 1963), whether conceptual 

or empirical. However, they diverge into two separate paradigms. One focuses on 

psychological characteristics of the individual and the isolated behaviours of the 

stigmatizer and the stigmatized. The other one places this behaviour in social con

text. For example, a social psychology perspective defines stigma as a lasting 'con

dition', 'status', or 'attribute', negatively valued by society (Herek 2002: 596). The 

other tendency looks at stigma as a social process and how stigma relates to ma

cro-social inequalities in an attem pt to avoid the reification of stigma inferred in 

the psychological approach. The argument corresponds to the social paradigm that 

explains the development of the HIV epidemic in historical and structural terms as
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opposed to individual behaviour and culture (Fassin 2007; Stillwaggon 2006). 

However, the particular anthropological crux of the stigma debate insists that per

ceptions and attitudes are grounded in broader social context, particularly the pro

duction and reproduction of social inequality (Castro and Farmer 2005; Parker and 

Aggleton 2003). The definition of stigma as 'attribute' originates from Goffman, but 

the anthropological school of thought avoids its essentialist meaning, which 

objectifies the quality of stigma within the stigmatized person. Link and Phelan 

suggest the term  'label' to avoid the essentialist terms 'attribute' and 'mark'. They 

argue that stigmatisation stems from social processes with an emphasis on its 

temporality: it may come and go (Link and Phelan 2001: 368). This creates a multi

dimensional definition of stigma:

1. Labelling: people distinguish and label human differences.

2. Stereotyping: dominant cultural beliefs link labelled persons to 

undesirable characteristics and to negative stereotypes.

3. Separation: Labelled persons are placed in distinct categories to 

accomplish some degree of separation of "us" from "them".

4. Status loss: Labelled persons experience status loss and discrimi

nation that lead to unequal outcomes.

5. Discrimination: Stigmatization is entirely contingent on access to 

social, economic, and political power that allows the identification of 

differentness, the construction of stereotypes, the separation of la

belled persons into distinct categories, and the full execution of dis

approval, rejection, exclusion, and discrimination (Link and Phelan 

2001: 367).

Stigma features, according to Link and Phelan, a co-occurrence of labelling, stereo

typing, separation, status loss, and discrimination. Link and Phelan elaborate this
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definition within a broader perspective of power, domination, and social exclusion: 

they emphasise stigma as a form of violence -  particularly structural and symbolic 

violence. Additionally, a synthesising perspective between the individual and ma

cro-social levels of analysis has been proposed as a means to improve our under

standing of causes, experience and consequences of stigma over time (Campbell 

and Deacon 2006; Deacon 2006; Mills 2006].

In the Haitian context, Castro and Farmer found that logistic and economic 

barriers determine who will have access to health services, not primarily stigma 

(Castro and Farmer 2005]. That is, associated costs (transportation, medicine 

against opportunistic infections, food and water] during hospital visits limit access 

to health services. They base their findings on long-term fieldwork in Haiti, one of 

the poorest countries in the world and comparable to Mozambique. I agree with 

Castro and Farmer that quality HIV care can lead to a rapid reduction in stigma, 

with resulting increased uptake of testing. However, my own fieldwork has shown 

that in such environment of free ARV treatment, a combination of persistent his

torically based humiliation (e.g. poverty, the development rhetoric, and the ‘AIDS 

kills' campaign] and limited health system capacity perpetuate stigma. I do not see 

it as an either-or situation or a m atter of ranking of access barriers, as implied by 

Castro and Farmer. Logistic and economic barriers interrelate with and feed dif

ferent forms of stigma (see Figure 3.1, p. 134].

We see a transitional period between two understandings of HIV in Mozam

bique: from lethal to chronic disease. The ARV era in the public health system be

gan in 2004, which promised to give hope and evidence of a prolonged life, but the 

majority who cannot access these medicines are not ignorant of this event. They 

are left in disappointment and despair, which feeds humiliation, discredit, and
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silence. Castro and Farmer would call this a consequence of structural violence, 

which they define as social inequalities like racism, sexism, political violence, and 

poverty, rooted in historic and economic processes that negatively shape society. 

Structural violence predisposes the human body to pathogenic vulnerability by 

shaping risk of infection and the rate of disease progression. Structural violence 

determines access to health services and who suffers from HIV related stigma and 

discrimination (Castro and Farmer 2005: 54). However, such structural deter

minism initially fails to see how its effects are received, reproduced, reinterpreted, 

and communicated in present times. Indeed, I will discuss different types of vio

lence in Chapter 8 as one important reading of my access and delivery model, but 

before then, there is much first-hand observation to be unravelled.

Individual Access Barriers to ARV Treatment

This leads us to the key analytical tool applied in this study: the interrelatedness of 

individual, social, and political processes. Anthropologists Nancy Scheper-Hughes 

and Margaret Lock developed this analytical distinction during the late 1980s as a 

branch of Critical Medical Anthropology (Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987). They 

define the individual body in a phenomenological sense as lived experience, a per

spective with roots in the work of Mary Douglas and Marcel Mauss. Mary Douglas 

also inspired the concept of the social body as the symbolic representation by 

which humans think about nature, society and culture (Douglas 1996 (1970)). The 

body politic, on the other hand, refers to the regulation, surveillance, and control of 

both the individual and collective body. Clearly, Michel Foucault's work on mad
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ness, clinical medicine, punishment and sexuality, and power and knowledge in

spired this perspective (Foucault 1967; Foucault 1976; Foucault 1977; Foucault 

1980; Foucault 1981).

Scheper-Hughes and Lock developed the 'three bodies' as three separate yet 

overlapping units of analysis, which expose three theoretical orientations and 

epistemologies: phenomenology (individual body, the lived self), structuralism and 

symbolism (the social body), and post-structuralism (the body politic) (Scheper- 

Hughes and Lock 1987).

The purpose of this chapter has been to avoid e ither/o r propositions of how 

and whether individual and social barriers exist and to avoid any ranking of obsta

cles to access ARVs. I have instead focussed on the interrelated nature of the com

plex web of obstacles to access and the agencies of individual and collective groups 

of people living with ARVs. The empirical access and delivery model exposes the 

experiences, limitations, and politics of ARV treatm ent in Mozambique, inspired by 

the 'three bodies' (see Chapter 3 Figure 3.1, p. 134).

I started out with a view from a Day Hospital, Gilberto's life story, support 

groups, and a description of individual and shared experience living with HIV, AIDS 

and ARVs. The analysis of silence, sensitization and voice prepared an inductive 

pathway towards an understanding that public campaigns about HIV as a lethal 

disease and the reality of material and human scarcity in the health system fuels 

and produces stigma at the social and individual levels. It is the sour grapes phe

nomenon -  treatm ent is available but out of reach -  that transforms into increased 

scapegoating and self-stigmatisation. In other words, limited access to ARV treat

m ent produces inequality and links to the reproduction of social difference (Parker 

and Aggleton 2003). This is captured in what I see as living with or without ARV
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treatm ent as the difference between the fortunate minority and the silent majority. 

My focus so far has been on the former, while the 'invisible' majority, who do not 

come forward for HIV testing and treatment, and who are not approached in a 

public health manner due to capacity constraints of the health system, will be the 

focus of the next chapter.

One day I met Marco by happenstance at MONASO. Marco asked me what I 

had been doing for such a long time since last time we met. I said that I was visiting 

the Day Hospitals in Maputo talking to many people living with ARVs about their 

illness experience. Marco wanted to know what they told me, and what I had learn

ed, as he looked at me with a somewhat sceptical and challenging face. I cautiously 

and thoughtfully told him the story I have described in this chapter. Marco smiled, 

reached out his hand suggesting a friendly greeting, and said to me: "That is exactly 

what I have been through myself.



Living Without ARVs
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One morning I met Marco on my way to a Day Hospital walking the streets of Ma

puto with clear blue skies, fresh and mild coastal winds. We had talked about this 

many times, but I asked him again: "Do you know anyone who has taken the HIV 

test, is HIV positive, is eligible fo r  treatment, who definitely wants treatment, but does 

not have access to treatment?" Marco replied without hesitation: "Yes, I know many. 

Some live here in Maputo, others live fa r  away without means o f transportation and 

access to treatment. People want to live! I know several who have even taken the test 

4-5 times but still do not have access to treatment The hospitals are delaying treat

ment, even the consultation fo r  CD4." Then I recalled similar stories: "Oh, because o f  

waiting lists, you mean they come to the day hospital and they are told that the next 

available consultation is within a month, or perhaps within 2-3 months." Then Marco 

looked at me somewhat frightened and insulted: "No, often up to one year later!"

However, Marco was reluctant to bring me to the ones in need of treatment. 

1 kept asking around for advice where to go and whom to talk to, but the usual an

swer would be: "I can't tell you who they are". Anisia, who herself lives with HIV, ex

plained that she often goes to meetings, where they discuss the problem of HIV and 

everyone would agree that HIV is a problem, but they would mention it in third 

person neutral, such as: "There is a problem" or "Many people have HIV". You never 

hear personal statements, such as: "I have a problem" or "I have HIV". Anisia then 

explained: "Therefore I cannot tell you that Isaac, Paula, and Emma have a health 

problem or have HIV and don't have access to ARV treatment".
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I sensed Marco and Anisia's reluctance to put me in contact with people who lack 

access to treatm ent I thought they would breach other people's silence and invisi

bility against their will and I therefore felt that their position was perfectly justifi

ed. I decided to tread with caution. An aggressive researcher was the last thing on 

earth they needed. What else than answers to my questions and their life stories 

did I w ant from them? Thirty minutes of talk? What could I give them in return? A 

conversation with me would not give them access.

How can I represent the people 'living without ARVs'? We see that the majo

rity of people remain 'invisible': they do not come forward to test for HIV. We see 

limited health system capacity, which means that many of those who do reach out 

are rejected for testing and /o r treatment. The two kinds of people have one thing 

in common: They fall victim to structural violence and invisibility. Therefore, I 

analyse the epidemiological data, interpret their meanings, and juxtapose preva

lence, testing, treatm ent need, and treatm ent coverage data to prepare and qualify 

the health system chapter about infrastructure and health personnel needs.

Epidemic Evolution

I relate epidemic evolution and the Mozambican response to HIV to explain how 

and why the majority of people estimated to have HIV go untested for the virus 

and those in need without treatment. This provides a qualitative assessment of 

epidemiological data to explain why the majority of people live without ARVs.
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Access to State Numbers

8 6

The following analysis relies on access to information at the Ministry of Health, the 

National AIDS Council, and the National Institute of Statistics. I m et with 11 key 

persons and asked for information related to prevalence, testing, treatm ent need 

and coverage, ART expansion, infrastructure, and human resource needs to com

pare and contrast these kinds of data over time. Key Ministry of Health sites were: 

the Board of National Health, Department of Medical Assistance, the Pharmaceuti

cal Department, the National STI/HIV/AIDS Programme, Department of Health In

formation, Board of Human Resources, and Bureau of Information.

It was at first a Kafkaesque experience to find my way through the maze of 

boards, departments, and councils, but then an awarding one talking to the right 

people and the right time. You ask for directions within a ministry: no one is sure 

where this or that site is located. 'Try on the fourth floor'. There they said: 'No, try  

on the first floor'. ‘No, try on the second floor'. The Ministry of Health is open to 

visitors, but it is widely known to be difficult to approach for all parties of the part

ner community in terms of direct communication and getting an appointment. This 

is common to bureaucratic institutions in many places. Consideration of single cas

es is time consuming. They are busy. The Ministry is understaffed. Foreign consul

tants were kicked out in large numbers. Some Mozambicans followed. However, 

everyone was welcoming and friendly, once I had gone through the rites of forma

lity. I wish I could have stayed longer and more intensely at the Ministry of Health. 

I would have liked to follow some of the senior members of the ARV committee, 

who manage the expansion of ARV treatm ent in specific provinces, to get an insid

er perspective on health governance in times of HIV.
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A Generalized Epidemic

Mozambique is one of the poorest countries in the world, ranked 172 out of 177 

countries on the UNDP Human Development Index (UNDP 2007). According to 

preliminary results of the third census from 2007, the population increased 28 

percent between 1997 and 2007 to 20,530,714 inhabitants (National Institute of 

Statistics 2008). Maputo province experienced the biggest increase at 52 percent, 

principally by migration from Maputo City, which has experienced the smallest 

growth at 5.4 percent over the ten-year period. Maputo City had 1,099,000 inhabi

tants in 2007. Maputo folks primarily move to the new residential zones in the sis

ter city Matola, and in Boane and Marracuene. Almost 40 percent of the entire 

population resides in the two northern provinces of Zambezia and Nampula (ibid.).

The Maputo Central Hospital began to test for HIV in 1996. The first VCT 

centres opened in 2001. I include national level testing statistics for the first 4 

years they were available: 2002-2005 (see pp. 105-117). In summary, more than 

half a million people of all ages tested for HIV during this period of which 140 

thousand tested HIV positive (Ministry of Health 2006f). In other words, only some 

5 percent of the adult population, 2.5 percent of the children, and 2.7 percent of the 

total population had tested for HIV by 2005. The 140 thousand HIV positive tests 

account for about nine percent of the estimated 1.5 million HIV infected people by 

the end of 2007 (UNAIDS 2008).1 Close to 6 million Mozambicans would need to 

test for HIV to find the 1.5 million Mozambicans estimated to have HIV, as an 

average of 26 percent of those who test for HIV turn out HIV positive. This is an 

unrealistic number of HIV tests, given the limited capacity for population based 

HIV testing and the limited voluntary testing demand.
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We need to look at the course of the epidemic to understand this scenario and the 

increasing number of people in need of ARV treatment. The first AIDS case was 

reported in 1986. HIV grew into a generalized epidemic by the end of the decade, 

characterized by its grip on the general population and HIV prevalence consistent

ly over 1 percent in pregnant women, as defined by the Working Group on Global 

HIV/AIDS and STI Surveillance (UNAIDS/WHO 2003). Natural epidemic history 

follows three distinct phases, which follow an S-curve: slow increase, rapid in

crease, and plateau. There are two distinct epidemic curves, one for HIV and AIDS 

(Barnett and Whiteside 2006 (2002): 52) (see Figure 2.1).
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 HIV slow  increase   HIV rap id  increase  HIV plateau   AIDS

Figure 2.1: Epidemic HIV and AIDS Curves
Source: (Barnett and W hiteside 2006  (2002): 52).

This illustrates the mutual relationship between numbers of infection and time. 

The number of AIDS cases (Bi) is lower than the number of people infected with 

HIV (Ai) at a given time (Ti). The number of AIDS cases, corresponding to Ai, will
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only be reached much later (T2), when the number of people infected with HIV in 

the meantime has grown much bigger (Barnett and Whiteside 2006 (2002): 53).

Infected people live through four clinical stages from HIV infection to AIDS: 

1) asymptomatic, 2) moderate symptoms, 3) severe symptoms, and 4) AIDS (WHO 

2005). The median time from seroconversion to clinical stage 2 has in one study 

been found to be more than 2 years (25.4 months) and to stage 3 close to 4 years 

(45.5 months) (Morgan, et al. 2002b). The median time from seroconversion to 

death without treatm ent intervention varies between study cohorts: Uganda 10.2 

years (Morgan, et al. 2002a), overall survival in East African studies 10.3 years, 

South African miners 10.5 years, 2 Thai studies 7.9 years, Haiti 7.4 years (Todd, et 

al. 2007), Tanzania 11.5 years (Isingo, et al. 2007), Rakai Uganda 8.7 years (Lutalo, 

et al. 2007), Uganda 9.0 years (Van der Paal, et al. 2007), and Thailand 8.4 years 

(Rangsin, et al. 2007). This points to the heterogeneity of survival patterns and the 

need for localised estimates of AIDS mortality and ART needs, according to 

improved methods from 2007 (Stover, et al. 2008; Wandel, et al. 2008).

A Context Specific Epidemic

An epidemic obviously needs appropriate intervention, but the experience of HIV 

has shown a nonlinear relation between the natural history of HIV and its respons

es in poor countries. Appropriate measures were not taken at the right moment. 

Surveillance, testing, and treatm ent were introduced at intervals over more than 

two decades. Health systems across Africa were weak and unprepared for HIV, 

AIDS, and ARVs. The international community hesitated, remained inactive, and it
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was unable to make a difference at the speed normally needed in an emergency. 

People do not come forward to test for HIV or they test at the very latest stage of 

the disease. This is a long-wave event that most emergency response mechanisms 

have not been able to, and still cannot, engage with efficiently. Drug patents and 

drug prices prohibited dissemination of medicines to those in need. There were 

not enough health workers to do the job and they are still in demand.

I redefine epidemic evolution as responses over time by people living with 

HIV, the public health system, the government, and the international community to 

merge natural disease history with social reality. Eight epidemic phases show the 

specific epidemic history in Mozambique (see Figure 2.2). These phases comprise 

an interrelated pattern of HIV epidemic fragilities, which I elsewhere discuss in 

terms of state fragility and capacity (H0g 2008). This pattern of fragilities includes 

weak responses from all actors.

Phase 1 began in the early 1980s. There were possibly some unreported 

cases of HIV and AIDS before the first reported AIDS case in 1986. The Mozam

bican government believed it came from the outside, as declared in the very first 

paragraph of the National Strategic Plan from 2005: "The first AIDS case in Mozam

bique was diagnosed in 1986. It was a foreign citizen who had already been infected, 

when he entered our Country" (National AIDS Council 2005: 5). The epidemic grew 

steadily during the late 1980s, but people were largely ignorant about HIV. Senti

nel surveillance started in 1988 with one site in Maputo City, which increased to 

20 sites nationwide by 2000, and 36 sites in 2001. The first national HIV surveil

lance in 2001 estimated 13.1 percent HIV prevalence (Ministry of Health 2005d).
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Small-scale treatm ent by international organisations began in 2001-2002 and 

large-scale in the national health system in 2004. Phase 2 without treatment thus 

lasted about 16 years. Those infected early during this evolution died from the 

mid-1990s in Phase 3, which left many children orphaned.

The government 'AIDS Kills' campaign from the early 1990s to 2004 left 

people without hope. Treatment of HIV related diseases was not mentioned in the 

national strategic plan for the period 2000-2002 (Council of Ministers 2000).

Neither people living with HIV, nor the public health system, nor the gov

ernm ent and the international community were prepared, when appropriate ac

tion was needed. Immediate public health and political response in terms of health 

system preparation occurs only in an imaginary scenario. That is, the epidemic 

would ideally need improvement of health system infrastructure, human resource 

planning, and drug availability at its inception. Moreover, it would need uninhibit

ed people coming forward for voluntary or mandatory testing and treatment. None 

of this has been the case in any country in the world.

Phase 4 began in 2001, when a few privileged members of the elite benefit

ed from ARV treatm ent (Matsinhe 2005). Treatment became available in private 

clinics in Maputo, and in Nelspruit, South Africa, for the few who could afford i t  

Phase 5 began when MSF and Sant'Egidio started small-scale ART services in a few 

provinces in 2001-2002. Phase 6 began by mid-2004, when the government em

barked towards free ARV treatm ent for all within the public health system, sup

ported by the international community. The fortunate minority of people living 

with ARVs have felt thankful during these phases, while the silent majority have 

been tormented by fear and shame, been disappointed, and have had low expecta

tion of support from the health system. This leads to the point that treatm ent
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providers have to find ways how to deal with failed treatm ent expectations 

(Bernays, et al. 2007), instead of mere rejection that fuels the cycle of depression.

The medical services attended an increasing number of HIV and TB patients 

during Phase 6. The Mozambican epidemic soon moved into Phase 7 in which the 

number of AIDS cases overwhelms the health services. This is part of the reality ex

perienced from the beginning of ARV delivery in the public health system from 

2004 onwards. Mozambique experiences a human resource crisis, despite capacity 

building initiatives. It is an enormous challenge.

Phase 3 continues, despite health system improvement, with many people 

severely ill. They arrive at the health facilities at the last minute (see Chapter 1, pp. 

45-46). However, people living with HIV cannot exclusively be blamed for this phe

nomenon. They are as much victims of structural violence. Their reluctance to 

come forward for treatm ent is a mix of psychological barriers, use of alternative 

therapeutic options, low expectation, poverty, distance and cost, limited health 

system capacity (see Figure 3.1, p. 134), and lack of nationwide renewal of the old 

'AIDS Kills' campaign, which still reigns in the minds of people.

Prevalence projections indicated that AIDS had become one of the main 

causes of death by 2004. By 2010, one in every three deaths would be due to HIV 

related diseases. This projection showed an increase from 41,000 deaths in 1999, 

to 110,000 deaths in 2005, to 169,000 deaths in 2010. The cumulative death toll 

was estimated to reach 1.2 million by 2010. The num ber of orphans was estimated 

to be 441,451 by 2007 (National Institute of Statistics 2004).

A study on the impact of HIV/AIDS on human resources estimated an in

crease in AIDS deaths in the active labour force from around 300,000 to more than 

2 million between 2000 and 2020 (Cohen 2004a). Therefore, Mozambique should
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have reached Phase 8. However, exact data on the impact of HIV/AIDS on the la

bour m arket are scarce. We only have media reports of the deaths of the work 

force. For example, the Minister of the Interior announced in the Savana new spa

per in 2005 that more than one thousand policemen die each year, which leaves 

behind orphans and widows (Lopes 2005).

The eight epidemic phases improve our understanding of epidemic evolu

tion in context, but I have also developed an assembled set of curves in an attem pt 

to understand the total picture of projections and the reality on the ground. These 

curves juxtapose a series of numbers: HIV estimates, HIV tests, ART needs, ART 

targets, and ART coverage (see Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: HIV Prevalence, ART Eligibility, HIV Testing, ART Targets and ART Coverage
Source: (Ministry of Health 2008b; UNAIDS 2008).
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The previous sentinel prevalence data are above the projected prevalence seen 

over the 12-year period 1998-2010. Then UNAIDS lowered its estimate to 1.5 mil

lion (range 1.3-1.7 million) Mozambicans of all ages living with HIV by the end of 

2007 (UNAIDS 2008). The 2002 demographic impact study projected that 16.2 

percent of the adult population would have HIV in 2009, which in 2004 was adjust

ed to 16.1 percent in 2006 (National Institute of Statistics 2002; National Institute 

of Statistics 2004). However, the 2004 sentinel surveillance already showed that 

16.2 percent of the adult population had HIV (Ministry of Health 2005d) (see also 

Prevalence 1988-2007, pp. 101-105). Another example: the original ART target in 

the National Strategic Plan was lowered in 2006 from 132,000 to 78,000 on trea t

ment by the end of 2008. The real coverage in 2007 was 88,211, thus below the 

original target at 96,000, but above the revised target at 62,000 (Ministry of Health 

2008a; Ministry of Health 2008b) (see Figure 2.3).

Evolution of ARV Eligibility

The sentinel and the projected prevalence give two different estimations of people 

in need of ARV treatment. Therefore, we need to analyze how treatm ent needs are 

measured to understand this in relation to the estimated number living with HIV. 

The UNAIDS Reference Group on Estimates, Modelling, and Projections decides the 

criteria how to estimate ART eligibility by differentiating between new ART eligible 

patients, annual mortality, incidence dependency, and future accumulation. This 

reference group worked according to the following assumptions in 2006:
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New ART eligible patients
Individuals who progress to a state 2 years from death due to AIDS 
need ART
Annual mortality
Those who receive ART are subject to 10% annual mortality 
Incidence dependency
Depends on incidence of HIV some years previously, corresponding to 
the time of infection 
Total number
The total number of people needing ART is the sum of the number of 
people newly needing it and the number of survivors from the 
previous year
Future accumulation
This total number accumulates in future years and remains dependent 
on the number having received treatm ent in previous years (UNAIDS 
2006a; UNAIDS 2006b).

If 100,000 people were infected in 1992, then all of them would need ARV treat

m ent some 8 or 9 years later. With regard to the total number in need of treatment, 

a WHO plan says more specifically: "The estimated total number needing antiretro

viral therapy is based on the estimated two-year mortality plus 80% o f those current

ly receiving treatment" (WHO 2004: 62).

These assumptions were updated in 2007 by the UNAIDS Reference Group. 

Major enhancements were made in response to 1) a review of the US Census Bu

reau programme, 2) new evidence from cohort studies, 3) revised child treatm ent 

guidelines, and 4) a need to produce uncertainty bounds for all estimates (Stover, 

et al. 2008: i24). Estimates of the time from ART eligibility to death without treat

ment intervention were longer than previously estimated by Boerma and col

leagues (Boerma, et al. 2006). ART eligibility now rests on a CD4 count below 200 

cells per microlitre blood or WHO clinical stage 4 or a combination of a CD4 count 

between 200 and 350 cells per microlitre blood and WHO clinical stage 3. This re

sults in a shorter period between HIV infection and ART eligibility and a longer pe
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riod between ART eligibility and death w ithout treatm ent intervention (Stover, et 

al. 2008: i26). This explains why the num ber of Mozambicans in need of ARV trea t

ment has increased to 370,000 (range 290,000-460,000) by the end of 2007, while 

the updated adult HIV prevalence was lowered from 16.0 percent to 12.5 percent 

due to experience from population based surveys (WHO/UNAIDS/UNICEF 2008).

Natural disease history explains the differences between the num ber of 

people with HIV and AIDS, and the need for ART. Then keep in mind that many 

people die w ithout treatm ent and that incidence remains high in Mozambique: it 

has been estim ated to be 500-700 new infections per day, or 182,500-255,500 per 

year (National Institute of Statistics 2004). In other words, the fact that 1.2 million 

people carry HIV does not mean that 1.2 million people need treatm ent some 9 

years later (see Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: HIV Prevalence and ART Eligibility among Adults, 2001-2010
Source: (Ministry of Health 2006d).

However, we do not know the final course of the S-curve. There are only two ways 

that HIV prevalence can decrease, in this case in the age group 15-49 years: 1) 

people die, or 2) there are more HIV negative 14-year-olds who turn 15, than HIV
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positive 49-year-olds who turn 50. If we then add the fact that only a few of those 

children who acquire HIV during the peri-natal period survive until the age of 10, 

then we have the HIV negative age group 10-14 year olds called A janela de espe- 

ranga'- the window of hope (National AIDS Council 2005).

Prevalence depends on the relation between the number of deaths and the 

number of new infections, as indicated above. Thus, the number of people in need 

of treatm ent depends on the relation between old and new infections and the point 

in time, when treatm ent became available and the expansion of the health system. 

In blunt terms, people fall out of this calculation when they die without treatment.

Adults

The increase in ART eligibility with the added uncertainty range points to pro

found implications for the need of financial resources to keep up with sufficient 

health system infrastructure and human resources. However, such estimations 

m atter little to hardworking people on the ground, who can hardly keep up with 

the increasing demand, yet only caring for about one out of four adults in need of 

ART. The need for infrastructure and health workers will remain astronomic. No 

Southern African country has managed to treat the lowest estimated number of 

people in need of treatment, except Botswana.2
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Children

Children progress faster from HIV infection to AIDS, primarily due to their weak 

immune system. About 75 percent of children with HIV need treatment. The num

ber of children living with HIV increased from around 103,000 in 2005 to more 

than 121,000 in 2008 (Vaz 2006). This means an increase in number of children in 

need of antiretroviral treatment from more than 68,000 in 2005 to more than 

83,000 in 2008 (see Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: HIV Prevalence and ART Eligibility among Children, 2005-2008
Sources: (Ministry of Health 2008c; Vaz 2006).

Only 1,686 children were on treatment in 2005 due to weak health system capacity 

(Vaz 2006). This increased to 6,192 children on ARV treatment out the targeted 

11,820 children in 2007 (Ministry of Health 2008a; Ministry of Health 2008c). The 

government and donors have taken several initiatives to improve the situation, but 

the adult-child ratio is telling: adults enjoy preferential treatment with little global 

advocacy to change this in favour of children.
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Evolution of HIV

Synchronous responses remain illusory, given limited local resources, capacity, 

and absorptive constraints. Affordable drugs were not made available until the be

ginning of the new millennium. Health systems were weak across Africa. Govern

ance, surveillance, testing, treatment, support, infrastructure improvement, and 

training of health workers do not run in parallel. A closer look at epidemic evolu

tion reveals evident staggered responses, but more importantly, how response 

needs accumulate both because of this and the natural evolution of the epidemic. I 

compare sites (sentinel, testing, and treatment) and numbers (prevalence, HIV 

tests, ART need and coverage, and human resources) in empirical detail to compre

hend the magnitude of the problem and the implications for human and material 

resources needed to respond adequately (see Table 2.1).

Table 2.1: Sites and Numbers, 1988-2007
Sites 1988 1994 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Sentinel 1 4 20 36
Testing 5 27 84 155 359
PMTCT 8 17 51 93 386
ART 3 23 38 150 211

Numbers
Prevalence, % 14 15 16 16
HIV, m. 1.1 1.7 1.8 1.5
HIV tests 9,164 102,487 188,255 222,775
HIV+ tests 2,353 26,009 49,459 61,346
HIV+ % 25.7 25.4 26.3 27.5
ARV need 230,000 250,000 270,000 300,000 330,000 370,000
ARV coverage 7,414 19,726 44,100 88,211
HR need 1,908
Sources: (Ministry of Health 2004; Ministry of Health 2005c; Ministry of Health 2005d; Ministry of 
Health 2006f; Ministry of Health 2007b; Ministry of Health 2008a; Ministry of Health 2008b; 
Ministry of Health 2008f; National AIDS Council 2005; National AIDS Council 2006; UNAIDS 2008; 
UNAIDS/WHO 2002; UNAIDS/WHO 2006c; WHO/UNAIDS/UNICEF 2008).
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The Mozambican government established the National STI/HIV/AIDS Programme 

in 1988. This was 2 years after the first AIDS case had been reported. Mozambique 

had only one sentinel surveillance site until 1994, when three more sites opened in 

the central region. This expanded to 20 sites in 2000 and 36 sites in 2004, dispers

ed in all 11 provinces. The first national epidemiological survey was conducted in 

2001, then in 2002, 2004, and 2007.

The 2007 update was performed with improved surveillance methods. The 

national adult HIV prevalence was estimated at 16 percent, with some regional 

variation: South (21%), Centre (18%), and North (9%) (Ministry of Health 2008f). 

The prevalence was estimated at 16.2 percent in 2004 with regional variation: 

South (18.1%), Centre (20.4%), and North (9.3%) (Ministry of Health 2005d).

The epidemic seems to have stabilized, as prevalence by means of the new 

surveillance methods was estimated to be the same in 2007 as in 2004. That is, his

torical prevalence rates were consequently updated in 2007. Sentinel based pre

valence increased from 14 to 16 percent between 2001 and 2007, which replaced 

the previous estimates from 13 to 16.2 percent. However, the new UNAIDS as

sumptions mean that prevalence rates have been lowered to approximately 0.8 

times the prevalence found in antenatal clinic surveillance in countries like Mo

zambique without population-based surveys to provide a more accurate estimate 

of the number HIV infected people (see Figure 2.6, and Note 2.1).
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Figure 2.6: HIV Prevalence, 2001-2007
Source: (Ministry of Health 2008f; WH0/UNA1DS/UNICEF 2008).

However, the southern region for the first time showed the highest regional senti

nel based prevalence, previously found in the central region (see Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7: HIV Prevalence, South, Centre, North, 2007
Source: (Ministry o f Health 2008f).
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This could be explained by the coexistence of sub-epidemics, in the North, Centre, 

and South. The HIV epidemic in the central region can be seen as the oldest epi

demic, which would reach its peak earlier than the southern epidemic. Thus, the 

southern epidemic was still growing in 2007 (see Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: Increasing HIV Prevalence, South, 2001-2007
Source: (Ministry of Health 2008f).

On the other hand, the new sentinel based estimates suggest that the HIV epidemic 

in the Centre has reached its plateau, indicated by decreasing figures over the

2001-2007 period in three of the four central provinces. Sofala, Manica, and Tete 

are the provinces with the highest population mobility with the neighbouring 

countries Malawi, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Only Zambezia saw an increase in HIV 

prevalence between 2001 and 2007 (see Figure 2.9).

Coexisting epidemics could be explained by different patterns of migration. 

HIV started early in the Centre, presumably due to high population movement 

along the Beira corridor, which connects Zimbabwe and the central coast of Mo-
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zambique (Cohen 2004a; Collins 2006). A large population of migrant workers 

follow the Maputo corridor linked to the high prevalence neighbouring countries 

South Africa and Swaziland. This may influence the spread of HIV.3
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Figure 2.9: Decreasing HIV Prevalence, Centre, 2001*2007
Source: (Ministry o f Health 2008f).

UNAIDS/WHO suggests that 1.5 million Mozambicans (range 1.3-1.7 million) were 

living with HIV by the end of 2007 (UNAIDS 2008). This puts Mozambique second 

to South Africa in absolute numbers of HIV cases in southern Africa. Incidence is 

about 225,000 new infections per year, and annual deaths due to AIDS have in

creased from around 33,000 in 1998 to around 123,000 in 2006 (National Institute 

of Statistics 2004). However, the mid-2000s AIDS case notification system captur

ed only about 9 percent of the number of AIDS cases estimated by epidemiological 

impact studies (National AIDS Council 2005), due to lack of physical and human 

resources (Chilundo, et al. 2004).
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We have seen how HIV prevalence increased -  and decreased -  between 2001 and 

2007. Resources were not in place to offer the advocated universal access package 

of ‘testing, treatment, care, and support' within the public health system until 

2004-2005. Testing and treatm ent became widely available during 2006 and 2007, 

aided by international organisations and external funding to improve the Mozam

bican health care system, but the late coming of these initiatives in light of epidem

ic evolution makes it a daunting task to make up for lost time.

Testing 2002-2005

HIV testing is the first crucial step to gain access to one of the 216 treatm ent sites 

in place by May 2008 (Ministry of Health 2008a). Testing for HIV beyond the Cen

tral Hospital began in 2001, 13 years after the first local sentinel surveillance in 

1988. However, few Mozambicans test for HIV. This is a pattern seen across Africa. 

Moreover, construction of new ART sites does not automatically mean that people 

confidently and uninhibitedly come forward for testing clapping their hands show

ing gratitude. Will people come to the mountain or will the mountain come to the 

people? Ninety-five percent of the adult population stay away from the VCT cen

tres, while the health system and the government remain reluctant to advertise 

HIV testing combined with ARV treatment.

Five VCT centres opened in 2001: two in Maputo City, two in Sofala, and one 

in Manica. Then five types of VCT centres evolved: 1) classical, 2) satellite (district 

service open once or twice a week), 3) prevention of vertical transmission service, 

4) youth friendly service, and 5) in-hospital service (Ministry of Health 2004: 30).
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84 VCT centres had been established by the end of 2003 and 155 by the end of 

2005 (National AIDS Council 2005: 72-73; National AIDS Council 2006: 26).

The Ministry of Health introduced Counselling and Testing for Health, CTH, 

in 2006 to advocate provider initiated voluntary HIV testing as part of a compre

hensive consultation of overall health. This was a move towards normalisation 

within the health system to minimise stigma and discrimination associated with 

the use of VCT Centres physically separated from the health centres. 359 CTH units 

were registered in 2006, including 281 ex-VCT Centres and 78 vertical transm is

sion units (Ministry of Health 2006k).4 This is in itself an ambitious challenge. CTH 

requires a new health triage structure within the health centres and hospitals after 

the five VCT years. This puts more demand on health workers. Successful realiza

tion of CTH depends w hether and how these centres will rely on the old VCT infra

structure or new infrastructure. It will also depend on training and availability of 

health workers. Health triage workers will need specialized skills to diagnose and 

refer patients with various health problems.

Only 23 persons tested for HIV during the first six months of 2002 at the 27 

VCT centres in 8 of 11 provinces, excluding Inhambane, Gaza, and Zambezia. More 

than 9,000 people tested during the second half (see Figure 2.10). The resources 

provided by MSF Switzerland, MSF Luxembourg, Health Alliance International, 

USA, and Medicos del Mundo, Spain can explain this. They attended more than 90 

percent of all those who tested for HIV in 2002 (Ministry of Health 2006e). Seven

ty-five percent of the tests were taken in Maputo City, Tete, and Maputo provinces, 

where the international organisations operated. The large number of women 

testing in Tete can be explained by the presence of the MSF prevention-of-mother- 

to-child-transmission programme (see Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: HIV Tests by Province by Sex, 2002
Source: (Ministry o f Health 2006e).

Testing uptake increased from 102,487 tests in 2003,188,255 in 2004, to 222,775 

in 2005, which gives a total number of 522,681 Mozambicans tested for HIV during

2002-2005. The HIV test-based prevalence was between 25 and 28 percent with a 

total cumulative figure of 139,167 HIV positive tests (see Figure 2.11).
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The total number of HIV tests by sex during 2002-2005 shows an increase from 

roughly 50 percent female and male VCT users in 2002 to about one third men and 

two thirds women in 2005. PMTCT programmes can explain this (see Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.12: HIV Tests by Sex, 2002-2005
Source: (Ministry of Health 2006f).

Sources o f Information

Several pertinent questions relate to HIV testing. First, we need to ask how many 

of those who test negative later test positive. What happened in life between the 

negative and the positive test? There are few if any studies of this. Could specific 

preventive measures be taken for those who test negative? Policy makers could 

target them as People Tested HIV Negative, PTHN, to make sure they avoid HIV 

infection. Alternatively, do they return to the risky game of eventual HIV transmis

sion? Does life go on as usual? What public health measures could be taken to pro

tect those who test HIV negative from subsequent virus transmission? Is it good 

health policy to leave it up to individual responsibility? A first step is to ask those
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people who test negative what they do to avoid HIV infection. More importantly, 

ask them why such avoidance may prove difficult, due to the dynamics of their so

cial and economic life.

National surveys do inquire about why people test for HIV (for example, 

risky behaviour, health deterioration, or advice from health workers). About one 

third of those who tested for HIV from 2002 to 2005 found out about it from 

contact with the health system.

Comparison of how people found out about the availability of HIV testing 

and their reasons for testing shows that most of them were pregnant women who 

participated in provider initiated programmes to prevent HIV transmission to the 

babies they carry. Pregnant women -  and health workers -  have become the politi

cally correct targets. Otherwise, it remains the individual's responsibility to gain 

access to health care. In other words, the health system does not advertise HIV 

services beyond its doors. The 'counselling and testing for health' principle encour

ages health workers to inform all patients within the health care system about i t  

During the VCT years 2002-2005 two thirds found out about testing outside the 

health system, at work, in the community, through the media, from family and 

friends, etc. (see Figure 2.13).5

Barriers remain between the awareness of HIV testing and pro-active 

health seeking behaviour. Those who have taken the test have in most cases had 

good reason to do so. I have already introduced participation in PMTCT program

mes as the main reason. Pregnant women have become a global target group. Oth

er major reasons include severe illness and risk behaviour. Health workers recom

mended HIV testing for only about ten percent of people testing for HIV, unrelated 

to PMTCT programmes (see Figure 2.14).
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Source of Information
Health Worker 
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Other 

Family
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Other users 
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TV
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Partner 
Neighbourhood 

At work 
Blank 

Blood Bank

HIV Testers, N=522,681
181,768

115,971
60,310

_  33,487 
28,148 

24,957
18,475

L  11,287
L  9,902 
L  9,901 
L _  9,155 
L  7,625 
L 4,861 
L 4,322 
l 1,361 
1 1,151
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Figure 2.13: HIV Testing: Information Sources, 2002-2005
Source: (Ministry of Health 2006f).

In PMTCT Programme
Own Risk Behaviour 112 697

Feel 111 74.225

Referred by Health Professional 51,982

Through Counselling 42,190

Distrust of Partner 30,085

Other 25,799

Partner is HIV+ _  5,820
Family Planning _ 5,630

Child Is 111 „  4,989
Partner's High Risk Behaviour _ 4,981

Blank .  4,853
Partner is 111 .  4,625

Marriage , 3,177
Sexual Violence 601 —■ — — i «

151,027

0 50,000 100,000 150,000 200,000

Figure 2.14: HIV Testing: Principal Reasons, 2002-2005
Source: (Ministry o f Health 2006f).

From this we need to ask: Can we differentiate risk exposure between those who 

test positive and those who test negative? In other words: Are those who test 

negative simply not (or less) exposed to risk of HIV transmission? Alternatively,
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are they equally exposed to risk, but lucky to be on the negative side of the proba

bility equation?

Rationally, a person tested negative would try  to avoid (or minimise] expo

sure to risk of transmission, but such change of lifestyle could be difficult if not im

possible for the many who leave the CTH Centre HIV negative and re-enter the 

chains of the social fabric in the community and society. For example, people need 

to be conscious about the risk of transmission to take action to change their life

style. Beyond consciousness, people need negotiating power to practice safe sex or 

to choose abstinence. In case of illness, people would need to be able to make sure 

that there is no risk of contamination from consulting biomedical or traditional 

health services. Biosecurity is an issue for all types of health care. No human being 

is an island: without such body armour an individual is left to the risks that life 

bears, including but not limited to the risk of HIV transmission.

Pregnant Women, Insignificant Men

Provider initiated testing is one solution to limited voluntary testing. This is nor

mally done with sufficient health system supply, like in Botswana, the exceptional 

case in Africa (Weiser, et al. 2006). On the other hand, outreach to pregnant wom

en has become global HIV policy. However, why do we not target men for HIV test

ing? If it were true that men are the drivers of the epidemic through 'promiscuous' 

behaviour, or through culturally accepted groups of 'polygamy', that do not func

tion as perfectly closed systems to avoid HIV infection, then a combined preven

tion and testing intervention for men would seem obvious. Simply focus on the
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source of the problem. However, this has not been global policy priority. Moreover, 

pregnant women have become the correct target based on the human rights 

principle that we should prevent HIV transmission to newborn babies.

There is less emphasis on the health care of the newly delivered mother. A 

UNICEF report, which compares data from 71 countries in 2005, confirms this 

(IATT 2007). The report found weak links between PMTCT and ART programmes. 

Fewer than 50 percent of the women actually received ARV prophylaxis. Women 

and children are lost in the process. Very little information exists that evaluates 

how many pregnant women need ARV treatment and how many of these women 

actually receive ARV treatment (ibid.).

The feminization of the African HIV epidemic aggravates these problems, 

evidenced by the estimated 60/40 female-male divide of people with HIV through

out sub-Saharan Africa (UNAIDS/WHO 2006a). Yet, if we look at actual HIV testing 

in Mozambique, we will see that this was a 67/33 divide by 2005 (see Figure 2.15).
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The percentage of male HIV positive testers was in fact higher than the percentage 

of female HIV positive testers in 2005 (see Figure 2.16).
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2.16: Female and Male HIV Tests and HIV Positive Tests, 2002-2005
(Ministry of Health 2006f).

The analysis of the pregnant women target group highlights key problems regard

ing rights and provision of ARV treatm ent. Twenty-nine percent of the Mozambi

cans who tested for HIV during 2002-2005 were pregnant women (see Figure 2.14, 

p. 110). This explains the increase in testing, but it also hides the fact that pregnant 

women are not primarily targeted for the sake of treating them  with ARVs. Upon 

giving birth, the mothers are given prophylactic ARV treatm ent to prevent HIV 

transm ission to the baby. This is an effort to save the life of the child and thus a 

human rights issue of the rights of the unborn to life and health. Yet, these same 

rights of the newly delivered mothers are less cared for. Albeit, the Sant'Egidio 

DREAM programme offers ARV therapy for pregnant women until 6 months post

partum, along formula, clean water, nutritional supplem entation, and continuing 

ARV treatm ent, if necessary (Marazzi, e t al. 2007). Nevertheless, I heard health
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workers in other programmes mention that mothers are more treated like a 'life 

saving tube' than a human being. The obligation to save the lives of the unborn 

seems appropriate, but the quality of health care provided for the mothers is jeo

pardized and compromised, given the limited capacity of the health system, includ

ing qualified health personnel. This is a difficult ethical and material dilemma.

The number of women in relation to men who test for HIV has increased 

from 52 percent in 2002 to 68 percent in 2005 (see Figure 2.17). PMTCT program

mes may explain this and I see one key implication in this scenario: the winners 

are the newborn babies; the losers are both women and men. Pregnant women 

lose because there is no guarantee that they will receive treatment and care upon 

confirmed HIV positivity. Men lose because few of them are offered provider initi

ated HIV testing. With no testing, there is no treatment. The prospect is a painful 

death after some 10 years -  or less -  after infection.
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Do we know how many have died from HIV related complications? Epidemiologi

cal counting of 'deaths due to AIDS' remains difficult, given the weak reporting and 

patient tracking system. One study systematically examined the quality and inter

connection between HIV case-detection and AIDS case-reporting in Mozambique 

(Chilundo, et al. 2004). This found that such data are poor and incomplete. In fact, 

this is the case in all poor countries challenged by the HIV epidemic. They cannot 

live up to 'WHO standards', 'uniform electronic information systems', and 'biose

curity precautions'. This produces 'inconsistencies', 'errors', 'iatrogenic transm is

sion', and 'under-reporting'. This is a consequence of poorly equipped health sys

tems and poorly trained and overloaded health workers, but it is also part of the 

challenge. The impact on the labour force, and ultimately the economy, caused by 

limited testing and case reporting, may be devastating. It depends on the produc

tivity of the people. Most Mozambicans are poor and unemployed, so how do they 

count in economic terms? Surely, it is a disaster in humanitarian terms, but it is al

so a policy choice, given the scarce resources that spell the fact that testing, trea t

ment and care is not yet available for everyone. Human rights may not be afford

able, but can we afford not to reach out and test men and women simultaneously? 

Mandatory testing for couples may be a feasible policy option that would ensure 

higher gender equity and synchronous testing, care and treatment. This would 

minimize secrecy around HIV, minimize risk of transmission upon knowing the 

test results, and consequently improve adherence as individual and social access 

barriers to HIV care would diminish if not vanish. In other words, you would not 

need to hide your HIV status and ARV treatm ent from your partner. This is all 

theory. We do not know whether HIV testing for couples would bring about these 

changes. However, it is worth trying.
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Moreover, most people with HIV are in the age group 20-24. This is the biggest 

demographic age group and the group in which most people have tested for HIV. 

However, it is alarming to see that as the age groups get smaller towards the age of 

50, the higher percentage of HIV tests turn out positive. First, they have had a good 

reason to take the test: most come forward with severe symptoms. All Mozambi

cans between 25 and 50 years of age lived through the 20-24 age group at some 

point during the HIV epidemic. Second, it reflects that most people test for HIV at 

the late or ultimate stage of disease progression, often when it is too late to initiate 

treatm ent and death will occur within a few days. Third, from this we can infer that 

those people have lived the estimated 5-8-10 years with the virus during their 20s 

and 30s: they have unknowingly put others at risk and in all probability transm it

ted the virus. They have even had the 'right' to do so, given the policy focus on 

‘voluntary testing'.6 The percentage of HIV positive tests increases gradually from 

age group 25-29 (33%) to age group 45-49 (46%) (see Figure 2.18).

Discussion of HIV testing emphasizes several key points related to the pro

vision of care and treatment: accessibility, patient versus provider initiated testing, 

supply versus demand, and the impact of the HIV epidemic on society caused by 

limited testing. Individual barriers include reluctance, low expectation, and implic

itly some level of auto-exclusion even under the circumstances, when testing is 

within reach. Health system barriers include lack of capacity in terms of testing 

facilities and the long-term resources needed to care for those infected with the 

virus. Specific target groups means indirect exclusion of others. Health policies 

need to be carefully redefined with the expansion of ARV treatment. Failure to do 

so may in fact increase HIV transmission. Mandatory counselling and testing for 

couples is one key policy implication.
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Age Group HIV Tests (N=522,681) and HIV+ Tests (N=139,167)
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Figure 2.18: HIV Tests and HIV Positive Tests by Age Group, 2002-2005
Source : (M inistry  of H ealth 2006f).

Time is a crucial factor, as we have seen through the analysis of epidemic evolu

tion, and the specificities of the Mozambican context. Expansion of the weak health 

system happens against the increasing number of people with advanced disease 

progression. I therefore turn to the specificities of the Mozambican ARV treatm ent 

model to fully appreciate and comprehend the challenges that this slow acting 

virus presents to us in terms of the multiplicity and farsighted responses needed to 

make these responses sustainable.
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Limited health system capacity emphasizes the need to consider how many pa

tients it can embrace in light of the duties and responsibilities of the health author

ities. This is about the risk of empty promises against the obligation to care for the 

ill. The case of ARV treatm ent is a prime example, as the general picture shows 

high need, but low demand and low supply. Specifically, the demand easily ex

hausts the increasing supply, as new ART sites open. Yet, the heterogeneous nature 

of the demand-supply balance across Mozambique is still poorly understood and a 

question that I cannot answer definitively in this project Nevertheless, the point of 

this analysis is the emergence of a Mozambican ART model, based on Mozambican 

priorities and recognition of the socioeconomic circumstances.

0 Processo Clmico: Medical Record and Social Contract

People who test HIV positive divide into three patient categories: 1) asymptomatic, 

not in need of medical attention, 2) symptomatic, in need of clinical consultation, 

such as prophylactic cotrimoxazol treatment, but not yet in need of ARVs, and 3) 

severely symptomatic, in need of ARV treatm ent decided by level of symptoms, CD4 

count, and viral load.

This means a difference between patients enrolled and patients on ARVs. 

For example, there were 129,149 patients enrolled into the ART sites nationwide 

by September 2006, of which 34,184 were on ARVs and 94,965 patients in other 

kinds of care (Ministry of Health 2006i). However, there could be patients in need
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of ARVs unable to get them due to limited Day Hospital capacity. Additionally, 

many arrive very late to test for HIV in clinical Phase 3 (severe symptoms) or 

Phase 4 (terminally ill). Successful ARV treatm ent for the terminally ill is often im

possible. This is the problem with 'late presenters' (see Chapter 1, pp. 45-46).

An ART medical record is opened in the third case, when the patient is eligi

ble for ARVs. This is called o processo clmico, or o processo in everyday language. 

This is the beginning of the therapeutic process.

The medical record serves two key functions: systematic documentation of 

patient medical history and social contract. It establishes obligations on both the 

health system and the patient. Once admitted, the health system takes on responsi

bility for continuous care. On the other hand, the patient needs to agree upon the 

treatm ent programme. The informed consent contract, issued by the AIDS Control 

Commission, the National Health Service, lays down the specificities of this mutual 

commitment. The patient accepts the following: sufficient information about HIV, 

AIDS and antiretroviral treatment, access to counselling, the palliative nature of 

ART, possible side effects, the importance of treatm ent adherence, consequences of 

non-adherence, the hospitality of the health system, safe sex promise, consent to 

make personal information available to medical science, and finally that ARV treat

ment is voluntary (see Appendix 2).

Initiation Phase, Continuation Phase: From Testing to Treatment

The patient, h is/her confidant, the doctor, and the counsellor all sign the agree

ment. The process from first contact with the health system to antiretroviral treat
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ment is a series of consultations: before the test, after the test, the result of the CD4 

test, pre-ART consultations, and follow up sessions (see Figure 2.19).

PRE -TE ST  HIV TEST RESU LT  CD4 RESULT PRE -ART PRE -A R T PRE -ART PRE-AR T  ART A R T  ART FOLLOW-
T E ST  CD4 START UP

Erling H0g • 2008

Figure 2.19: Consultations From HIV Testing to ARV Treatment
Source: Fieldwork.

The initiation phase consists of up to 10 consultations at the hospital during the 

first month between the person enters the HIV testing centre and the beginning of 

ARV treatment. The initiation phase starts with a pre-test consultation to inform 

the person about the basics of HIV and the prospects towards the syndrome of 

AIDS. The next consultation is when the HIV positive status has been confirmed by 

a second HIV test. Then the phlebotomist takes a blood sample, which is sent to the 

nearest hospital with equipment to analyse CD4 counts. This was highly time con

suming during the days when only three places had the equipment to analyse CD4, 

at the central hospitals in Maputo (South), Beira (Centre) and Nampula (North). 

This changed during 2006 and 2007 when new high-technology CD4 software was 

implemented at local hospitals. The person is then counselled about the CD4 count. 

If eligible for ARV treatment, a series of four counselling sessions take place before 

ARV treatm ent begins. The initiation phase is thus a series of pre-test, post-test, 

and pre-ART sessions.

The CD4 count is an important indicator of ART eligibility. One study of pa

tient flow in Beira found a median of 72 days between receiving the results of CD4 

to the beginning of ARV treatm ent (Ministry of Health 2006a) (see Figure 2.20).
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Figure 2.20: Patient Flow Between CD4 Count and ARV Treatm ent
Source: (Ministry of Health 2006a).

This is a prime reason for the success of the Mozambican model, but the time fac

tor is a cause for concern in an emergency. However, I caution that any compro

mise to save time, money and human resources may have dire adverse affects on 

long-term adherence and the very success of the quality of life living with ARVs. I 

believe that thorough counselling is crucial and that equal human resources are 

needed for the continuous psychosocial support for chronically ill people who are 

additionally affected by the social ills that HIV carries.

The first day of ARV treatment marks the beginning of the continuation 

phase. The number of follow-up counselling sessions depends on the person's state 

of health, but usually he/she needs to visit the hospital every 15, 30 or 60 days. 

The patient receives a free stock of ARVs to take home sufficient for the respective 

periods. This means that a model ARV patient with few or no health complications 

needs six consultations per year. However, an average ARV patient needs 15-21 

hospital visits per year. Yet, the hospital will accept a patient, whenever he/she
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needs care. The number of consultations needed per patient also depends on the 

routines of the health workers. One doctor maintained that regardless of profes

sion, a health worker could see a maximum of 15 patients per day. However, this 

does not correspond to reality.

In other words, treatm ent expansion happens at the expense of the current 

health worker force. Health workers were already overloaded, but now they have 

to run much faster until new ones arrive (Mozambican graduates, upgraded mid

level technicians, and foreign health workers]. This is about the fragility of health 

system carrying capacity. It will eventually collapse, if the only criterion of 'suc

cess' is mere 'ART coverage' without an eye to the number and welfare of health 

workers. 'Essential' drugs have to be accompanied by 'essential' human resources 

and 'essential' infrastructure. Yet, this 'essentialism' remains highly politicized (see 

Chapters 5, 6).

Some Day Hospitals register the number of patients who dropout of trea t

ment. However, data are often unreliable for a number of reasons. First, if a patient 

is a few days late for an appointed consultation, then he/she could be registered as 

a dropout. Second, some patients may have been transferred to another hospital 

and /o r moved to another province. Third, some hospitals do not keep record of 

patients who drop out of treatment. The Ministry of Health intends to harmonize 

all aspects of the process, but different work philosophies among the international 

treatm ent providers, different levels of technical and human resources capacities, 

and general work overload all complicate its achievement.
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A Medico-Cultural Approach: Stepwise, Responsible and Culturally Sensitive

Benedito, the ARV Committee, said in August 2006: "From now on as we ge t involv

ed with ART, we begin to target the whole process. We now offer ART in all provincial 

capitals. We have started to create our own model." This refers to partnerships, de

centralization, geographic equity, and ownership. The government applies an ARV 

treatm ent model, which they see as stepwise, medically responsible, and culturally 

sensitive. ARV treatm ent is announced locally, when the health system is prepared 

in term s of sufficient health infrastructure, medical equipment, and trained health 

personnel. This is the disjointed health policy approach, which compares ideal 

solutions to the practically feasible in a context of scarce but increasing resources. 

AIDS activists bring the news to the community about the availability of treatment. 

They use sensibilizafao -  gentle 'citizen sensitization' -  which serves to inform 

about the entire process from HIV testing to ART initiation and continuation phas

es. The overall approach to inform and educate about HIV prevention, testing, and 

ARV treatm ent seeks to Mofambicanizar -  Mozambicanize -  the messages to make 

them culturally relevant. Additionally, they try to send AIDS activists to areas 

where they can communicate in the local language. This may prove difficult, espe

cially in urban areas inhabited by people from many provinces with different 

native tongues. W hether and how the Mozambican model creates inequity in ac

cess to health care is part of a larger discussion of relations between human rights, 

public health, and pragmatic engagement with the world. This discussion raises 

questions of absorption capacity and therapeutic responsibility.
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The Treatment Era: 2004 and Beyond

Free large-scale ARV treatment through the public health system started in June 

2004. By the end of 2006, 44,100 adults benefited from ART (Ministry of Health 

2008a) out of 330,000 people in need (WHO/UNAIDS/UNICEF 2008) (see Figure 

2.21). This increased to 88,211 adult ARV patients in 2007 and 104,351 adults by 

the end of May 2008 (Ministry of Health 2008a). The number in need of treatment 

had meanwhile increased to some 370,000 by the end of 2007 (range 290,000- 

460,000) based on updated methodology (WHO/UNAIDS/UNICEF 2008).
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Figure 2.21: Adult ART Scale-Up in Mozambique, 2004-2007
Source: (Ministry of Health 2008a).

Adult ART coverage by province showed a higher degree of geographic equity by 

May 2008. Still, 53 percent of adults on treatm ent were in the South, 35 percent in 

the Centre, and 12 percent in the North (see Figure 2.22).
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Figure 2.22: Adult ART Coverage by Province, May 2008
Source: (Ministry of Health 2008a).

This should be seen against the number of adults in need of treatment in light of 

the discussion of three sub-epidemics (see Figure 2.7, p. 102). The need for ART is 

smaller in the North. It is highest in the Centre, as more people have progressed 

towards the advanced stage of HIV in an older epidemic. The highest prevalence in 

2007 was found in the South: the need for ART will increase, as it is considered a 

younger epidemic.

Adult ART coverage by sex shows that 64,575 women and 39,776 men were 

on treatment by May 2008. Women's share was between 54 percent and 70 per

cent by province (see Figure 2.23). We have seen that the number of women who 

tested for HIV increased substantially due to the focus on pregnant women (see 

Figure 2.17, p. 114), and that the double number of women tested HIV positive 

during the 2002-2005 period (see Figure 2.15, p. 112).

The number of women in need of treatment is obviously higher, caused by 

epidemic feminization (see pp. 111-115). Pregnant women provide the blood sam-
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pies for estimating the prevalence in the general population. PMTCT program s also 

target pregnant women. However, the question remains, w hether the higher num 

ber of women on ART correlates with the high focus on pregnant women and their 

need for ART when time comes (see Figure 2.23).
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Alternatively, is the number of women who seek health care higher, beyond the 

outreach to pregnant women, compared to men? This would be possible, as those 

who test for HIV divide into three: one third men, one third women, and one third 

pregnant women (see Figure 2.17, p. 114). Two thirds of those who test HIV posi

tive are women (see Figure 2.15, p. 112). Thus, do the men who do not come for

ward for testing and treatm ent constitute the 'invisible majority'?

Additionally, 7,276 children under the age of 15 were in treatm ent by May 

2008 (11% in the North, 32% in the Centre, and 56% in the South) (see Figure 

2.24). Again, it would be fair to assume that most children are in need of treatm ent 

in the Centre. However, the best facilities for paediatric treatm ent of HIV related 

diseases are found at the Central Hospital in Maputo, sponsored by UNICEF. It has 

become a model for the rest of the country, but the expansion of paediatric ART 

faces many obstacles, evidenced by the Clinton Foundation, which leads the pro

cess towards better facilities for children. A breakdown by sex shows that 3,544 

girls and 3,732 boys were on treatment, which is a 49/51 divide, though girls' 

share ranges between 39 and 55 percent (see Figure 2.24).

The expansion of adult ART has been a remarkable success in face of the ob

stacles. This success story is due to collaborative commitment by the government 

and the international community, almost unparalleled in sub-Saharan Africa. The 

Mozambican government enjoys support from all major international donors like 

the Global Fund, Clinton Foundation, PEPFAR, Sant'Egidio, the World Bank, Health 

Alliance International, MSF, ASIDH, governments of Ireland and Canada, and more.
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Figure 2.24: Paediatric ART by Province by Sex, May 2008
Source: (Ministry of Health 2008a).

The Minister of Health announced by mid-2007 that more than 150 ART sites had 

opened and that ART was available in all 128 districts of Mozambique (Ministry of 

Health 2007b). The number of ART sites increased to 211 in 2007, which almost 

doubled the target of 112 ART sites for that year, and to 216 sites by May 2008 

(Ministry of Health 2008a; Ministry of Health 2008c) (see Figure 2.25).
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Epidemic Evolution in Context: Acknowledgment and Achievement

This is a story of acknowledgment and achievement. However, numbers are decep

tive. The construction of physical infrastructure is straightforward with sufficient 

funding available, yet complicated under the circumstances of a demolished health 

system. The quality of ARV treatm ent is an entirely different matter.

ARV treatm ent for life necessitates food for life, spiritual and moral support 

for life, medicines against opportunistic infections for life, and medical and psycho

social support for life. There is not enough of any these elements. Food for ARV 

patients has become a policy priority, but national and international politics, as 

well as the lifespan of Global Fund applications, complicate its implementation (see 

Chapter 8, pp. 356-373).

Medical and psychosocial support systems demand a high num ber of quali

fied health workers, which ideally must be Mozambican. Medicines against oppor

tunistic infections are free, but they are often unavailable, or only for sale in pri

vate pharmacies. All this adds to health system fragility, which needs proper atten

tion to make the story truly successful. Moreover, the number of people in need of 

treatm ent increases rapidly: UNAIDS/WHO estimate an increase from 270,000 in 

2004 (range 200,000-340,000) to 370,000 in 2007 (range 290,000-460,000) 

(WHO/UNAIDS/UNICEF 2008). Therefore, about 350,000 people were in need, 

when the Minister of Health announced the availability of ART at the district level 

in July 2007 (Ministry of Health 2007b). More than 50,000 were then on treatment, 

but how many were rejected at the hospital door? It is life on the ground with 

ARVs that matters, not solely the construction of physical infrastructure and 

number of patients in an ART registry.
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I have shown how the HIV epidemic progresses over time and the major responses 

in Mozambique during 1986-2008.1 focussed on how many and why the majority 

of people estimated to be in need of treatm ent live and die without it. HIV testing 

began outside the Maputo Central Hospital in 2001. More than 500,000 people 

tested for HIV between 2002 and 2005. Close to 6 million HIV tests would be need

ed to find the 1.5 million people estimated to have contracted the virus -  at the end 

of 2007 (UNAIDS 2008). Ninety-five percent of the adult population had not tested 

for HIV by the end of 2005. More than 104 thousand adults and more than 7 

thousand children were on treatm ent by May 2008 (Ministry of Health 2008a), yet 

some 300,000-350,000 people were in need at that time.

To improve our understanding of the complex relations between individual, 

social, and political barriers, I will introduce the access and delivery model in the 

next chapter to see how these barriers relate to health seeking behaviour theories. 

This model explains limited testing and treatment. This is about the circumstances 

of a poor country in terms of different types of indirect violence: poverty, inequity, 

injustice, and deprivation, which frame a particular risk environment (see Chapter 

8). Additionally, Chapter 3 will discuss silence and secrecy related to the use, prac

tice, and malpractice of traditional medicine as a continuation of the analysis of si

lence and voice in Chapter 1. All this will improve our understanding of how indi

vidual and social barriers converge, less about political and system barriers, which 

will be elaborated in Chapter 5 about health worker experience delivering ARVs 

and the patient-practitioner encounter.
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I have developed an access and delivery model that considers individual, social, 

and political factors for the successes and failures of ARV treatm ent provision. 

Material, structural, psychological, social, and political factors determine health 

seeking behaviour. Individuals react to changing political and politicized HIV and 

AIDS discourses, as well as to changing social dynamics, and changing individual 

emotional and psychological state of mind. This model grew out of my fieldwork 

experience in Maputo City. Therefore, I do not pretend that this altogether reflects 

the reality in all 11 provinces and 128 districts of Mozambique. However, I believe 

this model is sufficiently versatile and generalisable to evaluate ARV programmes 

in specific contexts across Mozambique and in other countries.

I depart from the classical socio-behavioural health seeking model, which 

looks at predisposing, enabling, and need factors, specific to general health seeking 

behaviour in the United States (Andersen and Newman 1973). I qualify a holistic 

and pluralistic health seeking model, specifically adopted to the reality of the un

folding HIV epidemic in a resource-poor setting like Mozambique. The model di

vides into individual barriers (aversion, psychology, ignorance, and costs), social 

barriers (dynamics, social conditions, prejudices, and charlatanism), and political 

barriers (capacity, infrastructure, governance, and competence) (see Figure 3.1).
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Individual Barriers

Individual barriers include ignorance, psychology, aversion, and costs. 'Ignorance' 

concerns people who have not yet taken the test, caused by lack of information, 

education, and communication, denial, scepticism, lack of dissemination, and mis

conception. 'Psychology' concerns people who may indeed know about HIV testing, 

but they have not yet taken the HIV test, caused by a cocktail of obstacles: knowl

edge, postponement, fear, shame, denial, aversion, distrust, passivity, negotiation, 

self-stigmatisation, and disregard. 'Aversion' concerns people who know their HIV 

positive status, but they avert further steps at some stage of the therapeutic pro

cess, caused by fear, shame, denial, passivity, self-stigmatisation, and scepticism. Fi

nally, 'costs' concerns people who may or may not have taken the test. 'Costs' here 

define as associated expenditures related to hospital visits. Cost barriers include 

transport, drugs against opportunistic infections, food, and water.

Aversion: Navigating the Maze o f Attrition

Aversion was an issue often brought up during support group meetings. For exam

ple, Constanta told us about her niece: "She knows she's HIV positive. She knows her 

CD4 count She knows she needs treatment, but she doesn't believe i t  She says: 'It's 

not my analysis'". Constanta spoke in a voice of despair and she asked for good ad

vice what to do. Her niece has moved back and forth between home and Day Hos

pital for the series of consultations, which includes testing, CD4 analysis, test re

sults, and counselling. She then ends up denying her medical record. Time spent at
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home may be a contributing factor, which builds up anxiety and problems accept

ing the sick role. Major barriers in the series of counselling -  see Figure 2.19, p. 120 

-  can be differentiated as people who have taken the HIV test:

a. But do not want to know the result
b. Get the result, but do not go for CD4 blood sampling
c. Get the result, go for CD4 blood sam pling, but do not w ant to receive CD4 count
d. Get the result, get the CD4 count, but do not com e back for prophylaxis/treatm ent
e. Begin the series of four ART counselling sessions, but stays away at one point
f. Initiate ARV treatm ent, but drop out

Depending on disease progression, there may be one hundred or more days be

tween pre-test counselling and the initiation of ARV treatm ent. Ambulatory coun

selling leaves the patient with plenty of time at home to w orry about the next ses

sion (fear, shame, denial, self-stigmatisation, scepticism, and passivity). Anxiety 

builds up and this may explain, why he or she stays away. All this leads to points of 

attrition between HIV testing and ART follow-up (see Figure 3.2).

PHASE INITIATION CONTINUATION

TEST*RESULT»CD4»RESULT ART START-FOLLOW UP

Points of Attrition •  •  •  •  •  •

Counselling Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-ART ART

Capacity Health workers Health workers

Purpose Disease knowledge Therapeutic knowledge

Location CTH Centre Day Hospital
Erling Hpg • 2008

Figure 3.2: Points of Attrition Accessing ARV Treatm ent
Source: Fieldwork.
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Second, those who have not yet taken the HIV test form the largest group of people. 

They may lead a normal life without knowing they have HIV. They do not come for

ward for HIV testing. They are entitled to do so in accordance with principles of 

Voluntary testing' and the protection of individual human rights. They live on with 

no illness symptoms often for a number of years. This is the asymptomatic phase of 

disease progression. Mild symptoms then set in, but many people tend to ignore 

the problem. Later they begin to suffer a cocktail of psychological obstacles, which 

sets inevitable barriers to come forward for testing: postponement, fear, shame, 

denial, aversion, scepticism, silence, passivity, negotiation, self-stigmatisation, dis

trust, and disregard. These obstacles may be mutually interdependent. It is well 

known that people in general postpone seeking health care for any illness, caused 

by high tolerance and threshold of pain. This is the 'let's see' phenomenon ['I don't 

feel sick this week, let's see next week'). Such attitude continues until it is too late, 

evidenced by the fact that some three out of four adults come forward for testing 

with severe symptoms or during the terminal phase (see Chapter 1, pp. 45-46). 

However, postponement depends on other obstacles. The 'fear and shame' phe

nomenon stems from anticipated stigmatisation and discrimination. This leads to 

reluctance to accept the sick role and denial of the problem.
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Health Care Utilization Models: Disabling Factors in Focus

Classical health care utilization models lend clarification. Andersen and Newman 

created a socio-behavioural model in the 1970s to explain factors associated with 

biomedical health seeking in the United States (Andersen and Newman 1973}. 

They distinguish between three factors that determ ine individual health seeking 

behaviour: predisposing (demography, social structure and beliefs}, enabling, 

(family and community} and need (illness level} (see Figure 3.3}.

Some individuals are more inclined to use health services than others. Past 

illness and experience with the health system may explain this. Once willing to use 

the health services, a person must also be enabled to do so, including consent and 

support from the family, social security, health insurance and the accessibility of 

health services. 'Health service accessibility' specifically refers to the density of 

health infrastructure and the num ber of health workers available. The idea of ill

ness level concerns proper recognition and acceptance of a given health problem.

Predisposing » Enabling » Illness Level

D em ograph ic Fam ily P erceived
A ge In co m e D isab ility
Sex H ealth  in s u ra n c e S y m p to m s
M arita l s ta tu s T y p e  o f  re g u la r  se rv ice D iag n o ses
P a s t illness A ccess to  r e g u la r  se rv ice G en era l s ta te

Socia l s tru ctu re C om m unity E va lu a ted
E d u ca tio n R atio s o f h e a lth  p e rs o n n e l an d S y m p to m s
R ace fac ilitie s  to  p o p u la tio n D iagnoses
O ccu p a tio n P rice  o f h e a l th  se rv ice s
F am ily  s ize R egion  o f c o u n try
E th n ic ity
R elig ion
R es id e n tia l m o b ility

U rb a n -ru ra l  c h a ra c te r

Beliefs
V alues  c o n c e rn in g  h e a lth  a n d  illn ess  
A ttitu d e  to w a rd s  h e a l th  se rv ice s  
K n o w led g e  a b o u t d is ea s e

Figure 3.3: Individual Determinants of Health Service Utilization
Source: (A ndersen  and  N ew m an 1973: 107).
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The Andersen model was context specific and disease-unspecific, but it does pro

vide three critical elements for access to HIV related health care in poor countries. 

HIV testing is the very gateway into tertiary care of chronic disease. Past illness ex

perience of Mozambicans have given them a high level of pain endurance and tol

erance and to some extent low expectations of what the health system can do for 

them. They may have discrepant ideas about values and health and inadequate 

knowledge about the disease, much in line with the Andersen model. The access 

and delivery model relates disabling factors, as there are few enabling factors. Most 

people have low if any income, no health insurance, no social security, weak social 

capital, weak performance power of human and citizen rights, and often live far 

away from Day Hospitals. Indeed, ART sites are now available in all 128 districts, 

which promises higher accessibility. ARV treatm ent is also free of charge, but there 

are still several disabling factors to access such services, including limited health 

system capacity, secrecy and taboos, and the difficulties changing to and accepting 

the sick role. This is particularly the case related to HIV and AIDS. All the disabling 

factors discussed so far contribute to the difficulties of accepting HIV.

This is part of individual, social, and cultural denial and involution. Denial 

and involution both denote action and process and thereby imply adaptation. 

However, I think there is an important difference: denial is the act of refutation of 

facts and involution is the process of transformation.

Alex de Waal defines involution as 'the systemic behavioural counterpart of 

denial' (de Waal 2005], and Marguerite Daniel defines it, based on Scudder, as a 

behavioural process in response to rapid social change that results in social denial, 

thereby matching 'denial' with 'involution' (Daniel 2005:196].
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Reading Scudder, I see a chain reaction: change-response-denial-involution. People 

respond to stress situations by clinging on to the familiar and Scudder literally 

called this a process of cultural involution (Scudder 1973: 53). The outcome of such 

process is znaction: people try to maintain the status quo of normal life, as if 

nothing ever happened (ibid.).

In epidemic terms, cultural involution makes people pretend that the reality 

of HIV has no social effect. On the other hand, individual involution is the experi

ence of such effects, which ultimately means that a person has nowhere to turn to. 

Therefore, I define individual involution as an introversion of unsolved social 

problems, which in the case of HIV invariably is caused by stigma and discrimi

nation (e.g. stay in the house, stay in bed).

However, the definition of social involution suffers the conflation of the 'so

cial' and the 'cultural'. Social involution runs counter to social evolution, that is, hu

man development. Overall, involution is part of the argument: involution creeps in 

as an invisible, silent, and indirect violent act of normalization, an omnipresent 

process that gives adaptation the meaning of reverse change.

Silence, Secrecy and Negotiation: Looking to Therapeutic Options

However, there is more to the story, when we look at silence, secrecy, and negotia

tion. Later models have taken a pluralistic approach to health seeking behaviour by 

including traditional medicine and home remedies and paying attention to m ateri

al, structural, and macro-political factors (Kroeger 1983; Weller, et al. 1997). In 

fact, Kroeger suggests a holistic model, which integrates socio-medical and anthro
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pological approaches. This would include major parts of the access and delivery 

model, since it focuses on health service factors and medical pluralism to explain 

obstacles to health care. Specific studies of health seeking behaviour of people with 

HIV have indeed looked at the role of culture and traditional medicine in Malawi 

(Hatchett, et al. 2004) and in Ghana (Awusabo-Asare and Anarfi 1997). However, 

they have paid little attention to how cultural traditions influence treatm ent seek

ing behaviour, how this behaviour depends on and interrelate with social and po

litical access barriers, and the reasons for non-seeking behaviour. I think of tradi

tional healing practices, including psychological and emotional reactions to fears 

induced by the spiritual realm in times of HIV and AIDS.

I included several questions about traditional medicine in the life story in

terviews with people living with ARVs (see Appendix 1). There are those people 

who: 1) have never used traditional medicine, 2) have used traditional medicine at 

some point, but now exclusively use ARVs, and 3) move back and forth between 

biomedical health workers and traditional healers.

For example, Saidah, Isaura, and Vitor said they had never used traditional 

medicine. They seemed straightforward, like Saidah: "No. I only come here at the 

hospital," and Isaura: "No, I have never experimented with these things," and Vitor: 

"No, I am not using any o f tha t"

Many people living with ARVs maintained that they have abandoned tradi

tional remedies and now exclusively use biomedical treatment. These 'enlightened' 

ARV users came forward for testing, broke the barriers of silence, and found moral 

and social support among peers through 'W estern' confessional therapies.

For example, Lidia is an extremely confident AIDS activist, who speaks to 

me up front with clear enunciation. She says: "To me, I am more level headed with
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ARVs, because before I started treatment, my family made me take traditional medi

cine, which each time made my situation worse. Now I have 200 percent confidence 

in ARVs. The drugs work well for me and I don't have any problems."

I did not manage to interview people who move back and forth between 

Day Hospitals and traditional healers, only people who previously did this. I be

lieve this was due to the fact that I interviewed 'successful' ARV patients without 

significant problems. However, I did sense their reluctance to talk about the issue 

of traditional medicine in general and the mix of therapeutic options in particular. 

Many insisted they had never tried it and that they were unsuspicious about anti

retroviral treatment. This could well be true, but it could also be the wrong place to 

ask the question inside the Day Hospital dominion. Matsinhe suggests that tradi

tional practices encompass the entire social context, but that many people resort to 

'official discourse', when prompted to speak about it. They conceal any involve

ment with traditional practices (Matsinhe 2005:151].

Traditional Medicine: Source o f Taboo and Power

Traditional medicine encompasses a dynamic mix of distinct, overlapping, and 

competing healing practices throughout Mozambique. No single entity qualifies as 

'traditional medicine'. In other words, the various healing practices share one com

monality: they are non-biomedical (van der Geest 1997]. However, cultural con

structivism defines all medical knowledge and systems as 'traditional' under the 

domain of 'ethnomedicine'. Biomedicine is therefore also traditional medicine. 

Such perspective emphasises the multidimensional aspect of medicine and healing
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in which an ethnomedical system defines an evolving product of cultural history 

(Feierman 1985; Gaines 1992). However, the term 'traditional medicine', applied 

to non-biomedical practices, has proven a resilient folk category among people of 

all walks of life, including those from academia, international organisations, bio

medical, development and state institutions (West and Luedke 2006).

Mozambique comprises a diverse pluralistic health care environment with 

many therapeutic options, in which it is difficult to distinguish between healing 

systems and apply the term  'system' in the sense of epistemic boundaries and co

herence. As West and Luedke point out, traditional healers cross boundaries of 

ethnicity, language, and religion, between rural-urban, local-global, official-unoffi

cial, traditional-modern categories, and physical borders (West and Luedke 2006). 

It all appears quite unsystematic.

Curandeiro practice embraces spiritual and social counselling, curing, and 

sorcery. Sorcery includes the creation of fortune and misfortune. Some operate ex

clusively with medicinal plants and do not possess powers to communicate with 

the spiritual world. Others are exactly that: spiritual specialists. Witchcraft is per

formed by feiticeiros, the ones that attend inexplicable and unusual unfortunate 

events. In the previous chapter I discussed how HIV is an undesirable state of be

ing and how it associates impurity and disorder with reference to Mary Douglas' 

work on purity and danger. The point is that various rituals need concealment: 

they need to be tabooed to create and maintain power. That is, traditional medical 

practices operate by way of secrecy, as opposed to biomedicine characterized by 

public knowledge (van der Geest 1997). People hide behind this barrier, whether 

or not they suspect they have HIV, or w hether or not they seek health care. Speak

ing of HIV related health problems put them in danger of bedevilment, social exclu
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sion, and stigma and discrimination. Purification ceremonies, ritual scarification, 

and 'vaccination' practices seek to restore order, but the advent of HIV remains 

contested in terms of its nature, origins, causality and cure. The controversial dis

course on HIV signals uncertainty, which makes various therapeutic options and 

family advice proliferate. As long as uncertainty persists, people will install hope 

and opportunity, even the slightest chance of healing or curing from any source or 

practitioner. This is the pragmatics of uncertainty (Whyte 1997), which I believe 

tends towards a universal human characteristic, given the widespread global pop

ularity of traditional and alternative medicine. In addition, hope may turn into fa

talism, hopelessness, and despair. Time is here a crucial factor. Many HIV positive 

people worry how much longer they are going to live and, therefore, about their fu

ture prospect. The human- and spirit-induced maladies, perceived or real, contri

bute to this downward spiral, which may explain the fine line between silence and 

voice. People who suffer HIV associated symptoms therefore end up torm ented 

between determined requirements to 'maintain the silence' and 'break the silence', 

which ultimately leads to social involution. Only the fortunate minority transgres

ses the laws of secrecy, maintaining appropriate silence.

Several plausible explanations of why people keep the silence and secrecy 

around HIV can be found here. I initially asked why the majority of people do not 

come forward for testing. I then cautioned about the representational problems of 

the silent and invisible majority. Many of the fortunate minority who survive on 

ARVs underwent significant personal transformation to reach that stage (see Chap

ter 1). Sudden pro-active, outspoken AIDS activists help their illness peers to 

'break the silence' and come out from their hideaway, which may be physical. How

ever, silence and secrecy are not merely products and reproductions of the global
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definitions and understandings of stigma and discrimination and the emotional 

troubles they encompass. Similar 'Breaking the Silence' campaigns, which grew out 

of the Durban International AIDS Conference in 2000, have kick-started the pro

cess in many countries, for example in Burkina Faso (Nguyen 2005), Nigeria 

(Alubo 2002), Zimbabwe (Duffy 2005; Houston, et al. 2005), Uganda (Witter and 

Were 2004), Botswana (Heald 2006), and South Africa (Morrell 2003). However, 

context specific factors that originate in threats induced by spirits, Gods, witch

craft, and sorcery produce and sustain silence and secrecy. Moreover, these pheno

mena are poorly understood and understudied. I do not pretend to speak with 

greatest authority on this issue for two reasons: 1) silence may be an unbreakable 

choice, and 2) my fieldwork did not include visits to traditional healers. An an

thropologist must proceed with caution, not to violate the rules and reasons of the 

unspoken, but I will discuss the historical context of silence within the use, politics, 

and fate of traditional medicine.

Powers o f Spirits and Pastors: Competing over Silence and Voice

There are both functional and ontological explanations for the revival of traditional 

medicine in Mozambique. First, people turn to traditions to remedy past and cur

rent disorders (war, diseases) through cosmological and organic healing and puri

fication. Traditional practices become forms of social reintegration through an es- 

sentialized traditional ethos in a post-colonial and post-war context (Passador and 

Thomaz 2006). Second, revivers attem pt to reformulate and search for the essence 

of 'Mozambicanness' within the tensions between 'African tradition', 'modernity'
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and 'civilization' (Fry 2000). Third, traditional rituals are often practiced through 

nonverbal communication. That is, the person can remain silent, when consulting a 

traditional healer. Mozambican anthropologist Alcinda Honwana found this to be 

the case how Mozambicans dealt with healing the wounds of w ar in the 1990s. 

Silence became a convenient means in healing the traumas of violence (Honwana 

1999). This may also be the case living with the agonies of HIV. Confessional thera

py offered by biomedical counsellors and activists implies pouring out your heart 

about intimate details about your life: sex, whereabouts, illness experience, part

ners, food and drinking habits, and living with chronic disease. This is not neces

sarily enjoyable for everyone in the world, but particularly not for Mozambicans 

who have experienced various forms of silencing and repression from colonizers 

and government. Thus, silence has become a friend in need: people take refuge and 

find space of comfort under the wings of traditional healers.

However, we must look behind the widespread phenomena of medo e ver- 

gonha -  fear and shame -  to improve our understanding why particularly Mozam

bican women remain silent about illness problems. Silence is not merely a conveni

ent means of trauma healing. Mozambican anthropologists Ana Maria Loforte and 

Cristiano Matsinhe have studied this. They expose cultural beliefs about the links 

between ancestors and women. This is a story about blame, responsibility, impuri

ty, and danger. The belief goes that women are inherently disposed as dangerous, 

capable of transmitting 'the evil' (Matsinhe 2005:177). According to Loforte, wom

en are perceived as a 'repository' of infections and diseases, thereby blamed the 

responsibility for bringing illness to the house. This makes them conceal their 

symptoms. They feel afraid and ashamed. Social exclusion is at stake. This rein

forces what Loforte calls the 'culture of silence' (Loforte 2007: 30).
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This 'culture of silence' differs from the ones defined by Freire and Daniel. Freire 

relates a 'culture of silence' to muted voices within a sociocultural context among 

the excluded or the ones at the bottom of the hierarchies in society, which well 

could be applied to the Mozambican history of colonization and centralized social

ist governm ent Freire developed his idea to a Brazilian reality in which the poor 

lack critical voice to oppose the dominant culture within an extreme class society. 

This is a different story about dialogue, critical awareness, political education, civic 

courage, and conscientization (Freire 1972; Freire 1975; Freire 1990; Freire 

1998). Daniel defines 'cultural silence', applied to Tswana reality of silence around 

AIDS deaths in Botswana, as "a passive form o f denial, a 'hiding behind ' culture, a 

denial o f responsibility" (Daniel 2004: 37). This does not altogether apply to Mo

zambican reality.

Loforte exposes one major reason why Mozambican women remain silent 

about illness symptoms. Women who fail to abide the rules of the group risk 'spiri

tual' diseases from ancestral aggression. Thus, women fear the repercussions, if 

they reveal their illness to significant others of this world. It would be a sign of be

devilment. Women would be viewed as both contaminated and contaminator. 

Thus, the curandeiro becomes the intermediary in order to communicate with the 

other world to clarify any misdeeds and to seek purification and restoration within 

the community (Loforte 2007: 30). Such illness consultation includes problems of 

HIV and other sexually transm itted diseases. Second, pregnancy is perceived a 

sacred period and therefore may complicate this scenario.

All this may legitimate the focus on pregnant women during biomedical in

tervention, but the unborn children are the winners, not the women, nor the men. 

Therefore, there is double good reason to target women and men simultaneously
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through coupled counselling and testing, helping them to break this kind of silence, 

and their fear and shame.

However, this is not the same as neglecting the culture of negotiation with 

the ancestral other world. The context of illness behaviour inherently comprises a 

constant struggle between a 'culture of silence' and a 'culture of voice'. This pro

duces a difficult psychological context for making the right choice in times of HIV. 

For example, storytelling in the context of modern HIV therapy could be coloniza

tion of the life world to be avoided at any cost. This is about individual pride and 

ownership of the body and life, but this also means that you cannot have the best 

of worlds, when HIV treatment, care, and support remain out of reach. You can 

hide in silence, but you have to break psychological barriers to enrol the biomedi

cal treatm ent regimen. In other words, telling significant others -  friends, family, 

health workers -  about health problems and the need for HIV testing and treat

ment establishes one first crucial step, which comes at a cost. This takes courage, 

as Gilberto told us in Chapter 1.

We see two kinds of healing power competing the dominions of silence and 

voice. Foucault defined pastoral power as Christian servitude in terms of salvation, 

care for the individual for life, and knowledge about that individual's life world 

(Foucault 2000 (1994): 333). This requires voice, disclosure, and confession. Con

fessional technologies happen through various forms of biomedical 'counselling' 

and biomedical 'traditional rituals', which have become commonsensical and un

contested ways of providing 'global health'. This is evidenced in the rapid exten

sion of patient 'testimonies' and 'support groups', by which patients are expected 

to 'break the silence' in 'oases of disclosure'. The powers of speech and life stories 

reveal details and secrets of the past and present. On the other hand, spiritual pow
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er works by way of negotiation, veneration, and worship through community ritu

als or through intermediaries such as traditional healers. People are expected to 

appropriately remain silent and keep their secrets. The rights of confidentiality 

and privacy of people living with HIV literally and ironically mean the right to re

main silent. The given social order, of highest relevance in the context of living 

with HIV, as I discussed in Chapter 1, can explain this. Fear of speaking about HIV 

stems from fear of repercussive malignant spirits. Malignant spirits would punish 

individuals for having broken social norms through 'sinful behaviour'. This would 

show that misfortune had arrived or that someone's bedevilment had been suc

cessful. The cycle then becomes threefold: silence, secrecy, and invisibility.

Social Barriers

Social barriers include pretension, dynamics, social condition, and prejudices. Some 

barriers overlap with individual barriers through the interplay of individual- 

family-community and the use of traditional healing practices. However, there are 

specific social barriers that need separate elaboration. 'Dynamics' is a broad con

cept that embraces issues of gender, household, family, friends and colleagues, as 

well as interdependency, by which the unborn and children depend on the voice 

and choice of others. 'Conditions' concerns how people live under the constraints 

of poverty, minimal social capital, and the forces of culture. 'Culture' may serve as 

both a barrier and facilitator, as I have discussed through my analysis of silence 

and voice. 'Prejudices' means stigma and discrimination, intolerance, judgment,
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and the social obedience of the norms of exclusion with all the forms of social paci

fism it produces, whether ultimately this leads to social denial or involution.

Dynamics: Navigating the Social Spheres

We have seen how significant others become barriers for the individual seeking 

health care for HIV related health problems. Lack of communication about sex and 

ill health may be one of the root causes. Women face a particular problem: they 

often need permission to seek health care for HIV from their male partners. Dis

obedience necessitates silence and secrecy. Keeping this secret for the entire fami

ly, colleagues, and community protects against gossip, exclusion, stigma, and dis

crimination. This is the constructive and protective function of silence and secrecy.

Interdependency concerns the voice, agency, and rights of the unborn and 

children. Who decides for them? Who advocates their interests? What are the pros

pects of the unborn and children when adults face problems of silence, secrecy, 

stigma, and discrimination? Indeed, prevention-of-mother-to-child-transmission 

programmes reach out to the unborn. Actors now also prioritize paediatric ARV 

treatm ent programmes, but with low success rate, due to lack of infrastructure, 

qualified health workers and a complicated treatm ent regimen.
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Many people therefore lack social capital to navigate their social spheres in search 

of solutions for their ill health. They are too poor to embark on a medical regimen, 

which necessitates a whole range of activities and related expenditures that most 

can ill afford. The biggest problem is access to food and potable water. Many live 

far away from Day Hospitals and they cannot afford the cost of transportation, if it 

is at all available. Food and water for the many travels to the Day Hospital cost ex

tra. Drugs against opportunistic infections are unaffordable. Some organisations 

provide them free while others do not. Even when free, they might not be available. 

All this is part of the harmonization process within the national health system, in 

which both food and secondary drugs are meant to become essentials.

Many people who live under poor conditions turn to pacifism and fatalism, 

which reveals the fine line between hope and hopelessness. Many access barriers 

remain weighty and lead to despair and resignation, aided by the cycle of silence. 

This cycle may lead to individual involution and social invisibility, as I have already 

shown. The fears of prejudices stem from anticipated and felt stigma and discrimi

nation, which include root causes in both traditional and modern culture, or local 

and global discourse and understandings of the HIV epidemic. I experienced char

latanism as one of the biggest barriers: some traditional healers pretend they can 

cure AIDS. Several initiatives have been taken to change this. The government 

seeks to eliminate ignorance through education and integration of traditional heal

ers in their response to HIV. However, many people are fooled, while they wait for 

this initiative to become a success. False claims to HIV expertise by traditional 

healers stand in the way for many people in urgent need of health care.
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One of them is Fausto, who works as an AIDS activist at one of the Day Hospitals. 

Fausto at one point says to me: "I know that I am going to die one day, but I also 

know that telling my story to you, it will stay alive. This could help others. And I want 

to tell you all o f it. I don't have a problem with tha t I also want to tell you the whole 

story about my experience with traditional medicine."

Fausto began as an AIDS activist in 2004. He had lost his job after getting ill, 

but found opportunity as an activist to help him provide for his extended family of 

seven children, their partners, and his grandchildren. Fausto works with impres

sive energy and social conscience, despite the fact he himself lives with chronic dis

ease. 7  visit severely ill patients in their homes, as it's impossible fo r  them to come to 

the Centre. I continue my own treatment so that I can visit them, teach them, when 

things look impossible."

I ask Fausto why HIV is a secret. He says: "It stems from discrimination. Our 

society fails to accept breaking the silence, because it depends on each and every fam 

ily that in case you are out o f luck, then discrimination may inhabit your house." Af

ter a rhetorical pause, Fausto continued: "If my daughter knew that that I am sero

positive, she would refuse that I take my granddaughter up in my arms, but as she 

doesn't know, there is no problem. When I eat soup, or a piece o f fru it or whatever, I 

hold my granddaughter in my arms, and a t the same time I manage to feed her soup 

and eat with the same spoon. I know that this does not cause any problem, but i f  she 

knew that I am in this situation, she wouldn't accept i t  Discrimination would apply 

right there."
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Fausto's little secret makes him lead a normal life with his grandchildren. Discrimi

nation prevails, caused by a cocktail of ignorance, misinformation, illiteracy, and 

denial. Fausto explains in a loud rhetorical manner: "Who says it doesn't matter? Us 

here in this suburb, i f  I one day break the silence, on the way wherever I go, I will only 

find discrimination." He looks at me and he repeats: "Wherever I go I will only find  

discrimination. This is because o f ignorance. Who says it doesn't matter?"

But where secrets serve a functional purpose, silence may lead to psycho

logical and social deroute. "You know that the majority o f infected people are from  

the young strata o f society. I f  a girl says that she doesn't have a boyfriend and that 

she will not contaminate anyone, then all boys would escape! This silence o f disclo

sure, epa, she will stay in her bed and this turns into total and complete involution."

However, Fausto maintains that people do have options, when life is most 

difficult. This is about the use of traditional medical and religious practices. Fausto 

says: "If I grew up in a society o f curandeirismo, and I associated with curandeirismo, 

I learned what I know today, then I would always return to live with curandeirismo." 

I asked him to explain what he meant in more detail: "There are people who say 

that the ARV is full o f illness. This is true! This is the fru it o f illiteracy. It's difficult 

This may be ending in society, but there is still much o f this in the rural areas. Be

cause people are illiterate in the rural areas, where curandeirismo still exists. Curan

deirismo is about people who are playing God and Devil. Each one pulls you, God pulls 

you, the Devil pulls you. Curandeiros will never say to a person: 'Go to the hospital'. 

They don't! I f  they did, they would lose their business."

I maintained that the Ministry of Health works closely with traditional prac

titioners by means of information and education campaigns, but Fausto objected: 

"This is about sensitization. I would say this is a discourse that the government, the
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Ministry o f Health, is creating to associate with them, but practically this is a dis

course that they only do there above and end it when they come here. It doesn't work. 

Because the majority o f curandeiros are illiterate." Fausto looks at me with a facial 

expression, which says:'Don't pull my leg'.

I asked Fausto why he wanted to continue our conversation the next day. 

He said: "You are asking me very important questions. Let's continue!" W hy is it that 

people do not come forward for testing? "There are people who say that the HIV is 

inside the condom. They don't want to take the test." I had heard this anecdote many 

times. "And they have HIV fo r  sure?" I asked him. "They do, without any doubt They 

have it. I was saying that in my family, I have my cousin. I have come to the point I 

can see this, I can see that a person has HIV, but she is denying the HIV test She is in a 

bad shape. She has even consulted everyone at the hospital, but they haven't been 

able to detect the disease. This person has HIV. It's a big problem."

Fausto's cousin thus experienced the health service incompetence, which 

the government has recognized and taken measures against, but this takes time, 

further prolonged by individual resistance to HIV testing. "It's in the head and this 

barrier is supported by the infamous traditional practitioners." Somewhat perplex, I 

asked him: "How?" Fausto leaned over the table, looked straight at me, and said: 

"Because they can see that this person has HIV symptoms. But when such a person 

comes to them, all they do is those divinations." Fausto changed into a high-pitched 

voice, imitating the curandeiro who says to the seropositive person: "No, no, no, 

you are not infected, you have problems with your family. Your family is giving you 

this, and this, and this." Then he says with his normal voice, with sincerity: "But, as 

the person is mentally poor, he will accept what the curandeiro is telling him. He will 

say 'ah, I don't have HIV, I have this and that, which I will treat and then leave it'"
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The reader might think this is all speculation: Fausto is making things up from the 

gossip about traditional healers. However, Fausto raised his voice at this moment, 

looking earnest and grave: "This is not just an idea that I have. It's not something I'm 

ju st thinking: they are concrete and practical. It happened to me! I consulted them 

fo r a long time, but no one was able to say to me 'you have to go to the hospital and 

get tested'. No one. They simply said: 'Hey look, you are ill. But this disease is no prob

lem. I will treat i t  Give me so much'. And then I gave him money. But as I am suffering 

and I am not getting any better, what's my worry?"

Fausto rested with a rhetorical pause and reciprocated: "I will leave him and 

seek another one. The next one says: 'that one did a bad job; I don't know what he is 

up to. I will treat you, it's not a problem'. I therefore gave him money and even went 

to the bank to ge t more money, and I kept paying him. It was all the same after two- 

three weeks. Then I left him. I looked for another one. This one says: 'Hey, it took you 

a long time to come to me. This is no problem fo r  me. I will treat i t '  Then I gave him 

money. Time flies. The virus works inside you. It's killing you."

Fausto coughs a little bit and then catches his breath to say: "Listen, it was 

my own initiative to go to the hospital! I began treatment a t the local hospital. There 

they said: 'Hey, we have performed many analyses, but these sores don't go away. It's 

better that we transfer you to dermatology, because you have a skin disease'."

This was during the days, when health workers in the national health sys

tem were not trained in HIV, AIDS, and ARVs. Health worker training in ARV treat

ment started within the Ministry of Health in 2004, but problems persist of incor

rect diagnosis and lack of reference between specialists.

"I left the hospital to seek a curandeiro again, because curandeiros are more 

specialized in treating scurf. So, he burnt some roots. Then he mixed them with ani
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mal bones. Then he grated all this. A lot o f blood came out, then he applied this thing 

and it would dry up. But it didn't dry up on me."

Fausto kept moving back and forth between traditional healers and the bio

medical doctor. He was not satisfied with treatm ent of either kind of practitioner. 

The biomedical doctor finally advised Fausto to go to the beach to bathe in salt wa

ter. The sores dried up after one week. "But, I kept having diarrhea. I had eye in

flammations. I was operated 4 times. And I had this cough that never goes away."

The 'cough that never goes away' is a common expression for one classical 

symptom associated with advanced HIV. People explain symptoms of AIDS in this 

way before they find out about its nature. They know other HIV related symptoms 

like diarrhea, skin rashes, and inflammations from other illness episodes, but the 

'cough that never goes away' is an exceptional phenomenon.

Fausto ended up critically ill, when he experienced severe symptoms of 

AIDS. "I survived on milk, because my mouth was all inflamed and full o f sores. I 

couldn't even drink out o f a cup. I couldn't eat salty food. I could only drink milk." 

Then he consulted one of the international treatm ent providers, which gave him 

the chance to join the fortunate minority: he entered the initiation and continua

tion phases -  the therapeutic process. "All these health problems disappeared after 

three months here. Weight loss and lack o f appetite."

Others like Gilberto, Rosalina, Liliana and Mafalda share Fausto's experi

ence and views on traditional healing. They have one thing in common: they did 

not know about HIV throughout many years experiencing ill health. I interviewed 

Osvaldo, who has been a counsellor since the beginning of ARV treatm ent in Mo

zambique in 2002. He can clarify why they did not know about HIV.
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Osvaldo first told me about the years with HIV before the new millennium: T o  be 

honest, we had all heard about it, we all lived it, but we didn't believe in the existence 

o f HIV/AIDS. We didn't believe anything about it!" He then revealed something 

about the omnipresent accusations and conspiracy theories: "The white people in

vented all this. This was a way for the white people to finish us. Many times we inter

preted the situation in this way." Then he continued: "Also, form s o f prevention were 

not given to us. Many o f us didn't use condoms. Many o f us knew about sexually trans

mitted diseases, except HIV/AIDS. It was a logical situation, a characteristic situa

tion, because we were not informed about HIV. We had heard talk about it, but it was 

at a distance: in Zimbabwe, Kenya, and Uganda, always outside the country."

Osvaldo continued: "This was all about prejudices; those things were inside 

all o f us. Even educated people, even at the level o f health workers: there was a cer

tain ignorance, which didn't sensitize anyone to care to take preventive precautions. 

This created all this movement, as the number o f infections increased, but it was un

known, as nobody had been proven to have it  Nobody found out whether they were 

seropositive or not. Even at the big hospitals: they didn't test fo r  HIV."

This was a case of individual and collective denial, mixed with accusations 

that 'white man' had an evil master plan, as well as the globally 'blaming others' 

phenomenon. As Farmer noted in the early 1990s, "As long as we have known about 

AIDS, blame and accusation have been prominent among the social responses to the 

new syndrome" (Farmer 1992: 244). Specifically, Matsinhe proposes two key as

pects of the Mozambican ‘epidemic of prejudices': 1) recognition of incompetence
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and ignorance within the country, and 2) reluctance to discuss the problem loaded 

with negative and stigmatizing connotations (Matsinhe 2005: 40).

However, the epidemic of prejudices reveals a cycle of retaliation, as exem

plified in the growth of conspiracy theories in response to discrimination. That is, 

victims of prejudicial treatm ent respond by reverse stigmatisation, the rhetorical 

weapon of the powerless (Farmer 1992; Link and Phelan 2001). Moreover, these 

various forms of individual, collective, and state denial and blame regarding trans

mission and spread of the HIV virus have had dire consequences in the era of ARV 

treatment. The epidemic of prejudices continues, yet alleviated by successful pro

gress at the interface between historical and personal denial. As sociologist Stanley 

Cohen remarks in States o f Denial: "As the problem becomes politically fixed, so it 

becomes easier fo r  the individual victim to overcome residual denial, self-blame, stig

ma or passivity and seek appropriate intervention" (Cohen 2001: 51-52). In other 

words, personal bias is contingent on the political power to change the capacity of 

the health system. Stigma and discrimination decreases for those who win the lot

tery in the 'first come first served' game. However, the epidemic of prejudices, in 

all its multivariate nuances, worsens for the majority of people in need of ARV 

treatment, who find themselves humiliated, numbed, and silenced, yet in sympa

thetic understanding of the limitations of the health system.

Political and System Barriers

Mozambique was burdened by state denial, influenced by its past political align

ment to socialism -  in particular Russia and Cuba -  but certainly caused by the
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devastating effects of war. The Mozambican government did not have the resourc

es to adequately respond to HIV. The biggest challenge, which lies at the heart of 

FRELIMO politics, is how to improve the National Health System. This has been at 

the core of the political agenda since independence in 1975. The government wel

comes those international organisations that agree and sympathize with this goal, 

but it embraces the ones that agree to end AIDS exceptionalism to improve overall 

health care delivery. The government does not salute affirmative action for AIDS 

under the circumstances of high disease burden. AIDS funding has become a prag

matic opportunity to improve, construct, and expand free and universal health care 

to all corners of Mozambique. Training of health workers and construction of 

health facilities at the provincial and district levels remain the biggest challenges. 

This is a 'race against time' (Lewis 2006a), as the number of people in need of 

health care grows faster. The health system is challenged beyond its limits, despite 

the rapid expansion of ART sites since 2004 and despite the relatively low demand 

for HIV testing. Finally, reasons for silence and secrecy related to the practice of 

traditional medicine can be explained by the legacy of scientific socialism, which 

prohibited all cultural aspects against modern development

State Denial: Good Faith, Incompetence and Ignorance

Politics of denial may explain reluctance to consider HIV/AIDS a problem for the 

country, before the arrival of the international community. As evidenced in Farm

er's ethnography about blame and accusation in Haiti (Farmer 1992), Mozambi

cans blamed the United States and denied everything considered 'deviant and dis
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eases of capitalism' (Matsinhe 2005: 41). However, denial may stem from Cohen's 

cultural denial from good faith, such as genuine ignorance and lack of resources 

(Cohen 2001: 56). Thirty years of war left Mozambique in ruins, particularly the 

health infrastructure. The resistance movement RENAMO systematically destroyed 

schools and health care facilities. The Portuguese colonial administration left upon 

independence. The IMF and the World Bank would not let Mozambique develop by 

its own government agenda (Hanlon 1996). This remains an ideological struggle 

and a sensitive m atter of sovereignty. Insufficient initiatives were taken to resur

rect the health care system until the new millennium, when the major donors in 

the area of HIV and AIDS began to support the Mozambican government towards 

preparedness for the HIV epidemic (see Chapter 6).

Health System Challenges: Competence, Capacity, and Infrastructure

System barriers include problems of incompetence within the health system and 

limited human resource capacity. The relatively few ART competent health work

ers can only care for a limited number of patients. To reiterate, some 5 percent of 

the adult population had tested for HIV by 2006, of which 26 percent tested HIV 

positive. Some 30 percent of the adults and 7.5 percent of children in need of treat

ment received it by May 2008 (see Chapter 2). This already pushes the health sys

tem beyond its carrying capacity. The expansion of physical infrastructure is on

going, evidenced by the 216 ART sites across the country in the 128 districts by 

May 2008. However, there are many other challenges ahead. Health workers need 

diagnostic knowledge and how to refer patients to proper expertise. Many people
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suffer several diseases, evidenced by syndemic co-infection of for example HIV, TB, 

and malaria. Unilateral health worker training in ART would take away resources 

and health workers from other parts of the health system, already overloaded by 

the general burden of disease, experienced for centuries (see Chapter 5).

Silence and Secrecy: The Legacy o f Scientific Socialism

I explain the fate of traditional medicine in historical and political perspective to 

discuss how and why traditional healers and patients hesitate to speak openly 

about HIV. The revival of traditional values may seem a diametrical turnaround 

since the days of FRELIMOs scientific socialism, when the government attempted 

to abandon and prohibit witchcraft and sorcery. This process started in the late 

1960s, when FRELIMO changed from nationalist front to revolutionary organi

sation (Adam 1996). The first constitution endorsed by Samora Machel reinforced 

the explicit effort to 'realize an energetic fight against illiteracy and obscurantism' 

and to ‘promote development o f national culture and personality' (Machel 1975a). 

This was a three-fold project, which simultaneously campaigned against capital

ism, colonialism and traditionalism, including the repression of both Christian and 

Muslim religious practices (Fry 2000). 'Clients' and 'traditional authorities' would 

be punished for ‘counterrevolutionary activities' and 'false consciousness' (West 

2005; West and Kloeck-Jenson 1999). All this went on until the beginning of the 

civil w ar in the early 1980s. This explicit crusade sought to negate and eradicate 

cosmological elements, deliberately viewed as archaic and backward values inap

propriate and prohibitive in modern society (Matsinhe 2005).
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However, the government changed its policy for three reasons. First, the govern

ment realized that socialism had failed. Second, it understood the global message 

that the World Health Organisation recommended to integrate traditional medi

cine into primary health care, which took form in the 1970s and promulgated 

through subsequent decades. Third, the government pragmatically embraced the 

idea suggested by the international community to let 'traditional authorities' form 

the basis of an emerging civil society for the purposes of the democratisation pro

cess, decentralization, and local participation (West 2005: xviii; West 2006: 22). 

Rights of assembly and association were formulated in the 1990 constitution 

(Chissano 1990), which soon led to proliferation of development projects and 

NGOs and new forms of international alliances with the government.

The Ministry of Health created an office for the study of traditional medi

cine in 1977 to collect information about traditional medical ideas and practices, 

symptomatology, disease description and classification. The Ministry recognized 

the Association of Traditional Doctors in Mozambique, AMETRAMO, in 1990 to 

'appreciate and valorise their knowledge and action in the fight against disease' 

(Republic of Mozambique 2004).

The Government's 2004 Traditional Medicine Policy and Strategy for Imple

mentation (Republic of Mozambique 2004) follows the WHO recommendation for 

integration of traditional medicine into primary health care, which has been WHO 

policy since the Alma Ata Declaration in 1978 (WHO 1978a; WHO 1978b). The 

government puts the blame on the Portuguese colonial administration for all issu

es related to 'obscurantism'. Focus is on active ingredients in medicinal plants. The 

first laboratory project on this initially failed. Obscurantism then re-emerged in 

1980s because of illiteracy and lack of knowledge sharing. Moreover, the govern
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ment policy omitted one important part of the WHO definition of traditional medi

cine from 1978: "Traditional medicine might also be considered as a solid amalga

mation o f dynamic medical know-how and ancestral experience" [WHO 1978b). This 

indicates continued commitment to eradicate 'obscurantism'. However, this likely 

creates an unofficial domain for such practices, rather than their elimination. In 

times of HIV and AIDS, this leads to double silence and secrecy. As Murray Last 

asks, "Is politically orientated professionalization from above compatible with social

ly sanctioned professionalization from below?" (Last 1996: 388). In other words, 

'unofficial' healing practices find legitimation among their users. ‘Unofficial' prac

tices become tabooed, often via secret societies, and function by nonverbal com

munication and secret knowledge. HIV and AIDS carry silence and secrecy, as we 

have already seen. Together they produce the opposite of government intentions, 

focussed on clarity, communication, referral to competent biomedical health serv

ice, and traditional medical practices limited to primary health care.

A 1991 pilot project, aimed at collaboration between the Ministry of Health 

and traditional healers, focussed on how to reduce transmission of HIV and sexual

ly transm itted diseases. The study noted that the change from prohibition to re

cognition was slow to reach traditional healers (Green, et al. 1993). I would say 

that collective memory reigned, which inhibited the healers from acting in accord

ance with their newly attained status. Healers therefore remained silent, when 

Green's team asked about sorcery and witchcraft. They concluded that there was 

no evidence for such practices and they felt safe to deduce that local diseases were 

perceived in predominantly natural terms. They consequently prioritized common 

sexually transm itted diseases for policy purposes. It was too early to conclude the 

same for HIV as a relatively new disease (ibid.). Thus, Green and colleagues do ac
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knowledge the problem of silence and secrecy, but they deny the existence of sor

cery and witchcraft. This phenomenon is part of what Matsinhe calls the emer

gence of 'cultural gaps' and how the hegemonic HIV/AIDS discourse neglects dia

logue with alternative frames of understanding (Matsinhe 2005: 133fQ. Sorcery 

and witchcraft do exist, but in a vacuum of invisibility, silence and secrecy, parallel 

to official discourse and policy implementation. Reasons for failed HIV prevention 

and treatm ent programmes may reside in this counter-denial turning a blind eye.

Health Seeking Behaviour and Medical Pluralism

Another im portant point: the Government continues to integrate traditional medi

cine according to the 1970s WHO policies. It also recognizes the problem of HIV 

and traditional medical practice, evidenced by the initiatives to educate traditional 

doctors about HIV and AIDS. However, only about 400 out of 90,000 practitioners 

of traditional medicine were trained by 2006 (Ministry of Health 2006j). Yet, the 

question remains why so few people come forward for HIV testing. Do most people 

living without ARVs hide at home? Do they continue to consult one or more of the 

many traditional healers that still lack the information and skills how to handle 

AIDS patients properly? The implicit government denial of some forms of tradi

tional practice may be an indirect reason why so few people come forward for HIV 

testing, care and treatment. If both traditional practitioners and their patients hide 

in silence and secrecy in fear of authority and they at the same time circumvent the 

rules for treating HIV and AIDS, then we have both an explanation and a problem.
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Engaging Cultural Context: Dialogue in the Making

However, sociocultural values were considered im portant for the production of an 

'informed basis' for the national response to HIV and AIDS (Matsinhe 2005). 

Knowledge, Attitude and Practice studies were promoted, but still, "the policies and 

strategies reflected more the global focus on form s and methodologies on how to 

figh t against HIV/AIDS, and less about the dialogue with the multiple stereotypes 

and representations, which circulate about HIV/AIDS among the different groups 

and population categories in Mozambique" (ibid.: 186). This is Matsinhe's critique 

of policy making in its cultural context

I agree with Matsinhe's point that on one hand we cannot renounce the 

positive impact of initiatives taken so far that seek to inform and educate people 

and traditional medical practitioners about HIV and AIDS. However, the numbers, 

policies, and strategies do not tell us about the coexisting set of values constructed 

and reconstructed along the implementation of the national strategic plan and the 

ongoing ARV rollout, which is presented as a biomedical regimen that demands 

true believers for life. Neglecting half the local practices, mostly the extreme oppo

sites of biomedical thinking, may already have proven the wrong strategy for the 

success of intended treatm ent expansion. This may explain problems of ARV drop

outs and the lack of patient demand, even when the supply of infrastructure and 

human resources is in place. In other words, cultural heterogeneity reigns over any 

attempted national or political project that spells homogeneity. Competing social 

imaginaries occur within a multiplicity of popular perceptions and political incen

tives. This is exactly what Matsinhe emphasizes that dialogue is necessary 

(Matsinhe 2005). People and cultures do not constitute clean slates and docile
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bodies on which values, behaviours and codes of conduct can be implanted, en

grafted, or even in a medical sense 'inoculated'. The contested discourse on 'civi

lization' and 'tradition' continues at all levels, which point to tensions between mo

dernity, enculturation, and cultural practices. But, as Peter Fry argues, human suf

fering fuels the belief in witchcraft and sorcery (Fry 2000).

Health Seeking Behaviour: Pacifism Rooted in Human Suffering

This has immense implications in times of HIV, AIDS, and ARVs. The first impli

cation is obviously the one about charlatans (see p. 151). Traditional medical prac

tices imply the risk of HIV transmission from ritual purification ceremonies. Yet, 

the government educates traditional practitioners about sterilization of their tools 

to rectify this problem. Thirdly, traditional medical and religious practices provide 

im portant resources to maintain psychosocial and mental health. From my own 

experience, many such beliefs and practices occur within an autonomous space 

that alleviates psychological and spiritual suffering, which complements the medi

cal antiretroviral therapy. Such activities are mainly practiced through self-govern

ment, free from outsiders' intervention. Though differences between 'psychosocial 

therapy* and religious or authentically Mozambican 'spiritual practices' may be a 

m atter of ideology, I do believe in the liberating powers of the freedom to think, 

believe and choose. However, it may have inadvertent consequences to be living 

with or without ARVs in an environment of criss-crossing messages of what is right 

and wrong, promised and kept, and said and done.
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This is about human suffering: the psychological, mental and emotional impact of 

health seeking behaviour, as people in need of care and treatm ent experience fluc

tuations between expectation and disappointment, hope and hopelessness, success 

and failure. Moreover, postponement and passive health seeking behaviour relate 

to disease and illness as an enculturated norm. People live with and have died from 

so many other diseases throughout centuries. Adherents of traditional cosmologies 

search for comfort, but they also encounter 'barriers' to ARV treatment.

The 'Mozambicanization' and 'sensitization' projects include translation of 

HIV prevention messages and ART counselling into many of the some 40 local lan

guages. This is an enormous challenge: many languages do not have words for 

'HIV', 'AIDS', and 'ARVs'. Mozambicanization and sensitization happen by means of 

community palestras and community radio broadcasting. However, how and why 

traditional beliefs possibly stand in the way for biomedical treatm ent remains 

poorly understood. The predominant paradigm argues that individual or cultural 

'denial' explains non-seeking behaviour, not traditional beliefs. However, I do not 

believe in an either or situation. People live in a context of multiple conflicting 

messages, both when it comes to HIV prevention and ARV treatment. Negotiation 

with spirits or Gods of the cosmological realm intersects with the offer made by 

supposedly neutral biomedical science. Calling upon God to negotiate absolution -  

the release from guilt and sinful behaviour -  may or may not stand in the way in 

order to face the reality of HIV and AIDS.

However, Pfeiffer reminds us that rising social inequality and economic dis

parity causes a decline in social cohesion. Mozambicans in fact turn away from 

harmful and expensive traditional healers in search of alleviation by the 'Holy Spir

it' within African Independent Churches (Pfeiffer 2002). Others know the biomedi
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cal story and they may well be in a 'state of denial', evidenced by their shortcuts in 

life: they take the easy way out in an attem pt to avoid the day of confrontation.

However, people engage in syncretic health seeking behaviour, which lends 

faith to religion, tradition, and science. Mozambicans combine traditional and mod

ern medicine throughout their life cycle in search of equilibrium between magical, 

spiritual, traditional, and modern dimensions, all perceived as part of the same 

cosmology (Matsinhe 2005; Ministry of Health and DANIDA 2004; West 2006). 

Thus, we see the navigation and possible conflicts within one cosmology, rather 

than conflict between different cosmologies, or ignorance, avoidance, or denial of 

particular cosmologies. This is nothing new within anthropological studies of med

ical pluralism. People are practical, not ideological when they seek health care 

(Leslie 1980: 194). The new is that HIV, AIDS, and ARVs have emerged and now 

show the importance of taking such pluralism seriously to eliminate malpractice.

These factors need to be taken into consideration to understand why some 

people fail to take ARVs twice a day. The next chapter reviews social science HIV 

studies in sub-Saharan Africa in general and in Mozambique in particular. This will 

show the dearth of ethnographic access and delivery studies.



Context



4: Context

This chapter provides a literature review of social science HIV studies in sub-Sa

haran Africa and in Mozambique in particular. I analyze 1,563 country-specific 

studies, retrieved from the Social Sciences Citation Index, SSCI, in five ways to 

qualify the choice of multilevel ethnography of the ARV rollout in Mozambique: by 

type, country, language, time, and the size o f the HIV epidemic. The second part ex

clusively reviews HIV studies in Mozambique with a focus on prevention and sex

ual behaviour, as these are the predominant study types. All this leads to a discus

sion of ARV studies.

HIV Studies in sub-Saharan Africa: A Review

The Social Sciences Citation Index is a multidisciplinary inventory of published 

journal articles. It lists more than 1,700 journals across 50 social science disci

plines, plus individually selected items from more than 3,300 leading scientific and 

technical journals (Social Science Citation Index 2007). The SSCI does not index all 

social science studies. Some social science journals do not fulfil its inclusion crite

ria: blind reviewing and number of international citations (Gogolin, et al. 2003) 

within an environment dominated by the English language. In fact, the SSCI over

representation of research published in English ranges between 20 and 25 percent 

(Archambault and Gagne 2004; Sandelin and Sarafoglou 2004). This may reflect 

the bias towards conducting research in English-speaking countries in Africa, but it
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may also hide an unknown number of social science HIV studies published in 

languages other than English. Moreover, journal articles only account for 45-70 

percent of research output in the social sciences (Archambault and Gagne 2004). 

Nonetheless, the following analysis of HIV studies from the SSCI index provides a 

good indication of the kinds of social science HIV studies that have been conducted 

in the period between 1987 and 2007 in sub-Saharan Africa.

A Typology o f Country Specific Social Science HIV Studies

I removed 399 comparative, meta-, regional, and continental studies from the 

references retrieved from SSCI to perform a consistent analysis of country-specific 

studies. Then I created 17 study categories, informed by disease history, disease 

progression, health system capacity, research habits, how peoples have reacted, 

epidemic consequences for society, and epidemic costs and governance.

• Where did the HIV epidemic come from?
Aetiological studies focus on conflict, poverty, refugees, culture, politics, and socioeconomic factors

• How big is the problem ?
Surveillance studies focus on prevalence and incidence

• How do we develop a biomedical solution?
Studies focus on social aspects of vaccine development

• How do we avoid contracting the disease?
Prevention studies look into sexual behaviour, condom use and promotion, awareness, risk, and 
risk perception, reproductive health, and biosecurity

• How is HIV transmitted?
Studies look at the factors that facilitate and determine transmission

• How do we find out whether we have it?
Studies focus on aspects of voluntary and mandatory HIV testing and counselling

• How do we live with it?
Living with HIV/AIDS entails attention to disclosure, stigma, and discrimination
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• How and where do we get access to health care?
These studies focus on health seeking behaviour and barriers encountered

• How do we treat it?
Living with ARVs entails a new set of concerns in addition to living with HIV before AIDS sets in. 
Studies of'treatment for life' focus on 'adherence' and 'compliance'

• Who will care for us?
The need for health workers is an enormous challenge in poor countries. Studies look at aspects 
related to health care for people living with ARVs: Health care personnel, traditional healers, 
community health workers, family support, and home based care

• Where do we get treatment?
Few studies look at the capacity of the health systems in sub-Saharan Africa, focussed on the lack 
and need of infrastructure, technical equipment, and private versus public health care provision

• How do we conduct proper research ?
Studies focus on methodological and ethical aspects

• What if  we cannot get access to treatment?
Action studies look at action campaigns, advocacy, and human rights

• What is the harm done and how we can ease it?
Impact and mitigation studies focus on mortality, morbidity, economic and labour market changes 
and the growing problem of orphans

• How much does it cost to respond to the HIV epidemic?
Cost studies look at country specific aspects of funding sources, expenses, and cost-benefit and 
cost-effectiveness analyses that try to estimate the costs of responses to HIV

• How do we control the epidemic?
Governance studies look at politics and policy

• How can social scientists describe the entire scenario in a holistic manner?
Very few studies look at the HIV epidemic in general and at the introduction and expansion of 
antiretroviral treatment in particular from a historical, sociological, anthropological, or ethno
graphic perspective

More than half the studies focus on HIV prevention (see Figure 4.1). Health policy 

and time proportional reasons may explain this. Aetiological studies of how and 

why the disease spreads predominantly look at individual behaviour of people on 

the move (migration, refugees) and individual behaviour in circumstances of insta

bility (conflict, war). This is not the same as looking at risk environment for ex

planatory power.
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Type of Study Number

Holistic Studies 5
Governance ___  57

Cost 7
Impact, Mitigation . 1 9 4

Action 14
Research Conduct 7

Health Systems Research -  23
Human Resources ____ 62

Living with ARVs ____ 64
Health Seeking Behaviour . 14

Living with HIV/AIDS . 108
Testing ___  79

Transmission -  27
Prevention

Vaccine Research ,  17
Surveillance _  64

Aetiology -  2 1

(
1

2 0 0

Number of Social Science Studies, N=l,563

800

4 0 0  600  800  1000

Figure 4.1: Social Science HIV Studies, sub-Saharan Africa, 1987-2007
Source: (Social Science Citation Index 2007)

Few studies look at the historical circumstances and social conditions that may fa

vour the transmission of HIV. The tendency to ignore these factors has in fact been 

worsened by the human rights discourse that tends to focus entirely on the indi

vidual. Such focus misses the point that the right to health is an inclusive right, 

which would cover health care and those circumstances necessary to maintain 

health. Components of such public health inclusiveness include water, sanitation, 

food, nutrition, housing, working conditions, a healthy environment, and access to 

education and information related to health (United Nations 2000).

In reality, social marketing dominates prevention efforts through initiatives 

such as Knowledge, Attitude and Practice (KAP), Information, Education and Com

munication (IEC), and Abstinence, Be Faithful and Condom Use (ABC). Lack of re

sources for treatment in poor countries cannot exclusively explain why prevention 

has been the favoured policy choice for more than two decades. Indeed, research

ers have only been able to do treatment studies since the introduction of antiretro

viral therapy in sub-Saharan Africa (5 years over the period 1987-2007). A growi-
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ng number of studies focus on 'living with HIV/AIDS', 'health seeking behaviour', 

'living with ARVs', ‘human resources' and 'health systems research'.

Linguistic Trail: Tracing the Colonial Legacy

The majority of studies were conducted in English-speaking countries. Many studi

es have been conducted in some countries and few studies in others. This is part of 

the colonial legacy. I have divided the countries according to official or predomi

nant language to support this: there are five Portuguese-speaking, twenty-three 

French-speaking, and nineteen English-speaking. This division remains ambiguous 

in a few countries. Arabic is the official language in Sudan, yet English remains an 

acknowledged principal language in Southern Sudan. Cameroon and the Seychelles 

have French and English as official languages, yet French predominates in both 

countries. Equatorial Guinea has three official languages: French, Spanish, and Por

tuguese. Finally, the official language of Somalia is Somali, where other languages 

like Arabic, English, and Italian remain secondary (see Figure 4.2) (Central 

Intelligence Agency 2008).
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Country Specificities

Differentiation by country shows that 1,329 (85%) of the studies were conducted 

in the 19 countries with more than 10 studies conducted (see Figure 4.4). English- 

speaking countries hosted 1,197 (90%) of these studies. The remaining 30 

countries contribute fewer than 10 studies per country (see Figure 4.5).

Country

Madagascar 

Senegal 

Burkina Faso 

Namibia 

Cameroon 

Rwanda 

Mozambique 

Ethiopia 

Cote d’Ivoire 

Ghana 

Botswana 

Malawi 

Nigeria 

Zambia 

Zimbabwe 

Kenya 

Tanzania 

Uganda 

South Africa

Social Science HIV Studies, N=l,504

English speaking |  French speaking Portuguese speaking

62
72

89

101

123
142

200

455

0 50 100 150 200  250 300 350  400  4 5 0  500

Figure 4.4: More than 10 Social Science HIV Studies, sub-Saharan Africa, 1987-2007
Source: (Social Science Citation Index 2007).
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Country Social Science HIV Studies, N=59
English speaking H  French speaking Portuguese speaking

Sierra Leone ----------  1
Djibouti 1

Togo jai&MMMH 1 2
Rep of Congo — T-jr' r'Mil 2

Burundi I ---------------------: 2
Chad 2

Liberia -----------------------  3
Lesotho  _____________________  3

Mali ■____________________ 3
Sudan_>____________________  3
Benin lifc.j. - r—  , , • Ml 3

Angola ;-----------------------------------------------4
Guinea Bissau L_     .  4
C African Rep--I-------------------------------- .u.»~-----------------  5

Gambia j , , , ,    ■ - ■ . ■ 6
DR Congo ..   I r , i 6
Swaziland — ——— 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

Figure 4.5: Fewer than 10 Social Science HIV Studies, sub-Saharan Africa, 1987-2007
Source: (Social Science Citation Index 2007).

This distribution of studies is consistent for all types of study (see Figure 4.6).

Type of Study Social Science HIV Studies by Language, N=1,563

English speaking H  French speaking Portuguese speaking

Holistic Studies  -------------------------------------------- — 5------------------------------------------------- 0
Governance 1 ** 2 1

Cost 1 -*> — 1

Impact, M itig a tio n ____________ ____________ ___178_________ 21-5
Action ] 13 O '*

Research Conduct I 7 n
Health Systems Research 1 7n — — >

Human R e s o u r c e s _______ _________ -57 . —  - 5 —j0
Living with ARVs 1 Sfi — 2

Health Seeking 1 1 A n
Living with HIV/AIDS 1_____________________________ 1X12______________________________  5 1

Testing ------------— — wfi*-------------— 72  - . .  ------------------------------------- 7—0
T ra n sm iss io n ---------------   26_ 10

Prevention 1 70-1 tm7<i ig
Vaccine R e s e a r c h ---------------------------- -------—1 5 -------------------------------------------------- I D

Surveillance I , ^ B B
Aetiology  ----------------------------------------- 18------------------------------------  .1— 31-----D

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 4.6: Social Science HIV Studies by Type and Language, sub-Saharan Africa, 1987-2007
Source: (Social Science Citation Index 2007)
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The Portuguese and French speaking-countries comprise 57 percent of all sub-Sa

haran countries, but they only contribute 10.5 percent of the SSCI social science 

HIV studies. The English-speaking countries comprise 39 percent, but they contri

bute 89.5 percent of the SSCI HIV studies. This may, as I indicated in the beginning, 

say more about this particular index than about the actual number of studies 

conducted in French- and Portuguese-speaking countries.

I see several reasons for this. English is the predominant global academic 

language. Researchers competent in the English language take advantage of this 

situation: they likely choose an English-speaking African country as a m atter of 

convenience. They do not need to learn a foreign language. In addition, native re

searchers to English-speaking African countries are competent in the English lan

guage and therefore have easier access to journal publication.

Foreign researchers who choose French- or Portuguese-speaking countries 

to do fieldwork most likely come from France, Portugal, or Brazil. Only France has 

a strong research tradition in Africa. A similar set of reasons explains the few stud

ies in Portuguese-speaking countries. On one hand, few researchers speak, read, 

and write Portuguese. In Southern Africa, they have chosen Mozambique's English- 

speaking neighbours, evidenced by this analysis. Of all the studies in sub-Saharan 

Africa, 858 (55%) were conducted in South Africa, Tanzania, Malawi, Zambia, Zim

babwe, and Swaziland. These countries are part of the English-speaking belt be

tween South Africa and Ethiopia within the epidemic epicentre. The high concen

tration of studies in this region may therefore seem logical. In other words, re

searchers go to the countries with highest HIV prevalence. However, the Portu

guese-speaking Angola and Mozambique stand out as perfect outliers in this sce

nario, which supports the point about the bias towards English-speaking countries.
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South Africa is a particular case, with its high economic power and academic capa

city in the African context, but all Mozambique's neighbours except Swaziland no

tably make the top ten of the list of HIV studies per country (see Figure 4.4). South 

Africa strikingly contributes 455 (29%) of the 1,563 studies analyzed here from all 

countries in sub-Saharan Africa. On the other hand, Mozambique has weak aca

demic structures and Mozambicans have difficulties with the English language. 

This means few chances of academic publication in leading international journals.1 

Only 15 articles of the 1,563 are published in French. The rest are published in 

English, except one study published in German.

Category and Time

The evolution of HIV studies by type of study on one hand shows the factual pic

ture of social science contributions over 2 decades, but it also reveals the illogical 

sequential appearance of responses against an infectious disease epidemic. Better 

late than never, but why the delay in realising the interconnectedness between 

prevention, testing, and treatment? Why are we just waking up to the reality of 

weak health systems and the need to train massive numbers of health workers 

some 20 years into the epidemic? This is about the politics of preparedness. Treat

ment was 'unaffordable' in ‘resource-poor settings' for the first two decades. Inter

ventions have focussed on prevention. African governments were 'in denial' and 

lacked the infrastructure. Recently the issues of 'absorption and absorptive capa

city' have been invoked to explain the slow ARV rollout.
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The trend lines show the evolution of studies during the period 1987-2006 (see 

Figure 4.7). I have included 'Prevention' and the categories that have experienced 

an increase to more than 15 studies published in 2006. Prevention studies out

num ber Impact and Mitigation, Living with ARVs, Living with HIV/AIDS, Testing, 

and Human Resources three to ten times.
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Human Resources
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Figure 4.7: Social Science HIV Studies by Study Type, sub-Saharan Africa, 1987-2006
Source: (Social Science Citation Index 2007).

Why ten times more prevention studies than human resource studies? Why not ra 

pidly scale up operational human resource studies to improve health w orker con

ditions, needs, and skills? The remaining 11 themes of this analysis contribute ten 

or fewer publications per year. Those are Surveillance, Governance, Vaccine Re

search, Transmission, Action, Cost, Health Systems Research, Aetiology, Health 

Seeking Behaviour, Research Conduct, and Holistic Studies. As an anthropologist, I 

choose to highlight the following lessons from this exercise, as they point to opera

tional and academic research areas in which anthropologists m ust engage:
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a) Prevention studies: they continue to outnumber all other types of study. Prevention 

studies focus on individual behaviour as the cause and driver of the epidemic. The need 

for studies of risk environment is only partly reflected in the studies of epidemic aetiology, 

as they focus on underlying poverty and socioeconomic factors.

b) Impact and mitigation', a macro-study type that grows steadily. They focus on the im

pact of the HIV epidemic on the economy, the labour market, and mortality and morbidity, 

particularly orphans.

c) Living with HIV, AIDS, and ARVs: People centred studies focussed on the experience 

'living with HIV/AIDS' and 'living with ARVs' surpassed HIV testing studies in 2004. This 

increase will most likely continue in the coming years. This reflects the late coming of the 

ART era in Africa in the early to mid-2000s.

d) Health Systems Research: such studies, including the needs for human resources, infra

structure, and technical equipment, have appeared late on the research agenda with minor 

increase. Some research is in the making. This also reflects the relatively slow publication 

process of academic studies.

e) Governance: Few have studied health policy and politics comprehensively. Governments 

are often blamed for lack of response, but few social scientists have actually described and 

analysed governments' role and power in the control of the HIV epidemic from an insider's 

perspective.

f) Action: There are remarkably few studies of action campaigns, human rights, and the 

role and accountability of nongovernmental organisations.

g) Health Seeking Behaviour: There is a dearth of studies looking at 'life with ARVs'. An

thropologists need to follow people living with ARVs away from the health system, in the 

communities, in the homes, as life unfolds with changing residence, partners, and social 

spheres. This is the missing social science contribution to understand why people drop out 

of treatment and how to improve adherence.

h) Holistic Studies: Few studies have provided a time perspective of the HIV epidemic by 

means of history, sociology, anthropology and ethnography.
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The Size o f the Problem

How many social science studies do we need of the HIV epidemic in sub-Saharan 

African countries? Factors such as adult prevalence or absolute numbers of people 

living with HIV could be decisive for where to conduct fieldwork. Nevertheless, it 

depends on how we look at it. Take for example Swaziland and Nigeria. Swaziland 

has the highest adult HIV prevalence at 33.4 percent with 220,000 people living 

with the disease (UNAIDS/WHO 2006e). Nigeria's adult HIV prevalence is 'only' at 

3.9 percent, but 2.9 million Nigerians live with HIV (UNAIDS/WHO 2006d). Swazi 

society would be closer to extinction given its higher prevalence than Nigeria, but 

we also talk about the problem of HIV in terms of absolute numbers. South Africa 

has the highest number of people living with HIV, followed by Nigeria. However, no 

m atter the angle from which we seize the problem, the need for social science 

studies would ideally be counted by their ability to solve problems. However, the 

number of social science studies conducted in sub-Saharan Africa is arbitrary in re

lation to local needs. Choice of research location is rather a m atter of colonial lan

guage appropriation, convenience, and local economic power and academic struc

tures. South Africa is the perfect outlier compared to the rest of sub-Saharan Afri

ca, but where should researchers go, if the need for research matters? A few stud

ies would suffice, if they solved problems. Why conduct more studies, if for exam

ple levels of incidence decreased or if operational research helped solve the chal

lenges faced by the health systems. The focus would probably change, so more 

studies would still be needed. I suggest looking at the proportion between social 

science studies and the total number of people living with HIV (see Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1: Social Science HIV Studies Related to th e Size o f th e HIV Epidem ic

cP

/  / & /  ✓
Senegal 13 4,700 0.9 0.5 56,000 61,000 11,658,000
Uganda 200 5,000 6.7 3.5 900,000 1,000,000 28,816,000
Botswana 43 6,300 24.1 15.3 260,000 270,000 1,765,000
Ghana 42 6,400 2.0 2.0 247,220 266,851 13,227,000
Angola 4 8,000 3.7 2.0 280,000 320,000 15,941,000
Rwanda 20 9,500 3.1 2.1 160,000 190,000 9,038,000
Tanzania 142 9,900 6.5 3.7 1,300,000 1,400,000 38,328,000
Kenya 123 10,600 6.1 3.8 1,200,000 1,300,000 34,255,000
Burkina Faso 14 10,700 2.0 0.7 140,000 150,000 22,112,000
South Africa 455 12,000 18.8 11.6 5,300,000 5,500,000 47,431,000
Zambia 89 12,400 17.0 9.4 1,000,000 1,100,000 11,668,000
Namibia 17 13,500 19.6 11.3 210,000 230,000 2,031,000
Malawi 62 15,000 14.1 7.3 850,000 940,000 12,883,000
Djibouti 1 15,000 3.1 1.9 14,000 15,000 793,000
Zimbabwe 101 16,900 20.1 13.1 1,500,000 1,700,000 13,009,000
Ivory Coast 32 23,500 7.1 4.1 680,000 750,000 18,153,000
Swaziland 9 24,500 33.4 21.3 210,000 220,000 1,032,000
Cameroon 19 26,600 5.4 3.1 470,000 505,000 16,321,000
Nigeria 72 40,300 3.9 2.2 2,600,000 2,900,000 131,529,000
Mali 3 43,300 1.7 1.0 110,000 130,000 13,518,000
Central African Rep. 5 50,000 10.7 6.2 230,000 250,000 4,038,000
Togo 2 55,000 3.2 1.8 100,000 110,000 6,145,000
Congo 2 60,000 5.3 3.0 100,000 120,000 3,999,000
Burundi 2 75,000 3.3 2.0 130,000 150,000 7,548,000
Mozambique 22 82,000 16.1 9.1 1,600,000 1,800,000 19,792,000
Lesotho 3 90,000 23.2 15.0 250,000 270,000 1,795,000
Chad 2 90,000 3.5 1.8 160,000 180,000 9,749,000
Sudan 3 116,700 1.6 1.0 320,000 350,000 36,232,000
DR Congo 6 170,000 3.2 1.7 890,000 1,000,000 57,548,000
Guinea 0 - 1.5 0.9 78,000 85,000 9,402,000
Niger 0 - 1.1 0.6 71,000 79,000 13,956,000

Sources: (Social Science Citation Index 2007; UNAIDS/WHO 2006a).

For example, one study correlates to 4,700 people living with HIV in Senegal. At 

the other end, one study correlates to 170,000 people living with HIV in the Demo

cratic Republic of Congo. If we assume this ratio to be a valid indicator of research 

demand and obligation, then researchers should consider going to DR Congo, Su

dan, Chad, Lesotho, or Mozambique, and so on. The choice of Mozambique relates 

to the size of the HIV epidemic in the country, the dearth of anthropological ART 

studies, and my Portuguese language proficiency.
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HIV Studies in Mozambique: An Anthropology of Sexual Behaviour

I here review social science studies from Mozambique. The 22 studies from the 

SSCI index divides into 14 prevention studies, 3 impact studies, 2 adherence 

studies, 1 governance, 1 cost, and 1 surveillance study. There are no studies of peo

ple living with ARVs, health system capacity, human resources, action, or holistic 

social science studies of the introduction and expansion of ARV treatment. The 

study of governance looks more at tuberculosis than HIV (see Figure 4.8).

Type of Study Social Science HIV Studies, N=22

Holistic Studies 0

Governance ________ 1

Cost ________  1

Impact, Mitigation 3
Action 0

Research Conduct 0

Health Systems Research 0

Human Resources 0

Living with ARVs ____ .. 2

Health Seeking Behaviour 0

Living with HIV/AIDS 0

Testing 0

Transmission 0

Prevention 1 4 .

Vaccine Research 0

Surveillance 1

Aetiology 0
-------------------------- 1--------------------------1-------------------------- 1--------------------------1---------------------------1-------------  T-------------------------- 1--------------------------

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Figure 4.8: Social Science HIV Studies, Mozambique, 1987-2007
Source: (Social Science Citation Index 2007).

Thus, Mozambique is no exception. Most studies apply the dominant public health 

model focussed on individual behaviour with virtually no attention to broader 

structural factors that may increase the risk of contracting the HIV virus. This sug

gests that the biomedical ARV solution dominates poverty eradication.
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I include an annotated bibliography of HIV studies in Mozambique 1987-2007 

(Ministry of Science and Technology 2007), compiled by the Maputo based KULA 

applied research consultancy. Only 34 of the 450 entries in this bibliography figure 

in academic journals. The rest belong to the common 'grey area': plans, reports, mi

nutes, memoranda, abstracts, research proposals, guidelines, evaluations, manuals, 

and enquiries. About 60 percent of these studies focus on prevention, coordina

tion, monitoring, and evaluation (see Figure 4.9).

Type of Study Number of Studies, N=450

1%Stigma & Discrimination

4%Operational Research/Enquiries

6%Advocacy 26

10%Mitigation 46

19%Treatment 85

22%Coordination, M&E 99

39%Prevention Studies 174

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Figure 4.9: HIV Studies by Type, Mozambique, 1987-2007
Source: (Ministry of Science and Technology 2007).

The 85 treatment related studies focus on prevalence, variant types of the HIV vi

rus, efficacy, drug resistance, and medicinal plants (see Figure 4.10). Biomedical 

studies dominate this picture.
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Type of Study Number of Studies, N=85

Medicinal Plants 7

Drug Resistance 8

Virus Profile 16

Prevalence 24

Efficacy of Testing and Drugs 30

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Figure 4.10: HIV Treatm ent Studies by Type, Mozambique, 1987-2007
Source-. (Ministry of Science and Technology 2007).

For this review, I also include social science HIV studies conducted in Mozambique 

that have not been indexed in the SSCI. Behavioural studies look at knowledge and 

attitude  (Font, et al. 2006), safety, risk, and social threat (Domingos Paulo 2004; 

Machel 2001; Manuel 2005; Prata, et al. 2006), condom social marketing (Agha, et 

al. 2001; Hawkins, et al. 2005; Karlyn 2001; Pfeiffer 2004a), counselling and testing 

(Mola, et al. 2006), and the initiation o f  antiretroviral treatm ent (Pearson, et al. 

2007). The choice of the behavioural lead relates to the fact that most studies in 

Mozambique have had this focus, but it also promises to lead towards the focus of 

this thesis.
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HIV Susceptibility: Safety, Risk, and Social Threat

Mozambican sociologist Josina Machel asked why young Maputo women 14-20 

years of age engage in risky sexual behaviour and whether the spread of HIV is due 

to socioeconomic factors and /o r patriarchal beliefs and mores (Machel 2001). 

Machel concludes that women lack negotiating power under the constraints of the 

norms, values, and sexual practices in Mozambique that place women subordinate 

to men. In particular, Machel argues that patriarchal norms and the need for mate

rial support make poorer women more likely to engage in risky sexual behaviour 

than richer women. Seen in this perspective, middle-class women would then be 

more courageous and assertive in terms of challenging such norms. They would be 

at lesser risk of HIV infection.

Risk of infection here depends on power relations decided by gender and 

class, which leads to an im portant point: risk of transmission hinges on multiple 

factors, a sociocultural syndrome, and socio-structural disorder. I find it difficult to 

believe that HIV aetiologically can be explained by an independent variable like 

'poverty1 or 'education'.

Machel provides insights into sexual behaviour in Mozambique through a 

'safe love' versus 'safe sex' distinction, which captures persisting vulnerability to 

HIV transmission. 'Safe love' is based on trust and thus in my opinion may harbour 

increased or continued multi-partner sexual behaviour. The idea that ‘love pro

tects us' equals the belief in partner fidelity and as long as this can be trusted, there 

is no need to use condoms as part of 'safe sex' in long-term relationships, according 

to Machel's findings (Machel 2001). Thus, condom free sex may become an alibi for
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partner fidelity and at the same time a means of getting away with having multiple 

sexual relations.

Mozambican anthropologist Sandra Manuel found that trust and love pro

vide a sense of immunity to infection (Manuel 2005). Prevention campaigns that 

advocate condom use in 'occasional sexual relations' reinforced such belief. Manuel 

uses the concept of 'socio-sexual' scripts to capture the context of sexual normali

sation, which took shape before the days of HIV. At worst, there are no behavioural 

safeguards against HIV transmission. At least, the old behavioural norms dominate 

the incoming prevention messages and recently incorporated sexual norms in tim 

es of HIV.

Knowledge and attitude studies have generally shown that people do have 

knowledge about HIV, but low risk perception and low condom use. Florindo Mar

tins attem pted to find out about knowledge, behaviour and capacity for self-disci

pline among young adults in Maputo (Martins 2005). Martins found that young 

adults do know some of the rights and wrongs about HIV, but that they know little 

about the major factors that contribute to increased risk of HIV transmission and 

sexually transmitted diseases. These factors include routes of transmission, factors 

associated with major risk of transmission, the most im portant means of preven

tion, and about sexuality in general. As concluded by Manuel (Manuel 2005), Mar

tins found that the level of knowledge about HIV and sexually transm itted diseases 

and capacity for protection against them increases with level of education. How

ever, young adults have introduced the use of condoms as the panacea against in

fectious diseases associated with sex. No significant behaviour change comple

ments condom use, like postponement of sexual debut or reduction in number of
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sexual partners. Young Maputo adults believe that condoms will solve the problem 

of potentially intruding microbes (Martins 2005).

We thus see two kinds of trust in the games of sexual behaviour: 'love pro

tects us' (you do not need a condom) and 'condoms protect us' (you do not need 

behavioural change). One of the consequences is perpetual underestimation of the 

exposure to the danger of contracting the slow-acting but ultimately lethal HIV vi

rus. How these two kinds of behaviour converge and how they influence the trans

mission of HIV is still poorly understood.

Two confluent studies support these points. Font and colleagues studied 

AIDS related knowledge and attitudes among adults in the southern Gaza province. 

They found that more than 99 percent of the sexually active population knew 

about AIDS and condoms. More than 50 percent had a good knowledge about pre

vention methods and of transmission routes. However, 73 percent of men and 91 

percent of women did not use condoms when having sex (Font, et al. 2006). In a 

risk perspective, Prata and colleagues used data from a population based survey of 

15-24-year-olds' assessm ent of their HIV risk to show that 27 percent of women 

and 80 percent of men who considered themselves to have no risk or a small risk 

of contracting HIV were actually at moderate or high risk. Condom use at last sexu

al encounter was only at 14 percent for men and 6 percent for women (Prata, et al.

2006). All this points to the discrepancies between knowledge, risk perception and 

condom use. People have knowledge, but low risk perception and low condom use. 

It is the 'it can't happen to me' syndrome of denial.

Another dualism exists between biomedical constructions of risk and social 

threat perceptions. Mozambican anthropologist Margarida Domingos Paulo studi

ed how people in a Maputo suburb perceive fertility and sexuality in relation to
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HIV/AIDS prevention campaigns (Domingos Paulo 2004). In particular, their idea 

of 'protection' as social capital indicates a communication gap between social and 

medical threats. Domingos Paulo shows how this group of people maintains social 

order by paying exclusive attention to the former. 'Protection' starts within the 

family, as succinctly stated:

It seems that the perception of threat here is different. For the family, 

the threat is to reputation, social security and family stability. They 

are not thinking about a life-threatening disease nor do they w ant to 

talk in any specific way about sexual activity, only its social meaning 

and for young people not to do it (Domingos Paulo 2004: 27).

These perceptions of protection form the basis of behaviour guidance and domi

nate the biomedical definitions. I suggest that the family and household constitute 

the last bastions of meaning, power, and control, in which competing definitions of 

safety will unlikely take over. Unfortunately, the HIV virus has already managed to 

intrude into the family sphere by its subtle hiding during people's transformative 

behavioural journeys between private and public spheres.

Behaviour Change: Social Marketing and Structural Determinants

The solutions have been social marketing of behaviour change, the use of condoms, 

and HIV testing based on human rights norms of 'voluntary counselling and test

ing'. One health policy study of condom social marketing in Mozambique showed 

that ‘more than half the adult population knew about the local condom brand JeitO
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and about condoms in general (Agha, et al. 2001). They found provincial differenc

es in the use of condoms in high-risk sexual behaviour: Maputo City (31%), Sofala 

(39%), Manica (46%), and Tete (48%). This means that 69, 61, 54, and 52 percent 

of the respondents did not use condoms in the respective provinces, which must be 

a point for concern, whether this indicates a success or failure of the social m arket

ing initiative. Only 23 percent of the respondents in urban Mozambique reported 

use of condoms during high-risk sex. However, consistent condom use would 

change the course of the HIV epidemic (ibid.).

However, an anthropological study in central Mozambique points to the 

clash in HIV prevention messages between social marketing, religion and develop

ment (Pfeiffer 2004a). Pfeiffer argues for a hidden agenda: social marketing pro

motes privatisation and structural adjustment, not merely HIV prevention. Social 

marketing should not come at the expense of community participation and dia

logue. Religious communities -  Pentecostalism and independent churches -  pre

dominate in Mozambique through which people receive an entirely different 'm or

al' message about sexual behaviour that spells out fidelity norms and the holiness 

of the family, as compared to social marketing that carries the 'safety' message that 

'you can have sex, but protect yourself.

From my experience, all these clashing, conflicting, and contradicting mes

sages, ideologies and interventions coexist in Mozambique. Thinking with Mat- 

sinhe, this complexity of messages partly accounts for the lack of direction of the 

response to HIV (Matsinhe 2005). One specific policy question for social scientists 

to explore is whether and what form of 'single knowledge' or 'one best way' exists 

from a local cultural point of view. Simply, how can policy makers create a cultural

ly informed message and intervention that people understand? They call this 'Mo-
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zambicanization' of HIV messages. This is much needed. However, cultural heter

ogeneity of course complicates this. How many 'local points of view' coexist con

sidering linguistic diversity and forced and voluntary migration? The current poli

cy jungle contributes to the ubiquitous phenomenon of confusao among the people, 

the recipients. Which message is better? Which path in life will provide protection 

and security? The contrasting messages may contribute to patchwork behavioural 

solutions that increase the risk of HIV transmission.

Indeed, fundamental problems in relation to condom use prevail: insuf

ficient stock, out of reach, available in the wrong places, and not available where 

people have sex. Condom use is a sign of sexual activity, which takes place outside 

steady relationships governed by 'love and trust'. The cultural code for extramari

tal relations is fora da casa, or specifically the gendered idiom mulher de fora 

(Matsinhe 2005:183), which means men's relations with women outside the home 

with reference to the Portuguese cultural dichotomy casa/rua, house/street, which 

tacitly suggests pleasure, adventure, uncleanliness, prostitution, and street 

behaviour. This invokes a change of scene, with a change of risk perception and 

behavioural rules, which seems illogical and irrational. Matsinhe found that only a 

minority of men and women found it appropriate for women to suggest condoms 

at home, whereas a majority found it proper outside the house with mulheres de 

fora (‘women from outside') and amigas ('friends') (ibid.). However, the change of 

risk perception and behavioural rules is necessary in tabooed relations. Reaching 

out for condoms among people with no contact with the health system and HIV or

ganisations, where condoms are mainly available -  and free -  means that you need 

to reveal your intentions in public. Condoms connote sexual relations fora da casa 

that easily produce gossip. They may be socially accepted, but highly tabooed. A
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Maputo security guard would need to ask around, walk out of his daily routine to 

get condoms. I talked to some of them about this. There are many guards in Mapu

to, recognizable by their uniforms. They know each other. They know other work

ers, drivers, maids, shop keepers, and so on. Thinking with Mary Douglas' defini

tion of pollution as 'm atter out of place' (Douglas 2002 (1966)), adventurous sexu

al aspirations away from your 'loved one' under the constraints of the behavioural 

norms of society thus becomes 'desires out of place'. This has become a truism. It is 

part of the kick to break the rules. However, not even a slow acting lethal virus has 

been sufficiently capable of bending these ingrained games of love and desire. In 

other words, vigilance contradicts transformation. Alerts, warnings, and posters 

that remind us of HIV pervade the public landscape of Mozambique. Billboard mes

sages about the right choices in life and the devastating nature of HIV leave you 

contemplating and perplex. Critical tongues say that such campaigns are too costly 

and people do not understand the subtle messages invented in an advertising bu

reau that never considered the cultural context on the receiving end. Yet, people 

largely know  about HIV and the dangers it poses to health. This is part of the trage

dy. Life goes on, 'as if nothing ever happened', thinking in terms of denial (Cohen 

2001; Daniel 2005; de Waal 2005; Scudder 1973). This may be caused by cultural 

denial (we do not want to change), cultural involution (we do no w ant to hear 

more about it) or disability (we cannot change under the circumstances). Conse

quently, tracing the availability of condoms is a breach of taboo with all the fears of 

grapevine gossip and social repercussions. Words travel fast. The safer option -  for 

the moment -  is to forget about condoms.2
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This analysis points to one deep-rooted problem why we fail to stop the spread of 

HIV: how to overcome socialized behavioural norms, which include the belief in 

love, fidelity and trust in a context of tacit and cultural acceptance of multiple 

partners and extramarital relations. In other words, love protects you against 

disease at home. Condoms protect you away from home -  if you can get them. 

Concurrent partnerships remain poorly understood with regard to factual condom 

use: do people actually use condoms or do they just say they do? What is the ra

tional logic behind the belief in greater protection from disease infection by means 

of 'love and trust' over contraceptive means? This is where culture, biology, and 

medicine converge. Social scientists need to look into this.

I introduce a web o f behaviour, defined as co-existing sexual behaviours 

governed by different rules (sex with stable partners, occasional partners, stran

gers, prostitutes, etc.). People establish rules and perceptions for each kind of sex 

that viewed in isolation seem to safeguard against HIV transmission, whether 

these rules and perceptions stem from tradition, social norms, cultural innovation, 

or medical intervention campaigns. If different sexual behaviours were perfectly 

closed systems, then the risk of HIV transmission would be minimized, or eliminat

ed. However, the risk of HIV transmission increases, when different kinds of be

haviour intersect. In other words, intersection produces clashes and breakdowns 

of the safety measures discussed so far.

I choose the term 'web of behaviour' as opposed to the more familiar 'sexu

al networks'. 'Sexual networks' emerge among likeminded people, who share com

mon rules, behaviour, and sexual culture. Each sexual network has its own level of
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risk of HIV infection (Adimora and Schoenbach 2005; Frost 2007; Liljeros, et al. 

2003; Wohlfeiler and Potterat 2005). A 'web of behaviour' emphasizes the exist

ence and intersection between several social groups governed by different behav

ioural rules. This is an intrinsic part of the risk environment paradigm that looks 

beyond individual behaviour. A 'web of behaviour' highlights social and discursive 

disconnectedness, yet simultaneously a crossover connectedness a t the level of 

practice with unintended but drastic consequences. The rising adult HIV preva

lence in Mozambique must have more than one explanation.3 So far, the world has 

insisted on behavioural solutions and that HIV negative and positive people con

tinue to live happily together, even as virus carriers can live several years without 

knowing about their infection. Even when symptomatic, many wait until last mi

nute or do nothing at all, as we have seen. Policy makers do not even demand them 

to find out about it, in the name of human rights governed 'voluntarism'. This sce

nario is contradictory, in my opinion. Limited behaviour change and HIV testing 

may explain increased HIV transmission. Thus, the modern public health approach 

to HIV prevention demands a double individual responsibility: behaviour change 

and HIV testing. This is an approach against the odds of changing human nature, 

prone to a certain amount of failure. This is not meant to blame policy makers, in

dividuals or victims for the continued transmission of HIV. Sex, the presumed ma

jor route of transmission, does not produce infectious disease transmission in and 

of itself, only sex between an infected and an uninfected partner. The irony per

sists, as long as individual free will governs testing for HIV considering the compul

sory demand that these same individuals need to change their sexual behaviour to 

stop further spread of disease. This is a serious dilemma of responsibilities, be

tween the individual human being and public health authorities.
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Boundaries of silence, taboo, and lying characterize a 'web of behaviour'. These 

measures stretch over the entire epidemic evolution into life with ARVs, as I have 

shown in Chapters 1 and 2. The denial of truth contributes to HIV transmission, as 

well as failed adherence, and viral resistance: the unsaid, the unspeakable, and the 

innocent lies -  all with drastic consequences. These intricacies of culture challenge 

public health intervention to prevent continued transmission of HIV. For example, 

people living with ARVs and Day Hospital health workers explain that lying has 

become a coping strategy in Mozambique under the circumstances of fragile and 

vulnerable living conditions. Innocent white lies may solve immediate problems in 

sexual relationships ('I do not have sex with anyone but you') and encounters with 

health workers (T always use condoms, I always take my medicine'). Pregnancy 

and half empty ARV pill glasses point to the contrary. Silence and secrecy take 

over, when lying becomes too problematic ('I am taking ARVs, but I don't dare tell 

my husband or even talk about it. I tested for HIV without him knowing to begin 

with'). This has implications for treatm ent adherence and ultimately the cost of 

drugs as some patients exhaust their tolerance to first line combination antiretro

viral therapies. Second line drugs cost much more.4

Sources o f Error: Honesty, Denial and Fear o f Authority

A few studies look at how sexual behaviour changes with counselling and testing 

(Mola, et al. 2006) and before the initiation of ARV treatm ent (Pearson, et al.

2007). On counselling and testing, Mola and colleagues asked 622 participants in 

VCT groups and 598 participants in non-VCT groups about their use of condoms in
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a longitudinal study (Mola, et al. 2006). They conclude: "People who undergo volun

tary counselling and testing for HIV/AIDS change their behaviour, presumably as a 

result o f their counselling” (ibid.). This is at face value good news. They also note: 

"Reported always/sometimes use o f condoms fo r  both literate and illiterate subjects 

was higher and rose over time in the VCTgroup” (ibid.)

My concern here is about sources of error. First, Mola and colleagues do ad

mit several limitations of the study. The two groups were not perfectly compar

able. Factors like pregnancy, age, religion, and employment status in the VCT group 

may have skewed the results. The VCT group was also self-selected, as opposed to 

the non-VCT group. The researchers do acknowledge that people are less honest 

about sexual behaviour and condom use, but they assume that misclassification 

would be the same for both groups at entry to the study.

We must scrutinize the issue of honesty and respondents' encounter with 

state and research authority. Research questionnaires and surveys are often ill 

suited to capture life as it is. Take the issue of ‘white lies’: We need to ask w hether 

respondents had any other choice than to claim behaviour change. First, research

ers represent authority and respondents may have given the answer they perceiv

ed the researchers expected. It may be an example of the denial of truth by the 

'little innocent lie that anyone can get away with'. It may be difficult for human 

beings in general to take a problem by its roots, but I certainly experienced avoid

ance and evasiveness in Mozambique. That is, it is common to experience people 

talking about a million other things than the one problem that needs to be solved, 

even more so when it comes to delicate matters of sex, which is highly tabooed. 

This manifests as an apparent bigger fear of social than medical consequences get

ting to truth. The 'white lie' phenomenon may be an indication of an authoritarian
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social context, but it may also be a way to safeguard against social repercussions 

instead of presenting the facts with honesty.

Women's underreporting of concurrent partnerships provides a particular 

case point. One study found that 21 percent of the women reported multiple part

ners versus 66 percent of the men (Pearson, et al. 2006). Moreover, the 2003 

demographic and health enquiry found even higher levels of fidelity among m arri

ed and single women and men: married women with one partner (96.2%), single 

women with zero or one partner (91.6%), married men with one partner (73.8%), 

and single men with zero or one partner (69.6%) (National Institute of Statistics

2005) (see Table 4.2 and Table 4.3).

Table 4.2: Sexual Behaviour among M arried and Single Women
Married women Single women

Age 0 1 2+
% % % % %

15-19 93.4 936 51.4 42.3 6.2 100.0 1,517 0.5
20-24 95.9 1,747 31.3 58.3 10.4 100.0 709 0.8
25-29 95.8 1,812 35.4 50.0 14.6 100.0 412 0.8
30-34 96.5 1,495 38.6 53.8 7.3 100.0 297 0.7
35-39 96.6 1,158 47.5 38.9 13.3 100.0 254 0.7
40-44 97.8 872 53.3 39.6 6.7 100.0 254 0.5
45-49 98.2 715 69.8 26.7 3.5 100.0 23 0.3

Total 96.2 8,735 45.8 45.8 8.4 100.0 3,682 0.6
Source: (National Institute of Statistics 2005: 204).
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Table 4.3: Sexual Behaviour among Married and Single Men
Married men 15-49 Single men 15-49

At \  \
v \  \ \  v \  \ \VA \ x  \ \m \ V -V W , -1. \  XOnly \

spouse/
partner 1 2 +  0 1 2 +

% % % % % % % %
15-19 66.1 17.3 16.6 100.0 33 0.7 39.2 38.6 22.1 100.0 640 1.0
20-24 61.0 25.4 13.7 100.0 196 0.8 11.8 45.4 41.9 100.0 208 1.8
25-29 69.2 22.5 8.3 100.0 293 0.6 6.9 42.1 50.1 100.0 85 1.9
30-39 76.6 15.9 7.3 100.0 528 0.4 30.7 28.8 40.1 100.0 66 1.6
40-49 80.2 14.3 5.3 100.0 416 0.3 46.8 13.7 39.5 100.0 26 1.0

Total 73.8 18.1 8.0 100.0 1,466 0.5 30.6 39.0 30.0 100.0 1,024 1.3

Source: (National Institute of Statistics 2005: 205).

What do these figures tell us? Are men more honest about sexual relations than 

women? Do men exaggerate? Do women tell the truth? Can the high fidelity rate 

among women be true, given the higher number of sexual partners among men? 

Can this phenomenon be explained by linking the high number of sex partners 

among men to the low number of women who have more than one partner? In oth

er words, do men frequent the same few women who have more than one partner? 

Therefore, it may be the case that women simply speak the truth. Yet, how can we 

then explain the ongoing feminization of the HIV epidemic, evidenced by UNAIDS 

data that 58-60 percent of HIV carriers in all sub-Saharan African countries are 

estimated to be women (UNAIDS/WHO 2006a)? Moreover, testing data show that 

67 percent of those who test HIV positive in Mozambique are women (Ministry of 

Health 2006f) (see Figure 2.15, p. 112). The figures provide evidence to support 

the 'vulnerable married wife' thesis, which says that monogamous married women 

are at high risk of HIV infection. This is the 'love protects us at home' disorder. Men 

who fool around living out their machismo deny the importance of condom use. 

Following this argument, the men frequent the women who have other partners,
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w hether they are culturally inclined to do so, 'liberally promiscuous', 'prostitutes', 

or 'survival sex workers'. Thus, this would entail that the well-known high-risk 

groups are responsible for the generalized epidemic. The HIV epidemic would not 

be directly attributable to the number of sex partners that people have, but to the 

unprotected sex away and at home, as I have shown for different reasons.

However, I have already hinted at the possibility that some respondents, es

pecially women, are lying. They do not tell the truth about how many sex partners 

they have. The social consequences of doing so could be disastrous. Were the wom

en given the complete anonymous space to provide the answers? Did they fear that 

their male partners would see their answers on the questionnaires before they 

handed them in to the researchers? Did they fear what the researchers would think 

about them? Possibly.

Why these discrepancies? One plausible answer could be that husbands 

would promptly abandon women who have extramarital sex. The socially accepted 

fora da casa phenomenon typifies a machismo: it is socially unacceptable to see 

women frequent lovers, male prostitutes, etc. Women would unlikely reveal mul

tiple partners both to spouses, state, and research authorities. Anonymity is at 

stake. The problem for researchers is also an ethical one: how can we be sure 

about what respondents tell us? Can we ethically act as flies on the wall in people's 

bedrooms -  or wherever people have sexual intercourse -  to witness the moment 

of penetration with or without condom? The point is that w hat people say is not al

ways what people do, which is a caveat against taking presumably positive behav

iour change results at face value. In a sense, this is another case of trust. Do we 

trust our results beyond any doubt? Failing to address the sources of error and the 

truth about sexual behaviour may have dire consequences for policymaking and
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the course of the HIV epidemic. We cannot afford to be fooled by elusive truths. 

The subjective experience of sexual pleasure with or without protection, the cul

tural subtleties of trust and distrust, the desire to live for the moment, and funda

mentally the lack of communication about sexual matters, all run counter to con

sistent condom use.

The analysis so far shows the need for novel ways to design and implement 

prevention campaigns. This is meant as a serious rem inder of poorly understood 

loopholes in our intervention methods and understanding of the epidemic.

ARV Studies in Mozambique: Towards Ethnography of Access and Delivery

We have not yet succeeded. The damage has been done. ARV studies have focused 

on problems associated with adherence (Marazzi, et al. 2006; San Lio, et al. 2008), 

drug resistance among HIV positive tuberculosis patients (Mac-Arthur, et al. 2001), 

and patient identification (Gimbel-Sherr, et al. 2007). They do discuss structural 

and psychological hindrances why only a few people access ARV therapy. 

However, the anthropological picture of ART expansion progress and obstacles is 

missing. What are the major individual, social, and health system access and 

delivery barriers? How do these barriers interrelate and influence treatm ent 

seeking behaviour?

The study of sexual behaviour before initiating ARV therapy reveals the 

presumed power of medical intervention over condom use. A different behavioural 

pattern emerges at this stage (Pearson, et al. 2006). Pearson and colleagues studi

ed sexual behaviour among beginning ART users in Beira, the central Sofala prov
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ince. By using the Bernoulli process model, they estimated 23.2 new infections per 

1000 HIV-positive ART eligible persons per year. The model most significantly de

m onstrated that medical intervention could reduce HIV transmission by 87 per

cent as opposed to 67 percent reduction by the use of condoms. They also found 

that 100 percent consistent and correct condom use only occurred in 20 percent of 

the relationships between 157 sexually active study participants and their 191 

partners (Pearson, et al. 2006). These findings point to the relevance of ARV trea t

m ent in poor and resource-limited settings. The introduction of ARVs reduces HIV 

transmission based on appropriate pre-ART counselling, which is now a given in

gredient of the Mozambican model. However, there are several drawbacks. Many 

Mozambicans believe they can go back to 'normal (sex) life' when health improves 

from ARV therapy.

Medical Intervention: Modifications in the Mozambican Context

Sant'Egidio was one of the first international organisations to set up ARV program

mes in Africa. Sant'Egidio began its DREAM -  Drug Resource Enhancement against 

AIDS and Malnutrition -  in Mozambique in August 2001. The DREAM program is 

based on the principles of free treatment, collaboration with the public health sys

tem, and the use of Mozambican health personnel. These are crucial yet political 

choices in a country struggling to enjoy the fruits of independence. The DREAM 

programme adherence strategy emphasizes cognitive, emotional, behavioural, and 

social factors present among people taking ARVs. This has become a model ap

proach to ARV treatm ent in Mozambique. One study found that out of 154 patients,
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127 (82.5%) kept more than 90 percent of their appointments (Marazzi, et al.

2006). Another study found that the mean treatm ent adherence was 95.2% ±6.9% 

among 394 patients (San Lio, et al. 2008).

The DREAM programme is a success in Mozambique. However, ART benefi

ciaries remain the fortunate minority, as health system capacity is limited. The 

DREAM programme serviced only few people in need of treatm ent in 2001. The 

government introduced ART in the public health system in 2004, but the Day 

Hospitals were soon full. Many more knock on the doors of DREAM, only to walk 

away in disappointment. Moreover, dropouts often remain a neglected minority. 

AIDS activists visit ARV patients once or twice a week, but some Day Hospitals do 

not have the means to attend dropouts. Dropouts need closer attention, especially 

under the leadership of the Ministry of Health and its principles of 'nationwide 

harmonization' of ARV treatm ent within the public health system. The UNAIDS slo

gan 'make the money work' makes sense in this context, including 'human resourc

es for health' with its double demand of medical and psychosocial support for ARV 

patients.

An ideal solution would be to have enough health care workers able to sit 

face-to-face watching each patient taking the medicine correctly at the right time 

and the right dosage. This would ensure drug compliance and minimize drug resis

tance. This approach is known as Directly Observed Therapy, applied mainly for 

TB and HIV patients. This DOT method has been modified to fit into resource-limit

ed settings. Modification in the context of ARV treatm ent in Mozambique entails 

more than the singular observation of patients taking the drugs. Modifications in

clude moral and psychosocial support, improved patient-health worker communi

cation and confidentiality, the use of community workers and HIV positive people
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as supervisors, adapting consultations to patients work schedule and physical con

dition, and reimbursement of transportation costs (Pearson, et al. 2006]. This par

ticular programme was patient-centred, designed to address problems of access to 

health care, adherence, and side effects. The study points to several issues for fur

ther research and discussion. First, Pearson and colleagues point to the need for 

'culturally sensitive, feasible and practical programs' in resource-limited countries 

(ibid.]. Second, the use of community workers as AIDS activists is a success and re- 

commendable in other settings. Third, its success rests on whether it will be able to 

fulfil the ideals of modified directly observed therapy.

However, the need for additional health workers remains the most funda

mental challenge for successful achievement of so-called 'universal access' (see 

Chapter 5). The Mozambican government utilizes its own 'Mozambican model', 

which initially relied on medical doctors to provide ARV treatment. The Ministry 

then called upon mid-level technicians for its ART team, based on previous experi

ence with them as surgeons during times of physician shortage.

One study looked at how and whether training of basic level nurses could 

lead to faster information on patient status, including the identification of ARV eli

gible patients (Gimbel-Sherr, et al. 2007]. This would presumably alleviate the 

workload of higher-level health staff. This was found to be the case. However, this 

type of intervention did not lead to an increased number of patients on ARVs or a 

reduction of the time between HIV testing and the initiation of antiretroviral trea t

ment, which had a median time of 71 days. Gimbel-Sherr and colleagues concluded 

that limited and delayed access to ARV treatm ent could be attributed to capacity 

constraints within the health system as the burden of other diseases increases 

(Gimbel-Sherr, et al. 2007].
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Mozambique has a high general burden of infectious disease that already burden 

the health system: malaria, tuberculosis, diarrhoea, measles, cholera, tetanus, 

pneumonia, rabies, pertussis, polio, meningitis, plague, and sleeping sickness. The 

emerging problem of HIV and tuberculosis co-infection is a particular challenge. 

Two studies looked at drug resistance and the mutual relationship between the 

two diseases (Mac-Arthur, et al. 2001). They emphasize the need to integrate HIV 

and tuberculosis programs and the need to find solutions to problems of access to 

health care, which invariably means expanding health services to the provincial 

and district levels. This expansion now enjoys highest government priority, in line 

with the constitutional promise of socialized medicine and comprehensive primary 

health care, which has been extended to include tertiary care. The problems of 

distance and transportation costs to the nearest health facility remain some of the 

biggest barriers for Mozambicans. Mac-Arthur and colleagues conducted their 

study over a nine months period in 1998 and 1999 and they found a relatively high 

level of anti-tuberculosis drug resistance compared to other countries, but they 

found no significant difference by region or rural and urban areas. Drug resistance 

was associated with prior treatm ent history of tuberculosis, while there was no 

association between HIV positive status and multi-drug-resistant tuberculosis. 

Nunes and colleagues conducted their study some four years later during 2002 and 

2003. Unlike the Mac-Arthur study, they found a strong association between multi

drug-resistant tuberculosis and HIV.

These two studies exemplify the converging HIV-TB problem and the in

crease in drug resistance to both kinds of treatment. Furthermore, both studies 

recognize the problem of limited access to health care and how this influences re

lated problems of adherence and drug resistance. First, only about 45 percent of
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the population have access to TB diagnosis (Nunes, et al. 2005). Second, social and 

health service barriers may explain incomplete treatm ent and lead to increased 

drug resistance (Mac-Arthur, et al. 2001). This HIV-TB analysis provides an ex

ample of the relational and linkages perspective between diverse phenomena of 

the HIV epidemic. I term  this perspective 'the epidemic domino effect'.

The Epidemic Domino Effect: From Prevention to Medical Response

This literature review provides an example of an epidemic domino effect from pre

vention through culture, epidemiology, and medical response. Prevention cam

paigns inefficiently affect the course of the epidemic. Then culture and socializa

tion affect continued HIV transmission, which affects epidemiology, medical re 

sponse, and the cost of medical intervention. Epidemic evolution calls for more 

health workers. Dropouts and adherence problems call for psychosocial health 

workers. Lack of such health staff means pragmatic compromises not to search for 

dropouts. Health workers have plenty to do in the hospital setting. Work overload 

may cause burnout and increase the brain drain phenomenon. Health service 

abandonment influences the behaviour of people negatively. Lack of health care 

support means the absence of trusted advice and continuous support on how to 

survive and prosper with a chronic illness like HIV. Viral resistance, variant strains 

of HIV, transmission of HIV to uninfected people, and the re-infection of those 

already living with HIV with a variant HIV type all complicate medical intervention. 

The HIV epidemic may take a new direction caused by these factors.
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Access Studies: Nationwide Context

With this in mind: A comprehensive, yet incomplete, map of social science HIV 

studies in Mozambique reveals their distribution by province and research topic 

(see Figure 4.11). Most studies are located in Sofala, Manica, and Maputo City. The 

long-term presence of Health Alliance International in the central region, and the 

presence of all major treatm ent organisations in Maputo City, may explain this. The 

Clinton Foundation took the lead on paediatric care in 2005. Columbia ICAP and 

Sant'Egidio initiated activities in Zambezia, the most populous province, and the 

most underserved in terms of health care. More studies are underway from here. 

Few studies have been conducted in Tete, despite the fact that MSF initiated trea t

ment projects early on in 2002.

MSF facilitates ARVs in Niassa, but this delivery is understudied by the 

social sciences. Cabo Delgado has the lowest HIV prevalence, yet 10 percent HIV 

among adults does not justify the lack of research attention. One study included 

Nampula (Matsinhe 2005). Ph.D. researchers carry out studies in several provinc

es: anthropological studies by Ramah McKay, Stanford University (Maputo City, 

Sofala, Zambezia) and Ippolytos Kalofonos, University of California, Berkeley, 

(Manica), an international relations study by Kenly Fenio, University of Florida 

(Maputo, Sofala), and clinical and community psychology perspectives on adher

ence and psychosocial support by Larissa Polejack, University of Brasilia (Maputo 

City) (see Figure 4.11).
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Delivery Studies: Missing Perspectives

I asked the 'who' and 'where' questions to establish the 17 study categories for the 

review of social science HIV studies in sub-Saharan Africa. I hereby address the 

challenging issues of human resources and health system capacity. There are few if 

any anthropological and health systems studies of this. In the context of sub-Sa

haran Africa, only 62 studies focussed on human resources and 23 on health sys

tems research. The dearth of ART delivery studies stands out. How do health work

ers experience the patient increase? What is the everyday reality among health 

workers at the day hospitals? What are the obstacles to quality care? How do 

health workers living with ARVs experience ARV delivery? How do health workers 

perceive individual and social barriers? Do health worker concerns match the is

sues raised by people living with ARVs as we saw in Chapter 1? What is the carry

ing capacity of the health system? The following chapter is a repositioning from 

access to delivery, from the patient to the practitioner, from this perspective provid

ing an anthropological health system perspective.
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The ARV delivery story is about limited carrying capacity. Health workers have a 

logical and pragmatic outlook on the situation. They recognize the limited number 

of patients they can care for, but we will see that they treat many more patients 

than human resource plans estimate for ideal ART teams. Carrying capacity relates 

entry and exit criteria, both in terms of patients and health workers. The more pa

tients that enter the system and the fewer that leave it, the faster it reaches its car

rying capacity. I discuss the problem of human attrition from the health system in 

term s of brain drain and deaths due to AIDS elsewhere (Hpg 2008). Solutions to 

limited carrying capacity include transfer of patients to other hospitals, to build 

more hospitals, train more health workers, and expand health and ART services 

into the 10 provinces and 128 districts of Mozambique. This would allegedly take 

away the pressure on the health system in the Maputo capital and ensure the im

plementation of the principles of geographic equity.

However, there is another side to health worker life. Many health workers 

live a vocational life that makes it difficult to admit their stress-ridden daily rou

tines. The analysis of ARV delivery provides the story about the beginning of the 

treatm ent era late during epidemic evolution within a weak but expanding health 

system. This is about the socioeconomic context of a poor country, about the suc

cesses of the Mozambican government in cooperation with the international com

munity, and about the challenges ahead in terms of the capacity and commitment 

of health workers. This chapter provides an ethnographic insider perspective of 

health worker reality.
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Maputo Central Hospital

I enter the Day Hospital at the Central Hospital in Maputo in July 2006. An older re

ceptionist is tidily registering all incomers, as she writes their personal data by 

hand into a large black registration book. She asks for name, age, sex, date of birth, 

birthplace, address, type of transfer, and w hether he/she is attending another Day 

Hospital or Health Centre. Central Hospital HIV care at the dermatology section 

was the first service in Mozambique in 1996. Few health workers counselled an 

increasing number of people about HIV testing, they offered HIV testing and they 

w ere able to open a medical record. Doctors would follow patient symptoms and 

do w hat was clinically possible, but ARV treatm ent was not available through the 

public health system. Doctors referred patients to private pharmacies to purchase 

ARVs. Only a few citizens in need of ARVs had the money to do so.

Patient Increase 1996-2006

I m et Valter, who started working with HIV patients from the very beginning in 

1996. I ask him about the biggest changes since then. Valter says: "The biggest 

change since '96 is, thank God, the availability o f free antiretroviral treatment, which 

we started a t this hospital in 2005. Before then, people had to pay out o f their own 

pockets. Doctors observed and diagnosed and people then bought ARVs in the local 

pharmacies. ARVs were available in 1996, but they were very expensive! Only Minis

ters could afford it!"
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Mozambican health authorities reported the first AIDS case in 1986. HIV care start

ed in 1996 and free ARV treatm ent in 2004 within the national health system. 

About 15 new patients were admitted per month between 2000 and 2004 to the 

HIV facilities at the Central Hospital in Maputo. Services improved in 2005 by the 

introduction of ARV treatment. About 150 new patients were admitted per month. 

With the context specific HIV epidemic evolution in mind, the increase in HIV pre

valence and ART need coincided with the introduction of ARV treatment. The Cen

tral Hospital registered 2,306 new patients between January and August 2006.

I asked one of the doctors how many HIV patients they attend or have a t

tended: "Go and count the records in the archive ." He showed me the way and open

ed the door to the archive. We encountered the characteristic smell of old brown 

envelopes mouldering in the tropical heat. I spent an afternoon counting with one 

of the assistants. There were 19,326 medical records of HIV patients for 1996- 

2006, all neatly stored by number on shelves from floor to ceiling.

Valter says: "The number o f patients is increasing a lot a t the moment We 

accept 20-25 new patients per day. We have two counselling rooms and two triage 

rooms and two rooms with beds ." There are about 15 beds in total. I ask him some

what perplexed: "But do you have capacity to assist so many patients?" Valter raises 

his voice: "No, we don't have the capacity! There is a general lack o f health person

nel, but we try to keep up with what the few  o f us can do. We only have two nurses fo r  

the triage section! They are working well beyond what they should be doing."

This scenario is changing with the ongoing expansion of ARV treatm ent to 

the provincial and district levels. That is, ART expansion happens by the principles 

of geographic equity: a focus on other parts of the country replaced the first years 

of unfair treatm ent of Maputo inhabitants. Maputo folks in need of ARVs could
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easily push the city health system to its limits for many years, but Maputo will 

receive fewer resources to keep up with local treatm ent demand, despite the fact 

that most Day Hospitals were soon full after the introduction of free ARVs in the 

public health system by mid-2004. However, the PEPFAR sponsored Day Hospital 

in connection with the Military Hospital in Maputo, which will be the biggest 

facility in the country, promises increased treatm ent capacity in the capital.

Health Triage

Clara, a health triage nurse, says to me: "I've go t a headache from this constant noise 

o f patients around me and all the issues around the disease". Patients wait in line to 

talk to her about their health and what to do next. Triage is like a crossroad.

Clara: "Is this the first time you are here?"

Patient: "Yes, first time."

Clara: "Haveyou been informed already about this disease?"

Patient: "Yes."

Clara: "And your family? You need to talk well with your family. Have you been 

counselled?"

Patient: 'Yes,yesterday."

Clara: "Do you cough? Do you have headaches? Do you have sores in the mouth? Do 

you have sores in the genital region? Do you know cotrimoxazol?"

Patient: "What's that?"

Clara: "It's a prophylactic drug."

Patient: "I have never taken tha t"

Clara: "I will give you a prescription."
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Clara takes care of diagnostic analysis based on patient illness narratives and an

swers to a series of health related questions. Then she refers him /her to proper 

consultation, like blood testing, dermatology, or gynaecology. Clara drills the ad

visory mantras for people living with HIV: advice on dietary regimen (‘w hat to eat, 

w hat to avoid'), restrictions, ('stop drinking, stop smoking') and disease normali

sation ('this disease is just like any other disease'). She evaluates and classifies 

signs and symptoms to recommend proper treatment. "Do you have skin problems? 

For how long? Do you have discharge? Does it hurt? Do other family members have 

the same kind o f problems? Do you have genital problems? Do you have headaches or 

neurological problems? Do you have diarrhoea? Fever? Problems in the mouth? Did 

you lose weight? Do you have good appetite?" The nurse uses clinical criteria and 

experience to reach proper conclusions.

All drugs against opportunistic infections are free of charge at this hospital, 

like cotrimoxazol and the antibiotic Clavamox, but some are not in stock. For ex

ample, one patient needs the antifungal drug Fluconazole to clean the mouth 

against oral candidiasis. It needs to be taken for 15 days. It costs 40 MTn per day in 

private pharmacies, which is about 1 dollar and 60 cents. This person needs to pay 

about 24 dollars, money she can ill afford, when we consider the chronically sky- 

high unemployment rate in Maputo. The few ordinary people who do have a job 

are paid well below the minimum wage, which officially is about 1,400 MTn or 56 

American dollars per month.1

Lack of space, the high number of patients, and generally bad working con

ditions make life difficult for the triage nurses. There is lack of space for confiden

tial conversation. There is a constant movement of patients from both sides of the 

room. Sometimes they attend three patients at the same time. They cannot attend
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individual patients without interruption. Patients and personnel constantly enter 

and leave the room. The door bangs. The noise increases when the door opens, 

letting in talk from next door. Health workers suffer from bad ergonomic position. 

Yet, Clara lightens up and says with a tolerant smile: “But we are used to this and 

we adapt to the situation“

Central Hospital HIV Facilities

There are other weaknesses, despite the extensive renovation of Day Hospital fa

cilities. One doctor explained lack of logical organisation of consultation rooms ac

cording to the health care process from entry to exit. They do not register drop

outs. There is no computerised patient tracking system. The computer literate 

pharmacy assistants said they write everything by hand. All they needed was the 

hard- and software. The Central Hospital would even provide IT training.

One health worker coyly remarked the need for user services in the waiting 

room, like television and magazines. Health workers needed informative TV pro

grams about higher salaries, and incentives and motivation to do a good job. A full

time ART physician -  and there is only one at this Day Hospital -  makes just about 

500 dollars per month. Then keep in mind that life is expensive in Maputo.

Then he rejoined with sharp comments about foreign aid and dependency, 

which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6. This is no trivial issue, but intrinsic 

to the ambivalent attitude among Mozambicans towards donated money. “We are 

standing with our arms crossed, waiting for foreigners to give us money. When you  

give money to people on the street, it will take them away from there, but they will be
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back on the street soon again. What we need is economic investment and develop

ment! We need to change our attitude. We need autonomy and sovereignty as a peo

ple and a nation. Look at South Africa! It's a culture o f workers."

The paediatric Day Hospital is about one hundred steps away from the adult 

Day Hospital. UNICEF sponsored all its modern facilities. There is a colour TV in 

the waiting room, lots of space, and many consultation rooms. All medical record 

keeping is computerised. This is a model ART site. Now, think back to what I wrote 

in Chapter 2. The number of children in need of treatm ent increased from 68,000 

to 83,000 thousand between 2005 and 2008. Only 6,192 children were on trea t

ment by the end of 2007 (see p. 99). Two key reasons invoked are lack of infra

structure across the country and lack of donor commitment.

Health workers have their own palestras. They receive continuous in-serv

ice training related to counselling, HIV testing, biosecurity, hygiene, and cleanly- 

ness. Kindlimuka AIDS activists do the counselling. In fact, they operate at most 

Maputo Day Hospitals, like Alto Mae (MSF Switzerland), Primeiro de Maio (MSF 

Luxembourg), Hospital Militar (Columbia ICAP and Sant'Egidio), and Polana Cani^o 

(ASIDH Spain and Sant'Egidio). However, there were no patient support group at 

the Central Hospital in 2006, like Kudumba and Pfukauhana (see Chapter 1).

Mafalda: A Counsellor

Valter explained the importance of AIDS activist counsellors. They live with the 

disease: this is peer-to-peer sharing of illness experience. He adds: "Often patients 

don't trust health workers very much." Mafalda is one of the Kindlimuka HIV coun
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sellors. Let us hear her story, which is about fear, discrimination, silence, invisibili

ty, people living with HIV as expert human resources, coupled testing, transform a

tive agency, hope, and treatment.

Testing

Mafalda discovered she had HIV in 2002. This was right after her husband had 

been diagnosed with HIV. He died in 2003. He suffered severe fungal attacks on his 

feet, classical symptoms of Kaposi's sarcoma. This was during the late stage of HIV 

disease progression. Like many others, Mafalda's husband reached out for health 

care at the very last minute. He paid 160,000 Meticais, more than 6 dollars, for the 

HIV test. There was no counselling within the Mozambican health system, so the 

message was similar to what Gilberto experienced, blunt and relentless: 'You have 

AIDS!" This was during the time of the 'AIDS Kills, AIDS Has No Cure' campaign. 

Mafalda says: "It was on the radio and on TV. On TV, they showed some o f the people 

with Kaposi's sarcoma, some o f the patients from hospitals in a terrible state. We saw 

all that on TV and this implanted fear in us." Mafalda kept the envelope with her 

husband's result, thinking w hat to do, filled with doubt. Could it be true? Mafalda 

cannot read, so she had good excuse to feel lack of conviction. She called upon her 

mother and her husband to verify the resu lt They cried their hearts out, when they 

realised it was true. They kept saying: "We don't believe it"  However, they quickly 

made up their minds and asked Mafalda to take the test. They recommended her to 

go to a VCT centre, where it would cost less to take the test compared to the hospi

tals and private clinics. She had never been to a VCT centre, so on her way she ask
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ed one of the street vendors outside the hospital, where she could *'find this place 

where they do analyses, so you can know your situation" Mafalda says in honesty: "I 

always talked like that, without saying '.HIV test'"

Mafalda said to the nurse: 7  ju st want to know my state o f health, whether 

I'm alright or whether I'm already infected." Mafalda paid 20,000 Meticais and then 

the nurse counselled her about HIV testing. After the test, the nurse asked: "Areyou 

ready to get your result?" Mafalda replied: 'Yes, I am ready to know my result" The 

nurse continued: "Do you agree with all we have talked about since you arrived?" 

Mafalda insisted: Yes." However, Mafalda's did not anticipate her own reaction. 

"What does this mean? Am I infected? Epa, no way I" Yet, free ARV treatm ent had 

come to town in 2002 with one of the international treatm ent organisations, so 

Mafalda knew her prospects and that 'AIDS kills' was no longer the verdict. "They 

counselled me about how I can live with it and that it doesn't mean that I would die 

right there on the spot, but I didn't think in this way a t that m oment It didn't enter 

my mind. Epa, it was not easy. I didn't eat anything fo r  a month. I didn't drink any

thing. I didn't even take a shower! I thought: Tm dead! It's not worth it going on like 

this. I am already dead! What's left fo r  me?' I was crying and crying, thinking that I 

was going to die. My husband and I even arranged the money to buy two coffins, one 

fo r him, and one for me. We said: 'we are already dead'."

Her two children tested HIV negative. This was good news. The bad news 

was gossip and discrimination. Mafalda’s sister-in-law gossiped about Mafalda’s 

seropositivity. "They all believed that I was already ill." The response from friends 

and community members was relentless: "Hey, 'you have SID A, you have SIDA!' They 

always said this to me. Many people discriminated against me, when I left my house 

to go and sell fish on the beach. I ended up very lonely. All the people I used to have
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around me, they all left." Their oppression continued: "Your husband and your chil

dren will soon die, and then you will die too!" However, verbal abuse was not the 

w orst of terrors. "No one greeted me any longer. No one greeted me! They only look

ed at me! They only said things like 'eh, HIV -  eh, SIDA'.

Mafalda lost weight and became weak and feeble. Her husband died. People 

kept discriminating against her and she was unable to fight against it. She says: "I 

could only walk in illness." She stopped selling fish on the beach. "They didn't want 

to buy my fish anymore, because I had 'SIDA'. It was impossible to keep my job. I was 

so afraid. They even promised to beat me up badly. One o f my friends said to me: 'It's 

better that you don't go there. Because they are all saying that i f  you come, then they 

will beat you up, because you have AIDS.'"

Obviously, Mafalda stayed in her house. This is individual involution, when 

people turn silent and become invisible. This phenomenon is here caused by the 

fear of anticipated and felt stigmatisation and discrimination, not by fear induced 

by spiritual illness or ancestral aggression and bedevilment. Mafalda soon weighed 

less than 40 kilos. Nevertheless, she curiously says in retrospect: "But I wasn't ill. I 

was only losing weight"

Treatment

"I will never forget Doutora Lauana! She counselled me so well about my future path 

and all." She said to Mafalda: 'You cannot go on like this. Your husband died because 

he had a Kaposi's sarcoma for which we had no treatment a t that time. You will be
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cared fo r  here and you will soon be able to start treatment You will not lose your life. 

You need to gain hope!"

An activist from the patient organisation Kindlimuka came to her house. 7  

need to talk to you. I can see you are about to give up. You are thinking too much 

about what's happening to you. Let's go to Kindlimuka!" Mafalda was not convinced 

and ready to go. She then rhetorically says: "What am I going to do a t Kindlimuka? I 

don't want to see other people. They will see me in this situation and they will say bad 

things about me. I am very ill. I prefer to stay at home until the day I die." Mafalda 

wanted to stay at home, as her entire body was already filled with fear, but the 

Kindlimuka activist insisted: "Let's go to Kindlimuka now!" 'Kindlimuka' means 

'Wake Up!' in the local Shangaan language. Thus, Mafalda received a wake up call 

to come back to life. "But do you know what?" she asked me. 7  was so afraid o f the 

people a t Kindlimuka the first day I was there. So much afraid! This thing about be

ing afraid o f other people crept on me: I was so scared that they would know my situ

ation. I thought'what are they going to think about me'?

After a rhetorical pause, she continued: 7  told my story crying to one o f the 

counsellors there." One of the head counsellors took over to calm her down. "Don't 

worry, we are here for you. We know we are HIV positive. You cannot go on like this. 

Free yourself! You already have two friends here. What happened to you is nothing. 

Leave those bad people alone, those who discriminate against you. God is not our 

stepfather, God is our real father!" Mafalda lightened up. 7  began to think 'she told 

me that I have more years to live with this situation. Maybe I can live three or four  

more years.'Anyway, I am still alive until now!"

Mafalda told me her story in perfectly good condition in August 2006, some 

four years after she was diagnosed with HIV in 2002, more than two years after
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she started treatm ent in April 2004. She keeps her appointments, well aided by the 

fact that she is now herself a health worker. She has lived successfully with ARVs 

since the first full month of counselling, which I described in detail in Chapter 2. 

"Nothing bad has happened to me. I haven't had any side effects. It didn't happen to 

me." This is what Valter emphasizes: patient counsellors are important, because 

they live with ARVs themselves. They inspire respect, confidence, and hope for oth

ers who experience HIV related illness problems.

Counselling

"It wasn't easy a t all when I started working as a counsellor. I was sitting in this room 

all day and everyone who came to me cried so hard that it was impossible to start a 

conversation. It was not easy. It is much easier nowadays. People manage to sit down 

and we start talking. I ask them whether they are ready to receive the result and they 

say 'yes'. They don't have this fear any longer. This is because they have been counsel

led before the test

Mafalda trained to become an HIV counsellor in 2004 and started working 

as soon as she started ARV treatm ent She then contracted tuberculosis, working in 

'this room without windows', meaning constant lack of ventilation making her sus

ceptible to airborne diseases. "I wasn't afraid. I fe lt good again after six months 

treatment Then I was back on ARV treatm ent"  However, her biggest triumph as an 

HIV counsellor is to see the bigoted lot of 'friends', who used to terrorize her life, 

now come to beg her for help. "The majority o f the people that discriminated against 

me now come to ask me for help! They are already HIV positive. I facilitated their
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entrance to the hospital I can now see th a t 'God is not our stepfather, God is our real 

father'. They all came to me to apologize and cry. What we did wrong was that we 

did not know our path in life. I spoke badly about them. I said many things. I aban

doned many friends. But I apologize. In fact, I receive them in my heart. Now it's all 

'Hello, how are you?' I don't have a problem now. Many neighbours now know that I 

am HIV positive. It's normal. I don't have any regrets."

I ask her whether she can see any changes in people since 2002. "Things are 

changing compared to the past It's not like before. People manage to come here and 

to live life positively. I see many people fo r  whom this is a normal disease, but it 

wasn't easy before. People who took the test kept denying the result. I see people in 

the communities that now understand that life is normal and that it's a normal dis

ease. That's because counsellors and activists go there. I see many people who do not 

suffer discrimination, when they find out they are in this situation. There are other 

places where people don't y e t understand, but the majority already understand some

thing. They accept i t  But there are still people who don't understand. It's not easy. 

People are very hard headed."

I say to Mafalda that she has gone through so much suffering. I was impres

sed that she now looks so strong, physically and mentally. I was listening with 

deepest respect for her story and the forceful and optimistic way she told it to me. 

She took the lead as the storyteller of her own life that only a few did to me. I have 

already discussed reasons why people hesitate to talk about life with HIV. If you 

recall the advice Mafalda received at her first visit to Kindlimuka, she says to me: "I 

am free! I feel well! I really feel well! I am no longer thinking that I am going to die 

ju st like that, though I know that death is my destiny. Those that stopped to say hello 

now come to me: 'Hi, Dona Mafalda, look at you!' Thank God."
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Hospital Ethnography

Valter and Mafalda provide entrance to hospital ethnography: two health workers 

who have lived through the agonies and progress of HIV services before and after 

the introduction of ARVs. Valter has seen it all since 1996. Mafalda experiences HIV 

in her own body and she has lived through all phases of individual and social barri

ers, as discussed in chapters 1 and 2. Her luck was that she became part of the for

tunate minority during a time of ARV expansion in the capital. Few came forward 

for testing in 2002, when treatm ent came to town.

International treatm ent organisations and donors support the Mozambican 

government, which aims at one unique public health care system, congruent with 

early FRELIMO promises at independence in 1975. Major and minor international 

implementing partners are shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2.

ART Partner

Major

Abbrev. Origin

Health Alliance International HAI
International Center for AIDS Care and Treatment Programs ICAP 
Medecins Sans Frontieres MSF Lux
Medecins Sans Frontieres MSF S
Sant'Egidio SE

USA, University of Washington
USA, Columbia University
Luxembourg
Switzerland
Italy

Minor

CARE
Consejo Interhospitalar de Cooperacion
Cooperafao Francesa
Dor Sem Fronteiras
Igreja Metodista
Irmas Vicentinas
Medicos del Mundo
Pathfinder International
Solidarnet

Spain
USA, International 

CIC Spain
CF France
DSF France
IM England
IV Catholic Mission
MM Spain
PI USA

F rsnrp
Erling Hpg • 2008

Asociacion Para La Salud Integral y El Desarrollo Humano ASIDH

F ig u re  5 .1 : M ain  M in is tr y  o f  H ea lth  ART I m p le m e n t in g  P a r tn e r s
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M/dicos del Mum* 
J  Solidarnet }

I Cabo Delgado
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J  Spain 
A France

^ N a m p u l a
olumbia ICAP USA
Sant'Egidio Italy

. CARE# Spain' 
Nampula

(  Niassa
S MSFS

Columbia ICAP 
L ichinb# Switzerland 

\  USA

Tete
MSF Lux 

Luxembourg Zambezia
Columbia ICAP 

Sant'Egidio

Manical Sofala

ihimoii

Inhambane

Columbia ICAP 
Igreia Metodist;

I Columbia !CAP\
(Irmas Vicentinas I
\  Pathfinder

\ _ D S F  USA
\  France 

Maputo S

Inhambane

Province
Provincial Capital
ART Partners 
Donor Countries

Sant’Egidio 
Medicos del Mii 

Italy 
Spain

Columbia ICAP 
MSF Lux 

MSFS 
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DSF

USA 
Luxembourg 
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Italy 
Spain 
France

Erling Hog • 2008
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Figure 5.2: Main Ministry of Health ART Implementing Partners by Province
Source: Fieldw ork.
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The private profit and non-profit making sectors complement the National Health 

System. There is a large non-allopathic sector of traditional medical practitioners, 

herbalists, and some traditional medical practitioners of Indian and Chinese origin 

(Ayurveda and Chinese Medicine). Additionally, community health agents may or 

may not be affiliated to the National Health System, sometimes the sole providers 

of health care in rural areas.

A Five-Tier Health System

The Central Hospital in Maputo is the core of the Mozambican health system, host

ing the only medical school in the country. Two other central hospitals are situated 

in Beira, Sofala province, and Nampula, Nampula province. The Mozambican health 

system is a four-level and a five-tier system, comprised by health posts, health 

centres, rural, provincial, and central hospitals (see Figure 5.3).

Level Type

Health Posts, Health CentresPrimary

Secondary District Hospitals

Tertiary Provincial Hospitals

Quaternary Central Hospitals

Figure 5.3: Four Levels of the M ozam bican Health System
Source: (Republic of Mozambique 1991a).

The long-term goal is an integrated health care system without external support, 

fully managed by Mozambican administration and staff. There are no foreign 

health workers at the Central Hospital Day Hospital. Only one international part-
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ner has managed to do the same. The Sant'Egidio supported Machava Day Hospital 

is entirely staffed with Mozambican health workers. This is one of the main rea

sons why this has become a 'model Day Hospital' for Mozambique. What Marazzi 

and colleagues in this context call predisposing factors for the Sant'Egidio intro

duction of ARV treatm ent include free ARVs, free drugs against opportunistic infec

tions, free food, collaboration with the public health system, and the role of local 

health care personnel (Marazzi, et al. 2006).

The Day Hospital and the Health Centre

A 'Day Hospital' is an ambulatory arrangement. Day Hospitals are constructed 

separately, physically located apart from the main health facility. Patients come for 

treatm ent during the day and return home before nightfall. Minister of Health 

Paulo Ivo Garrido sees a difference between Day Hospitals and Night Hospitals. A 

joyful story circulates about how Garrido says that 'everything is normal at night', 

compared to 'people are stigmatised during the day.' Garrido intends to integrate 

treatm ent and care of people living with HIV and AIDS into the normal health serv

ices -  within the health centre. This is part of the process of disease normalisation 

to minimize stigma and discrimination, but it also promises to integrate HIV into 

the broader response needed against the towering burden of disease. This applies 

to funding and practical response alike.
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Health Worker Informants

I conducted participant observation and qualitative interviews at six Day Hospi

tals. This involved 75 health workers: 60 Mozambicans and 15 foreigners. Foreign

ers predominantly work as physicians and coordinators. Women predominantly 

work as nurses, activists, and psychologists (see Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Health Worker Informants by Sex and Country
Total National Foreign

Health worker T ? 6 T ? < J T ? 6
Physicians 16 10 6 7 2 5 9 8 l
Nurses 14 11 3 14 11 3 0 0 0
Activists 11 10 1 11 10 1 0 0 0
Coordinators 8 3 5 4 1 3 4 2 2
Assistants 6 2 4 6 2 4 0 0 0
Counsellors 5 3 2 5 3 2 0 0 0
Psychologists 5 5 0 4 4 0 1 1 0
Pharmacists 4 1 3 3 0 3 1 1 0
Receptionists 4 3 1 4 3 1 0 0 0
Information Officers 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0
TOTAL 75 49 26 60 37 23 15 12 3

I initially interviewed the Day Hospital coordinator or the key ART physician in 

charge, using a semi-structured interview guide (see Appendix 3). This provided 

basic information about the number of patients in care, dropouts, number of Day 

Hospital health workers, services offered, obstacles, improvements, and human 

rights issues. This facilitated informed access to the health worker-patient encoun

ter. Participant observation involved observation of activities and interaction be

tween health workers and patients, and I accompanied health workers in their dai

ly routines. 'Participation' was obviously limited, as I am not a health worker. Hos

pital fieldwork is rather ‘engaged observation' or ‘empathic observation'. For ex

ample, I stayed with physicians and nurses in their consultation, upon explicit con
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sent from their patients, to witness live health care practice. I stayed in every sec

tion of the Day Hospital to get a good feel of o processo clinico and key problems. I 

saw daily hospital routines from most angles and 1 talked to most of the health 

workers performing specific tasks. These observations complemented the off-duty 

face-to-face interviews in which health workers could only retell stories about pa

tient encounters. Thus, I spent time with the nurses, phlebotomists, counsellors, 

pharmacists, doctors, etc. I also joined medical home-based care teams and AIDS 

activists in the communities. This underscores the focus of the project: ARV access 

and delivery, different from classical adherence studies, clinical medical anthro

pology, or community studies. Methodological holism remains the ethnographic 

commitment, which differs from the unattainable descriptive holism. As Van der 

Geest and Finkler point out, multi-site ethnographers need 'cross-eyed vision', 

keeping one eye constantly sensing the context, the other obsessively focused on 

the research topic (van der Geest and Finkler 2004: 7].

I presented an informed consent agreement to all health workers and pa

tients (see Appendix 4). An anthropologist studying both kinds of actors in the 

hospital setting, who is neither of the kind, obviously poses a challenge to the par

ticipatory aspect of research. However, my letter to the Day Hospital coordinator 

clearly emphasized that I wanted to talk to patients and practitioners alike. Indi

vidual interviews with patients were unproblematic to the extent they had the 

time to do it. Support groups were easier to join. Many patients saw me both face- 

to-face and in the group. Such overlap facilitated my feeling that I was welcome 

and accepted. This also influenced my acceptance among health workers, who of

ten joined the support group meetings. I did at times feel that patients saw me as 

'one of them' -  the health workers. Indeed, I had no normal sign of affiliation like a
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white coat or stethoscope, but I obviously appear foreign to Mozambicans and it 

would therefore be easy to associate me with one of the international organisa

tions. However, I explained that I was an independent university student. Yet, field

work required a good sense of occasion: there are priorities that are more impor

tant during daily hospital work than attending to an anthropologist.

Health worker perspectives occupy a different space and signify a different 

worldview. What are their concerns? How are their concerns similar and different 

from how patients see life with ARVs? Dominant themes among health workers 

include infrastructure, human resources and capacity, antiretroviral treatment, 

community, the reality of Mozambique, work, and patients (see Figure 5.4).

CIRCUMSTANCES COMMUNITY

Social security 
Poverty 
Mentality 
Taboo

Drop outs
Traditional medicine 
Food support 
Home based care

CAPACITY
Testing
First consultation 
Patients
Patients per day 
Waiting lists HEALTH

WORKER
THEMES

ARV TREATMENT
Adherence
Lying patients
Side effects and resistance

WORK Culture PATIENTS 
Fear and shame 
Food support 
Language barriers 
Space
Understanding

Work load
Work related problems 
Changes

Lack of staff 
ART training 
Work authorization

Space
Clinics
Beds

HUMAN
RESOURCES

Laboratories
INFRASTRUCTURE

F ig u re  5 .4 : M ajor H ea lth  W o rk er  T h e m e s
Source: Fieldwork.
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A Day Hospital

"Hulene, Hulene”, shouts the conductor: I sit in the Museu-Hulene chapa going up 

Avenida Kim II Sung. The street names all over Maputo City indicate Mozambican 

history, as they bear the names of im portant figures that participated in and inspir

ed the liberation of the country during the 1960s and 70s. This 'forest of symbols' 

(Turner 1967) represents what I call the 'Maputo Manifesto', which is an intrinsic 

detail to understand 'the process' in ideological and political terms. Along with 

historical dates of importance, FRELIMO assigned such personalities highest im

portance upon independence in 1975. They changed the name of the city from Lou- 

rengo Marques to Maputo. Portuguese colonizers were replaced with Mozambican 

heroes. Praga 25 de Junho, Avenida Eduardo Mondlane, Avenida Samora Machel, 

Praga de Independencia, Avenida 24 de Julho: they all signify independence and the 

liberation front. President Samora Machel declared 24 July 1975 as the Day of 

Nationalisation of Health, Education, and Justice. Core FRELIMO members embel

lish the street signs: They herald FRELIMO totems, as the dream of a nation, em

bodied with spiritual significance (see Figure 5.5). The HIV epidemic has become a 

devastating shock to the sovereignty process (see Chapter 6).

We cross the Avenida Mao Tse Tung going through the area, where the 

National AIDS Council resides. We continue to view FRELIMO ideology from street 

names and plazas: we pass by the FRELIMO headquarter, we turn left at Avenida 

Kenneth Kaunda driving through the area densely packed with international or

ganisations, created to take care of HIV/AIDS advocacy, treatment, development, 

food provision, family issues, and children. The contrast between past and present 

is striking in this area.
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I philosophized how the streets honour the communist days of glory and the 

sweets of independence, while the houses accommodate the neoliberal present. 

We pass by WHO, UNAIDS, UNDP, WFP, UNFPA, UNICEF, CIDA, and the World 

Bank. This is the foreign forest of symbols. I rejoin Mary Douglas' thoughts about 

pollution (Douglas 2002 (1966)) to make another exceptional interpretive obser

vation: the ubiquitous uncollected garbage, which can both stick heavily to the 

ground and whirl lightly with the wind, symbolizes and exhibits ideological disor

der. This confrontation produces chaos, confusion, and untidiness, familiar to the 

Mozambican situation, but the question remains w hether this type of violence 

qualifies as direct or indirect with the discussion of structural violence in mind?

The chapa takes a turn at Praga da Organizagao da Mulher Mogambicana, 

the roundabout plaza created to commemorate Mozambican women and to pay 

homage to Josina Machel -  the second wife of Samora Machel -  who died from ill

ness on 7 April 1971 during the FRELIMO fight for independence. Upon independ

ence, the anniversary of Josina Machel's death was consecrated as Women's Day 

celebrated annually. I enter the Health Centre and Day Hospital on Rua da Resi- 

stencia -  Street of Resistance.

An Astounding Silence

It is 8 o'clock in the morning. I see several hundred Mozambicans awaiting their 

turn. An astounding silence characterizes the atmosphere. A sign on the wall says 

'Hospital, Silence', but to witness such literal obedience is hard to believe, w hether 

such silence relates to the sign, the dark sides of 'living with HIV', or some general
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culturally conditioned and enculturated form of silence experienced in the wider 

Mozambican society. 'People living with HIV' sit shoulder to shoulder hardly u tter

ing a word with a rather deprived and empty look into empty space. Some take a 

nap, where they find room for it. No wonder: many rose at 5 or 6 in the morning 

and travelled long distance to arrive at the Day Hospital before 8 o'clock to hand in 

their HIV identity card to be in line for their scheduled consultation. They often 

wait many hours before seeing a doctor or nurse. Few if any brought food or water. 

Moreover, the Day Hospital does not provide it either, not even a cup of water.

Josina Machel would be in shock were she alive to witness the real life wom

en's plaza in a Day Hospital 35 years after her death in the era of HIV, 20 years af

ter the health authorities reported the first case of AIDS in Mozambique, yet just a 

few years into the treatm ent era. About 300 patients wait in line for HIV related 

consultations. The majority of them are women. Another 150 women with babies 

wait in line for the health programme caring for child growth and nutritional sta

tus. Josina Machel fought to emancipate women from their inferior position in soci

ety and stood as a role model advocating freedom of expression -  in particular 

public speaking and the liberty to voice personal opinions. HIV arguably negatively 

affects such progress: it adds to an already difficult life situation of chronic poverty 

and deprivation.

This Day Hospital employs 28 health workers: 3 full-time foreign doctors, 3 

part-time Mozambican doctors, 7 nurses, 3 medical technicians, 3 basic health 

workers, 3 counsellors, 1 psychologist, and 2 PMTCT assistants. It offers HIV test

ing, ARV treatment, counselling, and support groups. The reception is the centre 

point, where patients present their consultation card flashing the word Esperanto. 

Every patient is given hope to go along with the therapeutic process. There are 2
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consultations for opportunistic infections, 1 ART follow-up office, 3 rooms for 

counselling, 4 medical consultations, 1 laboratory, 1 pharmacy, 1 PMTCT consulta

tion, 1 home based care office, and the principal doctor resides in the nucleus of 

the Day Hospital with 5 beds for ambulatory patients.

All patients go through the initiation and continuation phases: pre-test, 

post-test, CD4, pre-ART, and ART counselling (see Chapter 2, pp. 119-122). Preg

nant women are given the choice of pre-natal care before testing. There is an addi

tional consultation to determine whether the patient also has tuberculosis. Those 

who suffer both diseases receive food support for the first 6 months from the 

World Food Programme, which in one sense discriminates against those who 'only' 

suffer HIV. Thorough counselling explains why all eligible patients start ARV trea t

ment. Problems occur afterwards, in the form of side effects, opportunistic infec

tions, and variable adherence.

Additionally, some patients drop out from treatm ent due to complex causes 

and consequences, or on physician advice. The entire patient flow included here 

gives an idea of its complex nature and the kinds of health workers involved at 

each stage of the medical and therapeutic processes (see Figure 5.6).

Osvaldo explained in an incisive way why patients drop out of treatment: "It 

is a consequence o f something! There are many reasons. It's not so simple. I say 

again: it is a complex series o f causes and consequences. Prejudices kill. It is a matter 

o f blame. The husband will beat the wife. Exclusion from the family, i f  a wife tells her 

husband that she took the test. Illiteracy. Unemployment Ignorance." I understood 

the complexity and seriousness of the m atter by Osvaldo's voluminous voice.
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Vicente, with whom I talked almost daily at one of the AIDS NGOs, said to me one 

day: "How can you know that all these reasons that you hear about are true? Have 

you been in people's homes? Maybe all this about domestic violence is not true. Have 

you ever seen a woman being beaten or thrown out o f  the house, because she reveal

ed her HIV status?" His rhetoric left me perplexed. I said to him that it remains a 

difficult methodological and ethical issue on how to provide first hand evidence of 

a man who beats up his wife and promptly kicks her out of the house.

However, I visited one of the PMTCT Day Hospitals. I witnessed the counsel

ling sessions with nurses, pregnant women and mothers, given that the patients 

explicitly consented to my presence. I had initially talked with one of the nurses 

about their work at the hospital in general and about domestic violence and expul

sion in particular. She assured me with a loud confirmative voice that these phe

nomena were not pure discourse, but part of practices that she deals with every 

day, in the clinic as well as through her home visits. As each woman entered to 

consult her, she kindly but demonstratively asked the ones she knew had been 

kicked out by their husbands to tell me their stories. They timidly yet calmly told 

me about their experiences. Once the husband finds out about his wife having HIV, 

she is most often beaten or kicked out of the house, or both. I saw the women's 

bruises and swellings: they tell the truth. In a few cases, the husband chooses to 

leave the house. Many women now live a homeless life.

Home based care complements Day Hospitalization to improve this situa

tion, given the circumstances of a 'resource-poor setting'. Yet, many patients ideal

ly need hospitalization. This is a delicate medical, social, and ethical question of 

everyday life delivering ARVs, governed by limited health system capacity. There 

are not enough hospitals, beds, and health workers. Community outreach is there
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fore necessary, but limited. Community outreach takes three forms: home based 

care [medical support by doctor and nurse), moral and psychosocial support, (AIDS 

activism by voluntary visitors), and search groups (activists and counsellors who 

look up dropouts). I now turn to a descriptive tour to introduce this reality as part 

of the health system and ARV delivery.

Home Based Care

We drive through the Maxaquene shantytown. This is within spitting distance from 

the World Bank and the World Food Programme. Many would agree that we here 

see some of the poorest living conditions in all of Mozambique. The state of public 

health is deplorable. Mountains of trash accumulated through months and years of 

inefficient or absent municipal garbage collection surround us as we continue to 

visit ARV patients. Bairro folks lament the fact that they pay garbage collection fees 

to the city council. The public space is ruled by dirty, stagnant rainwater and sew

age w ater in one big mess. Children run around barefooted. They pick up things to 

eat, barely examining their edibility. Rats escape your presence, except for those 

who area already dead, which speedily putrefy under the relentless sun in compe

tition with an army of hungry insects. The housing standard is low: constructed of 

a mix of clay, raw cement, straw, and cane. Typically, there is a violent smell of 

three origins: burning trash, burning coal, and the toxic dust from the raw  concrete 

used for construction purposes. The smell of raw concrete is awful; that heavy 

material made from gravel, sand, cement, and water. The ubiquitous smoke from 

burning coal adds to the hostile environment that your lungs must endure. The
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floor is made of the bare ground of soil and sand. We visit several patients in their 

homes this morning.

This was 'slum based care'. Think of 3 days without garbage collection in 

London or Copenhagen. Citizens would protest and make the ones responsible act 

immediately. However, this does not happen in Maputo. The things I had read in 

development plans sounded more relevant than ever, yet ridiculous and useless 

considering the slow process: 'integrated approaches to development and health', 

'Millennium Development Goals', 'poverty reduction', 'the right to health as an in

clusive right', and so on. However, many people said that things were worse in the 

past. A shopkeeper, who has lived through colonialism, civil war, poverty, and 

wealth, sa id :"Mozambique is probably less than 30 percent on its way back to where 

it was before." This would indicate that things were better during colonialism. 

Nevertheless, I kept asking in anger 'why don't they sign the contract and get the 

job done?' Admittedly, statistics say that 1 billion people live on the margins of 

survival on less than 1 dollar a day. 2.6 billion live on less than 2 dollars, which is 

40 percent of the world's population (UNDP 2007: 25). On the other hand, I had 

read about Bill Clinton's visit to Maputo in 2005, just after I arrived. Clinton is 

known as 'the powerful man with the guts to make things happen.' Clinton came up 

with the idea of 'Project Clean City', with the intention of immediate action. Noth

ing much had visibly changed one year later. Ideas like 'AIDS exceptionalism' and 

'AIDS mainstreaming' promoted worldwide gained new meaning. Doctors and 

nurses do a terrific job in these communities, like altruistic heroes of health care 

who take on responsibility beyond their limits.

An Environment Week was held in Maputo, June 2006. Maputo City pro

duces 660 tons of solid waste per day. They only have five vehicles for the renova
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tion business. Maputo City needs 300,000 US dollars per month to respond ade

quately to this reality. In other words, Maputo needs 3.6 million dollars per year to 

keep it clean. Lack of qualified human resources was stated as the main problem 

for the management of garbage collection (Republic of Mozambique 2006).

Citizens do care. People voice their concerns on TV. They write newspaper 

editorials, articles, and letters to the editor about the problem of garbage in public 

space, but very little is happening. This is unfortunately part of the normalisation 

process. People 'give up', 'deny the problem', 'turn a blind eye', 'sigh in resignation', 

and become ‘accepting of the situation'. The problem is astronomical. Public health 

requires functioning w ater systems, sewage systems, and a clean environment. In

ternational partners know this very well, but w hat keep them from action? Does 

public health not figure on their agenda? Is the 'multi-sectorial approach' just 

another fad? Do they end up denying and turning a blind eye like citizens do? Why 

not recycle the rhetoric of 'AIDS exceptionalism' and 'human rights' to attract 

attention, funding, and action in the area of public health? This is what I would call 

a 'new inclusive exceptionalism'. However, the question is w hat is so new about it? 

The 2005 G8 Gleneagles Communique promised 'integrated approaches' to devel

opment (G8 2005). Was this not an inclusive exceptionalism? Why are other kinds 

of development not up to speed with investment in health? Medical intervention 

and cooperation prevail, which make the promises fade into toothless lip service. 

Alternatively, I simply do not understand the process, obsessed with indignation? 

Maybe I fail to see the obstacles of the past and the challenges of the present? Yet, 

the fact that 'the process' is both invoked as explanation and excuse for slow or no 

progress keeps me exasperated. However, it might be the story of 'too many politi

cians spoil the broth', rephrasing a well-known food idiom.
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What if all the beautiful trees of Mozambique had the AIDS ribbon complemented 

by public health ribbons and socioeconomic development ribbons? Would things 

then start to change? Then people would also stop urinating on them. This is no 

joke. Commonly many households share one latrine: the 1997 census found that 

66 percent of all households were without latrine (National Institute of Statistics 

1997), which had decreased to 50.9 percent in 2003 (National Institute of Statistics 

2005). People take a pee against the trees and the trees are suffering. However, 

there is no public health campaign to improve w ater and sanitation, the environ

ment, etc. People told me that campaigns are nonsensical and insulting. As some

one pointed: 'You cannot make a living from getting a free t-shirt".

All this is harsh reality of everyday ARV access and delivery. Health workers 

face this reality alone in the field, abandoned by other sectors responsible for the 

health of body society. They are heroic but gasping, attending poor people on ARVs 

in bad shape. Let me describe the situation of Rosalina, Paulina, Adelina, Amelia, 

Rogerio, and Claudio to give an idea of everyday ARV access and delivery.

Rosalina is in bed, unable to get up. She has severe diarrhoea and no appe

tite. She cannot get up and stand on her feet, when asked to do so by the doctor. 

Luckily, she has a committed, supportive, and understanding confidant to help her 

with the daily tasks in life. The World Food Programme supports her living on a 

monthly basis: we see sacks of maize, corn/soy mix, and split peas.

Paulina suffers HIV and tuberculosis. Her house is simple, made of a mix of 

raw cement and clay, doorways without doors, windows without glass, and a leaky 

roof. Mosquitoes have easy access. Paulina is sitting on the floor, wearing her beau

tiful capulana, a traditional sarong wrapped around her body. She suffers tuber

culosis with a characteristic heavy cough. Yet, anyone would inevitably cough in
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haling the mix of fumes from raw concrete, dusty floors, burning coal and burning 

garbage. The smells are unbearable. Yet, the health care team forgot to bring 

masks, but continues to carry out their duties to assist the ill. The social condition 

is appalling, as in many other areas of Maputo outside the cement city of Polana 

and Sommerschield: around us, we see the typical public health chaos. This sup

ports the argument about the consequences of ideological disorder: political tran 

sition renders major drawbacks unable to provide the basics in life, even though 

this has become priority in both socialist and capitalist thinking.

Adelina lies on a simple straw  mat on the dirt ground of a small room farth

est away in the corner of a large household. The household is relatively nicely kept, 

as compared to the public sphere. Household members do whatever: they listen to 

pop music, they fix an old car, and they do laundry. The roof is leaky. The window 

has no glass. Imagine when it rains. No one has cared for Adelina for quite some 

time, despite having a confidant within the household. Adelina is skinny to the 

bone. She has severe bedsores around her hip that need immediate attention. The 

doctor and nurse blame the confidant: "Why haven't you done anything?" The confi

dant mumbles, unable to provide a credible or clear reason. Anyway, when we 

leave, Adelina manages to give us a smile and wave at us.

Amelia sits on the floor in her living room. Several members of the house

hold are at home at our visit. We see several empty wine and alcohol bottles. She 

explains that a family member brings home wine and alcohol from the restaurant, 

where he works. Amelia has good appetite and no diarrhoea. She suffers HIV and 

TB, gives us a smile, and says she is all right, under the circumstances.

Rogerio sits on a chair in his parents' house, wearing shorts, t-shirt, and 

sandals. Rogerio can hardly breathe and barely walk. He has little or no appetite.
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He suffers HIV and TB and advanced Kaposi's sarcoma with lymphoid problems 

and swollen thighs. They are the size not seen in many other places in the world. 

We bring him with us directly to the Health Centre in the staff car. We should have 

called an ambulance, but as most often is the case, the one ambulance they have is 

not available when needed. The health team is a bit apprehensive about this proce

dure, therefore pulling up slowly to the Health Centre. They transfer Rogerio out of 

sight of the usual patient reception. The nurse rushes off to inform the Day Hospi

tal manager about the arrival of a patient in urgent need of attention, but her 

errand drags out. Meanwhile Rogerio sits on the stairs at the main entrance to the 

Health Centre for about half an hour. He is in a bad condition, painfully suffering.

Claudio is a man in his late 40s, who suffers HIV and tuberculosis. He lives 

in a small house, fairly well equipped with European style furniture and a double 

bed, yet the quality of the house itself is not much different from the ones previ

ously described. Claudio's most recent CD4 count was at 95 and could possibly be 

lower by now, perhaps at 50, as suggested by the doctor. The doctor tries to per

suade him to come to the Day Hospital to initiate ARV treatm en t However, Claudio 

seems reluctant to take this decision. He says that the TB medicine gives him 'an 

awfully dry throat' and that he cannot imagine taking ARVs more than once a day. 

He is not sure whether treatm ent would help him, as he has seen that 'AIDS has no 

cure' on TV and he also feels apprehensive about going to a hospital. Claudio points 

to his head with his index finger making circular movements, as he explains that 

his situation, his medication, and level of consciousness about AIDS, make him 

dizzy, confused, and unable to decide about ARV treatment. The medical team can 

only professionally and kindly recommend ARV treatment. They cannot oblige 

anyone to initiate such a regimen. Treatment is first and foremost based on
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informed patient consent (see Appendix 2). Such situation points to psychological 

barriers, to lack of information and education, and to lack of treatm ent literacy and 

treatm ent consciousness. As Claudio in 2006 concludes that 'AIDS has no cure', 

with reference to the 'AIDS kills' campaign, this also points to the lack of an updat

ed public information campaign about the difference between cure and treatment, 

and the availability of antiretroviral treatment.

The following week I saw Claudio entering a hospital for the first time in his 

life. He walked around looking astonished and perplexed with his mouth wide- 

open. The place is full of people in a similar situation to the one Claudio lives. 

Claudio finally sat down to rest and a nurse came to care for him. I talked to one of 

the doctors during one of my follow-up visits. Claudio started ARV treatm ent and 

he was soon in good progress improving his state of health.

Miguela: An AIDS Activist

AIDS activists initially receive short but continuous training at the City Health 

Council. An 'AIDS activist' is a reinvention of the 'Communitarian Health Agent' 

from the civil war period. One of them is Miguela.

Miguela started as an AIDS activist in 2004. It all started when her daughter 

became very ill in 2002. The father of the baby had been beating up Miguela for a 

while and now beat her again, indirectly blaming her for the child's state of health. 

Miguela then separated from him. They were endlessly trying to solve their social 

and domestic problems in court. When her ex-partner last saw her and the sick 

child, he told her that he never wanted to see Miguela again.
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The child was severely ill, yet undiagnosed. A caring person a t the tribunal gave 

Miguela some money and advised her to take her child to a hospital. Both Miguela 

and her child tested HIV positive. Miguela went to tell the father of the child: he 

refused to offer them food at his house. He thought they would contaminate him 

with HIV.

Miguela had no health problems before or after testing for HIV. She consci

entiously showed up for all scheduled consultations and participated in counsel

ling sessions over a 2-month period. Miguela felt completely destitute, when sud

denly a caring soul from the Italian Catholic Sant'Egidio Community during a semi

nar offered Miguela to become an AIDS activist. Miguela started working in 2004 

and managed a new life of material dignity and colossal social importance in terms 

of supporting others in the same situation.

Miguela visits her fellow patients in the community twice a week. She says 

in a tone full of pride and optimism: "This work is very important! We provide moral 

and psychosocial support, because I don't want to hide fo r  any patient the fac t that I 

am seropositive. I don't want to hide i t  Also for her: she can take the medicine with 

her head held up high and I am at her side as she is recuperating."

We visit Patricia and her family. Three women of three generations: daugh

ter, mother, and grandmother. Patricia previously worked as a cook. She sits by a 

large bucket, cleaning and plucking a big, meaty chicken to be prepared as today's 

main meal. The activist asks how she is and about her health. Patricia is skinny and 

weak. The activist asks her to stand up and to show her w hether she can walk. Pa

tricia takes a 30-meter walk in the yard, stepping with some difficulty, her balance 

uncertain, then she turns around and comes back to us.
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We sit outside the house talking about health and ARVs. The daughter, Patricia and 

her mother, the activist, and I. Patricia says that she is well and that the ARVs work 

well. The only problem is a chronic and constant trem or of her hands and arms.

The daughter fetches Patricia's drugs and consultation card to check w heth

er Patricia has enough drugs until the next meeting at the Day Hospital on 19 May. 

Miguela explains two ways to renew the stock of ARVs. The daughter may get it for 

her, or, as is most often the case, the daughter will assist her mother to the Day 

Hospital. Patricia needs to see a doctor every 15 days. She is not in a state of health 

to go there on her own. Moreover, Sant'Egidio does not practice home-based care 

by doctors and nurses, only moral and psychosocial support by activists.

We leave and walk through the Liberdade bairro. We see sandy roads, lush 

green trees and hedges, chicken, ducks, and well-kept gardens with sprouting 

vegetables. We see the typical informal street shops selling vegetables and fruit, 

coca-cola, biscuits, cigarettes, and the like. We also see the typical barbershops and 

small bakeries. However, you see garbage in the public space everywhere you turn, 

yet less than in other parts of the city. Another contrast is the absence of car traffic. 

Hundreds of school children walk the streets, wearing the classical Mozambican 

school uniform (a white shirt and dark grey or green trousers). Liberdade is a qui

et neighbourhood with a mix of Portuguese and African architecture, characterized 

by both rectangular and round houses and cottages. The gardens stand out as im

pressive oases with beautiful shady trees with deep dark green leaves.

I talk to Patricia and her daughter a couple of weeks later at their next visit 

to the Day Hospital. Patricia is in a much better shape than last time I saw her. She 

walks with confidence, though still with some difficulty. Her hands are still shaky. 

Her daughter explains that this shakiness began soon after Patricia found out she
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was HIV positive. Before that, Patricia suffered tuberculosis and cerebral malaria. 

Patricia had a good life. She was working as a cook and spent much of her spare 

time in her machamba garden. Her health problems began early 2005. Patricia gets 

called upon: it is time for her consultation. I talk to Patricia's daughter, while she is 

aw ay ."She had problems with tuberculosis. She was on treatment between May and 

October. They checked her health and found out she had an infection. Then they ask

ed her to go here to take the HIV test She turned out to be seropositive," her daugh

ter explains. "She started ARV treatment in December 2005. Initially her health went 

up and down. After that, she has never had any problems, with the skin or vomiting. 

As I am always in the house, I can help her remember to take her medicine."

Patricia comes back and sits with us again. I ask her, w hether she is in a bet

ter state of health by now. "Yes, now I feel better. I had a fever. However, I always 

take the pills. I get better and I am in better health when I take my medicine. I would 

like to add that I am also able to work with other people."

Patricia and her daughter visit the day hospital once every 15 or 30 days: it 

depends on the state of Patricia's health. Two return tickets for the chapa minibus 

cost 30,000 Meticais. Patricia receives food support from the Sant'Egidio commu

nity, provided by the WFP: 36 kilos of flour, corn, wheat, peanuts, beans, sugar, oil 

and soy. Well, Sant'Egidio does not deliver the food. ARV patients have to come get 

it themselves, carrying it on their heads, walking home, or taking the bus. They say 

it is sufficient for one month, also in support of the family. However, it is intention

ally therapeutic food for recuperation purposes for the severely ill, until they are 

able to work again and carry on with normal life. Sant'Egidio operates with a food 

support period between a few months and a year.
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Feeling Better, Feeling Afraid

2 4 8

I ask Miguela about the problems she faces on her home visits to ARV patients. She 

says that the biggest problem is treatm ent adherence. I ask how and why this is so. 

She says that an ARV patient may have to keep medication a secret or that she only 

trusts her secret to one or two persons among her family and friends. This secrecy 

comes from fear of domestic violence, abandonment, and discrimination. Many 

believe that HIV transmits through touching cups, plates, and clothes that have 

been in contact with the HIV infected person. Husbands beat up and abandon their 

wives, when they find out about their HIV status. They leave them with no belong

ings. Many women worry how to keep ARV treatm ent a secret -  every day, every 

week, every month, for the rest of life. They live within a family environment of 

fear of the consequences of breaking the silence. Where can she keep the drugs in 

the house out of reach of children, husband, and parents? Many women therefore 

abandon ARV treatm ent to relieve the psychological pressure.

We take the chapa back to the Day Hospital. Miguela then explains in more 

detail reasons why people abandon ARV treatment. Many patients drop out, when 

they get better. They think that they no longer need ARVs, despite the fact that they 

have been counselled repeatedly about the importance of treatm ent adherence 

and 'ARVs for life'. Life is complex and memory can be short upon recuperation. 

Patients may not understand the implications of chronic disease and the conse

quences of non-adherence and viral resistance to reinitiated treatment.

Miguela explains about the Monday to Friday group counselling sessions. 

Individual patients come to the Day Hospital once every two, four or eight weeks: 

it depends on health status and treatm ent adherence. She also explains that activ
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ists counsel about adherence on their home visits, at best together with the family. 

However, this may be extremely difficult, when treatm ent is kept a secret or if the 

patient has no best friend, the indispensable Samaritan citizen. Individual counsel

ling in the home is possible, but it is often difficult to find space and freedom to 

speak about such delicate issues. In fact, home based care teams and AIDS activists 

now wear anonymous unrevealing clothes to prevent showing their errand, which 

would breach the established secrecy around HIV. AIDS activists often pretend to 

be 'a good friend from school' and they ask to sit a bit far away in the courtyard of 

the household. They make sure to talk about the weather, if a family member com

es too close able to overhear the conversation about HIV and ARVs.

Community counselling is another option in use. However, this may add to 

the delicate dilemma between awareness raising and increased risk of stigma and 

discrimination in the community by exposing those who carry the virus and /o r re 

ceive virus-controlling medicine. This community tour shows ARV delivery from 

an outreach perspective, which remains a disproportionate challenge in relation to 

the mandate and resources of the medical profession.

Anabella: A Family Physician

Everyday ARV delivery inside the Day Hospital is a different story. Let us hear from 

Anabella, a family physician and Catholic Sister, who first came to Mozambique 

during the 1990s and later returned in 2003 to become a committed ARV doctor. I 

spent time with Anabella in her consultation, on her rounds in the observation 

room, over lunch, in the coordinator office, and through formal interviews.
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A Double Silence

Anabella became an ART family physician in 2004. She trained as a physician in 

Spain, where she also became a Catholic Sister. Then she worked as a doctor in Mo

zambique in the early 1990s. She recalls that AIDS was then a silenced issue. AIDS 

was an unrecognized problem. It was not given priority: the country was over

whelmed by the aftermath of 30 years at war and endemic malnutrition, malaria, 

and tuberculosis. She left Mozambique in 1996 and came back in 2003. 7  could 

never have imagined the level o f HIV which is here, when I came back in 2003", she 

says in retrospect.

This was seventeen years after the first AIDS case had been reported. With 

my analysis of epidemic evolution in mind, Anabella then says about her experi

ence: "You need to realize that this is a disease from which we are now seeing the 

majority o f people who got infected. It is inevitable that we are now seeing the conse

quences. You can live as virus carrier for a long time."'We saw in Chapter 2 how the 

body remains symptom free during the first wave, which I therefore would call the 

silent epidemic. Moreover, Anabella reminded me that most of this time was dis

course-free. Thus, a double silence characterizes the long latency period: a silent 

virus and a silent response. Nevertheless, she said that it was a time when Mozam

bicans always avoided the situation ('we are busy doing other things']. Mozam

bique experienced post-war recovery, in political, economic, and human terms. 

Moreover, Mozambicans continually suffer a high burden of disease, eternal pover

ty, and recurring natural disasters.
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A Huge Dam Full o f Holes

2 5 1

Then HIV came to the surface. It started in the early 1980s. The first AIDS case was 

reported in 1986. For all the reasons I have already discussed so far, things did not 

happen until the beginning of the new millennium. At one point Anabella says: 7  

am a doctor and I am working day by day with ill people. Sometimes I compare this 

to a huge dam, which is about to explode. We stand in front o f it all day and see a 

wall full o f holes. Let us fix  the holes. Suddenly there are five more holes and then five  

more, and then ten more. Let's fix  the holes! But you can see that the wall is full o f 

holes! This is how we feel sometimes, us who work in health." The consequences of 

the epidemic evolution appear as a massive wave (see Figure 2.2, p. 91).

Anabella, like many other health workers in Mozambique, resembles a he

roic saint, who believes in miracles and makes them happen. 7  arrived in 2003", 

she says. 7  like this kind o f work I feel a medical vocation to work with this type o f  

patient I see huge social problems to the extent that I feel like a doctor who also 

works in the social field. Priests, missionaries, and sisters refer many o f them. What if  

they didn't help them? ARV treatment is fundamental, but i f  we don't improve the 

conditions o f everyday life, there is no way we are going to defeat this disease." Let us 

hear how she copes with such double vision.

Miracles o f Hope

Anabella reflects upon the HIV epidemic as a process, not just about a given mo

ment in time, when things may seem manageable and stabilized. This view relates
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to her passionate feeling towards her professional vocation. She says about the 

need for more health workers: 'Yes, we always need more personnel, and when we 

get more personnel, we always need more personnel! How can I explain? It's like this 

from 7:30 in the morning! It is a tough and difficult reality. No one is a superwoman 

or a superman, nothing like th a t But I do believe that it's very important that you  

feel passionate about what you do. Each new day there are more patients, each day is 

worse, more patients come in every day. And to see that people think that I'm a utopi

an, an idealist, that I'm dedicating all o f my life to a cause that's already lost. But I 

tell you it's true that I see many miracles as the day passes by. I see miracles o f hu

man resistance by people who want to live. People improve a lot with treatm ent You 

have already seen bodies gaining weight, easily from 30 to 80 kilos! People recupe

rate and they go back to their jobs. Girls are back in school. These are the miracles o f 

hope that I want to continue to see come true. We are human, that's why. The most 

important is to say 'hey look, don't despair, let's do something!' The ill person will die 

one day, but a t least he or she will die with some dignity with the feeling that some

one cared to do something fo r  him or her. Die in a clean bed with clean sheets. It is 

very, very important to do this fo r  ill people who have usually been rejected."

Limitless Need o f Health Workers

I ask Anabella how many patients she sees per day. She says: "It's difficult, because 

there is no limit. I don't mark a number to determine my time. It's impossible to pre

dict the number o f daily patients. We get a lot o f patients referred by other missions 

and missionaries. For example, Casa de Calcutta, if  they bring twenty today, another
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day they bring ten: it's impossible to predict They don't know in advance how many 

will get sick on a given day. They have to be able to come a t the moment they ge t ill."

Then Anabella commented on the major changes since 2004. "It's true that 

the number o f people who have access is improving. It's better now, but it's not in

creasing at the speed, which conforms to the size o f the epidemic. This is evident It's 

true that we are in a very difficult situation like fo r  most other national systems o f 

health in the same situation, because antiretroviral treatment is not easy. You need 

trained personnel first o f all."

Duarte, one of her physician colleagues, agrees with her on the question of 

accumulated lack of health workers. I asked him, w hether they have sufficient 

health personnel to assist people with HIV and AIDS. Duarte replied promptly: 

"Never! We seem to have enough until now, but I expect that in another year we need 

to recruit more health workers. The situation will become more burdensome fo r  the 

centre. This is why the Ministry o f Health has decided not only to include doctors to 

attend AIDS cases, but also to train paramedical personnel. That is, medical techni

cians could attend this segment o f patients as well. Otherwise, we are very few  doc

tors. It is necessary to involve other kinds o f health personnel."

It was difficult for Anabella to directly admit that she was overworked and 

overloaded with work. This was the case for most health workers I talked to. Ana

bella talked in allegoric terms of 'huge dams', 'fixing a hole', and 'tough reality', 

mixed with constant reminders that medicine is a vocation.
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Health System Challenges

I have by implication discussed key health system challenges through health work

er narratives: competence, capacity, infrastructure, and harmonization. The expan

sion of ARV delivery in Mozambique is a success story against all odds, but by im

plicit promise of the title The Process, this delivery needs to be seen in time per

spective as a continuous story linked to the experience living with ARVs, the pro

spects and consequences living without ARVs, and the reality of Mozambique.

Training o f Health Workers

Training of health workers attracts immediate attention. The first doctors w ent to 

Brazil in 2001 to receive ART training. The Ministry of Health and Sant'Egidio train 

ART personnel. They managed to have 230 ART doctors in Mozambique by 2006. 

Mid-level technicians were then called upon.

I participated in the Sant'Edigio Community DREAM Capacity Course in 

October 2005 in Matola, the sister city of Maputo. President Armando Guebuza, the 

Mayor of Matola, the Vice Minister for Health, representatives from Sant'Egidio, the 

National AIDS Council, the apostolic community, and the RENSIDA association of 

people living with HIV talked at the opening ceremony. An audience of more than 

three hundred participants attended.

This full-week course was part of a pan-African initiative to train ART 

health workers. Health workers from Mozambique, Malawi, Nigeria, Congo, Eritrea, 

Guinea Bissau, Guinea Conakry, Tanzania, Angola, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Cameroon
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participated. The course was taught in Portuguese, English, and French in three 

separate auditoriums by way of voice-over to an Italian lecturer appearing on a 

widescreen. Paolo Lombardi, the scientist responsible for the DREAM programme, 

Department of Public Health, Tor Vergata University in Rome, explains in Italian 

introductory epidemiology with a Portuguese simultaneous voice-over translation.

The course begins with a general module, followed by specialist modules 

for DREAM programme coordinators and laboratory technicians. This is where 

Mozambique with a total of 538 national and 225 foreign doctors (Ministry of 

Health 2008d), for about 19 million people begins: few Mozambican health work

ers know about HIV and AIDS and how to treat it. Note also that there are only 107 

hospital doctors out the 538 national doctors (Ministry of Health 2008e).

I talked to some of the participating doctors and nurses. This was the first 

time they learned about HIV and AIDS. The general course starts with the very 

basics: What is HIV? What is an immune system? What is CD4? What is AIDS? What 

is ARV treatment? This is an exercise in 'treatm ent literacy'. Homework included 

answers to questions like how HIV is transmitted, which sex and age groups are 

most infected, which are the most hit continents in the world, what is the differ

ence between prevalence and incidence, how many life years you lose caused by 

HIV, the anatomy of an immune system, and so on.

Carrying Capacity

The second issue is about carrying capacity: how do physical, human and patient 

capacity fit together? How much longer will health workers last? In fact, they
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attend ten times more patients than recommended in human resource plans. Or 

did these plans come up with wrong estimates of human resource needs?

The government human resource plan looks at the need for health workers 

in relation to ART targets and the extrapolation of human resource needs based on 

the basic health team needed to treat 200 patients, as forecast in 2004 (see Table 

5.2). Such ART team would care for all segments of HIV patients enrolled at the 

Day Hospitals. The recognition is clear, if Mozambique continues to scale up ART 

with the limited number of doctors in the country: "... almost all the medical s ta ff 

available in the National Health System must sooner or later begin to work with 

treatment o f HIV/AIDS/ART" (Ministry of Health 2005c: 39).

Table 5.2: Human Resource Scenario for ART
Basic Team 2004 2006 2008

Doctors 1 21 230 526
Medical technicians 1 21 230 526
Counsellors 3 63 691 1,577
General nurses 3 63 691 1,577
Pharmacists 1 21 230 526
Information officers 1 21 230 526
Receptionists 1 21 230 526
TOTAL HEALTH WORKER NEED 11 231 2,532 5,784

Number of planned sites 17 112 129
ART target 5,284 57,954 132,280
Source: (Ministry of Health 2005c: 39).

There were 104,351 adults on ART at 216 adult ART sites by May 2008 (see Chap

ter 2, pp. 124,129). The number of ART sites doubled the number of planned sites. 

ART coverage for 2008 seems to reach the target, but what is wrong with this 

picture? True, there were 230 ART doctors in 2006, as targeted, but what about 

the need for the other kinds of health workers?

The entire health worker force would not be enough to keep up with the 

ART demand. The government simultaneously seeks to decrease its reliance on
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foreign health workers. So far, the result is overloaded health workers, despite the 

fact that training of medical technicians became a priority in 2006. Then what 

about the need for psychosocial support? Please note that the scenario excludes 

psychologists and activists. I do not have data on the numbers of trained health 

workers for 2007 and 2008, but I can show that health workers in 2006 at one par

ticular Day Hospital treated 10 times more HIV/ART patients than recommended. 

This relates the quality of HIV/ART care to the precarious demand-supply balance.

I visit a Day Hospital with more than 6,600 active medical records. About 

4,000 are on ARV treatment. Health workers say they can see a maximum of 15 

patients per day, regardless of position. This needs to be seen in relation to patient 

need of health care. A 'normal' ARV patient needs to visit the Day Hospital 15-20 

times per year during the continuation phase. This means that the 4,000 people on 

ARVs need to visit the Day Hospital between 60,000 and 80,000 times per year. 

This means that the Day Hospital attends between 240 and 320 ARV patients per 

day (250 working days per year). The segment of patients in process, but not yet 

on ARV treatment, adds another 2,600 patients in this case. Every person in need 

of ARV treatm ent needs 10 visits the first month (initiation phase). Obviously, the 

ideal of maximum 15 patients per day does not correspond to reality.

This Day Hospital employs 38 health workers (see Table 5.3). The human 

resource development plan for 2006-2010 estimates 11 health workers for every 

200 ARV patients (Ministry of Health 2005c). The 38 health workers should 

therefore only treat 691 patients. They treat 6,600 patients. This is 10 times the 

Ministry of Health 'estimation' or 'recommendation'.
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Table 5.3: ART Day Hospital Team
Health worker
Doctors
Nurses

No.
5 

14
6 
2 
3 
3 
5

38

Counsellors
Psychologists
Pharmacists
Information officers 
Receptionists
TOTAL

Additionally, two activists take part in palestras and counseling. Counselors, doc

tors, nurses, psychologists, and activists share these tasks. A patient support group 

is also active. The Day Hospital transfers patients to other Day Hospitals in case of 

Kaposi’s sarcoma. There are about two such cases per month. They refer exem

plary patients with no health problems at follow-up session to the Health Centre to 

ease the workload. Health Centre workers with little or no ART training prescribe 

ARVs in such cases.

However, the lack of health workers has other dire consequences. This par

ticular Day Hospital does not provide home based care, it does not provide food, 

and it does not search for dropouts. Local organizations have taken over these re

sponsibilities: the National Association of Nurses in Mozambique, ANEMO, the Mo

zambican Association for the Development of the Family, AMODEFA, the Lutheran 

World Federation, and Portuguese and Spanish Doctors of the World.

This may sound like an ideal situation, as Guilherme, one of the coordina

tors pointed out: 7  think that the HIV/AIDS question is not ju st about health person

nel. It's a social problem that I think needs to be solved in between institutions, where 

each one contributes in whatever ways are possible. Health provides antiretrovirals. 

Social action provides psychosocial support, and so on."
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However, most of the patients I talked to did not know about these organisations. 

Nor had they heard about the patient organisation Kindlimuka. Some of those who 

had been there could not afford the membership fee.

I arrive early in the morning to talk to Raisa, one of the nurses, who holds a 

key position with regard to health triage and patient management. Lack of doctors 

is the biggest problem. They have four foreign doctors, plus the physician coordi

nator, but they always confront the time consuming problem of work authoriza

tion. Foreign doctors stay in Mozambique on short but renewable contracts, or 

new ones replace them, so the authorization phenomenon is recurring. Foreign 

doctors in limbo do not take decisions in medical emergency cases. For this they 

need Mozambican doctors, but they are not directly affiliated to the Day Hospital. 

Mozambican doctors can only occasionally assist the Day Hospital as they work full 

time at the Health Centre. Raisa says: "They don't appear, because they are busy. 

Sometimes we call upon a doctor to assist us, but they also need to be at the first aid 

section and in the medical urgency section, so we continue without doctors. This pro

duces frustration and stress among all the health workers at the Day Hospital. For

eign doctors often feel betwixt and between: what or whom should they obey, the 

Government or Hippocrates? They must follow domestic laws, but they also have 

an obligation to care for the sick, which brought them here in the first place. Raisa 

then comments on the workload of the four foreign doctors: "It is very tiresome. 

They have to work all day, sometimes until 6 o'clock. Twelve hours is too much. We 

often get severely ill patients and they need much o f their time. They need to see 

what's happening and attend to the urgency analyses, which is not easy. Each doctor 

is seeing at least thirty patients per day. And sometimes the doctors also get ill."
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The human resource problem relates to the time consuming processes of work 

authorization. All nine foreign doctors I interviewed and many of the Mozambican 

health workers talked about this problem, which they see as a particular stress fac

tor that afflicts all of them. Every emergency call at the Day Hospital causes disrup

tions at the Health Centre. There are no health workers loitering in the corner. Rai

sa says: "We call this a medical vacuum ."

Heterogeneous Realities

Nevertheless, Benedito, the ARV Committee, said: "We are available to treat every

one, but we know that money is not the only problem a t this moment for countries in 

Africa. Neither is the medicine, because it is also true today that drugs prices have 

dropped. But the big problem today is qualified human resources, the people's access 

to the health units, and the quality o f those health units." Donor funding and unique 

collaboration with the Mozambican government makes expansion of health infra

structure happen. However, the laws and bureaucracy in Mozambique, interna

tional bids, and the reality on the ground of weak existing infrastructure, makes 

this a time consuming process. Human resources continue to be one of the biggest 

challenges. We can understand this when we think in terms of epidemic evolution 

and relate the limited number of health workers to the growing number of people 

in need of ARVs that increases too fast to keep up. Moreover, lived experience is a 

different story. Nationwide ART expansion remains challenged by heterogeneous 

realities, influenced by language, culture, tradition, and the staggered response to 

epidemic evolution (see Chapter 2). Treatment programs arrived at a late stage of
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epidemic evolution, when many adults infected during the 1990s had reached the 

ultimate stages of disease progression.

This points to the lack of synchronicity. People should ideally have been 

counselled before the arrival of local ART sites to prepare for the therapeutic pro

cess -  o processo clmico -  and the double disease (Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1986) 

of prejudice, stigma and discrimination. This means that people continue to live 

with feelings of 'no access to treatment, silence, fear, shame, hopelessness, no expec

tation' when ART comes to town (see Figure 2.2, p. 91).

It might seem unfair to be wise at a late stage of epidemic evolution, re tro

spectively saying what we ought to have done at the right point in time, but there is 

still time to catch up from good advice and also lessons to pass on for responses to 

future epidemics. Successful treatm ent delivery is about timing and preparedness 

at all levels. This is not the case in several Mozambican provinces (see Figure 5.7). 

Anthropological studies in all provinces could verify the heterogeneity of trea t

ment realities to inform policy choices.

PLWA Health system Examples

No demand No supply

High demand Low supply Maputo City, Sofala

Low demand High supply Gaza, Niassa

Figure 5.7: ARV Treatment Demand and Supply
Source: (Hpg 2008).
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Geographic Equity

ART expansion in numerical terms has been astronomical, given the short period 

since its large-scale introduction in 2004 under the circumstances of a weak na

tional health system. The number of adults on treatm ent increased from 4,000 in 

June 2004 to more than 100,000 in May 2008 (see Figure 2.21, p. 124).

A VCT centre in Maputo typically tests a maximum of 15 people per day due 

to limited capacity. Many are rejected or asked to come again later. They may have 

to wait weeks or months. People commonly say in disappointment: "they are slow". 

All Day Hospitals in Maputo soon reached the limit of their carrying capacity. Then 

people said: "they are fu ll"  The transference system to other hospitals seeks to 

make treatm ent available closer to where the patient lives. However, the demand 

is higher than health system supply in Maputo, which is also caused by the fact that 

more people test for HIV after the introduction of 'Counselling and Testing for 

Health'. Yet, Maputo has enjoyed preferential treatm ent due to the presence of all 

major treatm ent providers. Provinces were underserved.

The government introduced 'geographic equity' to get ARVs out of Maputo 

into the 10 provinces and 128 districts. This evidently became necessary, since 

more than fifty percent of ARV patients nationwide were treated in Maputo City in 

2006. The government could reach one hundred percent ARV coverage in Maputo, 

but it prioritizes distributive justice over urban bias.

The number of adults on ART increased 31 times in Cabo Delgado com

pared to 4 times in Maputo City between June 2005 and May 2008. ART increased 

7 times in the South, 14 times in the Centre, and 22 times in the North (see Figure
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5.8). The share of people on ART in Maputo thereby decreased to about a quarter 

of the total number on treatm ent nationwide.

Province

SOUTH

Adults on ART

Increase "M ay 2008 ■ Feb 2007 Jun 2005

Maputo City 

Maputo Province 

Gaza 

Inhambane 
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Figure 5.8: ART Coverage by Province over Time, Increase June 2005-May 2008
Source: (Ministry of Health 2006c; Ministry of Health 2007d).

Zambezia is the most populous province, a province with RENAMO majority vote, 

and the province with least health workers. Zambezia has one doctor for every 

75,000 people, compared to Maputo, which has one doctor for every 3,500 people 

(see Figure 5.9).
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Province Inhabitants per Doctor

Zambezia

Cabo Delgado 48,144

Nampula 46,276

Tete 45.677

Inhambane 43,788

Manica 38.813

Gaza 37.043

Niassa 34.521

Maputo Province 29.855

Sofala 23,974

Maputo City |__  3,487

0 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000 80,000

Figure 5.9: Inhabitants per Doctor by Province, 2004
Source: (Ministry of Health 2005a).

The major partners supported between 13 and 30 percent of these patients, al

together providing access for 96 percent of the 21,496 ARV patients nationwide by 

February 2006 (see Figure 5.10).

Other MSF
4o/0 Luxembourg

MSF Switzerland

Columbia 1CAP, 
USA 
30%

Health Alliance 
International, 

USA
1 3 %

F ig u re  5 .1 0 : P a r tn e r s ' S h a re  o f  ARV D e liv er y , F eb ru a ry  2 0 0 6
Source: (Marsh 2006).
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We saw in Chapter 2 that as the number of people in need of ARV treatment in

creases dramatically with time, the targets for how many patients the health sys

tem can realistically attend decreases (see Figure 5.11).

140,000a>
2 120,000 v
o 100,000

c 80,000 re
3  60,000 
5®re 40,000 H
£ 20,000 
<

0

♦ 2004 targets

*  2006 targets 

ARV coverage

Figure 5.11: ARV Targets 2004-2010 and ARV Coverage 2004-2007
Source: (Assan 2006; Ministry of Health 2008a).

The five-year target was to have 132,000 people on ARV treatment by the end of 

2008. The Ministry of Health revised this target to reflect the reality on the ground, 

based on their experience since 2004. The revised target was set at 78,000 people 

on ARV treatment by the end of 2008. Yet, ART expansion in 2007 and early 2008 

shows that the end of 2008 would reach the original target. On the other hand, the 

number of people in need of treatment was estimated at 370,000 by the end of 

2007 within the range between 290,000 and 460,000 (WHO/UNAIDS/UNICEF 

2008), compared to the National Strategic Plan, which estimated 415,000 in 2009 

(National AIDS Council 2005).

The point is, for many of the reasons I have discussed in this chapter, that 

the process teaches us about the 'clean slate': the context for ARV implementation, 

the obstacles, commitment, solutions, and pragmatic choices. The most important

A
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question remains the need of qualified health workers and the welfare of the hard

working ones on the ground who attend an increasing number of HIV and ART pa

tients. I have portrayed significant corners of the reality on the ground, and paid 

attention to what health workers have to say about the delivery of ARVs. The gov

ernm ent goal continues to be one unified national health system by and for Mo

zambicans, which echoes the dreams of the social imagination at independence in 

1975. However, the human resource question has become highly politicized in the 

face of the expansion of ART. This is classical politics of health, which will be dis

cussed in the next chapter.
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Politics



6: Politics

The introduction of ARV treatm ent happened in a time of changes: commitment to 

sovereign nation-building and health system transition. The sovereignty project 

dates back to and before independence in 1975. However, the government por

trays the old Mozambican system as 'centralized and obsolete', belonging to a state 

apparatus conceived at a different point in history (Ministry of Health 2005c). 

However, I argue that ARV treatm ent becomes politicized exactly as part of the Mo

zambican sovereignty project established at independence, which in the context of 

health care reform shows direct affinity to the post-independence successful years 

of nation-building that included a commitment to the provision of universal access 

to free health care. The Mozambican government seeks to integrate tertiary care 

into the otherwise lost goal of primary health care. This chapter therefore explores 

the Mozambican political response to the HIV epidemic in historical perspective, 

focussed on the following themes: a) nationalization, b) the impact of civil war, c) 

funding for ARVs, d) decentralisation without privatisation, and e) NGO competi

tion, internal brain drain and privatisation.

The Political Histoiy of Health in Mozambique: ART in Perspective

The histoiy of post-independence Mozambique since 1975 has been covered ex

tensively elsewhere (Abrahamsson and Nilsson 1995; Andersson 1992; Christie 

1988; Hanlon 1984; Hanlon 1991; Hanlon 1996; Newitt 1995; Noormahomed and
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Segall 1994; Pitcher 2002; Walt and Melamed 1983]. However, the political history 

of health care in general and of HIV in particular is missing. The following analysis 

seeks to clarify the historical links and reasons for the current politics of HIV as 

ideally yet another disease to be integrated into the National Health Service and as 

part of the nation-building project.

I use historical material and anthropological studies of Mozambican health 

care and HIV. However, core material is field based: participant observation and 

qualitative interviews with key persons at the Ministry of Health and the National 

AIDS Council: Benedito (ARV Committee member], Sergio (National AIDS Council], 

the National STI/HIV/AIDS Programme Director Alfredo Mac-Arthur and Minister 

of Health Paulo Ivo Garrido. I use the real names of the latter two, since they speak 

officially at seminars and conferences.

Socialized Medicine: A Political Consolidation

FRELIMO cherished free universal access to health care upon independence in 

1975. The 1977 law on free health care would ensure health care to all citizens by 

means of nationalization, in accordance with the first constitution (Machel 1975a; 

Republic of Mozambique 1977]. In other words, socialized medicine would prevent 

the formation of private health care.

The revised constitution of 1990 reiterated the principle of a health system 

for the benefit of all Mozambicans: "All citizens shall have the right to medical and 

health care, within the terms o f the law, and shall have the duty to promote and pre

serve health" (Chissano 1990]. However, the private sector was authorized for
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commercial or non-commercial purposes along with the creation of the National 

Health Service to realize this objective (Republic of Mozambique 1991a; Republic 

of Mozambique 1991b).

The creation of the National Health Service emphasizes FRELIMOs commit

ment to socialized medicine, but the analysis of the politics of ARV funding will also 

improve our understanding of 'the process' in terms of nation-building, and how 

the introduction of ARV treatm ent shattered this project and a t the same time be

came a pragmatic opportunity towards its realization. Mozambique negotiated the 

introduction of ARVs during the four-year period 2000-2004. This discussion helps 

us to understand why the Mozambican government insists on the creation of one 

unique public health system.

Ceilings and Spaces: The Limits o f Government Action

Belgian lawyer Gorik Ooms, who worked as Head of MSF Luxembourg in Mozam

bique 2000-2003, develops the thesis "can the health-related MDGs be achieved 

within the conventional health development paradigm" by looking at the introduc

tion of ARV treatm ent in Mozambique (Ooms 2008). Ooms juxtaposes the health 

development paradigm with the medical relief paradigm to show intrinsic strug

gles over ownership of the development process. HIV provides another case of in

creased dependency on foreign aid for the Mozambican government. From this 

view, HIV and associated funding needs have added to the progressing demise of 

the FRELIMO socialist development agenda. However, while the problem cannot 

be solved without external funding, the Mozambican government remains am
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bivalent towards development issues since the World Bank and IMF gained foot

hold in Mozambique during the 1980s.

Twenty-one timelines supports the argument of how the HIV epidemic de

vastates the sovereignty project. They show the evolution of FRELIMO, the w ar pe

riods, the health system, and key national, civil society and international communi

ty responses to the HIV epidemic within the period 1962-2006 (see Figure 6.1).

FRELIMO was founded on 25 June 1962 in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, as the 

Liberation Front o f Mozambique. FRELIMO then fought 10 years for independence, 

1964-1974. Independence Day was chosen as the thirteenth anniversary of FRE

LIMO, 25 June 1975. The civil war then followed between 1977 and 1992. The Na

tional Health System had been declared at independence, followed by a free health 

care law in 1977. The health system disintegrated during the civil w ar period, sys

tematically destroyed by the Mozambican National Resistance Movement, RENA- 

MO, supported by South Africa and Rhodesia. The National Health System was then 

consolidated in 1991, followed by a recovery program in 1995, 3 years after the 

peace agreement. This programme materialised through a major loan for recon

struction from the World Bank (Lubkemann 2001; Pavignani and Durao 1999). Old 

health facilities were renovated. New ones were built. More than 400 facilities 

were created or recreated all together. Health posts were upgraded to health cen

tres. Service outputs of health centres and hospitals increased by 50 percent be

tween 1993 and 1999 (Chao and Kostermans 2002: 6-7).
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I have included a dominant timeline, which shows key events of the political, health 

system, and epidemic processes between the creation of the liberation movement 

and the introduction of free ARV treatm ent in the National Health System. We see 

1962, 1975, and 1986: the creation of FRELIMO, independence, and the first AIDS 

case report (see Figure 6.1). Thus, the first AIDS case was reported during the civil 

war, when health system was under attack. Second, we see an 18-year period be

tween the first AIDS case report (1986) until the introduction of ARV treatm ent in 

the public health system (2004). The government spent the first 14 years of this 

period on the creation of the following: AIDS commission (1988), epidemic alert 

system (1990), STI/AIDS programme (1995), National STI/HIV/AIDS Programme 

(1998), and National AIDS Council (2000). The four sentinel surveillance sites by 

1994 increased to 36 sites in 2001. UNAIDS came to Mozambique in 1996. Civil so

ciety organisations like the AIDS service organisation MONASO, the patient organi

sation Kindlimuka, and the women's organisation Kuyakana, were created in 1993, 

1996, and 2000 respectively. There was only one HIV testing site in the country 

until 2001, at the Central Hospital in Maputo. All this was a scattered process. 

However, the extended 18-year period between the first AIDS case report and the 

introduction of ARVs within public health system was as much due to local as to 

global socioeconomic, political, and scientific circumstances regarding the provi

sion of drugs against HIV in resource-poor settings.

The period since the creation of FRELIMO in 1962 can be divided into four 

phases, which have changed the state of the health system: repressed (pre-1975), 

creative (1975-1982), defensive (1982-1992) and reconstructive (post-1992) -  the 

creative and defensive periods suggested elsewhere (Noormahomed 1991; Walt 

and Cliff 1986).
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I divide the 2000-2004 ART negotiation phase into three constituent parts: 1] the 

health development paradigm (state budget), 2) the medical relief paradigm 

(donor aid), and 3) the new health paradigm (exceptional sustained international 

funding for ARVs). The Mozambican model, which grew out of the new health 

paradigm, was based on a unique constellation of international funding and na

tional priorities. Funding first paid for drugs. Only gradually did it become possible 

to pay for infrastructure and training of health workers.

The government initially followed the health paradigm, which implied state 

budget expenditure. The national 2000-2002 strategic plan did not mention trea t

ment of HIV related diseases (Council of Ministers 2000). A Ministerial Decree, 

which approved the norms for the introduction of ARV treatm ent in Mozambique 

in December 2001, pointed out government limitations under the socioeconomic 

circumstances:1 the high burden of disease (malaria, tuberculosis, and cholera in 

particular), lack of access to health care (only 30-40 percent of the population), 

side effects, patient non-adherence, the lack of the laboratory infrastructure, and 

the high costs of ARVs.2 The government weighed the ethical aspects for the intro

duction of ARVs under such circumstances against its constitutional duties and re

sponsibilities to care for the sick to 'offer the best services possible' to 'minimize 

suffering and prolong life'. Therefore, the government pragmatically chose educa

tion and prevention in response to HIV (Republic of Mozambique 2001).

Meanwhile, Mozambican doctors went to Brazil in 2001 to learn about ARV 

treatment, supported by the Ford Foundation and MSF Luxembourg in a discreet 

and secretive manner, as the official government stance on ARV treatm ent was 

negative (Ooms 2008: 132). The Ministry of Health started its own ART training in 

2004. Then the expansion of ART sites took off towards the goal of accessible
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treatm ent in all provinces and districts. This was accomplished by mid-2007. This 

was the evolution of the Mozambican model (see Chapter 2, pp. 118ff).

The ARV funding negotiation provides a story of the independence-depend- 

ency dilemma, specifically the choice between the 'health development paradigm' 

and the 'medical relief paradigm'. In general terms, the health development para

digm implies sustainability, the use of domestic resources, self-determination, and 

sovereignty. On the other hand, the medical relief paradigm implies dependency, 

foreign aid, humanitarian assistance, and an exceptional response (Ooms 2008).

The dependency-independency paradox explains the ambivalent resist- 

ance-acceptance attitude towards foreign donor aid. We see two interrelated pro

cesses at the national level, despite their transnational nature. First, the process of 

nation-building originates in the early days of FRELIMO liberation movement in 

the 1960s culminating with independence in 1975 and the constant struggle to 

'fight the enemies' ever since, be it microbes, diseases, people, nations, or ideologi

es. Second, the process to create the National Health System intrinsically links to 

nation-building. Samora Machel said in his famous 1976 Maputo Hospital Speech 

that health was important for the revolutionary struggle, which he supported by 

arguments for equal access to health care, democratic health care, elimination of 

business medicine and exploitation of human suffering, and the creation of a cor

porate spirit (Machel 1985b: 142,147). Health care is at the very core of FRELIMO 

politics. Health care is the redoubt, the last bastion of socialism, as I will discuss 

later. I believe this is the backbone of the political discourse and practice in 

contemporary times of negotiating and implementing ART plans.

I emphasize three issues during the four-year ART negotiation process 

2000-2004: 1) the use of existing political structures, 2) the role of the Global
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Fund, and 3} the belated attention to the need for human resources. First, the 

negotiation process over ART funding showed how the Mozambican government 

and the international community utilized existing buttons on the political dash

board. Was HIV a structural problem or an emergency problem? Should domestic 

budgets or international funding solve the problem? There was no third way. Ooms 

eloquently poses this dilemma as a deadlock for many poor countries:

But what if a problem is structural or chronic, and therefore not ex

ceptional and does not justify a medical relief approach? What if the 

appropriate response is technically feasible for the affected state, but 

too expensive? The medical relief paradigm would not be appropriate, 

but neither is the health development paradigm. This is precisely the 

conundrum the AIDS crisis created in Mozambique, and other affected 

states (Ooms 2008: 87).

The question was whether the HIV epidemic is an exceptional event or a structural 

problem. The former definition adds to the ambiguity of 'AIDS exceptionalism'. 

There was and still is no straightforward understanding of this concept. The latter 

definition supports the understanding of the HIV epidemic as long-term predica

ment. It also reveals that people with no access to treatm ent of HIV related diseas

es fall victims to structural, symbolic, social, cultural, and everyday violence (see 

Chapter 8). Many people who contracted the virus waited until the very last mi

nute of disease progression before they began to seek health care, only to find out 

that their country had insufficient health system capacity to care for them.

The Mozambican government pushed the 'calamity button' under the given 

circumstances, which is common practice in a country with recurrent natural dis

asters. Calamity funding relates to exceptional events with no limit to foreign assis
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tance [Ooms 2008: 93). However, the Mozambican government was confused and 

frustrated. Disaster funding means that large sums of money enter the country, but 

it also means more dependency on foreign aid. The health development paradigm 

would aid the Mozambican process, but 'ceilings and spaces' impeded its advance

ment. In other words, the government had limited finances for action in favour of 

its own agenda within its state budget. Outsiders, like the World Bank and IMF, 

often dictate this.

MSF Luxembourg had been using the medical relief paradigm to support the 

fight against cholera since the 1980s. The Ministry of Health saw the HIV epidemic 

as a long-term structural problem and therefore favoured the health development 

paradigm. Thus, funding had to come from the national health budget, which the 

government could ill afford (Ooms 2008:120). This was how fiscal space became a 

constraint. Common funds for the health sector SWAP, for pharmaceuticals, and for 

the provinces were developed during the late 1990s. These were not included in 

the central government budget (ibid.: 123). A central common fund was agreed 

upon in the Kaya Kwanga Agreement (see pp. 297-304).

The government would ask, whether it had budgetary space to pay for ARV 

treatment. The answer was in the negative. Heller defines fiscal space as:

... the availability of budgetary room that allows a government to 

provide resources for a desired purpose without any prejudice to the 

sustainability of a government's financial position (Heller 2005: 3).

Money for ARVs would take away scarce resources from other expenditures. The 

government was not in a position to borrow the money or to raise taxes to create 

financial space for ARVs, neither in the short, nor the long-term perspective.
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Certain intrinsic characteristics of Mozambican politics have emerged since the 

coming of the Bretton Woods Institutions. First, ambivalence, paradoxes, and con

tradictions characterize the political atmosphere. This is about avoidance and need. 

The nationalistic Guebuza government remains ideologically distanced from neo

liberal globalism, but it also uses common sense. In other words, pragmatism is the 

second core of Mozambican politics. Three examples show this: 1) the govern

ment's attitude to structural adjustment, 2) its appropriation of how and what 

qualifies as 'normal' and 'exceptional' in terms of development and relief, and 3) its 

ways to ensure financial support for both primary and tertiary health care. First, 

the Mozambican government introduced its own Economic Rehabilitation Pro

gramme in 1987, without the approval from the IMF. By trying to avoid structural 

adjustment, it embraced it (Ooms, 2008: 91). Second, the government began to link 

normal health expenditure with the war, which was an exceptional event. This 

meant that it could avoid the limits imposed on the public health budget (Ooms 

2008: 93). Third, this is also evidenced in the government's decision to opt for the 

‘calamity compromise'. The calamity compromise says that when you cannot have 

access to basic health care for all and access to ARV treatm ent for some, paid by 

the state budget, then relief money is welcome, though this means more depend

ency (Ooms 2008:116).

HAI, MSF Luxembourg, the Clinton Foundation, the Global Fund, and PEP- 

FAR supported the introduction of ARV treatment, in the order of appearance. The 

breaking point was the emergence of a new health paradigm, which defined 'sus

tainability' in a new way that honoured long-term goals of poor countries. Inter

national aid would have to pay virtually all expenses in a sustained m anner (Ooms 

2008: 130). This may sound contradictory to the government policy attempting to
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reduce donor dependency. The AIDS treatm ent programme became an exception, 

adding a new dimension to AIDS exceptionalism. "By the end o f2004, it was clear 

that funding was no longer the problem. The real bottleneck became the lack o f skil

led human resources" (Ooms 2008: 137). Training of health workers cannot be de

fined as an exceptipn, thus precluding emergency funding. On the other hand, the 

state budget cannot pay for it either. This creates the Medicines Without Doctors' 

paradox: "it seems easier to find a lot o f money fo r  antiretroviral medicines than to 

find a little money to train and hire additional health workers" (Ooms 2008: 140). 

Health workers would be stuck under the principle of AIDS exceptionalism, which 

exclusively paid for the medicines.

Other threats to the sustainability of the national health system -  with an 

ARV component exclusively paid by foreign donor money -  include NGO compe

tition, internal brain drain, and classical decentralization in the sense of privatisa

tion in health imposed by IMF and the World Bank. All this would go against the 

Mozambican health care model and threaten the ARV model in particular. I shall 

return to these issues upon discussing the pragmatic politics of ARV treatment.

Pragmatic Politics o f ARV Treatment: A Double Challenge

ARV treatm ent started in the public health system by mid-2004, eighteen years 

after the first AIDS case report and many years of campaigning the death sentence 

of HIV carriers through the 'AIDS Kills, AIDS Has No Cure' campaign. Many people 

died -  and still die -  silently from HIV related diseases without access to health 

services. About 91 percent of AIDS cases go unreported (National AIDS Council
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2005). The government faced an ethical dilemma upon the introduction of ARV 

treatm ent with regard to public advocacy about its availability. How could they 

change the old message 'AIDS Kills, AIDS Has No Cure’ without misinforming the 

entire population, as they could not provide treatm ent for everyone? Global human 

rights campaigns spelled 'access for all', while the reality on the ground called for 

'access for some', based on wise and pragmatic choices.

I talked to Sergio at the National AIDS Council about public ART campaign

ing and asked why the government refrains from announcing the availability of 

treatm ent through the media. Sergio said: "We are cautious, because we don't want 

to create a demand ju st to see social criticism. I f  you create a demand o f what you  

cannot offer, then this is an irresponsibility o f the state. The state cannot do this, go

ing on TV saying: "There is access to antiretroviral treatment". Then people go to get 

it, ju st to find out that they cannot get it"

Thus, pragmatic politics weighs ARV demand against its supply. The capa

city of the health system is not in place to universally inform the population about 

the availability of treatment. Treatment advocacy by the government would be 

thoughtless public health practice.

However, the message changed from 'AIDS Kills' to 'An Opportunity to Live' 

within the health system. Benedito, the ARV Committee, first said: "I agree that 

until recently -  we may say before 2004 -  our message was that 'AIDS Kills'." He ex

plained how the message within the health system needed to change to 'An Oppor

tunity to Live' by the encouraging news: 'You can live!" Benedito added: "But the 

health worker doesn't know this message, because we didn't have capacity to offer 

ART. The message was that 'AIDS Kills'. It was the message fo r  a very long time. Now 

we are turning the message upside down: 'An Opportunity to Live' is now possible."
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Benedito said about limited HIV testing: "Everyone defends his or her argument 

However, today there is a better offer. You can say: 7 will take the test'. Our idea is 

that already by now the message in the VCT centres needs to be different. They need 

to say: You are taking the test, very well, and i f  you are positive then your path in life 

is still very long. You will keep on going, but you will probably g e t some infections. 

They will be treated and you will have a normal life. You have a life path that will 

give you a chance to do many things. It's not ju st about taking the test, using con

doms, it's you who denounce i t '  I think this will increase the number o f people com

ing to take the test This is my perception."

The Mozambican model includes proactive health workers who recommend 

HIV testing. This is 'citizen sensitization', as opposed to m andatory testing. It is 

part of Counselling and Testing for Health, the new approach to HIV testing intro

duced in late 2006 (see Chapter 2, p. 106). The ARV Committee came up with this 

idea. Benedito said: "Our approach is now to try to say that whenever a patient en

ters our national health service, a t all points o f entry, whether it is in the tuberculosis 

ward, a t the health centre, an urgent admission, a maternity matter, wherever it may 

be, then the test needs to be taken there. We don't want to refer the patient to the 

VCT and leave the patient with the huge weight o f conscience and the decision to go 

there individually. We need to share the burden together."

Benedito explained how ARV treatm ent is a double challenge for Mozam

bique, in terms of medical and human resource needs. "ART fo r us is a double chal

lenge, because it is a disease that challenges the conditions that we consider special

ized at the primary level, and we are not prepared. Today we are working in all o f the 

system at the same time, trying to improve its quality. However, there is another 

thing that needs to happen one day or another: the whole country needs to improve."
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This shows the commitment to one unique National Health Service and nation- 

building through development Benedito talks realistically about the economic 

context of Mozambique. He defends the Mozambican response as an emergency 

plan considering the weak and fragmented health system. In other words, treating 

more than 40,000 people with ARVs within the public health system between 2004 

and the end of 2006 is a success, notwithstanding the fact that more than 230,000 

people were estimated to be in need. Benedito explains: "Our projection fo r  the next 

years is in accordance with our conditions, not because we don't want to treat all the 

ill people. We would in principle be ready to treat everyone, but we know that money 

and drugs is not the only problem a t this moment fo r  countries in Africa. It's true that 

drug prices today have fallen, but the big problem today is qualified human resourc

es. People's access to health care is about their quality."

Human rights and public health ideals are difficult to summon and to realize 

in dire circumstances: "We know that there is a risk also o f moving too fast, but we 

also have people who are dying, who cannot wait until we have created the ideal situ

ation." It is important to keep in mind that international organisations care for the 

majority of ARV patients [see Chapter 5, p. 264). They have played an im portant 

role for the provision of ARVs in Mozambique, but the Mozambican government 

aims for a unique national health system without parallel or competing structures. 

A closer look at the history of the external threats to FRELIMO politics of health 

explains this tight adherence to nationalized health.
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External Threats: Historical Significances of HIV and AIDS Discourses

I discuss the significance of HIV discourses in historical perspective in relation to 

the fate of Mozambican health care. External threats have impeded the process to 

improve government social services since independence in 1975.3 These threats 

include civil war backed by South Africa and Rhodesia, privatization and parallel 

structures, NGO competition, World Bank and IMF policies, and the brain drain phe

nomenon. The government inevitably succeeded its pursuit of building a nation 

through social reform before the 1978 Alma Ata declaration. This included an am

bitious primary health care plan between independence and the early 1980s 

(Hanlon 1984; Walt and Cliff 1986). The expansion of ARV treatm ent provides an 

opportunity to improve the existing public health system in light of past losses and 

threats to national sovereignty, whether it has been through destruction inflicted 

by war, imposed privatization policies, or by NGOs working in the country without 

caring about the national project.

Civil War: Demolition o f the Health System and Health Workers

Post-independence Mozambican history may partly explain the reasons for the 

current weak health system and the relatively slow response to the HIV epidemic. 

FRELIMO focussed on nation-building, adoption of Portuguese as the common lan

guage, literacy campaigns, democratisation, and access to health and education, 

which all aimed at a social and developmental revolution.
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The RENAMO led civil war, supported by Rhodesia and South Africa, hit the heart 

of FRELIMO politics and success: the Mozambican social services. Mozambique still 

suffers from the massive destruction experienced during the civil war, which in

cluded demolition of health infrastructure and loss of health workers. In forthright 

terms: hospitals and clinics were systematically destroyed. Many health workers 

and patients were killed (Andersson 1992; Collins 2006; Hanlon 1984; Newitt 

1995; Walt and Cliff 1986; Walt and Melamed 1983).

Portugal spent almost nothing on health care during colonial rule. The num

ber of doctors dropped from 519 to 86, when the Portuguese left the country at in

dependence in 1975 (Andersson 1992: 40). The num ber of doctors per rural popu

lation dropped from 1 per 161,000 inhabitants to 1 per 443,000 between 1982 and 

1986 (ibid.: 84). One thousand health clinics had been destroyed by 1990 (Collins

2006). However, we do not know how many Mozambican health workers have left 

later. Many of those who stayed, who approach their prime productive years, 

suffer from a knowledge and skills gap. They had no access to education. Those 

who could afford it left the country to receive education elsewhere and possibly 

never came back. This phenomenon has happened in many places that have 

experienced w ar and conflict (e.g. Lebanon, Somalia, Croatia, Bosnia).

Key mobility factors possibly facilitated the spread of HIV and the failing re

sponse (see Chapter 2, p. 104). Refugees and migrant workers get in contact with 

high-prevalence neighbouring countries (Collins 2006). Five million people were 

forced to escape. One and a half million refugees ended up in Malawi, Swaziland, 

South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe (Svarre 1996). The rest were inter

nally displaced, which caused social upheaval. Very little has been done to target 

these population groups in HIV prevention programmes.
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The human resource response to the HIV epidemic in the new millennium relies on 

the post-independence experience in health. FRELIMO successfully created a pri

mary health care system in the years after independence in 1975, including the ru 

ral areas. The government trained a large pool of mid- and lower level health 

workers, including medical assistants, health agents, mother and child health nurs

es, and village health workers (Noormahomed and Segall 1994).

Mid-level health workers received in-service training from the early 2000s 

to mitigate the impact of HIV and AIDS. They were later called upon to join the ART 

health worker force. I do not have the exact numbers. The government based this 

upgrading on previous experience with mid-level technicians as surgery techni

cians who performed physician duties. Likewise, the training of AIDS activists reli

es on previous experience with village health workers.

Nevertheless, the need for health workers to respond to HIV is enormous. I 

have already pointed to two factors that impede health worker recruitment: 1) the 

time consuming process of training Mozambican health workers, and 2) the re

quirement that HIV specialists should not take away human resources from the 

wider health system burdened as it is with many other disease epidemics.

'Obstacles' and 'constraints' to ART expansion must be understood against 

this historical background. The existing health infrastructure demolished by civil 

war and the lack of services and health personnel for the entire population remain 

the most serious problems faced by Mozambique. However, there are less tangible 

but equally politicized factors: NGO competition, privatization, structural adjust

ment policies, and the internal exodus of health workers.
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NGO Competition: Intim ate and Distant Partners

The Mozambican government seeks to integrate its partners into the national 

health project and harmonize its procedures through the establishment of 'com

mon funds', 'sector wide approaches to health' and central drug procurement and 

distribution. This happens in accordance with the United Nations principles of the 

'Three Ones', defined as One National AIDS Coordinating Body (National AIDS 

Council), One Agreed AIDS Action Framework (National Strategic Plan 2005-2009), 

and One Monitoring and Evaluation Framework (National AIDS Council).
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The National AIDS Council manages the Three Ones, complemented by the Nation

al STI/HIV/AIDS Programme, the Sector Wide Approach to Health, and the govern

ment, of which 23 of the 25 ministries have an HIV/AIDS Focal Point. Partners in

clude civil society umbrella organisations like RENSIDA, Kuyakana, MONASO, NAI- 

MA+, and ECOSIDA, the international community of UNAIDS, donors, and ART im- 

plementers (see Figure 6.2).

However, such centralization challenges Mozambique's absorption capacity 

(ability to digest and consume financial resources), and absorptive capacity (ability 

to apply and assimilate new knowledge). Absorption capacity contains a double 

edge: on one side difficulties in liberating resources from the common fund and, on 

the other, the time consuming process to realize a given project once the money 

has been disbursed. In general, money disbursed is far greater than money spen t 

In other words, the implementation rate is low.

First, treatm ent providers invariably replied to my question about the most 

difficult m atter under the current system: "To liberate money from the common 

fund fo r  any use whatsoever." This is about slow bureaucratic procedures. They 

added with a facial expression of hopelessness and disillusion: "Even when we just 

need petty office supplies." Second, the problem is weak capacity to implement the 

ambitious plans, which are often made in ignorance of the reality on the ground. 

This is the allegory of the moon and the bicycle, about ambition and realism. Sergio 

at the National AIDS Council explained: "The donors keep saying that we need ambi

tious indicators. It's not enough to have ambitious indicators, when I know that I will 

not be able to realize them. This is the same as dreaming about going to the moon, 

when I don't even have a bicycle. Have a dream ambition that doesn't become reality. 

It is therefore necessary to keep the fee t on the ground and say: 'Yes, Sir, i f  I do five
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today, then for tomorrow I can prepare fo r  7 or 10. This is not the same as doing five 

and then saying that I will do 25. It simply isn't These are the things that we need to 

work on and articulate fo r  the two plans to harmonize indefinitely."

I asked Sergio what he saw as the most difficult aspect of responding to the 

HIV epidemic. "The big problem we have with civil society, as we have with interna

tional organisations, is the problem o f absorption capacity. Many organisations have 

good set ups in Maputo, but there is no set up in the periphery. There is a problem o f  

absorption, there is a problem o f programmatic and financial management, and 

there are problems o f how to monitor the results. All this has already been question

ed. A t this moment, we are working seriously in the area o f capacity building fo r  pro

grammatic and financial management. We think that this is fundamental. We are 

preparing a huge piece o f work within the area o f monitoring, including the indica

tors and all this. However, we focus on the provincial level to train people in pro

gramming and finances through our contracts with Ernst & Young and with KPMG. 

We also identify local subcontract financial managers. We can subcontract people 

who have accounting skills, know how to analyse cash flows, know how to make a ba

lance sheet, and know how to do banking reconciliation."

I asked him whether Mozambique already had people with such skills, and 

Sergio interrupted me before I finished my sentence: "It has!" Then I asked: "But 

what is the problem in contracting these people?" Then he said: "The problem is that 

some organisations do have contracts, but some organisations think that they need 

to hire a foreigner and this can create problems. It is about distrust. This is our read

ing. We have experience here in Maputo Province, in Sofala, in Zambezia, that this is 

happening. Look fo r  someone who can oversee the financial p art This would allow 

the resources to flow  rapidly, but we always use them with caution."
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Recipients cannot spend money faster than the conditions allow. Development 

takes time, especially under the constraints of laws and regulations for construct

ing new health facilities. Project design, international bids, bureaucracy, project 

refinement, etc.: it easily takes two years from designing a health facility before 

laying down the first brick. The problem is also about trust between national and 

international partners. Trust, knowledge of the context, and solidarity with the 

Mozambican political process decides whether partner organisations become inti

mate or distant. Mozambique is not a tabula rasa.

The political process is pre-eminently about respect for the Mozambican 

nation-building project and the longstanding goal of one unique public health sys

tem. Benedito from the ARV Committee looked at me with a serious face and then 

told me with great sincerity: "All these people that are coming to work fo r  the coun

try need to understand that they come to work within a system hat did Benedito 

imply? Were some NGOs developing parallel structures? I distinguish between inti

mate and distan t  government partners to address these questions.

Intimate partners are those that agree to the national health project and /o r 

have worked for many years in Mozambique as government cooperantes. Prime 

examples include MSF Luxembourg, Health Alliance International, and Sant'Egidio. 

I have already discussed the intimate role of MSF Luxembourg, which participated 

in the funding negotiation with the government for the introduction of ARVs (see 

p. 277). HAI was established in Mozambique in the late 1980s after many years of 

cooperation in the area of health long before the response to the HIV epidemic. 

North American health workers founded HAI after having supported the Mozambi

can government during war times in the struggles against external threats (Health 

Alliance International 2008). HAI people are the good long-standing comrades.
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Sant'Egidio facilitated the peace process during the early 1990s. It is therefore a 

government partner with a unique historical standing, which entrusts Sant'Egidio 

an indisputable place above the NGO-government polemic regarding proper part

nerships. I would argue they have become untouchables. Armando Guebuza, then 

the Minister of Transport and Communications, headed the Mozambican delega

tion at the joint communique at the Sant'Egidio headquarters in Rome in 1990 

(Republic of Mozambique 1990). The Peace Agreement between FRELIMO and 

RENAMO was signed in Rome by President Joaquim Chissano and RENAMO leader 

Alfonso Dhlakama, in the presence of Sant'Egidio mediators (Republic of 

Mozambique 1992). These government-Sant'Egidio relations will not be forgotten.

MSF Luxembourg, HAI, and Sant'Egidio exemplify solidarity and respect for 

Mozambican government priorities. In fact, the Ministry of Health established 

norms and procedures for NGO activities, specifically planning, implementation, 

and staff management: 1) follow national strategies, 2) comply with national la

bour laws and salary rates, 3) affirmative action for Mozambican employment 

when qualifications are equal to foreigners, and 4) voluntary foreigners are wel

come (Ministry of Health 2006h). The government-NGO contract emphasizes re

spect for government programs, mutual collaboration, transparency, confidence 

and respect in health service delivery, and respect for the use of medical goods as 

intended (Ministry of Health 2006b).

Distant partners are those that do not enjoy the trust of the government. 

The government perceives them as unruly troublemakers, when and if they do not 

abide the above rules of integration and harmonization. However, they may not yet 

have understood the process.
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The internal brain drain may explain the need for such norms and procedures. The 

Minister of Health Ivo Garrido told the UN Special Envoy on HIV/AIDS in Africa 

Stephen Lewis on his visit to Mozambique in July 2006: ''The UN and the NGOs are 

sucking my blood!" (Lewis 2006b). Garrido m eant that the UN and NGOs attract 

Mozambican health workers with higher salaries. This leaves the public health 

system 'anaemic' in its effort to improve its quantity and quality of health workers.

The issue of salary rates continues to be political in international health 

care relations. The difference between international and national salaries has been 

shown to be one of the primary factors for lack of motivation to stay within the 

public health sector (Pfeiffer 2003; Saide and Stewart 2001).

The Mozambican Way: Decentralization without Privatisation

The Mozambican government strives for decentralization without privatisation, as 

shown by the history of nationalised health. From their introduction in the 1980s, 

the World Bank and IMF made their economic support conditional upon decentra

lisation and privatisation. This discrepancy is not merely about ideological differ

ences, but about ownership of a chosen methodology. This problematic is not new 

or even unique to Mozambique, but known for decades in the 'developing world' to 

have counterproductive outcomes. The reform and rehabilitation process in Mo

zambique focussed on modernisation of port and rail facilities. It paid less atten

tion to the improvement of the health and education infrastructures, because of 

concern for security in rural areas and distrust w hether the government could 

maintain the health system in shape (Plank 1993: 424).
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On the other hand, the government has been willing to privatize other areas, like 

land, cotton, and agriculture. In fact, FRELIMO has embraced privatization as an 

opportunity to gain political legitimacy throughout the country (Pitcher 1996: 51). 

However, health care remains the most highly prized asset that FRELIMO refuses 

to privatize. As Walt and Cliff suggest, health care continued to be politically im

portant during the years between independence and the civil war: nationalized 

health became a political response to privatization in health care (Walt and Cliff 

1986:156). I argue that this historical legacy lives on.

However, I often encountered a mixed centralisation-decentralisation dis

course, when I attended meetings at the Ministry of Health, read newspapers, or 

watched TV. For example, politicians emphasize the need for social reform, which 

includes giving political mandate and decision-making power to leaders at the pro

vincial level. Nonetheless, the government repeatedly emphasizes the need for a 

central authority in a manner that resembles early FRELIMO ideology. In other 

words, political discourse emphasizes the need for 'decentralisation' as a means to

wards social reform, but the tone and rhetoric resembles the tongues of Samora 

Machel and Eduardo Mondlane from the early FRELIMO days. Initially I found such 

discourse contradictory and ambivalent, but I remained discontent with these 

concepts to depict what I experienced. Elsewhere (H0g 2006), I emphasise the 

ability of skilful polyglot actors to change agenda according to their audiences, but 

I encountered a double-discourse in front of the same audience. However, the lite

rature gave me a clue: the contradictory and ambivalent political discourse re

mains an intrinsic feature of Mozambican politics (Mackintosh and Wuyts 1988; 

Saul 1985; Sidaway 1992).
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Political commitment to free public health has become a social contract and sol

emn promise between the government and the Mozambican people. I argue that 

health care continues to be one of the most politicized areas in Mozambique with 

its roots in post-independence priorities. This implies negative as well as positive 

consequences for contemporary and future responses to the HIV epidemic and to 

ARV treatm ent in particular. However, reluctance to undertake privatisation is 

seen on both sides: the government refuses to sell out from its political treasury 

and the World Bank and IMF show distrust as to w hether the Mozambican govern

ment could handle privatized health. As shown earlier, the government resists in

direct privatisation in health brought by the international NGOs. To this end, it re 

mains im portant to analyse the introduction of ARV treatm ent within this political

ly geared context of public-private and centralisation-decentralisation debates.

Health Care in Mozambique: A Native Reserve

Here I invoke two events during 2006 to develop my argument that health care in 

Mozambique remains an ideological redoubt: the first national meeting on STI/ 

HIV/AIDS and the signing of the Kaya Kwanga Commitment between the Ministry 

of Health and NGOs. Health care represents the very identity and success of the 

reigning party. I have already said that foreign sponsored ARV treatm ent challeng

es this ideological position: it is therefore a test of capability and autonomy in the 

government's relation with bilateral and multilateral donor partners. I draw five 

lessons from this analysis, which may seem idiosyncratic and even contradictory: 

1) The problem is coordination, not partnerships, 2) The problem is diminished
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sovereignty, caused by partnerships, 3) Human rights are provocative in a context 

of scarce resources, 4) The government insists on national leadership of the devel

opment process, and 5) The Mozambican government will depend on foreign aid 

for many years, aggravated by the increasing need for sustained financial and hu

man resources to respond to the HIV epidemic

'We Can't Close the Doors': The Ambivalence o f Partnerships

The first National Meeting on STDs and HIV/AIDS was held at the Ministry of 

Health in Maputo, March 2006. The week was divided into a three-day preparatory 

meeting with invited partners, NGOs, and individual civil society members, and a 

two-day meeting exclusive for the government and its partners. About 75 partici

pants attended the first day of the preparatory meeting: 35 women and 40 men. A 

quick look at the audience told me that I knew the organisational affiliations of 

most participants: Sant'Egidio, Health Alliance International, Medecins Sans Fron- 

tieres, Clinton Foundation, CDC, DFID, Columbia University, National Institute of 

Health, MONASO, Medicos Mundi, provincial health managers, Ministry of Health 

staff, the National STI/HIV/AIDS Programme, and the National AIDS Council. How

ever, I realized the conspicuous absence of people living with HIV, AIDS, and ARVs. 

Where was RENSIDA, the national network of associations of people living with 

HIV? Who represented the many patient organisations and people living with HIV?

The National AIDS Programme Director Alfredo Mac-Arthur opened the 

day. He addressed the issue of partnerships in a sympathetic yet vexed manner by 

saying: "We can't close the doors". However, from his facial expression I wondered
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w hether he was celebrating or lamenting this fact, as I imagined him continue: 

"even i f  we wanted to". After all, I had heard the politicisation of HIV by the Minister 

of Health, the President, and the Prime Minister: they insist on national sovereign

ty. I had also noticed the issue of foreign human resources as one of the most po

litically sensitive issues of the HIV epidemic. The HIV epidemic not only brought 

another infectious disease problem to the general population: it initiated a new un

precedented era of foreign aid dependence that the government would prefer to do 

without in the continued struggle for political and economic independence.

Mac-Arthur then talked about the implementation of the National Strategic 

HIV/AIDS Plan. He addressed the challenges on how to progressively integrate HIV 

and AIDS into the National Health System by emphasizing that: "The problem is not 

financing and it is not partnerships. The challenge is coordination". Therefore, the 

major objective of the National STI/HIV/AIDS Programme was to review and ad

just the Mozambican response and targets in relation to accumulated experience 

and the reality within the country. Notably, the National AIDS Programme Director 

spoke in the absence of the Minister of Health, who in the specific context of the 

government-NGO Kaya Kwanga meeting problematized partnerships per se.

'Human Rights are Such A ProvocationAn Anti-Hegemonic Statement

Mac-Arthur continued: "Let us not forget that we need to make a quality emergency 

response." He finally appeared more human than technocratic the way he address

ed HIV and AIDS issues. He appeared impressively talkative as opposed to his 

silent and subordinate role, when he accompanies the Minister of Health.
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What does a 'quality emergency response' mean and entail? An 'emergency' liter

ally suggests a crisis that calls upon urgent and immediate action in which every 

wasted minute could be disastrous. 'Emergency' spells disaster and catastrophe. 

By adding the word 'quality', Mac-Arthur implied the biomedical quality of the HIV 

health care intervention. Such quality response was not possible within the weak 

public health care system. Mac-Arthur walked up and down the aisles of carefully 

listening health care professionals and policy makers and at one decisive moment, 

allegedly with his previous statements in mind, he looked at me and said: "Human 

rights are such a provocation". That was about those famous 30 seconds worth 

spending on human rights that week, recalling the eternal rhetorical pause of si

lence that echoed his statem ent

The Programme Director spoke with mixed feelings of optimism, realism, 

and gloominess, about the major obstacles and challenges: 'insufficient human re

sources', 'degraded infrastructure', 'vertical implementation', 'centralized manage

ment', 'insufficient ARV access and availability', 'lack of biosecurity integration', 

'weak links to the community', 'weak public information about available services', 

and much more. Mac-Arthur's statem ent about human rights as provocation was a 

reminder to think in terms of proportions: what can the world expect from a poor 

country like Mozambique in terms of human rights compliance, especially the soci

al, economic and cultural rights that we call upon in the context of HIV? The Mo

zambican government ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights in 1993, but it has not yet signed nor ratified the International Covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (OHCHR 2006).

Expectations are out of proportions. Mozambique does not have the capaci

ty to realize human rights norms. Sergio from the National AIDS Council explained
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the allegory of the shrimp and the lobster: "This is what I usually say: I cannot g e t a 

shrimp to transform into a lobster just because it's hungry. One thing is to define the 

objectives and another is to see whether I have the resources to realize these object

ives. This is happening bit by bit in function o f the country's capacity. That's why we 

have started with community counselling as a pilot project. We still don't have the 

human resources capable o f doing it at the national scale. It has to be done gently at 

the speed that we move on, training the people and then we can expand more glob

ally. Therefore, the principles are there. What may be missing is material and human 

capacity to accomplish these principles, as we speak about human rights."

The Kaya Kwanga Commitment: On Mozambican Leadership in Health

The Ministry of Health leads the process to regulate its relations with its partners. 

This is called the Kaya Kwanga Commitment. This process began in 1999, after 

nearly a decade of freedom of association and thus a heavy presence of NGOs. The 

first code of conduct, signed in September 2000 and subject to joint review every 

two years, relates four key issues: 1] commitment to the health reform process, 2) 

no legal implications, 3) existing bilateral or multilateral agreements remain intact, 

and 4) development of 'a sector wide approach to health' [Ministry of Health 

2000). The second code of conduct was signed in July 2003 (Ministry of Health 

2003), and the third in August 2006 (Ministry of Health 2005b).

The three agreements compare in terms of purposes, commitments, princi

ples, and mechanisms for the relation between the Ministry of Health and its exter

nal partners in the pursuit of Mozambican policy goals (Ministry of Health 2000).
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The key objectives are: public health [health of the population), capacity (sustain

able health care), and idealism (gradual access to health care for all citizens). In 

other words, the commitment aims at health for all, but the ideal of equity in health 

can only be progressively realized, given the weak state of the public health care 

sector. Thus, idealistic objectives should be taken with a grain of salt: action is 

essentially pragmatic.4 Nonetheless, the three codes of conduct strongly emphasize 

Mozambican leadership: sovereignty, empowerment, trust, and capacity. To this 

end, the Ministry of Health sets the agenda for all strategies, plans, and guidelines 

in line with the ideal type of governance defined by Foucault as an interdependent 

triangular modus of sovereignty-discipline-government (Foucault 1979).

'It's About Sovereignty': On National Self-Determination

This assertion can be supported by discourse analysis of the meeting in which the 

2006 Kaya Kwanga Commitment was signed. The process of revising the code of 

conduct is time consuming for two simple reasons: 1) it is difficult to agree on the 

content of the code between the Ministry of Health and so many partners, and 2) 

there are more important things to do. This is not to trivialize this agreement, but 

to emphasize the challenges outside the Ministry of Health across Mozambique.

The meeting gathered about 120 participants, who represented the Mini

stry of Health and international and national NGOs. The Minister talked for fifty mi

nutes about health and cooperation in Mozambique: 1) coordination between the 

Ministry of Health and NGOs, 2) respect for the dignity of Mozambique and Mo

zambicans, and 3) authorization to work in Mozambique.
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Garrido initially emphasized: "We need to work in an organized manner. Someone 

has to lead the process" Garrido thereby took on the leadership role of the Ministry 

of Health. Garrido referred to the 'problem of coordination between hundreds of 

NGOs', their 'inefficiency', and the 'confusion' that it produced. A reoccurring prob

lem was the "foreign personnel that work within the National Health System without 

permission from the Ministry o f Health". Garrido repeated the rules of the process: 

job protocols need to reach the Ministry of Health at least 45 days before an even

tual job contract begins. Foreigners need 'government authorisation' to work in 

Mozambique. Garrido thundered: "It's a matter o f sovereignty. It's about respect fo r  

human beings." This was loud and serious monologue. The audience listened in 

complete silence, somewhat perplexed.

The situation could be interpreted in another way: the Minister practiced an 

authoritarian autocratic management style in front of a plethora of organisational 

representatives who were afraid to speak against power. More precisely, this polit

ical performance resembled 'modern dedocracy', a combination of the two anto

nyms 'dictatorship' and 'democracy'. The body language of lifted eyebrows and 

constant gesticulation suggested this interpretation. The Minister keeps the word 

in his power deciding when and why others should speak. The Minister points his 

finger at someone demanding him in an intimidating voice to stand up and say who 

he is and his organisational affiliation. The resemblance to an authoritarian school

teacher bossing around a flock of docile school children was a tempting obvious.

However, such interpretation might be too far-fetched. The allegoric com

parison may be striking at first or second sight for a stranger who is also unfamili

ar with live performance of power games in general and politics in the Portuguese 

aftermath in particular and how that fed into such strong feeling for building a sov
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ereign nation. The Mozambican government spells sovereignty at any cost, but not 

sovereignty at any cost whatsoever. The neo-liberal dance is after all enticing. Al

ternatively, was it a dance forced by the World Bank and IMF upon the Mozambi

can government with its feet tightly tied to the big rubber boots of neo-colonialism 

and globalisation? The World Bank and IMF lead the dance, the Mozambican gov

ernm ent follows their steps? One participant insisted to know why the government 

does not pay better salaries to health workers. Garrido replied vigorously: "It is not 

the government that doesn't want to pay better salaries. It is the World Bank and the 

IMF that impose limitations and we need to sign to this. This is simply the truth." The 

Minister was thus blaming a supra-governmental power for the state of affairs in 

Mozambique. We all know that rubber boots do not make good dancers.

Governing Mentality: Leadership, Discipline and Sovereignty

The Minister implied that foreign health workers do not respect the Mozambican 

government and Mozambicans, and that they do not have sufficient qualifications 

to work in Mozambique. Garrido referred to his recent dismissal of six health 

workers, whom he argued did not have sufficient qualifications. Moreover, they 

had not followed the strict procedures for obtaining work permission. Every health 

worker contract, job or research application needs the Minister's review and au

thorisation, but to spend so much time on this issue in a meeting dedicated merely 

to sign the 'Kaya Kwanga Commitment' seemed out of place.

In my interpretation, Garrido did not have much choice. FRELIMO position

ed the Minister of Health within its hierarchy and obliged him to follow the FRELI-
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MO political agenda. He could well be instructed to address international and na

tional non-governmental organisations in this way. Garrido represents FRELIMO 

first-line and hard-line politics, which seeks Mozambican empowerment, nation- 

building, and sovereignty. That is, all FRELIMO politicians of highest contemporary 

order came into power at independence. The code words in his speech were 'lead

ership', 'discipline', and 'sovereignty', reading Foucault’s renowned essay on gov- 

ernmentality from the 1970s [Foucault 1979). In essence, this is what governance 

is about. In other words, Garrido followed the nationalistic supposedly uncompro

mising way of doing politics, which dictates retention of sovereign power to show 

who is in control governing the Mozambican nation. This is not far from Samora 

Machel's way with words. Machel spoke of the 'absence of power', 'the lack of 

authority': "As there is no power, there is no authority. As there is no hierarchy, there 

is no authority; there is no definition o f remit. As there is no definition o f remit, the 

principal task and the priorities remain unidentified" (Machel 1985c: 163).

Contemporary discourse eloquently epitomizes the past, even as the gov

ernment portrays the old Mozambican system as 'centralized and obsolete, which 

belongs to a state apparatus model conceived at a different point in history' 

(Ministry of Health 2005c). A strange mix of tongues has emerged with political 

and health system transition characterized by opposing signifiers that never meet 

face-to-face, pointing to the future, looking to the past. Indeed, a culture of contra

dictions characterizes Mozambique, but what is power in such a situation? Is it ver

tical or horizontal? The decentralization-recentralization process stands out clear

ly in the politicized discourse on health, perhaps less in practice. In the early 

FRELIMO days, government enemies included 'liberalism', 'ultra-democracy', and 

'absolute egalitarianism': "Liberalism is a virus that leads to epidemics" (Machel
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1985c: 163-164). However, an ideological hodgepodge now surrounds the govern

ment. Think of HAI, World Bank, Sant'Egidio, ASIDH, MSF, UNAIDS, Humana People 

to People, DANIDA, CARE, HOPE, and many more in the same country: one govern

m ent against '1001 actors' from all corners of the political spectrum. No wonder 

they check, whether you are friend or foe. The result is dedocracy, the rule of rais

ed fingers, at least when they play to the gallery. The response to this is complete 

silence. In fact, foreigners use a code of address long expired in their homelands, 

when they do speak to authority.

Anthropologist James Pfeiffer, who worked for a USAID sponsored NGO in 

Mozambique during the 1990s, followed the early Kaya Kwanga process. I agree 

with Pfeiffer's uncertainty as to why the code of conduct was necessary. Pfeiffer 

suggests two explanations: It could imply a certain level of misconduct and it could 

be an empty strategic gesture considering its non-legal nature (Pfeiffer 2004b). 

However, it could signal an ideological compromise between the government, the 

donors, and implementers. Therefore, it could be another sign of ideological dis

order, if we recall an earlier argument (see Chapter 5, pp. 233, 242).

Pfeiffer supports the anti-privatisation argument to strengthen the public 

sector. Pfeiffer argues that privatisation of Mozambican health care happens indi

rectly and covertly through international NGOs: they have become the 'velvet 

glove' of privatisation (Pfeiffer 2004b). In other words, privatisation in this per

spective is seen as the inevitable iron hand covered in silky padding. However, it 

comes at a cost. Pfeiffer conducted an anthropological study of the impact of health 

NGOs on local communities in the 1990s, which showed that health NGOs contrib

uted to fragmentation and loss of local control of health programs, and rising social 

inequality (Pfeiffer 2003).
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In my experience, the double discourse prevails: the government is against privati

sation and parallel structures. However, it cannot save its health care system with

out external donor support and it cannot pay its health workers salaries that com

pare to international standards. Health workers lose their motivation to stay w ith

in the public health system: they seek greener grass with the NGOs. However, 

those 'partners' who least understand and sympathize with the FRELIMO project 

become 'distant troublemakers'.

The Minister of Health finally gave some credit to the international and na

tional non-governmental organisations: "In general we have good and professional 

relations with NGOs. We highly value the collaboration with NGOs. Let us continue to 

improve this relation, with respect fo r  the dignity o f Mozambicans in mind." This was 

to me a surprising change of tone considering the long talk about sovereignty and 

disrespect. It would have made more sense to begin the meeting giving praise to 

partnerships considering its nature. The procedure seemed to be: First a slap in 

the face, then a pat on the cheek.

Participants asked questions related to what the meeting was originally de

voted to: the signing of the code of conduct. First, they indicated that the code of 

conduct was a sign of cooperation, but that the long and bureaucratic process for 

obtaining a work permit for the health sector in Mozambique was counterproduc

tive. In fact, the process may take four months, divided in three ministries (Health, 

Immigration, and Work). Foreign workers often begin this process upon arrival in 

Mozambique. They politely requested the Minister to remedy this problem by or

ganizing a central authorisation unit.

One participant wanted to know the status and progress of the long promis

ed 'ministerial communication unit' to improve communication between NGOs and
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the Ministry of Health. "NGOs need to communicate through the Department o f Plan

ning and Cooperation", the Minister replied, whereby he emphasized the need to 

create one single NGO unit. This was taken as an insult by the NAIMA+ network, 

which was established in 2004 exactly to improve communication and coordina

tion among NGOs to produce 'one voice' for the government.

A few participants doubted the authority of the NAIMA+ organisation. They 

declared that not everyone wants NAIMA+ membership. "We have already made 

the contract and you say that it is ready to be signed. Now there are various doubts 

and iterations at this meeting between the Ministry and NGOs. What are we supposed 

to think?"

The Minister of Health replied promptly: "Let us sign the conduct with the 

conscience that it can be improved. It is an imperfect instrument, but we cannot con

tinue without signing it. It is not a bible. NGOs say that the government does not want 

to sign the conduct, but this is not true."

Organisational delegates lined up to sign the code of conduct, while others 

refrained. The Minister had the last word by asking why NAIMA+ still could not 

represent all international and national organisations. Garrido emphasized that he 

would not audit any single person or NGO. "NGOs need to get their act together and 

elect representatives. Please, define who represents you!"

The Future o f Health Care

In early 2007, the Ministry of Health issued three future health care goals: 1) equal 

access, 2) improvement of infrastructure and equipment, and 3) the right to health
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(Ministry of Health 2007a). This echoes the promise of health care for all set out in 

the first constitution (Machel 1975a). First, the government seeks quality health 

care for all citizens. Second, the goal is to have 2000 health units in the country (1 

u n it/10,000 inhabitants). The government needs to construct 750 health units to 

reach this goal, in accordance with the Plan to Reduce Absolute Poverty (Republic 

of Mozambique 2005). This plan includes a general upgrading of health units and 

health centres (Ministry of Health 2007f). Third, the Ministry of Health released a 

'User Rights and Duties Charter' (Ministry of Health 2007c), which specifies the 

right to health as a given within the 2004 constitution (Chissano 2004). The char

ter seeks to 'dignify health care users': 1) primacy to the citizen, 2) reaffirmation of 

fundamental human rights, 3) promote humanisation, especially towards vulne

rable groups, 4) improve patient-practitioner relations and active patient partici

pation, and 5) reinforce dialogue (Ministry of Health 2007c). Fourth, a National 

Politics of Health Declaration seeks to protect the right to health (Ministry of 

Health 2007e), with reference to the Mozambican constitution (Chissano 2004), 

and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (United Nations 1948).5 In other 

words, a luta continua, the struggle continues, in line with post-independence FRE

LIMO politics of health towards realisation of free, public, universal, and dignified 

access to the National Health System. The HIV epidemic would ideally not enjoy ex

ceptional attention towards this goal, but we have witnessed the pragmatic nature 

of Mozambican politics of health care.

ARV treatm ent arrived at a time of political reform and health system tran

sition and it became a political opportunity for this process. This has implications 

for the understanding of the current health care reform, including the expansion of 

ARV treatment. ARV provision is simultaneously an emergency response and an
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opportunity to resurrect the weak public health care system ruined during the civil 

war when FRELIMO provided free and universal primary health care.

The Mozambican government continues to demand full sovereignty as set 

out at independence. It therefore maintains an ambivalent position towards for

eign aid, including the funding for ARV treatment. Politicians call for national self- 

determination, in my interpretation, with or without the HIV epidemic. Such a call 

for sovereignty would be irrelevant in an apolitical world for the response to the 

HIV epidemic. Economic and human resources would ideally come from anywhere 

in the world. However, the real world is different: it remains questionable whether 

international organisations could recruit the number of health workers needed in 

Southern Africa. Yet, the Mozambican government experiences the impact of ex

ternal threats to Mozambican sovereignty: NGO competition, privatisation and the 

internal brain drain. Nevertheless, I have shown the contradictory twist to this 

phenomenon: it is part of the political rhetoric to keep the sovereignty discourse 

alive and dominant, while in practical terms the real challenge is coordination, not 

partnerships. These are some of the key factors that must be kept in mind, when 

we try to understand statements such as 'human rights are such a provocation', 

'it's about sovereignty', and 'respect the dignity of Mozambicans'. It is the pride of a 

government and its governing mentality, questionably the pride of a people.
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7: Advocacy

This chapter examines what key advocacy organisations do to advance access to 

treatm ent within the cultural and socio-political context of Mozambique. It weaves 

an analytical narrative around the Human Rights and Access to AIDS Treatment 

Campaign 2005-2006.1 follow the 'campaign work' and 'home work' of advocacy 

organisations, which provides an analysis of civic culture within civil society. I vis

ited UNAIDS, MONASO, MATRAM, Kindlimuka, RENSIDA, NAIMA+, CERPRE, ECO- 

SIDA, and Oxfam Australia.

HIV Advocacy: Intimate, Strategic and Distant Civil Society

I argue that stratification between intimate, strategic, and distant civil society or

ganisations in real terms determines government recognition and ultimately the 

allocation of resources. This is about organisational proximity to power. I focus on 

advocacy and agency through classical anthropological analyses: taboo and classi

fication of the environment (Douglas 2002 (1966]; Leach 1979] and silence in 

relation to ritual performance (Radcliffe-Brown 1979]. Ethnography of such pro

cesses requires sociocultural understanding of stratification, partnerships, and si

lence. Socio-political order and cultural conduct organize this analysis.
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Advocacy Informants

I conducted participant observation and qualitative interviews with 32 people in 

nine advocacy organisations: 21 Mozambicans and 9 foreigners. They w orked for 

MONASO, UNAIDS, Kindlimuka, RENSIDA, MATRAM, Oxfam Australia, NAIMA+, 

CERPRE, and ECOSIDA. National NGOs almost exclusively employ Mozambicans 

(see Table 7.1).

Table 7.1: Advocacy Informants by Sex and Country
Total National Foreign

T ? 8 ' T 9 d ' T 9 d '
Country Coordinators 5 3 2 2 1 1 3 2 1  

Presidents 6 1 5 6 1 5 0 0 0

Vice-Presidents 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
Advocacy Officers 1 1 5 6 9 3 6 2 2 0

Officers 4 3 1 1 0 1 3 3 0
Interns 5 3 2 3 2 1 2 0 2

TOTAL 32 16 16 22 8 14 10 7 3

I did 4 months full time fieldwork with both UNAIDS and MONASO. I had access to 

office space, computer, Internet, civil society, and the international community. I 

participated in all relevant internal and external activities, like meetings a t UN

AIDS, MONASO, FAO, WFP, Partners Forum, National AIDS Council, with faith-bas

ed organisations, the Ministry of Health, and at the Parliam entary Assembly. The 

experience of full time fieldwork was about 'letting go to see w hat happens'. Field

work is like a journey: you immerse yourself in the field to gain an insider's per

spective. Participate and make yourself useful. Follow the PFP principle: Patience, 

Friendliness, and Persistence. Meetings are by last minute invitation: each day is a 

new day, even though I thought I had ‘it all planned out'.
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The Human Rights and Access to AIDS Treatment Campaign 2005-2006

The country coordinators of UNAIDS and Oxfam Australia conceived a Human 

Rights and Access to AIDS Treatment Campaign in October 2005. The first meeting 

gathered 20 participants (11 men, 9 women, 12 foreigners, 8 Mozambicans), who 

represented Mozambican HIV organisations (MONASO, MATRAM, Kulima, Ntwana- 

no, and COREMO), the international community (Oxfam JOAP, Family Health Inter

national, UNAIDS, NAIMA+, USAID, and Burnet Institute), and the government (Na

tional AIDS Council). They brainstormed how to apply human rights in the context 

of HIV related treatm ent and finally agreed upon the following core theme for the 

one-year campaign, starting 1 December 2005: Access to treatment, lack o f access 

to health services, and related issues o f stigma and discrimination.

The second meeting gathered 12 participants (5 men, 7 women, 5 foreign

ers, 7 Mozambicans), who represented MONASO, NAIMA+, Sant'Egidio, Project 

HOPE, Oxfam Australia, and USAID. This time they discussed access barriers and 

the need for integrated health services, not just access to ARV treatment. 'Integrat

ed health services' would include food, access to information, and free medicine 

against opportunistic infections. This resembled definitions of 'universal access' 

that emerged at preparatory meetings for the upcoming global events in Brazza

ville, New York, and Toronto during 2006. The campaigners intended to focus on 

commitments, progress, and obstacles through transparent dialogue between HIV 

organisations in Mozambique. The campaign agenda, which included constructive 

suggestions on how to minimize access barriers, would also be an opportunity to 

promote MATRAM, the Mozambican Treatment Access Movement
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Two observations improve our understanding of the following analysis. First, the 

division of labour between the National AIDS 'Programme' and 'Council' is clear. 

The National STI/HIV/AIDS Programme at the Ministry of Health focuses entirely 

on treatment. The National AIDS Council, located outside the Ministry, focuses on 

HIV prevention and impact mitigation.1 The National AIDS Council only partici

pated in the first of the 13 meetings I witnessed throughout the campaign year. 

The National AIDS Council declared that access to treatm ent was not a council 

priority. The inclusion of the Ministry of Health would have minimised the accru

ing asymmetric knowledge between civil society and the government and it would 

have been a test, whether the relationship between representatives of civil society 

and the government is one of collaboration or opposition. However, Ministry of 

Health representatives never showed up.

Second, all actors lacked wholehearted commitment to implement the ac

cess campaign. Oxfam and UNAIDS created the campaign platform. They saw this 

as a political victory. They had to pay for this, directly or indirectly for two reasons: 

1] non-governmental organisations are not supposed to interfere in domestic poli

tics, and 2) the government in principle disallows treatm ent access campaigns (see 

Chapter 1, p. 62, Chapter 6, p. 279, and Chapter 8, p. 391). Government Decree 

55/98, which defines the criteria for authorizing foreign NGOs in Mozambique, 

serves as a control mechanism of NGO action to eliminate segmentation and frag

mentation of state action. Specifically, Article 2.3 specifies that "In the course o f 

their activities, foreign NGOs are forbidden to undertake or to promote any actions o f  

a political nature" (Republic of Mozambique 1998).

Admittedly, the three UNAIDS full-time staff committed themselves to 16 

working groups within the plethora of HIV issues. This was probably the same for
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Oxfam Australia. UN AIDS and Oxfam created the platform for the human rights 

campaign and they expected, perhaps naively, that civil society would take the 

lead. In other words, the campaign was meant to follow the ABC of political cor

rectness through 'principles of GIPA', Greater Involvement of People Living with 

HIV/AIDS, invented at the 1994 Paris summit on AIDS, and 'partnerships'. Theories 

of 'participatory engagement' and 'collaboration' would presumably be applied.

The front seat was reserved for RENSIDA (network of patient associations). 

MATRAM (access movement), MONASO (service organisation), and Kindlimuka 

(patient organisation) were then supposed to follow the RENSIDA leadership. 

However, things turned out differently. RENSIDA folks never showed up. MATRAM 

and Kindlimuka folks rarely took the scene. This resulted in disjointed campaign 

efforts by activists with little or no campaigning experience. Yet, the one commit

ted MONASO advocacy officer who kept the campaign alive caused others to accuse 

MONASO of monopolizing the process. Moreover, Oxfam and UNAIDS retreated, as 

promised by the imagined correctness of GIPA. On the other hand, the entire pur

pose of civil society organisations would allegedly be to gain voice, visibility, and 

influence. Indeed, all HIV advocacy organisations work with 'access to treatment'. 

Then why the scant attention, sparse commitment, and limited success of the hu

man rights and access to treatm ent campaign? This emphasizes the paradox be

tween intention, want, organisation, and outcome. Therefore, I will explain politi

cal correctness in theory and practice in the Mozambican socio-political context.
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A Genealogy o f Advocacy Organisations: 1993-2004

MONASO, UNAIDS Mozambique, Kindlimuka, RENSIDA, and MATRAM were found

ed during 1993-2004 (see Figure 7.1). They share three commonalities: 1) govern

m ent recognition, 2) advocacy as main objective, and 3) supported by govern

ments and international NGOs.

UNAIDS
MONASO K in d l im u k a  RENSIDA MATRAM
1 993  1 9 9 6  2 0 0 2  20 0 4
f  f  f  f

 1 1 1 ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-------
1 9 9 0  1 9 9 5  2 0 0 0  2 0 0 5

Figure 7.1: G enealogy o f HIV/AIDS A dvocacy O rganisation s, 1 9 9 3 -2 0 0 4

MONASO was founded in 1993 and officially constituted in 1995. Its main objective 

is to prevent and mitigate the negative impacts of the epidemic and it leads civil 

society by creating strategic alliances with the governm ent and developm ent p a rt

ners (MONASO 2005b).

MONASO has a dual role: coordination and representation. MONASO comple

ments the National AIDS Council and it represents civil society through the Mini

stry of Health. Thus, MONASO is positioned within a netw ork of institutions, p a rt

ners, and working groups, such as the Sector Wide Approach, Partners Forum, the 

Country Coordinating Mechanism, ministries, donors, agencies, and NGOs (see 

Figure 7.2).
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Mozambican Government 

Ministry of Health National AIDS Council Other m inistries

CCM

MoH National NAC National
Strategic AIDS Plan Strategic AIDS Plan

Donors

HIV/AIDS Agencies
Partners Forum (UNAIDS, UNICEF, etc.]

NAIMA MONASO RENSIDA

NGOs

Civil Society

Figure 7.2: MONASO Position within the HIV/AIDS Sector
Source: (MONASO 2005b).

MONASO, Kindlimuka, RENSIDA, and MATRAM descend from the Ministry of 

Health lineage. The Ministry of Health is on the board of MONASO. MONASO is on 

the board of the National AIDS Council and the Country Coordinating Mechanism. 

Kindlimuka is on the MONASO board. RENSIDA and MATRAM are m embers of MO

NASO, and vice versa. This would ideally facilitate 'partnerships and collaboration', 

but it precludes reciprocal criticism, which creates a chain of silent consent. I argue 

that this lineage mirrors social structure and the chain of command within society.

There are 441 national and international organisations affiliated to MONA

SO in the 11 Mozambican provinces (MONASO 2005b). MONASO was born out of 

the lineage of 'AIDS Service Organisations', which emerged from the global net

TG-SWAP 
TG-Civil Society
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work initiative International Council of AIDS Service Organisations, ICASO, in 1991. 

Close relatives include African descendants like 'AFRICASO' and 'SANASO'.

MONASO seeks to become 'influential', to 'strengthen democracy', and to 

work towards 'social transformation' (MONASO 2006). Such civic aims would re

quire collaboration with the government, but this would depend on critical rather 

than compliant voices. I will show how and why this is a difficult aspiration.

Salvador Mazive was the first person that publicly declared to be HIV posi

tive in Mozambique. This was in 1996. This provided the stimulus to create Kind

limuka, the first patient organisation in Mozambique, supported by UNAIDS, which 

had opened an office in Maputo the same year. 'Kindlimuka' is a Shangaan word for 

'wake up!' Thus, the wake up call to break the silence came 10 years after the first 

reported AIDS case in 1986.

However, 1996 was a significant year for other reasons on a global and local 

scale. 'Highly active antiretroviral therapy’ was marketed, though with prohibitive 

costs for most countries. UNAIDS was founded. The Brazilian universal treatm ent 

access program started, which the Brazilian government later advocated as a mod

el approach for poor countries. The Central Hospital in Maputo began to attend 

HIV patients.

Mazive's message soon spread to other provinces, but 'Kindlimuka' had no 

meaning in the many local languages. Therefore, context specific patient organisa

tions emerged that reflected the mosaic of realities. This necessitated a national 

network of associations of people living with HIV, which culminated in the creation 

of RENSIDA in 2002.

The RENSIDA network consists of 23 patient associations distributed in all 

provinces. There are 6 associations in the North, 9 in the Centre, and 8 in the
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South. Twenty of them reside in urban areas, which leaves rural areas underserv

ed. RENSIDA therefore aims to have an association in each of the 128 districts. 

Other objectives include response coordination, advocacy for fair and equitable re

source allocation, a space for dialogue, and continued development of associational 

life (Chilundo and Saugene 2006). Chilundo and Saugene list 4 strengths, 19 weak

nesses, 11 opportunities and 9 threats in their analysis of RENSIDA and the wom

en's organisation Kuyakana (Republic of Mozambique 2007). In fact, most organi

sational assessments frequently mention weaknesses and fragilities in terms of 

'weak partnership coordination’, 'weak participation in policy processes with gov

ernment', 'weak capacity', and 'lack of trained individuals'.

Two Kindlimuka members, who returned from South Africa in 2004 with 

experience from the South African Treatment Access Campaign, TAC, created the 

Mozambican Treatment Access Movement, MATRAM, supported by Kindlimuka, 

RENSIDA, MSF, and the Christian Council. MATRAM is a self-proclaimed social 

movement, which seeks to mobilise communities and political leaders to guarantee 

treatm ent of all HIV associated health problems. MATRAM attempts to influence 

the government's decision-making process about access to treatm ent through de

liberate information use. MATRAM seeks to be 'influential and change the percep

tion, understanding, and behaviour of those in power' (MATRAM 2005a).

Its mission statem ent also indicates 'collaboration' and 'friendship' with the 

government: it is formulated in terms of 'working with', ‘do advocacy together', 

'participate and stimulate processes of taking on responsibility' in collaboration 

with the government (MATRAM 2005b). Core campaign objectives focus on 'com

munity preparedness' and 'treatm ent literacy'. MATRAM folks decided to channel
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their anger, indignation, frustration, and desperation into constructive action in 

favour of access to treatment.

The government recognizes MONASO, Kindlimuka, RENSIDA, and MATRAM, 

which at face value indicates an ideal situation. The four organisations work in 

'partnership with the government', which is an admirable aspiration for state-civil 

society relations in other countries. The recognition process was peaceful, yet bu

reaucratic. Advocacy organisations maintain a supportive role to the governm ent 

In fact, 'best practice' projects and programmes have emerged from this collabora

tion, but there is more to the story.

First, I apply a FRELIMO spectacle to distinguish between intimate, strate

gic, and distant civil society organisations. I argue that this stratification determin

es government recognition and ultimately the allocation of resources. This is about 

organisational proximity to power. Second, socio-structural conditions determine 

Mozambican citizens' acceptance of the socioeconomic and political circumstances 

and their subservience to the government (H0g 2006). Freedom of expression is a 

hard choice, given the history of centralized government and the FRELIMO insist

ence on political debate within the party, not in the media or on the street.2 It re

mains a slow process to gain and realize the inner freedom to practice the rights of 

citizenship, even if FRELIMO has become more lenient and democratic. Third, the 

perceived ideal of a united civil society withers given the reality of fragmentation 

among its organisations. This is about the lack of social cohesion, if one voice and 

unity is taken as the yardstick for political success.
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Proximity to Power: Shades o f Taboo

The proximity to power thesis spells the axiom that affiliation to FRELIMO shapes 

the socio-political environment and allocation of resources. This is my second 

application of language and taboo theories (Douglas 2002 (1966); Leach 1979). In 

short, intimate civil society organisations stand closest to FRELIMO. FRELIMO 

founded and supported its own organisations during the early FRELIMO days of 

Eduardo Mondlane and Samora Machel. On the other hand, the government and 

donors 'invented' strategic civil society organisations to legitimise policies and 

plans in the era of donor supported development. In other words, this comprises 

political tokenism and double patronage. Intimate and strategic organisations fol

low the Gramscian definition of civil society as a legitimizing bridge between state 

and citizens (Gramsci 1971). Distant civil society organisations belong to the polit

ical opposition and the government consequently see them as 'troublemakers'. 

This is fundamentally about distrust.

Intimate civil society organisations fulfil core FRELIMO criteria: the closer 

to the epic of heroic liberation the better. This is about solidarity with FRELIMO, 

which resembles the analysis of ideology and authority between the government 

and non-governmental organisations (see Chapter 6, pp. 286-291).

'Mass Democratic Organisations' constituted intimate civil society upon in

dependence. They designate the 'authentic' or 'native' liberation movements. FRE

LIMO created them as anti-colonial, anti-imperialist, and anti-traditional entities to 

create the new Mozambique. Such entities included 'dynamizing groups', 'popular 

tribunals', and 'party cells' (Matsinhe 2005: 31). This legacy lives on. On the other 

hand, FRELIMO remains ambivalent towards the global ideology of 'democracy',
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'civil society', 'rule of law', and 'human rights', with reference to the dependency- 

independency and nationalism-imperialism dilemmas. The government relies on 

foreign aid, but the long-term goal is self-sufficiency. Mac-Arthur's statem ent pro

vides an example: "We can't close the doors" (see Chapter 6, pp. 294-295).

All protestant organisations in the South enjoy FRELIMO support. This is no 

coincidence, as Eduardo Mondlane and Samora Machel were sons of the southern 

Gaza province. The Swiss-Presbyterian mission influenced Eduardo Mondlane and 

the Catholic mission influenced Samora Machel. Moreover, FRELIMO proximity 

was also seen from the beginning of the National AIDS Council in 2000. The first 

NAC president was Janet Mondlane, the widow of Eduardo Mondlane. A systematic 

review of all NAC members would probably confirm their FRELIMO background in 

Southern Mozambique. This may change as part of the process. On the other hand, 

a systematic review of civil society organisations would probably confirm that 

AIDS advocacy workers are not from a FRELIMO background. The Mozambicans 

that I knew were from Nampula, Manica, Zambezia, and Cabo Delgado provinces, 

not from the FRELIMO provinces Gaza and Maputo in the south.

Intimate civil society includes the Mozambican Women's Organisation, 

OMM,3 and the Foundation for the Development of the Community, FDC. These or

ganisations associate individuals of Samora Machel's closest family. Informants of

ten said: "First you see the person, then the name o f the organisation." Women's 

emancipation was an early FRELIMO promise, personified and practiced by Josina 

Machel, Samora Machel's second wife. Josina Machel advocated women's public 

speaking and freedom of expression.4 Grafa Machel, Samora Machel's third wife 

and the current wife of former South African President Nelson Mandela, per

sonifies the FDC organisation. Grafa Machel is the Mozambican woman who enjoys
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Josina Machel's dreams of female emancipation the most. This is for a good reason. 

Grafa Machel has by fate become untouchable. She can think and say what she 

wants, without any repercussive consequences: she is part of the establishment. 

Grafa Machel, a first-line member of the FRELIMO Central Committee, was Minis

ter of Education and Culture upon independence in 1975. However, she speaks 

with two tongues, one for FRELIMO, one for the peoples.

Distant civil society organisations stand in opposition to FRELIMO. They are 

perceived as distrustful 'troublemakers'. A prime example is the League of Human 

Rights that primarily works with access to law and justice and violations of human 

rights (Marques, et al. 2006). Alice Mabote, the leader of the League, enjoys the 

freedom of expression for a different reason to Grafa Machel. Alice Mabote speaks 

fearlessly as one of the only Mozambican citizens. Letting her talk makes her the 

token exception that proves the rule. It would be highly unwise of the government 

to mute her voice, given the sensitive m atter of human rights with global attention. 

Women, Law and Development, MULEIDE, is on the other hand an intimate organi

sation. The League of Human Rights and MULEIDE work to advance access to law 

and justice from two different political standpoints.

I analyze the intimate-strategic-distant stratification of civil society in terms 

of'shades of taboo'. Taboo can be defined as avoidance of those things that fall be

tween culturally agreed categories and names (Douglas 2002 (1966); Leach 1979) 

(see Chapter 1, p. 61). The government is FRELIMO. FRELIMO is Mozambique. FRE

LIMO is the voice of Mozambique. Political rhetoric has made this clear since inde

pendence, which opposes or even ignores the on-the-ground heterogeneity in 

terms of political opinion and affiliation. Distant civil society organisations stand in 

opposition to FRELIMO. This standing appears logical. The government favourably
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supports its own offspring ahead of 'partners', which it perceives as distant or link

ed to perceived enemies. In discourse and practice, the more distant the organisa

tion, the more tabooed, isolated, and ignored it becomes. With Leach, we may draw 

a variant social classification of edible parts of the environment in terms of state- 

civil society relations in Mozambique:

Intimate civil society: Government recognized organisations that belong to FRE

LIMO, thus part of normal politics, and thus taken for granted partners

Strategic civil society: Government recognized organisations appropriated as 

possible partners, but they are consciously tabooed in daily practice, only to be 

used under certain ritual conditions

Distant civil society: Government recognized organisations, but they are not 

recognized in practice, thus unconsciously tabooed (cf. Leach 1979).

All three categories are 'wholesome' and 'edible' substances, thinking with Leach. 

The socio-political context determines the specific classification. There is no natu

ral classification of NGO-state relations. However, there are no clear-cut differenc

es between the three stratifications. Their overlap depends on the circumstances 

of the purpose and process at hand and intimate organisations occasionally asso

ciate with strategic organisations. For example, the Mozambican Women's Organi

sation, OMM, and the Mozambican Youth Organisation, OJM, are members of MO

NASO. However, this fact only makes the stratification analysis more significant. It 

identifies the subtle, yet telling differences, whether its implications are historical, 

political, and /o r practical. These phenomena suggest a 'sophisticated diplomatic 

dance' in which national and international organisations engage with the govern
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ment, both as partners and opponents (H0g 2006: 57). Nevertheless, who leads 

this dance? I think this is a two-way process.

The stratification of civil society can be seen in a slightly different perspec

tive in which divisions depend on changing ideology. FRELIMO conceived and 

constituted intimate civil society according to the socialist principles of the first 

constitution at independence in 1975. Socialism somehow failed, as the govern

ment embarked on the neo-liberal path with the IMF and the World Bank in 1984 

(Abrahamsson and Nilsson 1995; Adam 1996; Costy 2000; Hanlon 1991; Santos 

2006). Strategic or hybrid civil society organisations became an option with the 

ideologically revised constitution of 1990, which spelled capitalist, democratic de

velopment. This camel was hard to swallow. Still, the government was and is diplo

matically malleable. FRELIMO simultaneously remains loyal to its past, which is 

part and parcel of its social imagination as it links past, present, and future to the 

pervasive mentioning of the process towards a glorious, independent, and sover

eign Mozambique. This is why the past m atters in the ART era. Despite its chame

leon politics diplomatically open to change, FRELIMO retains its core identity, 

which may explain its unique resilience in the African context.5 This political con

stellation creates a vital and quintessential paradox that characterizes this particu

lar African country. I see this as a delicate act of balance between yielding and 

staying firm on international and national relations in search of stability that gives 

FRELIMO credibility. FRELIMO is the process.

Distant civil society organisations constitute the ones that saw no major 

change according to these ideological lines. Troublemakers have always been in 

opposition. They did not emerge from FRELIMO political evolution as the strategic 

NGOs, regardless of their international donor support.
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Partnerships: Chasing the Gaps

MONASO, Kindlimuka, and RENSIDA epitomize strategic civil society organisations. 

The social movement MATRAM would meet the criteria as distant civil society, as 

the government sees its treatm ent advocacy as political interference. However, 

MATRAM would be a candidate of the 'unnamed' or 'unnameable', thinking with 

Leach (Leach 1979). MATRAM falls between the three categories, perceived neith

er as intimate, nor strategic, nor distant civil society. The fact that MATRAM as a 

self-proclaimed 'social movement' behaves more like 'an NGO' adds to this margin- 

ality. These three borderline considerations stem from the nature of political re

cognition (Englund 2004; Taylor and Gutmann 1992). Otherwise, MATRAM would 

have become a recognized part of the Mozambican ARV treatm ent model.

My analysis of partnerships supports the intimate-strategic-distant civil 

society argument. I will show that failing partnerships among Mozambican NGOs 

depend on organisational struggle for survival and identity, and, consequently, on 

mutual rivalry. In fact, each organisation chooses the solitary path, contrary to the 

partnership principles laid down in their mission statements. Combined with the 

lack of direct communication with government institutions this produces asym

metric knowledge and asynchronous strategies. Epidemiological HIV data are not 

fixed in time, as we saw with epidemic evolution. However, organisations create 

their campaigns on yesterday's data, for tomorrow's needs. Finally, partnerships 

may be fictive: they serve to legitimate the policy process ruled by the 'interna

tional development machine'.
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Why Partnerships Fail: Survival, Identity, Rivalry

The third campaign meeting gathered nine participants, who represented MA

TRAM, MONASO, Oxfam, and Sant'Egidio. After a long debate, they once again saw 

RENSIDA as the politically correct organisation to launch the campaign on 1 De

cember 2005. Would a human rights and access to treatm ent campaign be possible 

with or without RENSIDA? There were more problems. The key people from Ox

fam and UNAIDS, who came up with the idea, were not present. They were some

where else in the partnership network. There was still no reply from RENSIDA, 

despite many attempts to reach RENDIDA folks. One suggested that RENSIDA was 

busy preparing the GIPA conference. Another one said with some degree of real

ism: "We need to move forward, but we are not doing anything." It would be proble

matic to change the program by replacing RENSIDA, as donors would be unhappy. 

This was a difficult situation and a low point of the campaign preparation.

I visited RENSIDA to clarify the situation. First, RENSIDA was fully engaged 

organising the third GIPA conference in Maputo, a four-day event in late November 

2005, just a few days before the launching of the access campaign. Second, REN

SIDA had embarked on its own access to treatm ent campaign as part of its advo

cacy program designed two years earlier with support from Oxfam. MATRAM took 

part in the design process. Then remember that Oxfam finances most of the activi

ties of MATRAM and the access campaign. RENSIDA invited MATRAM to join the 

RENSIDA campaign as equal partners. MATRAM refused to accept this proposal. 

According to Angela, MATRAM responded: "It is only us who deal with treatment 

advocacy. You have to follow our plan. No one else can talk about treatment."
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I interpret this as questions of survival, identity, and rivalry. Organisations struggle 

for survival: they constantly seek new funding and they need to create and main

tain their identity. They need to comply with donor conditionality. They navigate 

limited space of action under the primacy of the government. This is their 'home 

work'. There is little energy and incentive to engage in constructive partnerships 

with other organisations. However, we must think of credibility. Organisations 

must prove their commitment to their partners by showing up for appointed meet

ings. Organisations rapidly lose credibility, if they fail to embody and apply such 

skill. However, funding agencies never really see the reality on the ground. Most sit 

in faraway lands, donating money to tabula rasa land. As Fatton reminds us, 

though civil society inhabits limited space for intervention, civil society in Africa is 

not a tabula rasa. Civil society is conditioned by the political and cultural processes 

that define the state domain (Fatton 1992: 75).

Angela said: "As we are not united, I don't see how we can take this question 

o f access to treatment forward. It is such a huge question. I can't do it alone, REN- 

SIDA can't do it alone, MONASO can't do it alone, and MATRAM can't do it alone. We 

need to come together, because the problem is the same fo r  all o f us."

In fact, organisations were trying to do things on their own. The 'access to 

treatm ent and human rights' campaign was just one among many activities within 

each NGO. As Jeronimo said: 7  am doing a million things, but nothing a t all." How 

could they find time and organisation for a united access campaign? Admittedly, 

Angela and Jeronimo were certainly not the only ones to reflect in this way. I heard 

similar remorseful comments from all corners of the HIV community in Maputo.

Angela raised her voice:"We have a common objective. It is already defined! 

But we don't know how to stick together. It's so difficult and I see great difficulties in
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taking this programme forward. Why? We cannot realize programmes on our own. 

We then drill some of the key partners: 'Oxfam, UNICEF, CARE, Burnet Institute, 

etc.' "I have said to my colleagues at MATRAM: 'Imagine, Oxfam is financing RENSI- 

DA!' The donor o f our advocacy programmes is the same, they know our program

mes, and they provide technical assistance! Then there is no way we can keep on 

walking down our own pathway. Every organisation has its own programme and be

lieves that it complements other programmes. Oxfam cannot finance our programme, 

thinking that we are taking away the work o f MATRAM. But they believe that our 

work complements their work, so they keep supporting us."

I visit MATRAM 8 months down the road of the one-year campaign. Lucas 

says with a more saddened voice word by word: "The human rights and access to 

treatment campaign started in November, but the campaign has stagnated com

pletely. It is not going anywhere. We need support as well. We have partners who 

could help us, but it is not moving anywhere. There is no perspective."

The campaign was confined to the HIV community in Maputo: it never 

reached the provinces, be it Gaza in the South or Niassa in the North. I ask Lucas 

about the major difficulties running the campaign. He says: "It's necessary to have 

greater motivation. Financial support This is a provincial campaign! We need to go 

to the provinces to make it a national campaign!" I recalled an earlier interview 

with Lucas in which he compared the South African Treatment Access Campaign 

budget to that of MATRAM, laughing at the big difference. "Who knows in Cabo Del

gado? No one in Niassa knows about this campaign. We need to reach those places 

too. We need money. Not ju st money, but also campaign materials. I f  you suddenly 

get a pamphlet about ‘Treatment o f HIV, Access for All, National Urgency', then you  

also need information about treatment."
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Failed partnerships essentially rest on benchmarks and money. That is, there are 

no historical quality indicators for civil society. A previous success story could 

have been recycled in times of HIV. Second, donors give money to raise their own 

image and goodwill, but they often fail to provide training and skills. This is like 

funding agriculture where there are no farmers. In other words, the unsuccessful 

human rights campaign is not a unique case but a general tendency.

Asymmetric Knowledge, Asynchronous Strategies

Organisations continue to work on their own with small budgets and big ambi

tions. Recall that Angela said: "Every organisation has its own programme and be

lieves that it complements other programmes." Access to current information is dif

ficult, which makes up-to-date campaigns and common strategies difficult. Organi

sations often produce the same reports and documentation in several corners of 

the HIV community, but often with different data. Communication with the Mini

stry of Health is one of the most difficult matters for everyone in the community, 

including the National AIDS Council. Written requests pile up at the Ministry of 

Health. Formal bureaucracy and lack of staff add to extended time consuming pro

cedures. Solicitors get disappointed and frustrated. This produces ghost discourses 

about government inefficiency and lack of commitment, but it also produces asym

metric knowledge, which soon becomes outdated, collecting dust somewhere in 

the process. Isolation and inefficient partnerships produce asynchronous strate

gies, which run counter to the social codes and fundamental principles set in stone.
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Let me return to stratification of civil society and argue that partnerships merely 

serve to legitimise the policy process led by the international community.

Fictive Partnerships: Appeasing the International Machine

OMM and FDC do not specifically work with HIV. Formal and practical recognition 

depends more on political affiliation, less on the task. The government recognizes 

MONASO, Kindlimuka, RENSIDA and MATRAM, but for slightly different reasons. 

They have become strategic civil society organisations, with no pronounced FRELI- 

MO alignment or opposition. Therefore, they seem to support the government in 

amicable ways. However, the key difference lies in the way the creation and main

tenance of these organisations serve a political purpose beyond the mere humani

tarian aspects of their activities. This is how I argue they are called upon only un

der ritual conditions to legitimise the policy processes as tokens to please the in

ternational donor machine. This is part of the political fabric and embodied FRELI- 

MO culture. Yet, this argument welcomes contestation. Many would disagree, but 

this is how hegemony works. I showed this in the previous taboo analysis and by 

implication in the later analysis of how its significance lies in the unsaid.

Another example illustrates the problem with partnerships: DFID provides 

funding for NAIMA+, MONASO, UNAIDS and RENSIDA. Yet, these four organisa

tions do not have a common forum to coordinate their activities. They rarely meet 

face-to-face. They have similar agendas, yet the synergetic effect is extremely low 

or undetectable. The consequence is work carried out in isolation and duplication 

of specific tasks. For example, all four organisations do lobby and advocacy, yet
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complain that they are understaffed and lack competent officers to do the work. 

Treatment literacy remains an aspiration for all four organisations, encouraged by 

a Partners Forum/National AIDS Council meeting 9 December 2005, which empha

sized the need to educate health personnel and civil society on issues related to the 

ABC of ARV treatment. Yet, MATRAM takes its own initiative to apply for funding 

without involving their partners. Lucas explained: "MATRAM does not like to be a 

token and does not need partners. MATRAM is an independent movement that dares 

to speak out and confront others without involving them." The MONASO treatm ent 

literacy campaign did not move anywhere, despite the fact it had given such cam

paign high priority in 2006. This was explained by the lack of support from civil 

society and /o r international partners. Moreover, MATRAM did not inform MONA

SO about their funding to have six treatm ent literacy workshops between April and 

June 2006, despite their mutual partnership.

Ritualized Events: Patterns of Reappearance

However, campaign events occurred unexpectedly. In fact, NGOs launched them 

with professional nonchalance. I could provide detailed summaries on the content 

of these events, but that would not support the point of this analysis. Their ritualiz

ed form  intrigued me, how they followed cultural prescriptions. I have pointed to 

this phenomenon in partnership formation as transactional rituals (H0g 2006), but 

here I am interested in patterns of behaviour and predictability. A ritualized event 

follows the symbolic norms of global campaigns, but it also follows the laws of 

sociocultural prohibition, which include avoiding confrontation and criticism. This
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is prescribed by the social order. Silence is gold. These characteristics produce 

external legitimate feathers, cultural compliance and internal strategic cum 

embodied silence. Events thereby have both social and ritual value, which uninten

tionally serves to maintain the social order (cf. Radcliffe-Brown 1979).

Ceremonial Rites: Following the Prescribed Order

No one says 'hush, hush, don't say that’, as everyone implicitly knows the rules on 

both sides of the state-civil society dichotomy reproduced in this context. The one 

who w rote the speech knew all the rules of the ritual. The one who read it aloud 

knew all about it too, without batting an eyelid. The audience listens patiently 

without (visible) complaint. Those higher up the social and political hierarchy re

ceived the words with tolerance and understanding, showing affection through po

lite body language. Hence, ceremonial rites follow the prescribed social order.

Ritual events are found throughout the HIV community. As Lucio said: "Now 

it is '.International Testing Day'. Then it is 'Universal Access'. Then it is '3 by 5'. People 

don't know how to differentiate one thing from another. UNGASS was in the drawer. 

No one talks about UNGASS. What I am trying to say is that people talk about what's 

in vogue. Fashion will come to us on '1 December'. 'What are we going to do on 1 

December?' Let's go for another ritual."

The first campaign event took place at the Faculty of Medicine on 28 No

vember 2005. Campaigners had invited the Prime Minister, the National AIDS Pro

gramme Director, the MONASO President, the Sant'Egidio Programme Coordinator, 

the MATRAM Coordinator, and the RENSIDA Executive Secretary. The first and the
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last of these did not show up. Thus, we saw representatives from the government, 

an advocacy NGO, a social movement, and a treatm ent implementer. About 200 

people listened carefully. Symbolic manifestations marked the occasion. Logo sym

bols that signify context, totem, and predicament decorated the invitations: the 

Mozambican flag, doves of peace, AIDS ribbons, and the emblematic contours of 

the territory. Even the notoriously absent RENSIDA organisation was listed as an 

event organizer. T-shirts exposed the globalized 'access for all' appeal. Candles 

formed an AIDS ribbon to serve as testifiers of the ongoing epidemic. Moderators 

passed on microphones to the audience to remind us how im portant it is to break 

the silence.

Several events took place in the city on 1 December, Global AIDS Day. Mo

zambicans marched the streets with banners of righteous claims, like 'Keep the 

Promise, Stop AIDS'. They gathered to attend cultural activities at the Pavilhao do 

Estrela Vermelha, the Red Star Pavilion, which staged an exposition of HIV arte

facts, 'positive gastronomy', basketball, soccer, theatre, dance, and live music. They 

called it 'Show Vida'. Advocacy officers went to the Parliamentary Assembly to 

hand over an HIV/AIDS law proposal to protect all people living with HIV and AIDS 

against stigma and discrimination (MONASO 2005a; MONASO/RENSIDA 2005).6 

All these activities were consciously prepared as symbolic manifestations.

The law proposal had been in the making for a couple of years with civil so

ciety hearings about their opinions, contributions, and wishes for such law. About 

15 civil society members attended the ceremony at the Parliament. They repre

sented MONASO, RENSIDA, MULEIDE, Kuyakana, League of Human Rights, MA

TRAM, and Kindlimuka. The MONASO president read the prefabricated speech 

epigrammatically in the way that Mozambicans practice Portuguese formality. Civil
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society formally handed over several thousand sheets of paper to the Parliamen

tary Commission on HIV/AIDS headed by Isau Meneses, who happens to be a pop

ular musician and the only blind Member of Parliament. Civil society emphasized 

the importance of symbolic gesture, perhaps in respect of the prescribed social 

order, as I had heard them wish for a different scenario with thousands of Mozam

bicans showing their face at the parliament voicing their needs and anger. How

ever, this did not happen. Such desires were retained for the corridor discourse of 

the imaginary civil society, which would live up to historical definitions as state 

opposition and critical voices guaranteed by its hard-won autonomy. Even Alice 

Mabote, the 'fearless' voice, spoke in a tractable tone of her shadow personality. 

This was perhaps for a good reason: Mabote represented the only distant organisa

tion. Obey the order or stay away. As someone reminded me: 'talk to please' points 

to the difference between what civil society representatives say, what they think, 

and w hat they do. However, this is clever manoeuvring in the political landscape, 

particularly where the main recipient is a blind man with musician ears who ob

viously cannot see the external symbolic feathers and their ritual and social value. 

In other words, there are no visible totems for Meneses, only silence or voice.

Why did RENSIDA stay away from the access campaign? One of the reasons 

was their commitment to the third GIPA conference. It took place in late Novem

ber. They say the first two conferences were disastrous. This one was a big success. 

RENSIDA was the exclusive organizer. Executive Secretary Julio Mujojo welcomed 

everyone Monday morning and said goodbye Thursday afternoon. They had invit

ed the Prime Minister Luisa Diogo to officially open the conference, but she did not 

show up. This was not so surprising. Then at 12:40, Minister of Health Paulo Ivo
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Garrido unexpectedly arrived with his retinue, the National STI/HIV/AIDS Pro

gramme Director Alfredo Mac-Arthur, and others.

Everyone stood up in silent honour of the Ministerial visitors. The Minister 

apologized his unpreparedness and asked the audience to accept an improvised 

speech. The Minister then practiced his customary monologue. 7  would have liked 

to know about this event somewhat earlier to prepare better. I need to participate in 

the UNAIDS 2005 Report preparatory meeting. However, let's seriously discuss the 

issue that is undermining the foundations o f Mozambique. What can we do to avoid 

more infections? We are singing and singing and nothing is happening." The Minister 

emphasized the need to make people feel a Value in life', and how to promote and 

develop 'self-esteem' and 'dignity' among Mozambicans (cf. pp. 299, 303). Kindli- 

muka promotes the 'value in life' ethic as a foundational starting point for human 

rights education, as we will see later. The Minister continued: 7  don't like speaking 

about numbers, but people living with HIV/AIDS".

The Minister left 16 minutes later at 12:56, having said a lot about preven

tion, but nothing about treatment, though he leads the expansion of the health 

system in response to the need for treatm ent of HIV related diseases (see Chapters

5, 6). This was perhaps in accordance with the government stance that treatm ent 

publicity would be irresponsible public health policy (see Chapter 1, p. 62, Chapter

6, p. 279), and Chapter 8, p. 391). "We always keep a door open fo r  you at the Mini

stry o f Health so we can discuss. We are with you day and night. We need to find a so

lution how to prevent more HIV infections, because we cannot continue like this. I 

have to leave and I am already late fo r  the next meeting." Then it was lunchtime.

The workshop on treatm ent and care highlighted most access and delivery 

barriers. Moreover, the response by civil society referred, as usual, to the obstacles
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and constraints faced by the health system. This was well captured in statements 

like: "Our response is limited, but it is better to treat a t least two or three people," 

and "we need to put pressure on the government, but we also know that it is in a diffi

cult situation " Again, workshop participants begged people to break the silence, 

but also to 'turn talk into action', with reference to civil society and the govern

ment. Then the pre-eminent voices arrived. Gra^a Machel and Alice Mabote duel

ling in the same room -  the two most outspoken women in Mozambique. Here they 

spoke with unrestrained tongues on behalf of civil society, one representing the 

intimate, the other the distant. This would presumably indicate that the third voice 

of strategic civil society was missing. Would this be mere coincidence? Moreover, 

Machel and Mabote do not work for HIV organisations. The third voice would 

ideally represent an AIDS NGO. Alternatively, would lack of political protection ex

plain the absent third voice? Machel and Mabote enjoy such protection, albeit for 

different reasons, as I indicated earlier. The audience did ask: "Why is it always the 

two o f you who speak on our behalf?"

Into the New Year: A Zero Activity Campaign

I gave a talk on HIV/AIDS, Human Rights, Stigma, and Discrimination on 14 Decem

ber 2005 at the Faculty of Medicine, organized by MONASO, the Southern African 

Development Community SADC, the European Commission, and Academicos Juntos, 

United Academics.

About 200 students from the 12 major institutions of higher education in 

Maputo showed up to discuss the theme: Which role could the student o f higher
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education play in the promotion o f human rights in the combat against stigma and 

discrimination o f people living with HIV/AIDS?

I include this event for three major reasons related to surprise, working cul

ture, and audience participation, specifically related to the denial and recognition 

of the HIV epidemic. First, I was completely taken by surprise. I had no idea about 

the size of the event until the day before it took place. Fortunately, I was well 

prepared, as I had been giving a similar talk to law students at the Catholic Univer

sity in Nampula a few weeks earlier.

Second, this occasion provided evidence of the 'last minute' working culture 

in Mozambique. It shows the relative ease by which an event can be organised in a 

professional m anner behind the scene, though I would recommend organizers to 

inform the key speaker in good time. A general point: this was 'business as usual'. 

Evil tongues call it ‘Maputo seminaritis', but it certainly bears witness to w hat I call 

'm asters of ceremonial rites'.

The last point is about audience participation and the denial and recogni

tion of the HIV epidemic. I had organised my presentation around seven key ques

tions open for debate, originally prepared for class room teaching:

Discrimination
1. What does this mean to you: 'Stigma and discrimination are the most difficult obstacles for 
efficient prevention of HIV'. Use examples from your own life experience, academic literature, and/or 
Internet sources

2. How can we convincingly talk about discrimination in the context of treatment? Use legal and 
moral arguments. Speak, for example, in terms o f equity: inclusion and exclusion criteria for people 
eligible for antiretroviral treatment

Stigma
3. Mention 3 stigma related reasons why some patients do not show up for treatment, even as they 
have been counselled and the Day Hospital expects their arrival

Dissemination
4. How can we disseminate knowledge about the law and human rights of citizens to the provinces 
and districts? Give constructive suggestions
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Action
5. How can Mozambicans invoke, claim, and debate human rights in the public sphere? Use exam
ples from television, newspapers, other countries, academic literature, and/or your own experience

6. In the context of human rights, action is more important than the law? Debate 

Conscientization
7. How can we conscientisize people living with HIV/AIDS about the laws and regulations, proce
dures and human rights in Mozambique? Debate

I presented some basic epidemiological data about the state of the HIV epidemic in 

the world in general and in Mozambique in particular at the end of 2005, as report

ed by the Ministry of Health and UNAIDS. 1.5 million were estimated to be living 

with HIV, 200,000 people were estimated to be eligible for treatment, and 16,000 

were then on treatm ent About 415,000 Mozambicans would be eligible for trea t

ment in 2 009 .1 explained that 16.2 percent of the adult population had HIV, which 

translates into one in every six adults: seven men and nine women out of every 

100 Mozambicans between the age of 15 and 49. I explained that seven in every 

100 Mozambican adults living with HIV were eligible for ARV treatment, according 

to HIV disease progression, as I discussed in Chapter 2. The initial response was 

unanimous along the lines: 'This is not true. These data are wrong.' Denial was at 

work, caressing everyone into self-deception. The moderator Gabriel de Barros 

had to help me out on this. Hardly anyone seemed to believe any of the epidemio

logical estimates. It took us about 20 minutes to convince the audience. Personal 

questions convinced them: "How many o f you know someone who has HIV or who 

died o f AIDS? In your family? A father, a mother, a sister, a brother, or an uncle? 

Among your friends? A colleague? In your neighbourhood? The response was unani

mous: We saw a forest of hands. The debate could then begin.

The format worked well. I had in mind to avoid talking non-stop from the 

pulpit with a silent audience listening. I had no intention to become the third voice
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of civil society. On the contrary, the seven questions were m eant to encourage au

dience participation and a debate among Mozambicans. We had to stop the discus

sion at six o'clock, half an hour later than scheduled.

The next meeting took place 31 January 2006, because of Christmas, New 

Year, and the general holiday season. This was six weeks later. As Lucio said: "It's a 

ritual. Let's do the thing. Let's design a t-shirt. 1 December is a peak event that fla t

tens out and is totally gone by Christmas and a t the beginning o f the new year."

The event was organized as a round table discussion for civil society to 

reach common ground and to establish common and realistic goals for the access 

campaign. Fifteen civil society representatives showed up. They spent most of the 

time aligning their understanding of what the HIV/AIDS epidemic is all about. 

Then they focussed on the contents of the access to treatm ent campaign and its 

realization. However, they reached no consensus. They made no concrete plan. 

Concrete planning was postponed for the next meeting, scheduled for 2 March 

2006, five weeks later; three months after the campaign took off. Most partners 

were browsing their calendars: they said that they had a full schedule doing other 

things unrelated to human rights and treatm ent of AIDS.

They cancelled this meeting on 1 March 2005 during the Mozambican pre

consultation for the Universal Access conference to take place the coming week in 

Brazzaville, Congo. A working group had been established to run the campaign, but 

most of these were unavailable. Two of them were in South Africa, doing work un

related to the Mozambican campaign. Another one was in Zambia. Others were bu

sy elsewhere. UNAIDS backed out of the campaign after having facilitated its crea

tion for the reason that it should be Mozambican civil society leading the process. 

The outcome was a zero activity campaign. There were no meetings for 2 months.
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The next meeting gathered 17 participants (12 women, 5 men]. They focussed on 

making an action plan. This was six months into the campaign. One poignantly 

said: "The challenge is within the country!” How can we get the campaign into the 

districts? What would 'universal access' mean in the Mozambican context? What 

would an 'UNGASS Movement' entail? How can civil society help the government in 

terms of human resources, the biggest problem of all? How can we revitalize the 

community? How can we make 'universal access' a bottom up process?

I divide the 13 participating organisations between 'silence' and 'voice'. The 

silent ones were MATRAM, Kindlimuka, Kuyakana, CERPRE, and Medicos Mundi 

Espana (4 national organisations, 1 international). The voiced ones were UNAIDS, 

ActionAid, WHO, Oxfam Australia, Sant'Egidio, JOAP, and AMOPROC (6 interna

tional organisations, 1 national). The tone was optimistic and foreign, echoing a 

civil society of distant worlds. They drew attention to the fact that no one raised 

the issue of ARV treatm ent during the presidential initiative week in February. 

"What is the role o f civil society related to access to treatment advocacy? What is the 

role o f each NGO?" The 2006 objectives were envisioned as the classical rehearsal 

from the international community: 'action plan' and 'information sharing'. A loud 

voice with Brazilian syncopation and experience from an altogether different con

text said: "Make a public statement! Make it outside these walls! It must come from  

Mozambican civil society!" The alleged third voice then left for the next meeting.

W hat should they concretely do? They decided to follow upcoming 2006 

events: the Global Week o f Action fo r  Universal Access in May and Global AIDS Day 

in December. Remember the statement about the challenge within the country. 

These events were global in nature. They agreed in chorus: "Things should continue 

after May". In fact, they made the same statem ent in November 2005.
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The preparatory meeting for the commemorative week gathered seven par

ticipants (2 women, 5 men), who represented MSF, JOAP, UNAIDS, MONASO, AMO- 

PROC and, for the first time, RENSIDA. This was another deja vu gathering. 'Should 

we do this or that?' No one took responsibility. Instead, they started throwing the 

ball. They admitted passive participation, lack of information, and limited capacity. 

One of them explained: "Civil society doesn't have a common voice or objective. It 

therefore makes it difficult to have an impact" This was another low point of the 

campaign. All meetings were cancelled until 18 May, a week before the universal 

access action campaign. This was primarily due to frustration and lack of commit

ment, but also because many were busy with preparatory meetings for the UN

GASS session in New York coming up in late May.

The universal access week was officially inaugurated on 20 May 2006 at the 

Faculty of Medicine. The Prime Minister and the Minister of Health were invited as 

key speakers, along with UNAIDS, MATRAM, RENSIDA, and Sant'Egidio. Represen

tatives from the government and RENSIDA did not show up. Ergo, this was another 

deja vu. The meeting gathered an audience of 71 participants.

I could provide a long summary related to the content of this event, but the 

form  was once more a fascinating experience. This was another ritualized event. 

Ten events were programmed for the week, all in Maputo City, most of them at

tended primarily by people working in the HIV community, many of whom you see 

at all meetings.

This was the end of the Human Rights and Access to AIDS Treatment Cam

paign 2005-2006. A preparatory meeting for a new access campaign was held 

three months later on 22 August 2006. It gathered eight participants (3 women, 5 

men, 5 Mozambicans, 3 foreigners), who represented MATRAM, Oxfam, Columbia
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ICAP, and MSF Luxembourg. The three strategic HIV advocacy organisations (REN

SIDA, Kindlimuka, MONASO), and the international one (UNAIDS) did not partici

pate. The group discussed the question originally intended for evaluation by 1 De

cember 2006: What have we achieved? They had 21 meetings and events between 

October 2005 and May 2006 to reconsider (see Figure 7.3).

World AIDS Day Universal Access Week World AIDS Day
2 0 0 5  2 0 0 6  2 0 0 6
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Figure 7.3: Campaign Meetings and Events, October 2005-August 2006
Source: Fieldwork.

They looked back at various fragmented activities and concluded complete lack of 

coordination. One of them said: “We have had weak capacity until now."

UNAIDS had finally been able to appoint a Social Mobilisation Adviser for 

Civil Society in mid-2006. It was a long and bureaucratic process with UNAIDS 

Geneva to issue the contract. Civil society at first sized her up and then welcomed 

and accepted her and her role. However, she was only offered a six-months con

tract, which would end in December coinciding with the beginning of the second 

campaign year. Moreover, the UNAIDS country coordinator had resigned earlier 

during 2006, before the end of her contract to take up a position somewhere else 

in the world. She was frustrated with the lack of direct communication with the 

Ministry of Health. In fact, there was little if any communication at all between 

UNAIDS and the Ministry. The Minister of Health asked 'what is UNAIDS', when the 

country coordinator finally obtained a five-minute audience. The Minister later ad

mitted that he found out about UNAIDS at the 2006 UNGASS meeting in New York. 

Indeed, the vigilant reader would wonder how the Minister could announce th a t"/
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need to participate in the UNAIDS 2005 Report preparatory meeting" at the GIPA 

conference in November 2005. Was he ignorant about UNAIDS going to this m eet

ing? Did he practice a double discourse? Why would he w ant to provoke UNAIDS? 

In fact, the Minister did propose to open a direct line of communication between 

the Ministry of Health and UNAIDS upon his meeting with the UNAIDS Mozam

bique country coordinator. He wanted to receive all new UNAIDS material of rele

vance to Mozambique. The question remains w hether this would be a helping hand 

or a means of control.

Moreover, the National AIDS Programme Director looked confused when 

given a handful of UNAIDS brochures at an earlier meeting with the UNAIDS coun

try coordinator and asked: 'what is UNGASS?' Thus, 'partnership frustration' was 

one of the main reasons why the country coordinator decided to resign. UNAIDS 

was then without a country coordinator for several months. This is inevitably a 

point about sustainability and institutional memory.

Oxfam planned to reinforce the access campaign, to recommend reposition

ing MATRAM as the campaign leader, and to provide more funding. This was done 

upon a brainstorming encounter between Oxfam, MONASO and UNAIDS. MATRAM 

should ideally lead the campaign and involve other NGOs. What would the role and 

responsibility be of each organisation? All organisations were envisioned as one 

united social movement. They were asked to present a national treatm ent literacy 

plan by World AIDS Day, 1 December 2006.
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Ritualized Silence: Cultural Codes of Conduct

I have thus far described and analysed civil society advocacy for access to trea t

ment in terms of socio-political stratification, partnerships, and ritualized events. I 

argued that strategic civil society organisations are often called upon under ritual 

conditions to legitimise the policy processes. I analyzed the tripartite intimate- 

strategic-distant stratification in terms of taboo to maintain that hegemony works 

by means of the unsaid. Here I w ant to match this classificatory analysis with an 

analysis of how silence works as cultural codes of conduct.7

I analyze how the different civil society strata use silence strategically, but 

for different reasons. This analysis provides an alternative to studies that assume 

specific connotations: notions of exit, loyalty and voice (Hirschman 1970), and 

disengagement and incorporation (Azarya 1988; Azarya 1994).

Acceptance and Subservience: Silence As Survival Strategy

I analyze how intimate, strategic, and distant organisations use silence for different 

reasons. FRELIMO incorporate intimate organisations. Strategic organisations are 

caught in a double bind between government and international donors. Intimate 

and strategic organisations show loyalty through silence, which covers the repres

sed voices of dissatisfaction. The key is to know your place in the socio-political 

hierarchy and to follow the conditions set by the government and foreign donors. 

As Chabal points out about Africa, though such generalization is debatable: "There
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is no self-standing civil society, because vertical ties remain systematically more sig

nificant than horizontal (professional or functional) links" (Chabal 2005: 24).

Distant organisations stay silent out of fear. Historical circumstances play 

an im portant role. The brutal civil w ar between FRELIMO and RENAMO is a con

stant rem inder of the past. The new generation is conscious of the fact that one 

party is in government. This is about habitus and collective memory, thinking with 

Bourdieu (Bourdieu 1972) and Connerton (Connerton 1989). As Fatton argues: 

"The habitus disciplines collective and personal behaviour into codes o f conduct that 

generate schemes generally compatible with the stability o f traditional premises and 

identities" [Fatton 1992: 76).

Strategic organisations hold prime importance for this analysis, as they are 

the ones primarily working in the areas of HIV and AIDS. They use silence as survi

val strategy. NGO workers would often sigh and confess an ethos of acceptance and 

subservience to power. Angela said: "They look a t us from up there down upon us. 

They know our problems, and they even know how to solve our problems, but they 

don't do anything. It's a bit complicated. And we accept i t  We accept everything 

when they come to us. Everything they say is good for us. It's only when they leave 

that we change our minds and start saying 'ah, I don't agree with what the Minister 

says...' This influences the fac t that we don't succeed overcoming the barriers. We are 

not South Africans. We are very pacifist"

I asked Virginia at MONASO why Mozambicans fear complaining about 

rights related to poor socioeconomic conditions like employment, housing, lack of 

clean water, and education. She said: "Because people are afraid. We have a history 

o f colonialism in this country and o f post-war intimidation. A communist government 

regime was established then. People are frightened here! Absolutely!" I asked w heth
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er this also pertains to the new generation. "The new generation knows that one 

party governs this country. Many things are difficult fo r  people to bring up. I am not 

saying to you that it is good not to complain about things. I am not saying that this is 

a cultural thing either, but silence is a way that people try to achieve things. This 

permeates all these problems. It is very difficult fo r  people to know things, because 

you need to go to war in order to claim your rights! When you show that you know  

your rights, then you become demanding. But people don't know their rights."

Again we see that silence serves a functional purpose: silence is a survival 

strategy given the hegemonic social structure. Silence is the weapon of the weak 

but wise and a means of compliance. Silence thus serves the fourth option to Albert 

Hirschman's exit, loyalty and voice. Decades ago, Hirschman (Hirschman 1970) 

performed a comparative analysis of 'loyalty', 'exit' and 'voice', primarily within 

commercial businesses, but applicable to organizations and states. The 'exit' option 

defines when people leave the organization or the state, which is well captured in 

the widespread phenomenon of 'brain drain', when skilled workers leave poor 

countries for a better life in rich countries. The 'voice' option defines when mem

bers express their dissatisfaction directly to an authority or through general pro

test. Hirschman asks "Under what conditions will the exit option prevail over the 

voice option and vice versa" (Hirschman 1970: 5)? Hirschman argues that voice 

should prevail over the exit option when, for example, public services deteriorate. 

However, the dilemma rests on the fact that either option comes at a price.

Exit and voice are not viable options for most people or organizations. 'Exit' 

would mean taking the way out, as we know it in 'brain drain'. Silence is not al

together the same as loyalty. Hirschman does ask the intriguing question: "Clearly 

the presence o f loyalty makes exit less likely, but does it, by the same token, give more
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scope to voice?" (Hirschman 1970: 77). My analysis shows that Mozambicans use 

silence as a survival strategy through acceptance and subservience, which follows 

the Gramscian understanding of hegemony as poor peoples' compliance with the 

dominant ideology (Gramsci 1971). Thus, there is a reason why there is no third 

voice for strategic civil society.

In Azarya's perspective, disengagement means withdrawing or keeping dis

tance from the state. Getting closer to the state in search of 'partnerships' and 'col

laboration' with the state is called incorporation (Azarya 1994: 83). Azarya does 

point to the fact that despite wilful attempts to seek incorporation, civil society 

may operate beyond or on the margins of the state (Azarya 1988). Certainly, the 

disengagement-incorporation analysis provides a dynamic view of state-society 

relations in which state hegemony is not taken for granted (Azarya 1994: 83), but 

its main downside is the lack of attention to how horizontal relations among civil 

society organisations shape their links to the state. Silence may be an impenetrable 

concept, but its analysis does invite understanding of state-civil society relations 

that the ideas of Hirschman and Azarya fail to capture.

Social Cohesion: Fragmented Voices, Fragmented Agency

However, 'voice' may relate to how civil society fragmentation causes lack of social 

cohesion. The 'one voice' requirement has probably never been part of any of the 

many definitions of civil society, but civil society may see it as part of a necessary 

strategy, as the government demands it. We saw this in the previous chapter (see 

Chapter 6, p. 304). The government knows the game. Would this be a 'divide and
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rule, unite and rule' variant of the colonial measure to control its subjects? This 

would be a double political control mechanism, which produces rivalry among civil 

society organisations, while simultaneously blaming them for being disorganized.

Nevertheless, Jeronimo maintains that lack of social cohesion explains the 

lack of success by civil society. "I think our civil society is very fragile precisely be

cause it lacks the capacity o f cohesive collaboration. When you want to negotiate or 

discuss with other actors, with the government, fo r example, then it doesn't have suf

ficient power to be able to argue and defend its points o f view. Not only caused by 

lack o f technical capacity, but simply caused by lack o f cohesion within itself. This in

ternal fragmentation exists fo r  different reasons. We verify it very clearly by looking 

at what we call civil society action. We see that the vast majority o f organisations 

want to be the protagonist. 'It was this organisation that did it'. Organisations want 

to appear so we can see that 'MONASO did it', or organisation 'X' did i t  They don't 

want this protagonism to be shared among them. They don't want to become a clus

ter saying 'we did this', making this happen as we make other things happen. They 

always try to appear in isolation as single organisations making and developing this 

and that. This is one o f the biggest problems among the civil society organisations."

However, the lack of social cohesion is not entirely self-inflicted. A chain 

reaction causes lack of social cohesion. Lucas says: "I think that we as civil society 

have a role in this, because o f the problems that I see now. Some civil society or

ganizations receive funding from the government They cannot criticize the govern

ment, because it won't give you money i f  you violate it. People need to be empowered 

to do this. They don't have money. They cannot criticize the government, because 

they know it is a patron that gives you money. This is the reason why civil society is 

divided. It's a question o f survival o f the civil society organizations. I cannot criticize
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the person who gives me money. I f  I do, then tomorrow he will leave me starving. He 

will not give me money and I won't able to survive. This is why civil society is so 

fragmented. But this is also because our partners don't have capacity to support civil 

society."

This seems a classical exit-voice-loyalty predicament of the Hirschman type, 

but I maintain that silence causes lack of agency. The difference lies in the think- 

say-do differentiation. Loyalty may show in what people say and do, not in what 

they think. Voice may be a m atter of false faithfulness. Both function to avoid exit. 

Silence is the better option towards this end. Islands of silence create fragmen

tation and consequently lack of social cohesion.

I have analysed the relation between civic culture and civil society. There 

are many weaknesses and I have been chasing the gaps. This is not to say there are 

no success stories. The MONASO-Kindlimuka-RENSIDA-MATRAM process is ob

viously one long success story. 'Breaking the silence' has been the key event that 

facilitated openness, disclosure, HIV testing, and access to treatment.

Beacons o f Hope

The analysis of treatm ent advocacy reveals three normalized phenomena: con

stricted voice, blurred agency, and uncertain accountability. This means weak rela

tion with the government, weak partnerships, ritualized events, and ritualized si

lence. However, where there is will there is hope. I end this chapter on a note, 

which simultaneously relates appeal, quintessence, and optimism. At first, Lucas 

says: "Speaking o f universal access, it is necessary that our government looks to all
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aspects and works together with civil society. We need to show all our problems to 

the government so that it will see civil society as a collaborator. The government 

would grow itself, i f  it supported civil society. Civil society and its donor partners are 

alone. Donor partners are here, but one could doubt why. They never support civil so

ciety. They only support small groups o f civil society, without empowering civil so

ciety as such. We also need connection to the government"

Then he hesitates, weighs his words, and he confesses: "But fo r  civil society 

you need people who practically do not criticize the government" At the end of our 

conversation, I ask him whether 'universal access' means the same as 'access for 

all': "No, it is not the same thing. Universal access is access to various types o f care. 

But we do have beacons o f hope, yes, we do have beacons o f hope."



8
Circumstances



8: Circumstances

I relate the socioeconomic circumstances against the therapeutic, social, and politi

cal meanings of 'the process'. This analysis assembles the previous seven chapters, 

which have linked life with ARVs, epidemiology, consequences living without 

ARVs, the context of social science HIV studies in sub-Saharan Africa in general and 

in Mozambique in particular, health worker experience delivering ARVs, health 

system capacity, advocacy, history, and politics of ARVs, health care, and nation- 

building. Specifically, the triangular access and delivery model illustrates the eth

nographic endeavour by comparing and contrasting experiences, limitations, and 

politics of ARV treatm ent in Mozambique. This raises a final question: How can we 

conceptualize the access and delivery model and the process in terms of social 

science theory to advance informed policy choice?

I do this by relating the model to what I have term ed 'the process' in the 

therapeutic sense of the term juxtaposed with the circumstances of poverty of the 

majority. First, I integrate this discussion with empirical points about human rights 

oriented 'community preparedness': the value of life, sensitization, and treatm ent 

literacy. Second, the politics of food cannot be ignored within the 'pharmaceuticali- 

zation of public health' perspective (Biehl 2007a). Magic bullet solutions to public 

health stand in sharp contrast to the inclusive ideals of human rights in general 

and to the right to health in particular. Synoptically, the food problem points to the 

same political dilemma as the introduction of ARV treatment: the government 

seeks to avoid more dependency on foreign food aid. On the other hand, poor Mo

zambicans do not benefit from local food production.
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I advance two basic ways of looking at this Catch-22 predicament. First, the need 

for food and medicines may lead to the development trap. The language of aid pro

claims solidarity, while the outcome represents dependency. Second, the govern

ment preserves sovereignty a t any cost to the extent that I would argue they favour 

the fate of Mozambicans in the name of self-determination -  with or without HIV.1 

Consequently, poor people living in the martyrdom of failed development suffer 

different kinds of indirect violence: social condition, context, poverty, deprivation, 

and injustice. Initially, I draw on anthropological insights on context, development, 

and food production as a complementary overture to the analysis of indirect vio

lence (Ferguson 1994; Levi-Strauss 1970; Matsinhe 2005).

I show how the Mozambican approach to ARV treatm ent focuses on individ

ual responsibility and control, less on providing the circumstances for improved 

livelihood. The therapeutic process constitutes a series of rites o f passage, which 

ultimately determines who benefit from treatment. This analysis draws on insights 

from classical anthropological studies (Turner 1967; van Gennep 1960 (1908)).

I subsequently juxtapose epidemiological individualism (Baldwin 2005; de 

Waal 2008) and therapeutic citizenship (Nguyen 2005) to discern the obstacles 

that people face during the therapeutic process from testing to living with ARVs. 

The analytical lens for this combines risk environment (Barnett and Blaikie 1992; 

Barnett and Whiteside 2006 (2002); Rhodes 2002) and different kinds of violence: 

structural violence (Farmer 2004; Galtung 1969), symbolic violence (Bourdieu 

2000), social violence (Kleinman 2000), cultural violence (Galtung 1990), and 

everyday violence (Scheper-Hughes 1992; Scheper-Hughes 1996).
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Human Rights: Self-Esteem and Dignity

In general, Mozambicans know little about human rights and how to put them to 

use, which I elsewhere discuss in terms of weak performance power (H0g 2006). 

However, the insistence on the promotion of the Value of life' among AIDS activists 

as a starting point for human rights education w arrants new consideration. This 

was one of the main points raised by the Minister of Health on his brief visit to the 

GIPA conference (see Chapter 7, p. 333). The Value of life' initiative was invented 

to promote 'self-esteem and dignity' among Mozambicans (see Chapter 6, p. 303).

The Value o f Life: A Starting Point

The Value of life' initiative originates from the government. On the other hand, the 

'sensitization' and 'treatm ent literacy' initiatives taken by civil society challenge 

the Mozambican model in general and the appropriateness and efficiency of coun

selling and testing during the initiation and continuation phases. The polemical dif

ference rests on who provides the community support: intimate civil society (com

munity health agents assigned by the government) or strategic civil society (donor 

sponsored activists). This highlights the dilemma between native and foreign me

thodology: the government seeks ownership of the Mozambican model as part of 

the process by avoiding competition and parallel systems.

I m et Nuno, a Kindlimuka advocacy officer. 7  like what I am doing, because I 

can see that people pay more attention now. We had problems when Kindlimuka was 

created, as people came to us for help. People were kicked out o f their homes. How
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could we solve such problems? This was linked to stigma and discrimination. In 2002 

we created the law that protects workers together with RENSIDA and MONASO. Then 

we supported the creation o f another law that protects all citizens."

Civil society handed over this law proposal to the parliament 1 December 

2005 (see Chapter 7, pp. 331-332), 12 and 9 years after the creation of MONASO 

and Kindlimuka respectively. Salvador Mazive broke the silence and founded Kind

limuka, which sparked social support for people living with HIV and AIDS. The gov

ernm ent approved the law on HIV in the workplace in 2002 (Republic of 

Mozambique 2002), and drafted the one for all citizens with civil society from 

2005 onwards (MONASO 2005a; MONASO/RENSIDA 2005).2 All this is part of the 

process. Nuno emphasizes this as a success story: "Breaking the silence has been a 

success story. This all happened because one person managed to break the silence in 

1996 by saying: 7 am seropositive'. I think this is very important. Many things started 

to happen because o f this. People started to know their situation. Before they walked 

in secrecy. They started coming to Kindlimuka when people discriminated against 

them in the family and at work. They found out about the support they could ge t 

here."

We see three processes related to human rights and HIV: legal protection, 

the emergence of AIDS activists, and public articulation. Success is a relative con

cept. Ten years passed by between the first AIDS case report in 1986 and the first 

person to publicly declare to have contracted the virus in 1996. The number of 

people living with the disease in Mozambique was then approaching 500 thousand 

(statistics indicated more than 800,000 people living with HIV in 1998) (National 

Institute of Statistics 2002). Another ten years passed by before a law proposal to 

protect citizens against humiliation and intolerance reached the parliamentary
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level. The number of people living with the disease in Mozambique was then esti

mated at 1.8 million (UNAIDS/WHO 2006c) and later adjusted to 1.5 million 

[UNAIDS 2008). Civil society continues to be relatively weak, despite the fact that 

hundreds of NGOs work in the area of HIV. However, the point is significant. The 

individual, social and political barriers prevented speedier progress. Therefore, 

civil society honours any success, whatever the time frame.

Nuno reiterated the fact that few Mozambicans know about human rights. 

He was keener on promoting the Value of life'. This would be the basic starting 

point for human rights education in Mozambique. He says: "We are preparing an

other book about human rights. Many people do not understand what they are all 

about. We therefore sensitize people. It is a book about the value o f my life. We do 

this to make an incentive for society in general. What is human life? We need to work 

together in the community to understand how people value their lives."

Nuno insisted that the Value of life' holds prime importance, both in terms 

of advocating prevention, testing, and treatment. This is about self-esteem. It is 

about fighting against the circumscribed outlook on life, for example the scepticism 

and fatalism about the future described by Matsinhe (Matsinhe 2 0 0 5 :156ff).

Nuno then explained the 'Mozambique is dying' narrative: "If I am seroposi

tive and I don't want to break the silence, not even with my wife, then what will hap

pen? I will infect my wife and we will have infected children together. We could help 

the children with treatment, but this will not happen, as I didn't reveal my state to my 

wife. I will disappear, my wife will disappear, and we leave our children fo r  the future 

o f our Mozambican tribe until we are all gone. Imagine a scenario in one o f the bair- 

ros or in a village where there are no families. Mozambique is dying. It would be 

much easier to break the silence and change many things, i f  people had this in mind."
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Sensitization: Epidemiological Awareness and Responsibility

Sensitization to promote the Value in life' principle applies to epidemiological 

awareness and responsibility, but the fine line between knowing and not knowing 

continues to appear relevant. Indeed, sensitization may 'break the denial'. People 

need to 'face the facts' to get out of the downward vicious cycle. However, it would 

be a one-eyed approach without creating livelihood opportunities. This is called 

'income generating activities' or in general terms 'socioeconomic development'. 

'AIDS mainstreaming' served to include the HIV epidemic within the PARPA, the 

Poverty Reduction Strategy Plan, which attempts to reach the Millennium Develop

ment Goals: cut absolute poverty in half before 2015 (Republic of Mozambique 

2005). However, in everyday life, people stand with poverty above their heads, 

struggling for survival. What is the 'value of life', living with HIV, facing the access 

and delivery barriers towards ARV treatment? Treatment providers need to find 

ways how to deal with failed treatm ent expectations, as suggested in the paradigm 

that looks at hope, risk and environment (Bernays, et al. 2007). I captured this 

challenge for donors and policy makers in the sketch of the therapeutic process 

(see Figure 8.2, p. 385): what is the purpose of'the first come first served' principle 

during the entry phase? How do we counsel the increasing num ber of people who 

reach out for treatm ent but find out that the hospitals are full?

The call for individual responsibility raises an im portant question: Can we 

command individual control over miserable lives filled with pitfalls of poverty, 

disease threats, misfortune, and natural disasters? More than half the population is 

illiterate. W hat I am challenging here is the isolated focus on knowing about the 

disease and how to adhere to treatment.
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The Food Chain: Unravelling the Web of Reasons

Let me take you through this thinking exercise. Why are the majority of Mozam

bicans poor? Plausible answers: the country has been unable to grow due to five 

hundred years of colonialism, regional destabilisation during the civil war, and 

slow or failed development intervention. However, why are the majority of people 

living with HIV poor? Because the poor segment of the population is dispropor

tionately large in comparison to any other socioeconomic group.3 The majority of 

Mozambicans are poor and hungry, whether or not they have contracted HIV or 

any other infectious disease. In macro perspective, Mozambique ranks 168 of 177 

countries on the UNDP Human Development Index with 37.8 percent of the popu

lation living with less than 1 dollar per day in 2004 and 78.4 percent with less than 

2 dollars per day. Its GINI coefficient, which measures inequality in distribution of 

income, is at 39.6, where zero corresponds to perfect income equality and one 

hundred to perfect income inequality. In other terms, the poorest 20 percent 

received 6.5 percent of total income, while the richest 20 percent received 46.5 

percent of total income in 1996-1997 (UNDP 2006).

Food remains the biggest existential problem for the majority of people liv

ing with or without ARVs. Therefore, I chase the food chain: Which aid organisa

tions and treatm ent programmes donate food? Where is food provided? What kind 

of food and how much is provided? For how long is the food provided? What are 

the inclusion and exclusion criteria? Who asks for food? What are the political 

obstacles to food provision? There are four basic ways to get food: through self- 

sufficiency, m arket purchases, social security schemes, or foreign food aid. There is 

not enough food through any or all of these channels to feed an entire population.
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Therapeutic Food

Only Sant'Egidio and ASIDH Spain provided food for severely ill ARV patients at 

the Maputo Day Hospitals I visited in 2006 (see Figure 8.1). They provide 36 kg of 

food per person per m onth -  corn, soya, flour, peanuts, beans, and oil -  donated by 

the World Food Programme. The food is stored in a storage room at the Day Hospi

tal. Donors include USA, Germany, and Denmark. Entry and exit depend on health 

status and social condition. People typically receive food support for 1-6 months, 

which in rare cases can be extended up to 12 months.

MSF Luxembourg only provides food for those who suffer the double burd

en of AIDS and tuberculosis. MSF Luxembourg is the only organisation that provid

es home based care by a medical team, activist home visits, search group tracing 

dropouts, on site activists, palestras to inform about HIV, AIDS and ARVs, and an on 

site support group (see Figure 8.1).

%''J, V  V  <>
V W  '

Sant'Egidio X - X - X X -
MSF Lux - X X X X X X
MSF S - - - - X X X
ASIDH X - X - X - -
ICAP - - - - X - X
Central Hospital - - - - X X -  

Figure 8.1: Day Hospital Outreach Activities 
Source: Fieldwork.

MSF Switzerland previously provided similar service, but Mozambican NGOs took 

over this responsibility: the National Association of Mozambican Nurses, ANEMO, 

the Mozambican Association for the Development of the Family, AMODEFA, the Lu
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theran World Federation, and Medicos do Mundo da Portugal, and Medicos del 

Mundo Espana -  the Portuguese and Spanish 'Doctors of the World’. MSF Luxem

bourg and Columbia ICAP were planning to improve their social service.

The food support is m eant for recuperation purposes. It is therefore taken 

away when the patient can go back to 'normal life'. However, food is the biggest 

existential problem for the majority of Mozambicans living with or without HIV. 

Thus, the therapeutic food basket most often supports an entire family. There are 

few if any other means of social support. Poor people ask for food at the Day Hospi

tals. Husband and wife may both be HIV positive, caring for nine children, of which 

four children are HIV positive. They will need ARV treatm ent at some point, but 

they always need food. In fact, Day Hospital coordinators find it difficult to cut the 

food support for the 'severely ill AIDS patient’ under these circumstances.

The capacity to provide food depends on several factors. First, Mozambique 

experienced severe funding reduction from the World Food Programme in Novem

ber 2006. Funding had been cut by 77 percent, which forced the WFP to cut its 

rations by half. This was caused by a good harvest year in Mozambique and the 

government policy to reduce its dependence on food aid by 10 percent per year 

over a ten-year period [Ayisi, 2006). However, the funding cut ironically came at a 

time when food was most needed and most expensive in Mozambique. Moreover, it 

happened eight months after the Ministry of Health decided to provide food for 

severely ill ARV patients and just two months after the government asked for 76 

million US dollars from the Global Fund. Second, Day Hospitals have limited stor

age space. Third, this means limited carrying capacity.

However, only a few people living with HIV speak out freely about their 

problems and discontent, for themselves and for others. Mozambicans remain am
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bivalent w hether they should confront the state about their social condition. Many 

politely support the state and understand the limited services it can provide. How

ever, they remain loyal to the state through silence in fear of voicing their con

cerns. Many Mozambicans I talked to, including former expatriates, accept the cir

cumstances and they have found a way to get by in life. Others said that Mozambi

cans are 'accepting and subservient': things do not change for the better for the 

poor majority (see Chapter 7, pp. 342-345]. Many leave the country. Others get 

stuck in the martyrdom of failed development.

Anthropologist Arjun Appadurai proposes ways poor people may develop 

capacity to aspire through voicing their concerns inspired by Hirschman: "How can 

we strengthen the capability o f the poor to have and to cultivate 'voice/ since exit is 

not a desirable solution fo r  the world's poor and loyalty is clearly no longer generally 

clear-cut?" (Appadurai 2004: 63]. Appadurai suggests 'voice' as both cultural and 

navigational capacity. That is, people should engage widely shared social, political 

and economic issues as a means of upward mobility in society. However, things do 

not change for the better for poor people. They therefore use irony and compliance 

as survival strategies, the former to create distance to maintain dignity, the latter 

to obey the rules of the dominating social order (Appadurai 2004: 65].

The points about survival strategies make sense in the Mozambican context. 

However, I challenge Appadurai: his ideas do not make sense in the context of poor 

people who live outside organised life in an authoritarian state that continues to 

use its externally and naturally caused weaknesses to excuse its inability to pro

vide its citizens with basic life necessities. Poor peoples' risk is not organisational 

membership, but life itself through a downward spiral of destitution, illness, and 

death. In other words, poor people hang on to 'loyalty' as the their best bet. There
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is no 'violent protest' or ‘total apathy' -  two exit options mentioned by Appadurai 

(Appadurai 2004: 69) -  in Mozambique. There is no strong critical voice either.

However, exceptions prove the rule. Marco speaks out like Gilberto. I knew 

Marco through several meetings as someone unusually outspoken. Marco talks 

freely in public about the disappointing experiences of individuals in need of ac

cess to ARV treatment, the lack and costs of medicine against opportunistic infec

tions, social support, the failures of civil society, the perceived weakness of the 

state, and the loopholes of the National AIDS Council. Marco is a member of an 

association of people living with HIV and AIDS, which with few resources is doing a 

good job supporting its members in a suburban community of Maputo. Admittedly, 

I never managed to interview Marco formally -  a recorded life story interview. 

However, our informal ways were highly valuable and we met dozens of times.

At first, I sensed his reluctance towards telling me about his life. However, 

we soon became friends. We stayed in contact and either met, emailed, or sent 

each other SMS messages several times a week. We often agreed to get together to 

talk about life with ARVs in more detail. Nevertheless, something came between us 

each time. For example, Marcos' health often got worse. He had to spent long hours 

at the Day Hospital waiting for his medical consultation. Marco did not have the 

energy to talk about it all. Sometimes heavy rain prevented him from getting to the 

city where he usually goes for medical consultation. The streets easily get flooded. 

Moreover, Marco was often called for a meeting last minute, as it usually happens 

in Maputo. Sometimes we had no mobile phone credit to get in contact and some

times a family member or someone in the community had fallen ill. These are all 

the little things that change the path of daily life before sundown and contribute to
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the state of confusao. Confusao translates not merely as confusion, but as a cultural 

chaos caused by the tumult of daily life.

I respected Marco's reservations. Our relation was one of confidence and 

trust, as we talked about all other things possible during our close contact over 

many months. I rather saw a busy and talkative person with a significant personal 

shyness, which differed from his enlivened engagement in the cause of human 

rights to change the difficult social and economic conditions of the majority.

ARV provision cannot be seen in isolation from social circumstances. The 

rights regime affirms this assertion. The right to health includes health care and 

those circumstances necessary to maintain health, like clean water, sanitation, 

food, nutrition, housing, working conditions, a healthy environment, and access to 

education and information related to health (United Nations 2000).4

One example is people on ARVs, who do not meet the inclusion criteria for 

food support. They are ill, but not 'severely ill' based on specific medical criteria. 

Marco came to see me shortly after Christmas 2005 with eight of his fellow friends. 

I faced melancholic sadness and one hour of silence. Marco did the talking, as usu

al. He spoke as the lighthouse I always saw in him, forcefully and fearlessly about 

and for the people living with HIV and their poor conditions. His friends sat in si

lence. Some were wearing sunglasses to cover the blemishes and scars of HIV re

lated symptoms. A private company and a government institution had rejected 

their application for food assistance. Marco's association applied a Christmas bas

ket for 40 people (see Table 8.1).
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Table 8.1: Christmas Food Basket for 40 People
Item Per person Total Item Per person Total
Rice 25 kg 1000 kg Milk 4 litres 160 litres
Peanuts 4 kg 160 kg Flour 3 kg 120 kg
Beans 3 kg 120 kg Baking

powder
2 packages 80 packages

Sugar 3 kg 200 kg Tea 1 package 40 packages
Oil 3 litres 120 litres Chicken 3 120
Eggs 4 dozen 160 dozen Potatoes 1 sack 40 sacks
Soap 4 bars 160 bars Butter 2 packages 80 packages
Soup 4 packages 160 packages Meat 2 kilo 80 kilo
Toothpaste 1 tube 40 tubes Coolers
Liquid soap 2 cans 80 cans
Source: Fieldwork.

No one had the time to take care of their case because of the holiday season. A 

young man ill with malaria said poignantly, feebly coughing, yet with an ironic 

smile: "The country is ill, but the government is on holidays". Second, only the World 

Food Programme provides social support Third, only associations with high quali

ty storage space remain eligible.

Sacks of maize, beans, and flour need protection against harmful weather 

conditions. Invariably, the National AIDS Council applies the argument that people 

living with HIV demand non-discrimination, which then exempts them from posi

tive discrimination. However, ARV treatm ent is ironically in itself affirmative ac

tion: equal access only exists in theory. The limits of food provision are much tight

er, determined by the politics of food.

Marco finally asked his friends w hether they had anything to say to me. 

Their silence said it all. It was such a powerful statement. They took off their sun

glasses, showing their faces in silence. They left in silence as they had entered.
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Affirmative Action

The Ministry of Health had itself decided affirmative action upon the 'severely ill 

patients' who suffer advanced HIV. This was in March 2006. The Ministry declared: 

"A rapid decision (within 30 days) to be made by the Minister o f Health regarding 

provision o f food to ARV patients" [USAID/Mozambique 2006).5 This would be food 

for recuperation purposes based on certain medical and social criteria. The first 

meeting towards this goal was held in late June, more than three months later. As 

Gilberto said to me: "There is so much bureaucracy. This may take 6 months. Maybe 

1 year. Or 18 months. But we know that as each day passes by, people need food."

1 'follow the plan' from idea to inclusion in a funding proposal to the Global 

Fund. I decipher five main issues related to the provision of food for severely ill 

people on ARV treatment: 1) collaborative efforts 2) programme logistics 3) entry 

and exit criteria, 4) medical versus social intervention, and 5) affirmative action.

The first two issues delineate the split between material and human re

source needs to implement the proposed programme and the capacity of the exist

ing political institutions and social support systems. The last three issues relate to 

the logic and justification of medical intervention in light of widespread poverty. 

What is the logic of advocating the importance of perm anent adherence to ARV 

treatm ent among poor people, when food support is temporary? In other words, 

medical intervention is ahead of social intervention in the race to beat infectious 

diseases and absolute poverty. However, this paradox points to the politicization of 

development: the government pleads ownership of the process through increased 

domestic production. In fact, the government tends to avoid increasing dependen

cy on foreign aid and agendas, both in health and agriculture. This is common poli
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tics. Any country would do the same. The message seems clear: 'Do not throw car

go pills and beans on us, make them grow locally'. This is evident in the politics ad

vocating investments in local agriculture and local ARV production. The question 

remains how and w hether external food support or increased local production will 

benefit the poor majority with or without HIV.

This three-day meeting on food assistance for people on ARVs was held at 

the fashionable Hotel Cardoso. I came directly from the Kudumba support group, 

where they discuss lack of food as their major problem. The meeting gathered 30 

participants (5 men, 25 women, 11 Mozambicans, 19 foreigners). They represent

ed the Ministry of Health, Ministry of Women and Social Action, Clinton Founda

tion, International Relief and Development, MSF Luxembourg, World Food Pro

gramme Maputo, Johannesburg and Rome, Health Alliance International, UNICEF, 

Centres for Disease Control, Columbia ICAP, World Vision, World Health Organiza

tion, USAID, MSF Switzerland, Sant'Egidio, and UNAIDS. I noticed the conspicuous 

absence of the Technical Secretariat for Food and Nutrition Security, the National 

AIDS Council, the Institute of Social Action, and the World Bank. I noticed only one 

AIDS activist.

First, the meeting was meant as an informal event to encourage inter-mini- 

sterial collaboration. Two of the 25 ministries participated. Participants expected a 

project proposal from the Ministry of Health, which would be the ideal leader of 

the process. The MoH representative replied that this was an illusory thought, 

since they did not have the human resource capacity. She said: "The Ministry does 

not have a solid plan; nothing has been presented to the Minister. MacArthur wants a 

proposal from the WFP about what's possible, and a cost and feasibility picture."
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They imagined to create an 'objective', 'viable', and 'simple' proposal, which would 

define the duration and quality of the support and exemplify 'inter-ministerial 

commitment' that involved the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Women and So

cial Action, and the National AIDS Council. They would also establish concrete part

nerships, for example a treatm ent provider (Columbia ICAP) and a food provider 

(WFP). However, they pointed to the lack of ministerial coordination. One doctor 

said: "Social problems are found in all patients. They have no job, no food, no money, 

and no security. This is not the responsibility o f the Ministry o f Health." An echo fol

lowed her statem ent and serious looking faces understood the gravity of the situa

tion. Then she ascertained: 7  provided treatment, the CD4 went up significantly, and 

the viral load is now undetectable. I am done! Doctors can't solve social problems. 

Many patients ask fo r  social help, but it is not the responsibility o f hospitals."

WFP wanted to know the impact of food programmes. Health Alliance Inter

national responded by asking how to measure such impact. The Ministry of Health 

pointed to its extreme lack of human resources to solve the overall problem of food 

scarcity among ARV patients.

One phenomenon pointed to the schism between theory and practice. The 

foreigners carried on in English about largely technical issues on how to plan, bud

get, and implement a medical food support program. Meanwhile, the Mozambicans 

whispered on the side in Portuguese about on-the-ground issues. Their lightly 

shaking heads revealed an insider attitude that the plans would not be successfully 

implemented. However, the two discourses did not merge. The final proposal m ir

rored the former approach: 'responsibility', 'monitoring', 'ventilation', 'cooling sys

tems', 'lack of reference studies', 'we cannot implement in one week', 'logistics as

sessment', etc.
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They needed a pilot study to fill the gap between theory and practice. On the other 

hand, the WFP regretted that it had limited resources to realise the plan. Rome sets 

the limits for WFP in Mozambique. The WFP Mozambique coordinator said: “We 

can't move from 21 thousand to 100 thousand, but perhaps stretch to 25 thousand on 

HBC. We have five thousand patients on food support and can possibly expand to 

eight thousand patients."

Second, the proposed programme logistics and implementation challenge 

the context of malfunctioning social support systems. They need to be established 

before our friends from the support group meetings can benefit from food support. 

However, most of them will probably not meet the entry criteria. They are ill, on 

ARVs, but still too healthy to qualify for recuperative food support

They saw the biggest problem in terms of 'supply chain feasibility and ac

countability'. Would it be feasible to have food and medical supply in the same 

system? Where and how to store the food? What about shelf life and safe packaging 

material? Who will be responsible? Which ministries would take responsibility?

Third, the discussion about entry and exit criteria produced much contro

versy. Therapeutic food is often shared among a family of eight, ten, twelve mem

bers, which pointed to a much bigger underlying problem of widespread poverty. 

On the other hand, one participant defended the point that “not all ARV patients 

need food, and not all people living with AIDS are poor." Besides, quantity is a prob

lem: How much food do ARV patients need? How many need it? One participant 

called for a vulnerability assessment: “We don't know the patient outside the clinic.''

They discussed 'quantification', 'quality', 'feasibility analysis', ‘testing mod

els', etc., but they needed operational research to quantify the effect of food sup

port. However, funding was a problem: 'You need to convince the donor stokehold-
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ers" At this point, hardly anyone mentioned the need for domestic food produc

tion, income generating activities, or general socioeconomic development.

Fourth, they pointed to the gap between the provision of health care and 

the provision of food. In fact, the 'first come first served' principle for access to 

ARV treatm ent breads discrimination. Some people are too poor and do not have 

access to neither ARV treatm ent nor food. What will happen when patients can no 

longer receive 'food for recuperation purposes'? What are the medical contra the 

social entry and exit criteria? The medically inclined proposed to study if and how 

food makes a difference to adherence. The same entry and exit criteria would be 

needed for all programs to find out about this. Suggested entry criteria included: 

mother head of household with low income, widowers with more than three under 

age children, orphans, and children with body mass index (BMI) lower than eight

een.6 However, they did not come up with ideas for exit criteria.

Moreover, the discussion about medical versus social solutions produced a 

political divide. The medically inclined argued that the role of food support should 

be to improve adherence. The social camp wanted food provision for all poor and 

malnourished people, regardless of HIV status. One of them said: "HIV status and a 

CD4 count below 200, poor health, and poor social condition as inclusion criteria 

exclude the poor HIV negative people."

The medical faction replied that 'Food Assistance in Support of HIV/AIDS 

Care and Treatment' was designed as a health care programme, not as a poverty 

reduction programme. The WFP representative said that social solutions were 

beyond the scope of the workshop. Others insisted that access to ARV treatm ent 

could not be seen in isolation from wider issues of poverty and lack of access to 

health care in general.
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Fifth, the radical group argued that food support for severely ill HIV patients was 

unjust affirmative action. Then the WFP representative pragmatically said: "Lets  

focus on the HIV entry point -  the smaller picture. We need to involve others to solve 

the bigger picture". However, WFP did recognize the need to 'harmonize' and 

'streamline' their partner network to be able to succeed 'm ulti-partner implemen

tation'. At this point, WFP encouraged partners to link medical and social services 

with livelihood promotion.

In other words, a commodity in high demand given exclusively to severely 

ill patients produces discrimination against the healthy poor. This suggests the bi

zarre situation that some people living with HIV would want to become severely ill 

to get food support. AIDS patients are often better off compared to other people 

who do not receive social benefits from the state or the international community. 

The HIV negative do not benefit from food support, they have no NGO affiliation, 

no micro-credit, and no targeted intervention. Relief food aid provides the excep

tion, but this intervention does not reach all the poor.

Experience from Sofala province shows high demand and low supply. A HAI 

health worker explained: 'You see poor people, when you visit a poor community. 

This is your first impression. It is difficult to distinguish between HIV negative and 

HIV positive target groups. People feel that food fo r  ARV patients discriminates 

against HIV negative people in general and against HIV negative pregnant women in 

particular. And those who fulfil the medical and social entry criteria complain when 

we stop giving them food. There is another problem: the food is not local, but foreign, 

often o f a bad quality."

Sant'Egidio and MSF Luxembourg pointed to the supply-demand problem 

by admitting that they often have to choose between equally eligible patients.
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Treatm ent providers cannot treat everyone and they have limited food supply. 

Transparency problems pointed to the fact that patients lie, cheat, ask for favours, 

use connections, and resale food through the informal market.

Finally, frustration and disagreement characterized the atmosphere. Parti

cipants had little time to reach consensus on programme implementation. They 

disagreed on the social entry criteria. Then someone suddenly remarked: "Mac- 

Arthur expects a proposal fo r  the 6th round o f the Global Fund!"

Food and nutrition components were included in the Mozambican applica

tion to the Global Fund, submitted by the government in late August 2006. The 

government asked for 76 million US dollars. The grant agreement was signed on 

21 September 2007. Nearly 23 million dollars w ere then approved, of which about 

2 million had been disbursed (GFATM 2006).

This was 16 months after the decision at the Ministry of Health to provide 

food support for 'severely ill' ARV patients. The Kudumba group was not successful 

in its pursuit of food assistance for its members in 2006. Nor were Marco and his 

friends. A limited yet ambitious number of severely ill patients in need of tempo

rary food assistance for recuperative purposes will one day receive nutritional 

support. The proposal states within the 'HIV/AIDS section': "The number o f people 

receiving Home Based Care services is expected to increase from 30,000 in 2005 to

150.000 in 2009, to be sustained in 2010. It is planned to provide food supplements to

95.000 malnourished PLWHA in 2010" (GFATM 2006: 48).

Beneficiaries will be a few of those who live when the day of delivery comes 

for people like Gilberto, Alicia, Beatriz, Daniela, Evaristo, Angela, Marco, Petra, Ro- 

salina, Paulina, Adelina, Amelia, Rogerio, Claudio, Patricia, and all the ones in the 

same life situation. There were more than one hundred thousand adults and more
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than seven thousand children on ARV treatm ent by May 2008, who could probably 

tell similar life stories to the ones told here. At the same time, the number of 'Gil- 

bertos and Petras' in need of ARVs was approaching some three hundred and fifty 

thousand in 2008, including more than eighty thousand children. This can be 

compared to the need for food aid for the general population within a time slot of 

nine months. A FAO/WFP special report estimated that Mozambique needed sev

enty thousand tons of relief food aid for close to six hundred thousand food inse

cure people between July 2005 and March 2006. This was due to poorer harvests, 

combined with the effects of HIV and AIDS, recurrent disasters, lack of savings, 

weak health services, and limited capacity of community social safety nets. This 

amount of food was needed in addition to the 'annual recovery, rehabilitation and 

development food aid', which was forty-four thousand tons (FAO/WFP 2005]. 

Further research would be needed to investigate w hether and how the food aid 

reaches the ones in need, how this provision produces inequality, and how to solve 

the problem.

The Raw and the Cooked

Petra is an example. Petra is drinking and smoking, sitting on the dusty floor of a 

small room in poor housing. Half-drunk, Petra complains that she has no money to 

buy coal to boil the water for drinking and cooking. She receives sacks of maize 

and beans from the World Food Programme, based on certain medical and social 

criteria. The food is intended for recuperation purposes, but there is a long way 

from the raw  to the cooked.
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My inspiration for such analogy is Levi-Strauss' raw-cooked dichotomy (Levi- 

Strauss 1970). Cooking symbolically marks the transition from nature to culture. 

This is about processing of raw material. Donor aid provides much raw material, 

like food, medicines, ARVs, plans, agendas, and information, but logistics and poli

tics complicate taking the goods from Maputo harbour into the hands of people. 

Mozambique is not a 'clean slate’, thinking with Matsinhe (Matsinhe 2005). It is all 

about context. There is a need for processing of all kinds: the messages, informa

tion, plans and agendas, as well as the nature, meaning, and use of ARVs.

One case is HIV prevention campaigns. Why do they fail? Information re

mains unprocessed and disembodied. Uniform global prevention policies fail to be

come 'culturized'. We still do not know the recipe. Moreover, food aid is not local. 

The food is foreign in make and taste, it smells and spells dependency, and the Mo

zambican government knows this. The Mozambican government seeks sovereign

ty, but 'it can't close the doors' -  yet (see Chapter 6, pp. 294-295).

Another case is local ARV production. Cooperation between Brazil and Mo

zambique culminated in the construction of an ARV factory in 2008, scheduled to 

be ready to produce drugs in 2009. The initial negotiations, which started at the 

beginning of the 2000s, provide an example of a complicated raw-cooked process. I 

see four key issues for the realization of local ARV production: feasibility, owner

ship, conditionality, and trust. First, project managers faced the weak infrastructure 

and poor conditions in Mozambique. Pedro Chequer, former UNAIDS Country Pro

gram Adviser in Mozambique and National AIDS Program Coordinator at the Bra

zilian Ministry of Health, at first declared that 'it's not worth building a factory 

making antiretrovirals in Mozambique for it to become a white elephant' (Noticias 

2004). Chequer implied problems of costs and sustainability and that local ARV
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production therefore would be impossible. However, they showed renewed com

mitment just a few weeks later, giving new hope for its realization (Mavie 2004}. 

This was reaffirmed in early 2005 (Noticias 2005}. Feasibility studies take time. 

Brazil reaffirmed its commitment to health in Africa in general, and to the Portu

guese speaking community in particular. Specifically, the Brazil-Mozambique part

nership rests on mutual trust and the recognition of their common process from 

colonialism to independence and self-determination. In other words, political con

gruence facilitates good relations and trust. In fact, a Brazilian Foreign Ministry po

litician reiterated the political rhetoric of 'democracy-construction-negotiation as 

process' and the fundamental importance of the conditionality free relations be

tween the two countries (Zenker 2008}.

This echoes the Mozambican struggle for self-determination, in my opinion. 

Mozambican Minister of Health Paulo Ivo Garrido stressed that cooperation be

tween Brazil and Mozambique revolves around the fact that the two countries 

have common characteristics, such as common history, culture, and the struggle 

for emancipation (Monteiro 2007}. Garrido pointed to their common history of 

Portuguese colonial domination and the urge of Mozambique and Brazil towards 

ownership of their respective processes. The key condition in the case of local ARV 

production would be whether Mozambique could make both a national and inter

national market. This schism exemplifies the raw-cooked dichotomy. Investment in 

local production would produce competition and cheaper drugs, and it would 

decrease dependency on foreign provision of raw material. Production, processing, 

consumption, and profit making would become local. This process took off in 2008 

with the support of Brazil, both in Mozambique, Nigeria, and Angola (ibid.}.
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Petra still faces insurmountable problems cooking the raw  goods she receives from 

the World Food Programme. Moreover, the doctor and nurse could not make Petra 

understand the importance of taking the ARVs strictly on a daily basis. Yet, alcohol 

and cigarettes are within her reach, which stands in contrast to the numerous 

times she has been counselled about the importance of 'treatm ent adherence' and 

the need for 'nutritious and healthy food'.

This is a social security problem. It might jar on the ear to mention a gov

ernment-managed system that provides monetary assistance and social benefits to 

the unemployed and disabled in an African context Indeed, Africans welcome the 

World Food Programme assistance, but it is frustrating to see that the beans are so 

difficult to turn into edible food. That is, they are so hard that you need to boil 

them for 2-3 hours. This is not a cost-effective way of cooking. The associated fuel 

costs for poor people are out of proportion. Moreover, Petra lives a social situation 

of inextricable difficulties: unimaginable bad housing, surrounded by a heavy dis

ease cocktail of sewage water, garbage, stagnant water, mosquitoes, toxic fumes, 

and social abandonment. Her daughter, who agreed to be her confidant by signing 

the informed consent contract -  see Appendix 2 -  left her in shame and disgrace, in 

favour of teenage life with her peers, boyfriend and mobile phone.

Tabula Rasa and Anti-Politics Machine

The raw-cooked nature-culture argument closely associates the 'tabula rasa' 

(Matsinhe 2005) and 'anti-politics machine' (Ferguson 1994) arguments. First, 

‘tabula rasa' essentially means the absence of preconceived ideas or predeterm in
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ed goals. In other words, too many policies and plans spoil real action. This points 

to the ubiquitous lack of documentation and the intrinsically absent culture of 

results. To the contrary, a culture of processes dominates the current policy scene. 

Matsinhe shows how some plans and policies survive from idea to sign off without 

much concern for their implementation. At worst, doing millions of things at the 

same time precludes doing any one thing successfully.

Take the example of the early responses to HIV and AIDS by the Global Pro

gramme on AIDS, GPA. The Medium Term Plans of Action were criticized for being 

too standardized with little attention to the context. Indeed, GPA and later UNAIDS 

changed their plans to meet local needs, but some unintended outcomes keep re

verberating in the way local people perceive these plans. This produces counter

vailing criticism. This is part of Matsinhe's tabula rasa argument (Matsinhe 2005). 

Tabula Rasa evokes the story of how global discourses on HIV have been produced 

and reproduced in the Mozambican context. Tabula Rasa shows the gap between 

the expectations of donor led intervention and the reality on the ground. More

over, Tabula Rasa exposes the normalisation of governance by exposing how the 

response to HIV ties into the government's existing elusive discourses and social 

imaginary concerned with 'nation building', 'development' and 'democracy'.

Admittedly, I also see it in terms of 'ghost discourses'. All actors engage in 

phantasmal talk. Phantasmal talk recounts how people blame and counter-blame 

without knowing how things work. Who is responsible for unsuccessful responses 

to HIV? People typically blame 'civil society', 'the government', 'the Ministry of 

Health', 'the UN', 'the World Bank', 'the IMF', and so on. Blaming the victim is also 

fashionable. 'We the people' gossip about our neighbouring tribe, without commu

nicating and understanding how things work 'on the other side'. These buracos
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grandes, 'humongous gaps', persist caused by insular positions in the age of ‘multi- 

sectorial collaboration' against HIV. However, phantasmal talk should not be be

littled bu t taken seriously as a particular form of grapevine social criticism.

The tabula rasa critic of AIDS responses resembles Ferguson's anti-politics 

machine argument of development failure (Ferguson 1994). Ferguson's fieldwork 

in Lesotho during the early 1980s coincided with the time when the virus attacking 

the immune system was discovered and given the name 'HIV' in the United States. 

Ferguson looked at development project performance, not at development promis

es or w hat development ought to be doing. Ferguson found that development pro

jects in Lesotho do not reduce poverty, do not transform the country into a mod

ern, capitalistic, and industrial economy, and do not facilitate independence. More 

generally, Ferguson maintains the missing connection between interests and out

comes as the leading thread of the anti-politics machine argument. Thus, Ferguson 

asserts the unpredictability and uncontrollability of development projects. In other 

words, the 'anti-politics machine' phenomenon shows how intentional plans trans

form into unintentional results via unforeseen structures and events.

Matsinhe maintains two specific meanings of tabula rasa related to the Mo

zambican response to HIV: tabula rasa on the one hand means that we miss a con

crete notion of where we are going, despite many years of effort. This is about the 

lack of benchmarks. We lack historical antecedents of epidemic public health inter

vention that could be recycled against HIV. However, tabula rasa fundamentally 

means ignorance of the Mozambican social, cultural, historical, structural, and po

litical context, much along the critic of development in Lesotho put forth by Fergu

son. Both criticize donors in particular. Matsinhe uses the allegory of an empty 

bowl to emphasize this point Many donors contribute to alleviate suffering from
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HIV and AIDS. Nevertheless, they throw money into the empty bowl with one hand, 

while they keep a list of conditions in the other with little knowledge of the Mo

zambican reality (personal communication, Maputo 2005). It is a give-and-take 

situation. Aid for AIDS is not a gift, but conditional, with unrealistic time frames. 

This contributes to the 'lack of absorptive capacity' phenomenon and funding with

drawal caused by unreasonable deadlines and conditionality. On the other hand, 

this explains why the Mozambican government insists on its own pragmatic priori

ties and the need for a Mozambican ART model with all its inevitable limitations.

Ferguson and Matsinhe did not intend to point out the rights and wrongs 

about development, but the 'anti-politics machine' and the 'tabula rasa' arguments 

have dissected the development and AIDS apparatuses to improve our understand

ing of what they do over time. To play with the current AIDS slogan: Do they keep 

their promises? And in Fergusons' terms: Are outcomes comparable to intentions?

The point of comparing the two arguments here is to emphasize that per

haps nothing much has changed since the 1980s, when Ferguson did fieldwork in 

Lesotho, despite the event of HIV and the international call for an emergency re

sponse. An inbuilt warning appears, thinking with Ferguson: the simultaneous call 

for mainstreaming HIV and AIDS into development 'thinking' and 'action' may un

intentionally result in the 'development as usual' phenomenon, when it must be 

'HIV, AIDS and development as exceptional'.

Indeed, much is happening, as we have seen. The introduction of antiretro

viral treatm ent in Mozambique has so far been a success story. However, the majo

rity live and die without treatm ent and care. HIV and AIDS now form part of the 

poverty alleviation plan in Mozambique (Republic of Mozambique 2005), but this 

‘AIDS mainstreaming' was a slow and difficult political process.
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Violence and Risk Environment: Theories of Access and Delivery

I will make the argum ent more compelling through the concepts of 'violence' and 

'risk environment'. I have argued that the majority of people who cannot access 

medicines against HIV related diseases fall victims of structural violence (see 

Chapters 2, 3). However, we need to look at structural violence in the context of 

other kinds of indirect violence to see it as part of a risk environment. I use the 

access and delivery model (see Figure 3.1, p. 134) to show this. The access and 

delivery model helps us to understand how the effects of different kinds of indirect 

violence are received, reproduced, reinterpreted, and communicated. This may 

lead to solutions how we might break them down to advance access to HIV treat

ment. In terms of advocacy, this means focussing on individual and social barriers. 

Mozambicans call it 'sensitization', which pays attention to the 'smaller picture'. 

Let me turn to the 'bigger picture' through the violence perspective.

Structural Violence

Most Mozambicans cannot escape structural, symbolic, social, cultural, and every

day violence. The idea of 'structural violence' stems from Norwegian peace and 

conflict researcher Johan Galtung. As Galtung initially wrote:

We shall refer to the type of violence where there is an actor that com

mits the violence as personal or direct, and to violence where there is 

no such actor as structural or indirect (Galtung 1969: 170, original 

emphasis).
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Violence researchers have invoked this direct-indirect distinction to avoid mis

understanding. Structural violence is an indirect type. There is no perpetrator. 

Kohler and Alcock differentiate between 'behavioural violence', which involves an 

actor, and 'structural violence', which involves attributes of structure, for example 

'maldistribution or lack of food, shelter, medical care, education, etc.' People who 

suffer or die from lack of necessities produce the output of structural violence, 

which relates structural violence to deprivation and inequity (Kohler and Alcock 

1976: 343).

Galtung specifically defined structural violence as social injustice, to avoid 

the connotation of'exploitation' (Galtung 1969: 171). Galtung thereby emphasized 

the unintentional nature of structural violence. Thus, structural violence differs 

from direct, physical violence. Structural violence is indirect, invisible, and silent. 

Moreover, structural violence is a process, as opposed to event-oriented direct 

violence. However, its simultaneous reference to change and status quo points to 

an inherent contradiction. Galtung initially said:

Structural violence is silent, it does not show -  it is essentially static, it 

is the tranquil waters. In a static society, personal violence will be 

registered, whereas structural violence may be seen as about as na

tural as the air around us (Galtung 1969:173, original emphasis).

In other words, structural violence passes invisible and silent due to normalisa

tion. This is how I argue that the success and failure of ARV provision constitute 

two sides of the coin of the constant struggle between the state of endemic socio- 

structural crisis, socio-structural (dis)order, political leadership, and international 

solidarity. However, the danger is normalisation: gradual indifference to everyday
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violence, everyday death, and everyday loss of productive lives. Structural violence 

'creeps in' around us and within us, as and //w e choose resignation to indignation.

Twenty years later Galtung discussed the basic difference between direct, 

structural, and cultural violence:

Direct violence is an event; structural violence is a process with ups 

and downs; cultural violence is an invariant, a 'permanence' (Galtung 

1990: 294, original emphasis).

Structural violence may take on new forms and become periodically static, which 

reveals a slow process with pockets of inertia. The structural violence perspective 

ties together much of what I have said about socio-structural (dis)order and (dis

ease) normalisation. Consider the following definition:

It is gradual, imperceptible, and normalized as the way things are 

done; it determines whose voice is systematically heard or ignored, 

who gets particular resources, and who goes without. In structural 

violence, agency is blurred and responsibility is unclear; there may 

not be any one person who directly harms another. Structural vio

lence normalizes unequal access to such social and economic resourc

es as education, wealth, quality housing, civic services, and political 

power (Opotow 2001: 102).

Normalisation involves several phenomena. First, three intrinsic phenomena relate 

to normalisation within civil society: constricted voice, blurred agency, and un

certain accountability (see Chapter 7, p. 347). Second, normalisation applies to 

'working culture', 'business as usual', and 'governing mentality' (see Chapter 6, p. 

300). Third, the analysis of 'People Living With ARVs' and 'People Living Without 

ARVs' points to ARV treatm ent as a boundary-making technology (Biehl 2007b:
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283]. In other words, we accept the 'first come, first served' principle as the nor

malized way to provide access to treatment. Fourth, limited HIV testing may have 

become normalized. However, would it be fair to blame the victims who refrain 

from such testing? People often know the circumstances, trapped in hopelessness 

when they are rejected by the health system. We have heard t h a t 'they are slow', 

'the hospitals are full' and 'it would be better to go home and die in my house'. We 

have seen that the current AIDS case reporting system only captures nine percent 

of the estimated number. We have seen constant limited health system capacity, 

despite wilful initiatives backed by all the major donors in the world to improve 

the state of health infrastructure and increase the num ber of health workers tra in

ed in delivering ARVs.

Symbolic, Social, Cultural and Everyday Violence

Structural violence theory facilitates one im portant perspective to comprehend 

reality on the ground. However, an exclusive focus on structural violence fails to 

capture the multifaceted nature of how the experiences, limitations, and politics of 

ARV treatm ent in Mozambique interrelate. Therefore, I incorporate theories of 

symbolic, social, cultural, and everyday violence.

Bourdieu pointed to unvoiced forms of social and cultural domination as 

symbolic violence (Bourdieu 2000]. We saw this in how  and why ritualized events 

follow the prescribed order (see Chapter 7, pp. 329-342]. We saw this in how the 

significance of hegemony lies in the unsaid (see p. 328]. We have seen this impli

cated in all forms of silence discussed so far.
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Social violence invariably parallels suffering as an effect of structural violence in 

the normalized sense. Local, national, and global social orders produce social vio

lence, and as Kleinman goes on to say, with emotional effects: "Violence creates 

(and reemerges from ) fear, anger and loss -  what might be called infrapolitical emo

tions" (Kleinman 2000: 238).

Galtung defined cultural violence as those aspects of culture, for example 

language and ideology, which serve to justify or legitimize structural violence. Cul

tural violence makes structural violence look and feel right (Galtung 1990: 291). 

This is w hat I have suggested by the idea of disease normalisation, not in the sens

es of integrating HIV into normal health practice or the gradual understanding of 

HIV as other chronic diseases, but in the sense that HIV is another kind of suffering 

for which there is limited hope and health system capacity. People have seen so 

much suffering that they become comfortably numb, turn a blind eye, or develop 

fatalistic attitudes. This is the denial process. What is the point of testing for HIV, if 

you know or the rumour tells you that the 'hospitals are full'? This is the process of 

seclusion. This obviously includes the experience of everyday violence, which is the 

very act of normalisation that causes such violence to become invisible due to its 

omnipresence (Scheper-Hughes 1992; Scheper-Hughes 1996). Everyday violence 

in Mozambique includes absolute poverty, food insecurity, recurring drought and 

floods, some 20 endemic diseases, and sickness as we know it in the definition as 

disorder in its generic sense across a population in relation to macro-social, that is, 

economic, political, and institutional forces (Kleinman 1988).

All this affects the individual and social bodies. In other words, most Mo

zambicans living with HIV experience individual or collective deprivation. The 

types of indirect violence are recurring, if not constant The question remains
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w hether 'the process' qualifies as an additional type of violence in light of the fact 

that Mozambicans invoke 'the process' as both explanation and excuse. Thus, 'the 

process' would be normalisation par excellence through this perspective.

At another level, the global discourse about 'keeping the promise' resonates 

the local of a 'prosperous future'. More precisely, the social imaginary of the politi

cal rhetoric promises 'progress', 'sovereignty', and 'glory'. FRELIMO has promised 

'health care for all' since independence and the struggle continues. This is what re

sembles millenarianism, evading the past, looking to a prosperous future filled 

with peace, harmony and an environment free of risk and disease, as I analyze else

where (H0g 2006]. I have no doubts about the good intentions when I see or hear 

slogans like 'orgulhosamente Mo^ambicano' -  'proudly Mozambican' -  but one 

question remains inescapable: how many people find it insulting given the circum

stances of particularly structural and cultural violence? Which ones can be perma

nently eradicated? What is the point in promoting personal pride that you cannot 

eat, w hether the locus is sexual behaviour, conjugal responsibility, or living with 

chronic disease(s)? People want tangible changes, such as education, jobs, buying 

power, social security, etc. The Afrobarometer public attitude survey confirms this 

in many African countries (Afrobarometer Network 2004). In other words, 'Poor 

Pride' makes a virtue of necessity. In parallel, ‘natural disasters' characterize the 

'normalized' picture of Mozambique, enshrined in the course and lure of nature 

and in the provisions for donor support under dire circumstances.
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The Process: Epidemiological vs. Therapeutic Citizenship

Reality is relentlessly merciless. In times of HIV, the government and civil society 

require people to take individual control of their lives under such circumstances 

and to learn the nature of the disease and its treatment. Public health has become 

individualized, what anthropologist Alex de Waal has coined 'epidemiological indi

vidualism' (de Waal 2008), with reference to Peter Baldwin's historical analysis of 

state responses to HIV (Baldwin 2005). Such rationale demands individual control 

(life, behaviour) and acquisition of sufficient knowledge about the nature of the 

disease to be able to move on with the process. Epidemiological individualism has 

been couched in terms of 'citizenship', which connotes duties and responsibilities 

more than rights and claims. On the treatm ent end of the process continuum, such 

individualism becomes 'therapeutic citizenship', by which physician-anthropolo- 

gist Vinh-Kim Nguyen originally meant "the ability to make claims on others fo r  

treatment based on one's disease status" (Nguyen 2001: xiii).

The phrase 'on others' needs further scrutiny. In my opinion, therapeutic 

citizenship relates national and transnational components, but first a note of cau

tion: the context of limited access to ARVs purchased out of the pocket in the Ivory 

Coast during the late 1990s differs from the context of free ARVs in Mozambique 

during the 2000s. Still, the issues at stake remain similar: people continue to make 

local claims for global solidarity, as patrons within the national boundaries fail to 

provide public goods. On the other hand, the transnational component relates to 

how poor people seek therapeutic asylum in another country.

Therapeutic citizenship may indicate the responsibility how to comply with 

the rules of medicine for life, particularly when seen in relation to the compelling
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idea of 'epidemiological citizenship' (de Waal 2008). ‘Treatm ent adherence' has 

become the m antra criteria for 'good therapeutic citizens'. In other words, the initi

ation and continuation phases require epidemiological and therapeutic citizens 

respectively. The initiation phase constitutes the trial of tru th  and understanding: 

recognize your disease status and understand its nature. Earlier I analysed these 

phases in terms of points of attrition (see Figure 3.2, p. 137). Here I expand the pic

ture with community phase and entry phase (see Figure 8.2).

The community, entry, initiation and continuation phases constitute rites o f  

passage in classical anthropological perspective (van Gennep 1960 (1908)). Van 

Gennep identified processes of socialization as rites of passage: baptism, puberty, 

confirmation, marriage, and death. Three phases characterize such rites: separa

tion (pre-liminal), transition (liminal), and reintegration (post-liminal) (ibid.). Tur

ner added that "such rites indicate and constitute transitions between states", which 

includes personal states of health and societies in transition (Turner 1967: 93-94).

This supports the extended argument about the process. In the context of 

HIV, this means separation from society due to stigma and discrimination, numbed 

by the circumstance of limited access to health care, and not yet transformed into 

'living positively' and 'living with ARVs', a process which gives rise to acceptance 

and reintegration into society. Thus, liminality relates to the transitional aspect of 

the process. As Robins notes, the process from 'living with AIDS' to 'living with 

ARVs' constitutes a near-death-back-to-life transition (Robins 2006).
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We have seen rites o f passage throughout this analysis: people go through fire and 

w ater to get to the promised land of medical treatment. They will be deemed quali

fied by individual medical and social criteria, which at the end of the day may not 

be very transparen t They need to learn more than the basics of disease theory, 

which indeed has been simplified to fit lay vernacular, but still remains significant

ly complex. The points of attrition analysis shows how people encounter battle

fields of obstructions, between home and clinic, among friends and foes, likely up 

to three months before the initial trial is over and treatm ent can begin. Patients 

need to promise good therapeutic citizenship by signing a contract with the health 

services. A Samaritan citizen, the good friend, who is not a health worker, nor an 

activist, but an essential supporter under dire circumstances and complicated 

medical regimen, will accompany each patien t

The community phase constitutes the separation phase. Infected individuals 

undergo 'treatm ent literacy workshops' in discrete location, not entirely in familiar 

surroundings, towards the discovery of a new identity. The entry and initiation 

phases constitute the betwixt and between liminal phase, the core of the process. 

In Turner's definition, the 'betwixt and between' phase separates people from soci

ety where they undergo transformation before reintegration (Turner 1967). The 

successful individual is then reintegrated into a new group and assigned a new so

cial status during the continuation phase: 'Living With ARVs'.

Mafalda is an example. At first she felt like: "I'm dead! It's not worth it going 

on like this. I am already dead! What's left for me?" She struggled with her own in

ner chaos and her deteriorating health, the violence encountered among friends 

and colleagues, Kindlimuka sensitization, and her encounter with the health sys

tem. Then she said: 7  will never forget Doutora Lauana! She counselled me so well
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about my future path and all." Finally, after a long process facing individual, social, 

and system barriers, Mafalda expressed her experience overcoming them: 7  am 

free! I feel well! I really feel well! I am no longer thinking that I am going to die ju s t 

like that, though I know that death is my destiny" (see Chapter 5, pp. 217-224).

The process constitutes a series of rites of passages sine qua none. The 

process is both bottleneck and essence. The question remains, whether the initia

tory process is too long in an emergency. A study from Beira shows an average of 

72 days between ART eligibility and ART start (Ministry of Health 2006a) (see 

Chapter 2, pp. 120). Is this acceptable?7 How do we reconcile time saving proce

dures and quality treatment? In fact, the initiation phase has been celebrated as 

the main reason to explain the success of the Mozambican model. However, psy

chosocial support may become undermined in search of a shorter process, giving 

priority to medical procedures. This would be a mistake. As Robins argues, it is the 

very experience of the rites of passage in the process that produce people living 

with ARVs committed to a new life and social activism (Robins 2006).

Sensitization Revisited

This chapter focuses on circumstances: condition, context, poverty, deprivation, 

and injustice. I positioned the idea of sensitization within the process constituted 

by community, entry, initiation and continuation phases. Sensitization has become 

an integrated part of the Mozambican model and Mozambican treatm ent advocacy. 

The government defines sensitization as a responsible, stepwise approach to com

munity preparedness. The tools are community palestras and community radio.
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Treatment is announced locally, when the local Day Hospital is ready. AIDS activ

ists, who have been trained under the auspices of the Ministry of Health as a rein

vention of Mozambican community health agents, communicate the messages. 

MATRAM -  the 'unnameable' social movement -  then joins in to offer its own com

munity preparedness, sponsored by international organisations. MATRAM main

tains that sensitization should offer more than counselling and testing.

Treatment Literacy: Towards Universal Access

Patients who succeed the first three phases arrive at the door to the continuation 

phase: life with ARVs. They need to be well informed about medical treatm ent of 

HIV related diseases in order to comply the rules of the regimen. This is called 

'treatm ent literacy', which is part of the process within the Mozambican model, but 

the access movement MATRAM has taken initiative to do more than that. MATRAM 

maintains that people are not sufficiently prepared to take ARVs. MATRAM there

fore offers treatm ent literacy workshops to expand the team of activist teachers 

across Mozambique. As Lucas says: "We continue to train people. People who sen

sitize others do not have sufficient knowledge about HIV. Activists receive training, 

but they don't have sufficient information about what HIV does in the body. People 

who go through the phases don't have this knowledge either. This is the reason why 

people do not have this notion when HIV can be treated and when and how you can 

detect it in the community. People in the bush still have this and that problem with

out knowing what to do."
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Treatment literacy workshops started with the help of the South African Treat

ment Access Campaign in 2004. MATRAM members received training in Johannes

burg. Then they adapted the new knowledge to the Mozambican context and offer

ed the first treatm ent literacy workshops in 2006 in six provinces. This was initial

ly a successful initiative, but MATRAM had insufficient funding to sustain it. They 

also faced a low level of basic knowledge among the workshop participants. Lucas 

said: "Local participants don't really understand what this is." Workshops therefore 

needed to start out from the very basics of HIV, AIDS, and ARVs, as was the case for 

the Sant'Egidio ART training programme for health workers (see Chapter 5, pp. 

254-255). Lucas said about the MATRAM workshops: "This is a good programme, 

because it empowers people with training. This is the capacity building that people 

need. This is about opportunistic infections. This is a people-led process. The best doc

tor is the patient. The patient knows when it hurts and what he feels, and therefore 

the one who needs to know what to do. This needs to be managed at the community 

level. This is very important"

However, definitions of 'access to treatment', 'universal access', 'access for 

all', and 'universal coverage' coexist It is easier to define these aspirations in socie

ties where citizens enjoy social security and a high standard of living. Medical solu

tions are quickly challenged, when poverty and deprivation is the norm. In fact, 

UNAIDS tried to define what 'universal access' is not. Universal access is not about 

new global targets, it is not about developing new plans and frameworks, and it is 

not universal coverage. MATRAM understands it as adequate access to information 

to obtain comprehensive treatment, prevention, care, and support at any service 

point of the health system. Lucas says: "If you look at the treatment literacy pro

gram we are doing, then you will see that people need a lot o f information. Everyone
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knows what HIV is. There are so many who have it, but you need empowerment to 

prevent yourself. It is not ju st about spreading the information and then people will 

consume it. There is so much work to do. Empower the people."

The advancements in medical treatm ent and social activism have come to

gether in w hat Nguyen calls biosocial change, which materialized into therapeutic 

citizenship. This is the paradox of deprivation. Illness claims seem to be the only 

way to challenge the uncertainties in life and the violence that people live (Nguyen 

2001: 306-307). In other words, people are poor and hungry; they struggle for 

everyday survival. They cannot survive on ARVs. People who live with or without 

HIV need immediate social support and livelihood improvement.

There are many more advocacy organisations than patient organisations. 

Most advocacy organisations do not deal with real life on the ground, but they re

ceive more funding than patient organisations and support groups. Thus, the latter 

ones need a bigger piece of the donor cake. Yet, ARV treatm ent saves some lives, 

but socioeconomic development would save most lives. This unfortunately raises 

questions of affirmative action on behalf of those who live with the virus. Are some 

people better off living with than without the HIV virus?

The New Message: 'An Opportunity to Live'

The Ministry of Health does recognize the need to change the message from 'AIDS 

Kills' to 'An Opportunity to Live', but the key question remains w hether and how 

such advocacy initiatives will be able to consider the delicate dem and/supply bal

ance. The Ministry of Health maintains a 'stepwise and responsible' approach, but
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the more infrastructure and human resources, the more people on treatment, the 

more people know about treatment. Such news travels fast by word of mouth.

We know the numbers of people in need of treatm ent and on treatment. We 

have seen how these numbers increase and diverge with epidemic evolution. The 

number in need increases faster than the number of ARV patients, despite the sig

nificant ARV rollout within a limited time span since 2004. Yet, how do we respond 

to informed structural violence? The fact that many people have died and are dying 

in ignorance, invisible and silent, points to one moral dilemma, which is partly alle

viated by stoic pragmatism. In other words, a commonsensical if not businesslike 

attitude towards the process prevails and policy makers insist that human rights 

based voluntary testing is the way forward.

Nonetheless, there are two empty slots in the figure representing the thera

peutic process (see Figure 8.2, p. 385). These slots pertain to the 'first come first 

served' principle: how do we responsibly counsel people who are rejected at the 

hospital door? Thinking with Turner (Turner 1967: 96), do we pragmatically ac

cept the transition from 'structural invisibility' to 'structural death'? That is, people 

live and die with HIV on the margins of the successful Mozambican model. The ma

jority of people with HIV fail to join or be absorbed into the fortunate minority 

'living with ARVs'. Is this merely an infelicitous but unavoidable outpouring of the 

Mozambican model of otherwise successful rites of passage? As Biehl reminds us, 

AIDS therapies are boundary-making technologies (Biehl 2007b: 283): People with 

HIV end up 'living with ARVs' or ‘living and dying without ARVs'. 'Come first, be 

first served' is low cost ethics.

The Mozambican government maintains that a nationwide ART information 

campaign would be irresponsible public health policy that would invite social criti
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cism. However, such scenario may come closer with ARV treatm ent available in all 

128 districts. Indeed, the rapid expansion of ART to reach more than 100,000 peo

ple between 2004 and 2008 deserves to be widely told as a success story. How

ever, the epidemiological narrative reminds us that the number of people in need 

in 2007 was estimated at 370,000 within the range between 290,000 and 460,000 

(WHO/UNAIDS/UNICEF 2008), which equals 667 full Boeing Airbuses, or 4 full 

stadiums the size of Wembley, or more than the entire population of Nampula City. 

Numbers fluctuate with changing epidemiological 'best estimates' and it is impos

sible to count the invisible patients with advanced HIV. However, more people get 

the message about ARV treatment, when more people gain access to the Day 

Hospitals. At the same time, the increase in the number of health workers cannot 

keep up. Health workers on the ground invariably say that the number of people in 

need of treatm ent must be bigger than what is estimated, though they do not see or 

deal with the bigger epidemiological picture. What they see is a 'leaking dam full of 

holes', as we saw in Chapter 5. All this is about health system capacity, the politics 

of human resources, epidemiological uncertainty, the context and socioeconomic 

circumstances, the balance between hope and hopelessness, and how to deal with 

failed treatm ent expectations. This is why the composite analysis of risk environ

ment, structural, symbolic, social, cultural and everyday violence matters.



Conclusion



Conclusion

This multi-site study looked at w hat is 'ethnographically in the picture' (Marcus 

1998: 85) focussed on ART access and delivery in the context of abundant financial 

resources and free generic drugs in a hard-hit poor country like Mozambique. The 

ongoing ARV rollout dem onstrates a countervailing process between the experi

ences, limitations, and politics of ill health. I have shown this by looking at the HIV 

epidemic as a 'long wave event' (Barnett 2006), utilizing appropriate methods to 

capture its changing nature in terms of experience living with the virus, natural 

disease history, epidemiology, health system capacity, advocacy, the political histo

ry of health, and socio-economic circumstances. This captures a time perspective 

of the epidemic, which is convenient for discussing policy implications. In fact, this 

ethnography provides a unique source of information for improving 'patient track

ing and support systems’. The access and delivery model, which embraces all of 

this, promises a versatile tool for policy makers beyond the Mozambican context.

Uniqueness

The access and delivery model captures the main argument: the interrelatedness 

of individual, social, and political processes. The study thereby deviates from clas

sical adherence, stigma and discrimination, civil society, and governance studies, 

which tend to focus exclusively on the patient, society, or political institutions. This
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has implications for how we perceive health seeking behaviour. Health seeking be

haviour depends on individual circumstances, the social environment, and the po

litical will to improve health system capacity. I analyzed the therapeutic process as 

a series of rites of passage, in which patients encounter a series of potential points 

of attrition: community, entry, initiation, and continuation phases. I therefore ana

lyzed 'living with ARVs' and 'living without ARVs' separately. Successful ARV roll

out depends on context, experience, timing, and preparedness considering the so

cioeconomic, historical, cultural, and political circumstances. Such micro-macro 

anthropology evidently recognizes two sides of the coin: success and failure, which 

I have shown to be a constant struggle between the state of endemic socio-struc- 

tural crisis, socio-structural (dis) order, political leadership, and international soli

darity, against the creeping and concrete reality of normalization of life and death. 

The rapid ART scale-up between 2004 and 2008 is almost unparalleled in South

ern African countries with weak health systems. The Mozambican government 

created its own unique medico-cultural Mozambican model, which differs from the 

simplified public health model, applied in Malawi (Harries, et al. 2006], and the 

mandatory testing model, applied in Botswana (Weiser, et al. 2006). Counselling 

and Testing for Health is the third unique component of the Mozambican response 

to the need for ART. CTH replaced VCT to advocate provider initiated voluntary 

HIV testing as part of a comprehensive consultation of overall health. The govern

ment aims at AIDS normalisation within the health system to minimise stigma and 

discrimination. Development partnerships through respect for national priorities, 

the context specific model, and the innovative 'counselling and testing for health' 

all deserve to be widely advocated.
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The Double Struggle

This relates to the pragmatics of the Mozambican model: it recognizes the limita

tions of the Mozambican context by proposing a ‘gentle and stepwise' process for 

ARV expansion. The Mozambican government aims at a responsible public health 

policy under the circumstances of a weak but expanding health system. However, 

it faces the double struggle to maintain sovereignty in the process of negotiating 

donor support to resurrect and maintain its health system to service all its citizens. 

This has been the FRELIMO dream since independence in 1975. However, this 

process is a double edged sword, as the HIV epidemic arrived as yet another cause 

of increased dependency on foreign aid, thus with an unwanted impact on the 

nation-building process. This is not unique to Mozambique. However, the point 

here is significant: health care remains a native reserve for FRELIMO. Health care 

provision is not for sale -  without proper negotiation towards solidarity with the 

FRELIMO development project. However, I have cautioned against the difference 

between discourse, rhetoric, and reality. The idea of 'ownership' remains contest

ed, but perhaps evident from seeing who pays the bill. Nevertheless, I have pushed 

the argument by taking the politicized discourse at face value: the Mozambican 

government cherishes sovereignty at any cost. The government favours the fate of 

Mozambicans in the name of self-determination -  with or without HIV. This raises 

the question how many lives have been sacrificed in the name of nationalized 

health and the Mozambican ART model, by which the government seeks to avoid 

private health care and insists that Mozambicans in the end must exclusively do 

the job. Foreign health workers, Russian and Cuban cooperantes in particular, have 

been dismissed during this process, while the government simultaneously pro
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claims that lack of health workers remains the biggest challenge for the future 

sustainability of its ART programme. This may seem an absurd contradiction, but it 

remains part of the nation-building process.

Nevertheless, the introduction of ARV treatm ent has been a complicated yet 

successful fix of the political process. The question remains how to sustain ARV 

treatm ent and how to solve the human resource problem in the short and long run. 

People have indeed come forward for testing and treatm ent with increased ART 

availability fighting against stigma and discrimination. I applied a multi-dimen- 

sional understanding of stigma that considers its temporality to understand it as 

countervailing social and political processes that hinge on health system capacity 

and public information campaigns. On the other hand, I pointed to how the majori

ty of people who cannot access medicines against HIV related diseases fall victim 

to a cocktail of indirect violence: structural, cultural, social, symbolic and everyday 

violence. I looked to the history of colonialism, war, and socialism in the context of 

poverty, deprivation, and inequality to discuss this.

A plethora of 'AIDS NGOs' emerged within this scenario, which from my ex

perience necessitated a new way of perceiving the relations between state, civil 

society, and donors. I have argued for stratification between intimate, strategic, 

and distant civil society, caused by government alignment, donor alignment, and 

double donor-government alignment. Such proximity to power analysis helps us to 

understand the scaling of recognition and funding.

The access and delivery model helps us to understand how the effects of 

different kinds of violence are received, reproduced, reinterpreted, and communi

cated. Indeed, the Mozambican government recognizes the HIV epidemic and it has 

shown commitment towards ART expansion. However, the human resource ques
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tion remains highly politicized. It must be Mozambican health workers to do the 

job, but I have shown that 'essential human resources' arrived much later than 

'essential drugs' on the donor agenda. Therefore, we have not seen the Mozambi

can reaction to an eventual dramatic increase in funding for health workers. Would 

they be as pragmatic as in the case of negotiating medicines and infrastructure, if 

such funding was earm arked a higher number of foreign health workers? Alterna

tively, would the Mozambican government stay firm on its Mozambican empower

ment project? The human resource issue will remain the key political question in 

the ART era, as more countries manage to improve health infrastructure. What 

about the number, welfare, and payment of health workers? Can the world accept 

that we have to train a new generation of health workers before scaling up quality 

ARV treatment? Will affirmative action upon Mozambican ART health workers un

dermine the attention needed to the towering burden of disease? Does the inter

national community have to respect national reservations in the name of sover

eignty? Should donors grant unconditional funding for training of local health 

workers? Scholarships for the medical and nursing schools in Mozambique would 

be urgently needed. The other side of the coin tells us that the number of people in 

need of treatm ent grows much faster than the number of trained health workers. 

At the same time, I doubt that the international community in an apolitical world 

would be able to recruit the number of 'volunteering' and 'humanitarian' health 

workers needed in poor countries.

I say this to point out the versatility of the access and delivery model: it can 

be evaluated in different contexts. In fact, this already happened during fieldwork. 

I presented the model at the World Bank Treatment Acceleration Programme, TAP, 

meeting in Maputo, June 2006. Governments of Mozambique, Ghana and Burkina
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Faso participated with all key members of their National AIDS Programmes and 

National AIDS Councils, as well as the international community, represented by the 

World Bank, UNAIDS, UNICEF, UNDP, WFP, WHO, Clinton Foundation, CDC, inter

national treatm ent organisations, and civil society. This was a two-day meeting on 

the state of implementation of the TAP programme. I presented the model in one of 

the sessions. Country representatives were given four questions: What are the 

questions we do not know the answers to yet? W hat can the countries learn from 

each other for each of the 12 barriers? How can a patient tracking system improve 

access in light of the 12 barriers? What are its limits?

The discussion focussed on four related issues: 1) how to guarantee su

stainable delivery of drugs for an increasing number of patients, 2) how to inte

grate treatm ent and food support, 3] how to guarantee adherence, and 4) how to 

avoid resistance. This all came together in a discussion how to sustain the finances 

for ARVs into the future. The Ministry of Finance maintained it had few options of 

finding or giving money, including lack of taxing systems. The three countries w ant 

grants, not loans, in order to avoid burdening African state budgets any further. All 

this invariably has implications for both social and medical support policies.

Implications

This leads to the policy implications of this study. However, first a relevant ques

tion: which policy implications would be approvable for the particular purpose of 

advancing the quality of ARV treatm ent without compromising some of the cau

tions I have made throughout this thesis about the production of social difference
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and the inevitable affirmative action bestowed upon 'People Living With ARVs'? 

Mozambique needs overall improvement in terms of socioeconomic development, 

which would primarily improve the state of public health through immediate 

attention to w ater and sanitation, housing, and garbage collection. Obviously, some 

would immediately rebut this assertion on the argument that this is already hap

pening, but it is a slow process for the majority of poor people. However, the need 

to improve the 'patient tracking and support system' is the major policy implica

tion of this study, focussed on the smaller picture of ARV treatment. In other 

words, the Mozambican model needs to be more public health oriented.

The Challenges o f A Patient Tracking and Support System

The 'patient tracking and support system' emphasizes the need for socio-medical 

improvement of the therapeutic process, which I have shown to include all encoun

ters with the health system from HIV testing to life with ARVs. Detailed informa

tion is available to make informed policy choices. First, culturally informed mes

sages have become paramount. Mozambique has taken the lead through 'Mozambi- 

canization' and 'sensitization' (see Chapter 1, pp. 62, 70, Chapter 2, p. 123, Chapter 

3, p. 167, and Chapter 4, p. 191). Nevertheless, this process would speed up, if 

people of local cultures were involved much earlier producing bona fide prototype 

HIV, AIDS, and ARV information instead of troublesome translation of foreign 

made material, which at the end of the day ends up diluted and distorted. Second, 

the analysis of HIV testing points to four policy implications: target couples (see 

Chapter 2, pp. I l l ,  115, and Chapter 3, p. 148), target men (see Chapter 2, pp. I l l ,
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127), target people tested HIV negative (see Chapter 2, p. 108), and target overall 

health (see Chapter 2, pp. 106,109).

Most people would benefit from all kinds of social service, as we have heard 

th a t"Visiting a poor community you see poor people" and “Social problems are found  

in all patients. They have no job, no food, no money, and no security." Therefore, I do 

not w ant to advance policy principles that make people with HIV better off than 

people without HIV. On the other hand, we want to avoid absurd singularization of 

the access process, exclusively focussed on access to medicines, which Biehl has 

coined pharmaceuticalization o f public health (Biehl 2007a). The truth is that peo

ple, w hether they live with or without HIV, look for access to a better life.

However, the UNAIDS principle 'make the money work' does make a perfect 

point towards improving life for those infected with HIV, considering the absurdly 

huge amount of money that remains unspent at the end of a budget year. The sug

gestion is simple: spend the money to improve the patient tracking system and Day 

Hospital outreach activities. Harmonize this across all treatm ent implementers. 

Perhaps this is not even a new suggestion: all this may already be part of the har

monization process led by the Ministry of Health. However, 1 have claimed that the 

'process argument' is used as both explanation and excuse for slow progress. The 

approach to ARV treatm ent in Mozambique, and other poor countries, is essen

tially pragmatic not idealistic. Nevertheless, this study shows the fragmentary 

manner by which outreach activities are carried out at different day hospitals (see 

Chapter 8, p. 357). The improvement of outreach activities needs involvement of 

more ministries and a general commitment to improve social services.

However, I see a schism in this scenario between the argument of 'limited 

absorption and absorptive capacity' and 'limited distributive will'. This stands out
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m ost convincingly in the analysis of social order and inbuilt perceptions of entitle

ment, class, and ethnicity. People who live with HIV struggle for daily survival 

against the social mores and political winds. Individual patients without means for 

associational membership have no chance of immediate social support The prob

lem is political and logistical (see Chapter 8, pp. 356-373).

Activist home visitors only reach a fraction of those in need of a caring soul. 

Day Hospitals need money to purchase vehicles (ambulances, visitor cars) and to 

pay for bus tickets for their activists or to buy them bicycles so they can visit those 

who live far away.

Mozambique is short of health workers. The entire Mozambican health 

w orker force would not be able to care for everyone in need of ARVs. However, the 

ones trained in ART also need additional skills. They need training how to monitor 

drug resistance and how to keep a patient tracking system to systematically follow 

the entire therapeutic process of community, entry, initiation, and continuation 

phases (see Chapter 8, p. 385). Money and drugs have so far not been the problem 

in Mozambique. The big picture reveals the need to channel funding into training 

of Mozambican health workers: improve the infrastructure of medical schools and 

nursing schools. Provide large numbers of unconditional scholarships. Use the 

make-the-money-work principle in pro-active, innovative, and constructive ways.

The relatively few 'patient organisations' in relation to the number of 'AIDS 

organisations' is thought provoking. Indeed, some development projects address 

the widespread issue of 'food insecurity', but then there are still countless hungry 

people turning visible, popping up from their hideaway, begging for food. The 

current structures do not allow immediate access for hungry individuals. Would 

public soup kitchens be too much to ask in the post-socialist era governed by ego
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rules? Would a combined social and medical outreach team at every Day Hospital 

go beyond budgetary limits? Indeed, words travel fast in Mozambique. Poor people 

hear the news about food provision at Day Hospitals and thus believe they can 

receive social support regardless of health status. Day Hospitals are not and should 

not turn  into social offices. Still, the need to improve the patient tracking system 

requires on site support groups, home based care, home visitors, and a regular 

search for dropouts. Home based care initiatives are already in the making. In any 

case, combined social and medical support necessitates political leadership beyond 

the Ministry of Health, taking the promises of 'Ministerial HIV/AIDS Focal Points', 

'multi-sectoriality', and ‘AIDS mainstreaming with poverty reduction' seriously 

beyond mere lip service. Yet, blaming the ministries for lack of commitment would 

be unfair and simplistic. There is a need to focus attention beyond health to boost 

other kinds of state services by means of 'ministerial capacity building projects'. 

The access and delivery model provides a starting point for looking at treatm ent of 

HIV related diseases in a holistic manner. DANIDA leads the way by offering a 

postgraduate course in HIV management in Mozambique from early 2009.

I am short of words how to deal with failed treatm ent expectations (see 

Chapter 8, p. 355). The world handles this dilemma hiding behind the 'first come 

first served' principle. Would the most humanitarian approach be to evacuate the 

unfortunate ones to countries where they could benefit from health care services, 

under the wings of therapeutic citizenship? This would be unfair affirmative action 

upon those infected with HIV. With this comes another full circle: I am back to the 

wish for socioeconomic development to solve problems within the bigger picture 

of indirect violence, poverty, deprivation, and injustice.
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Future Research

Stop and stay at many of the points of the access and delivery landscape I have 

visited, described, and analyzed. Anthropological studies would look at adherence, 

dropouts, absent patients, the patient-confidant relationship, the patient-practi- 

tioner encounter, health worker lives, and the role of traditional medicine. These 

topics could be subsumed under the umbrella 'life with or without ARVs'.

Life With or Without ARVs

This is an undeveloped research area, which requires social researchers to follow 

the ones living with ARVs and the ones delivering ARVs through extended field

work. Follow people on ARVs, as they move on with life in time and space. Re

search on the patient-confidant relationship could reveal im portant insights living 

with ARVs away from the health system, at home and in the community, to im

prove treatm ent adherence. We need to examine access to ARV treatm ent from a 

community perspective across the cultural heterogeneity of Mozambique. The gov

ernment offers ARV treatm ent at 216 sites in all districts of Mozambique. However, 

the heterogeneous nature of the demand-supply balance across Mozambique is 

poorly understood and a question that I have not been able to answer definitively. 

We need a research team in each province to improve our understanding of this 

phenomenon. The patient-practitioner encounter could tell us about problems of 

communication to improve services, as well as patient trust and confidence in 

health workers. Hospital ethnography gives us health workers' points of view: they
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are the experts delivering ARVs and thus ought to know how to improve their use. 

Failed treatm ent expectations challenge the anthropological endeavour. Studies 

would need to look at points of attrition within the therapeutic process: follow the 

ones rejected by the health system and the ones that choose to stay away despite 

being well counselled. Additionally, attend to how treatm ent providers could find 

solutions to such dilemmas (cf. Bernays, et al. 2007). 'The absent patient', counsel

led and ready to start ARV treatment, is a particular phenomenon that would entail 

research within the health system and within the community: where and why do 

things go wrong?

I have included several research topics that reach beyond the patient focus: 

prevention studies, impact and mitigation, health system research, governance, ac

tion, and holistic studies (see Chapter 4, p. 181). In particular, I emphasize the per

tinent need for ART governance studies to provide insider perspectives on the 

problems and challenges faced by ministries of health. For example, senior mem

bers of the Mozambican ARV Committee have been assigned responsibility for par

ticular provinces. An anthropologist could follow them and systematically examine 

work at the provincial level, problems, and solutions encountered, and then finally 

compare and analyze all the data to improve ART policies.

The Process

"But it's a process." Consider this expression for a moment: "Mais e um processo". It 

is simple to say, yet said with such profundity realizing the circumstances, the ex

periences, limitations, and politics of ARV treatment, a sense of time, and a sign of
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hope and confidence. Gilberto, Angela, Jeronimo, Sergio, Osvaldo, Lucio, and oth

ers: they all said it at some point during our conversations. They initially gave an 

enthusiastic explanation of the reality of the individual, social, or political barriers 

to be overcome to gain access to treatment. Then at the end the realization of the 

circumstances, said with a down-pitched lowering in tonation:"But it's a process."

Courage to Live

Gilberto said it in relation to having the courage to overcome fear and shame and 

to break down stigma and discrimination among his social encounters, but also in 

relation to ongoing bureaucratic and political processes. Fausto talked about how 

to overcome traditional medical malpractice. Jeronimo referred to the fate of part

nerships, civil society, and the course of human rights: 7  prefer to say that we are 

in a process; a stepping process towards favouring human rights. I really believe that 

we some day will be able to work in partnership." Angela said: "It's all a process", 

thinking in term s of advocacy.

Lucio said it relation to how the United Nations is more preoccupied work

ing in processes, less concerned with results. Sergio at the National AIDS Council 

also admitted working too much in processes, less preoccupied with results. Sergio 

hesitated at first in response to my question about possible weaknesses of the Na

tional AIDS Council, as if this had never entered his mind. However, he then admit

ted: 7  would say that the big difficulty we have is how to move towards showing 

results. We are working a lot in processes. We talk a lot about disbursements but not 

about results r  andy."
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Guilherme and others insisted a historical understanding of the process, compar

ing the development of Mozambique with European countries centuries ago. "It's a 

process. We are a growing country. The steps that we are seeing in Mozambique are 

comparable to situations that developed countries lived one hundred or two hundred 

years ago. We are unfortunately late, when we talk in historical terms. The circum

stances that we live in Mozambique is a situation that Italy lived fo r  I don't know how 

many centuries ago, which means that it's a process. We need a lot o f time to reach 

the level they have reached. It will take time, it's a process. Do you understand? It is a 

process."

Osvaldo also said it in those terms. "At the bottom o f things I would say that 

this is a process. It's a process that will take many years. Perhaps in 30 years with all 

the difficulties we have, we will see that this social structure will work well. It's diffi

cult. It's not easy to make it work."

Many realize the process in this last sense: only socioeconomic develop

m ent by and fo r  Mozambicans will take Mozambique forward. The progress of Eng

land was not about advancement in health, they say, but about economic develop

ment, hygiene, water and sanitation. Many Englishmen died during this process. 

Therefore, there is a certain level of acceptance among Mozambicans high and low 

that many people will inevitably die during the process of the Mozambican HIV 

epidemic, referring to historical antecedents. However, this turns us back full circle 

to how I have showed that the political process relates to ownership of the devel

opment process. FRELIMO continues to struggle for self-determination as a sover

eign nation with the HIV epidemic as a symbolic and concrete reminder.



Notes

Introduction
1 The location of the Sant'Egidio DREAM project is not included on this map, as it is located in 

Matola, the sister city of Maputo.
2 The medical record is called o processo clmico -  'the clinical process' -  in Portuguese. In every

day language, this is called o processo, the process.
3 In fact, Mozambican primary health care became a successful example of the WHO promoted 

goal towards "Health for All by the Year 2000" [WHO 1978a) during the creative period 1975- 
1982 (Noormahomed 1991; Walt and Cliff 1986), yet we can see now 30 years later that both 
continue to reflect local and global social imaginaries.

1 Living With ARVs
1 'Late presenters' is a phenomenon across the world in varying numbers: Western countries, 10- 

30%, when CD4 T cells are below 200 cells/ml and symptomatic HIV disease has occurred 
(Battegay, et al. 2008), England and Wales 2000-2004, 42% (Chadborn, et al. 2006), France 
2004, 40% [Delpierre, et al. 2007), Italy 1997-2000, 28.9% [Girardi, et al. 2007), Canada 1996- 
2001, 39% (Krentz, et al. 2004). A study in Haiti found 65% late presenters, defined as testers 
with CD4 cell count below 350 cells/ml (Louis, et al. 2007). Studies of this phenomenon are con
spicuously absent for African countries.

2 The CD4 count indicates a person's state of health. CD4 cells help the immune system to protect 
against infection. Generally, the World Health Organisation recommends antiretroviral treat
ment for people living with HIV, when they have a CD4 count lower than 200 (WHO 2005).

3 The public assassinations of journalist Carlos Cardoso in 2000 and the government's head of 
banking supervision Antonio Siba-Siba Macuacua in 2001 in connection to major bank scandals 
serve as reference points for people's reluctance to talk about public and political matters. Such 
events easily reverberate with a numbing effect among the citizens. The circumstances of these 
assassinations have been extensively covered elsewhere (Fauvet and Mosse 2003; Hanlon 2004; 
Hodges and Tibana 2004).

2 Living W ithout ARVs
1 Epidemiological studies operate with 'best estimates' at any given point in time. For example, 

UNAIDS revised its assumptions in 2007, based on 30 population-based surveys that found HIV 
prevalence to be 20 percent lower than sentinel-based surveys. UNAIDS therefore made a 
downward adjustment to a level of approximately 0.8 times the prevalence found in antenatal 
clinic surveillance in countries without population-based surveys to provide a more accurate 
estimate of the number HIV infected people. UNAIDS therefore lowered the number of Mozam
bicans estimated to be living with HIV from 1.8 to 1.5 million in 2007 (UNAIDS 2008).

2 Botswana had sufficient health system capacity to offer mandatory testing to reach out for 
people in need of ARVs (Weiser, et al. 2006). 72,000 people were on ARVs by the end of 2005, 
which was 85 percent of the estimated need (UNAIDS/WHO 2006b).

3 The UNAIDS 2007 epidemic update reveals substantial changes in the number of people living 
with HIV worldwide, due to improved surveillance methods. Recent data from India and South
ern Africa explain the decrease in number of people living with HIV. The exception was Mozam
bique. Though inconsistent on its analysis of Mozambique, the report specifies: "Only in Mozam
bique latest HIV data (in 2005) have shown an increase in prevalence over the previous surveil
lance period" (UNAIDS 2007:15).

4 A higher number of people coming forward for HIV testing would thus be expected for the years 
2006 and beyond.
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5 Major TV channels like TVM, STV, and Miramar broadcast HIV information almost every day, 
sometimes several times a day, but almost exclusively about prevention. The 1997 census found 
that only 5 percent of the households had electricity, but 28.1 percent had radio (National 
Institute of Statistics 1997). Households with electricity had increased to 8.1 percent in 2003 
(National Institute of Statistics 2005). Electrification of Mozambique has been one of the highest 
government priorities, supported by donors. In fact, President Guebuza proclaimed in August 
2008 that the expansions in education, health services, electricity, and telecommunication have 
been the major factors in overcoming poverty since the end of the civil war in 1992 (AIM 2008). 
However, at the time of writing, basic services data from the third census in 2007 were not 
available, only preliminary population results (National Institute of Statistics 2008).

6 It also puts the suggested criminalisation of HIV transmission in perspective.

4 Context
1 Two new exclusive social science HIV journals have appeared in South Africa that have not yet 

been assigned membership to the SSCI: African Journal of AIDS Research (2002) and Journal of 
Social Aspects of HIV/AIDS Research Alliance (2004). 191 country specific studies had been 
published by first quarter of 2008, which show a similar pattern to my SSCI analysis: English- 
speaking countries (92.7%), French-speaking (6.3%), and Portuguese-speaking (1.0%). Almost 
half the studies were conducted in South Africa (African Journal of AIDS Research 2008; Sahara 
Journal 2008).

2 Whether people still decide to have sex without condoms under these circumstances is another 
question. In other words, how does the availability and unavailability of condoms influence 
sexual behaviour and thus the transmission of HIV?

3 A composite set of factors influence the rate of HIV infection: nutritional and health environ
ment (Stillwaggon 2006), poverty (Barnighausen, et al. 2007; Booysen and Summerton 2002; 
Gillespie, et al. 2007; Hargreaves, et al. 2008; Hargreaves, et al. 2007; Masanjala 2007), iatro
genic transmission (Gisselquist, et al. 2003; Gisselquist, et al. 2002; Gisselquist, et al. 2006; 
Hauri, et al. 2004), concurrent partnerships (Epstein 2007; Halperin and Epstein 2004; Lagarde, 
et al. 2001; Morris 2001; Morris and Kretzschmar 1997; Watts and May 1992), migration 
(Collins 2006), host susceptibility (Barnett and Whiteside 2006 (2002); Cohen 2004b; Royce, et 
al. 1997), stage of infection (Wawer, et al. 2005), and genetic factors (He, et al. 2008). This is 
plenty of material for a separate social science analysis. It will not be analyzed at length here.

4 The number of people on second line drugs was less than 2 percent in 2005, but their cost took 
up about 15 percent of the drug budget. The cost per patient per year for first line drugs was at 
245 US dollars. Second line drugs came at the price of 2,621 US dollars per patient per year 
(Pharmaceutical Department 2005).

5 Delivering ARVs
1 Minimum wage provides limited purchasing power. Many rich and poor folks shop in neigh

bouring countries. Chapa minibuses leave Maputo for Swaziland and South Africa every day, 
starting at dawn. People mainly purchase large quantities of daily goods for personal consump
tion or for remarketing.

6 Politics
1 The first statement in this decree resembles early FRELIMO commitment to social services: "Pa

tient Dignity and Satisfaction are the Thermometers o f Our Performance" (Republic of 
Mozambique 2001). Samora Machel says in his 1976 hospital speech: "What was the people's 
reaction to the nationalizations? The people are our thermometer. This thermometer tells us 
whether we are right or wrong" (Machel 1985b: 147).

2 The Ministerial Decree was drafted and agreed upon before the price drop of antiretrovirals on 
the international market in 2001 due to generic competition. The cost of ARV drugs per patient
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dropped from around 10,000 US dollars per year to around 350 dollars in early 2001, down to 
132 dollars in July 2006 (Medecins Sans Frontieres 2006).

3 Possible internal threats include abuse of power, anarchy, violence and corruption, as evidenced 
in the early post-independence years, which culminated in a speech by President Samora Ma
chel entitled The Enemy Within (Machel 1982). Internal causes of the civil war has also been a 
topic of much debate, but still poorly understood (Saul 2005; Sidaway 1992).

4 The section on foreign technical assistance to the Ministry of Health emphasizes the need to 
respect that the process "is driven by Ministry o f Health priorities and absorptive capacity" 
(Ministry of Health 2000: 6). This indicates that the Ministry sets the agenda and that the 
Ministry recognizes its limited capacity to efficiently use allocated monetary resources to 
improve health care.

5 The National Politics of Health Declaration does not refer to the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, as Mozambique has not yet signed it. I believe there are 
two plausible reasons for this: 1) Mozambique does not yet have the capacity to fulfil such 
commitment, and 2) The avoidance is for political reasons: FRELIMO does not want to bind itself 
to an international treaty that spells some of the core FRELIMO political goals. Thus, I see this as 
a particular form of Mozambican isolationism, along with a politics of protectionism, which 
raises the prices on imported goods to avoid foreign competition.

7 Advocacy
1 I met the Norwegian HIV/AIDS Ambassador Sigrun Mpgedal, who explained how this division is 

historically conditioned. National AIDS Programmes emerged during the Global Progamme on 
AIDS decade 1986-1996, before it was decided that each country should have a commission. 
Moreover, this decision was taken before the treatment era in poor countries (personal com
munication, 4 May 2006). In other words, there is an infelicitous disconnection at the level of 
origin between ‘National AIDS Program' and ‘National AIDS Council' that none of the inter
national and national parties have yet been able to connect or interested in connecting.

2 The FRELIMO party cell manual on working methods says about criticism: "The manifestation o f 
opinion is based on the principle o f unit-to-unit criticism. Correction of errors is made by criticism 
and self-criticism. Criticism always takes place within the structures of the party, and always in or
der to improve the realisation of the party structures and the party members" (FRELIMO nd: 11).

3 Organisations like OMM and the Mozambican Youth Organisation OMJ were created by FRELI
MO in the early 1970s as a 'bridge of legitimacy' between state and population, when realizing 
that it had lost connection to traditional forms of organisation after having abolished the system 
of village headmen regulos. This was a top-down attempt to introduce civil society 
(Abrahamsson and Nilsson 1995: 181). Notably, OMM lost state legitimacy for a short period 
between the year of peace 1992 and 1995, which attracted partnerships with international 
organisations (Costy 2000: 204).

4 OMM was founded in 1973, 2 years after Josina Machel had died from disease. FRELIMO created 
OMM committed to gender equality (Newitt 1995: 548). Samora Machel delivered a speech to a 
women's meeting in Maputo, 1976, in which he formulated the creation of OMM as part of FRE
LIMO revolution (Machel 1985a: 170).

5 I discuss state resilience at greater length elsewhere (Hog 2008). One of the key questions is 
when Mozambique will change from being 'weak, but willing’ to 'strong and independent'.

6 This was a necessary elaboration of the law created in 2002 (Republic of Mozambique 2002) 
that protected workers from stigma and discrimination. However, legal practice is different: "So 
far, it sets the standards o f what is desirable and what is condemned, but the country's legal system 
lacks the appropriate instruments to punish those who discriminate and dismiss workers perceived 
to be HIV-positive" (Machel 2007: 24). Civil society wanted a law that protected all citizens, 
especially as only a minority of the population have formal jobs.
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7 A code of conduct between state and civil society is less necessary than between state and inter
national community. Civil society acts by ingrained cultural codes, knowing its limit set by the 
socio-political order. The international community may read these codes, but their accounta
bility and bodies of authority lie elsewhere. Only the ones that understand and make common 
political cause with the Mozambican government count as intimate international partners, as we 
saw in Chapter 6 through the analysis of the Kaya Kwanga Commitment -  the political code of 
conduct. As Bourdieu notes about state order: "The social world is full o f calls to order which 
function as such only for individuals who are predisposed to notice them" (Bourdieu 2000:176).

8 Circumstances
1 This resembles Republic of Guinea President Ahmed Sekou Tours's famous yet ambiguous 

dictum from the 1950s, when he claimed sovereignty and independence from French rule: "We 
will not renounce and we will never renounce our legitimate and natural right to independence. 
We prefer poverty in liberty to riches in slavery" (Chaffard 1965:197).

2 Civil society met with the parliamentarian HIV section in February 2008 to adjust it to the model 
created by the Southern African Development Community. The law proposal was expected to be 
approved in March 2008 (Vitorino 2008). However, the law proposal still needed further 
readjustments at the March meeting (PlusNEWS 2008). Moreover, I received information about 
its progress by late August 2008: Civil society called upon many of its international partners to 
point out that the law 'ends up criminalizing people living with AIDS'. One response pointed out 
one of the points I discuss here: the importance that Mozambican civil society organisations 
speak with one voice. However, it strikes me that this protest comes rather late, brought to the 
attention of Oxfam, UNAIDS, the National AIDS Council, SADC, Concern Universal, the Canadian 
HIV/AIDS Legal Network, the AIDS and Rights Alliance for Southern Africa, and others, when we 
recall the participatory draft law process that involved civil society hearings for more than two 
years. The alleged criminalizing elements of the law proposal were not included last minute. The 
late protest implies government responsibility, not poor response by civil society.

3 This is not the same as saying that HIV infection disproportionately affects the poorer in sub- 
Saharan Africa. In fact, a study of this found a positive association between wealth and HIV pre
valence, based on data from eight countries, yet explained by other underlying factors, such as 
place of residence and education, and by differences in sexual behaviour, such as multiple sex 
partners, condom use, and male circumcision (Mishra, et al. 2007).

4 Only 2.4 percent of the Mozambican households had water installed within the house in 1997 
(National Institute of Statistics 1997). This had increased to 5.3 percent in 2003. Public wells 
supplied water for 56.2 percent of the population (National Institute of Statistics 2005).

5 Food provision was the 13th out of 14 decisions: 1) ART expansion nationwide, 2) Integration of 
HIV/AIDS services into Primary Health Care and TB services, 3) Training of MoH health workers 
in counselling and treatment, 4) Provincial Coordinators for HIV/AIDS, TB and Malaria to be 
established, 5) Improvement of ARV management by pharmacists, 6) Improve laboratory 
diagnostic capacity, 7) Improve the capacity to use the Health Information System, 8) Give 
priority to Sexually Transmitted Infections, 9) Improve coordination between National AIDS 
Council and National AIDS Programme, especially at provincial level, 10) No VCT centres outside 
the MoH facilities, 11) No Youth Services (SAAJ) outside the MoH facilities, 12) MoH is in charge 
of home based care, 13) A rapid decision (w/i 30 days) to be made by Minister regarding 
provision of food to TARV patients, and 14) TARV and 01 medicines will be distributed free 
(USAID/Mozambique, 2006).

6 The BMI calculates the weight-to-height ratio by dividing weight by the square of height.
7 The ones that need immediate medical therapy do exempt the initiation trial, but we do not 

know whether this comes at a cost of lower adherence, poorer understanding, or, on the other 
hand, how the extended length of counselling and testing influences the quality of treatment.



Acronyms

Acronym Meaning

ABC Abstinence, Be faithful, use Condom

AFRICASO African Council of AIDS Service Organisations

AIDS Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome

AMODEFA Associagao Mogambicana para Desenvolvimento da Famflia, the Mozambican

Association for the Development of the Family 

AMOPROC Associagao Mogambicana para a Promogao da Cidadania, Association for the

Promotion of Citizenship 

ANC African National Congress

ANEMO Associagao Nacional de Enfermeiros de Mogambique, National Association of Nurses

in Mozambique 

ART Antiretroviral Treatment

ARV Antiretroviral

ASIDH Asociacion Para La Salud Integraly el Desarrollo Humano, Association for Integrated

Health and Human Development, Spanish NGO founded in 1994 

ATS Aconselhamento e Testagem para a Saude, see Counselling and Testing for Health

BMI Body Mass Index

CD4 Cluster of Differentiation 4 cells, which protect the body against infection

CDC Centers for Disease Control

CERPRE Centro de Relagoes Publicas Religiosas, Centre for Public Religious Relations

CIDA Canadian International Development Agency

CMA Critical Medical Anthropology

CMAM Central de Medicamentos e Artigos Medicos, Pharmaceutical Department

CNCS Conselho Nacional de Combate ao HIV/SIDA, National AIDS Council

COREMO Comite Revolucionario de Mogambique, Mozambique Revolutionary Committee

CSM Condom Social Marketing

CTH Counselling and Testing for Health, see also VCT

DAM Departamento de Assistincia Medica, Department of Medical Assistance

DANIDA Danish International Development Agency

DIS Departamento de Informatica para a Saude, Department of Health Information

DNAM Direcgao Nacional de Assistencia Medica, National Board of Medical Assistance, DAM

renamed in 2007 to emphasize its national character 

DNS Direcgao Nacional de Saude, Board of National Health

DOT Directly Observed Therapy

DREAM Drug Resource Enhancement against AIDS and Malnutrition, project invented by the

Sant'Edigio Community, see also Sant'Egidio 

DRH Direcgao de Recursos Humanos, Board of Human Resources

ECOSIDA Associagao Empresdrias Contra o SIDA, Business Against AIDS
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FDC Fundagao para o Desenvolvimento da Comunidade, Community Development

Foundation

FRELIMO Frente de Libertagao de Mogambique, Liberation Front of Mozambique, founded in

1962 in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, by three leading nationalist organisations, 

Mozambican African National Union, MANU, National Democratic Union of 

Mozambique, UDENAMO, and National African Union of Independent Mozambique, 

lead by Eduardo Mondlane, the first FRELIMO President 

GFATM Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria

HAART Highly Active Antiretroviral Therapy

HAI Health Alliance International, University of Washington, Seattle

HBC Home Based Care

HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus

ICAP International Center for AIDS Care and Treatment Programmes, Columbia

University, New York 

ICASO International Council of AIDS Service Organisations

IEC Information, Education, Communication

IMF International Monetary Fund

INE Institute Nacional de Estatistica, National Institute of Statistics

ICCP International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

ICESCR International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

JOAP Joint Oxfam Advocacy Program

KAP Knowledge, Attitude and Practices

KABP Knowledge, Attitude, Beliefs and Practices

KAPB Knowledge, Attitude, Practices and Behaviour

KPMG Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler: International audit, tax, and advisory service

company

KULIMA Organismo para o Desenvolvimento Sdcio-Economico Integrado, Organization for

Integrated Socio-Economic Development 

MAP Multi-Country AIDS Project, World Bank

MATRAM Movimento de Acesso ao Tratamento em Mogambique, Mozambican Treatment

Access Movement, founded in 2004 

MDG Millennium Development Goals. A UN blueprint to halve extreme poverty and halt

the HIV epidemic before 2015 

MIMAS Ministerio da Mulher e da Acgao Social, Ministry of Women and Social Action

MISAU Ministerio da Saude, Ministry of Health

MoH Ministry of Health

MONASO Rede Mogambicana de Organizagoes contra o SIDA, Mozambican Network of AIDS

Service Organisations 

MSF Medecins Sans Frontieres, Doctors Without Borders
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MULEIDE Mulheres, Lei e Desenvolvimento, Women, Law and Development

MZ Mozambique

NAIMA+ NGO AIDS (+TB, +Malaria) Impact Mitigation Association: Network of NGOs working

in Health and HIV/AIDS, international NGOs registered in Mozambique, national 

NGOs, associations and networks have observational status 

OJM Organizagao da Juventude Mogambicana, Mozambican Youth Organisation

OMM Organizagao da Mulher Mogambicana, Mozambican Women's Organisation

Oxfam Oxford Committee for Famine Relief

PARPA Plano de Redugao da Pobreza Absoluta, Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper PRSP

PASS Peculiar Absence of Social Support

PEN Plano Estrategico Nacional, National Strategic Plan

PEPFAR President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief. A US initiative taken by President

George Bush in 2003 to respond to HIV and AIDS in 15 African countries 

PFP Patience, Friendliness, and Persistence: key fieldwork principle

PDFH People Dying From Hunger

PLWA People Living With AIDS

PLWARVs People Living With ARVs 

PLWOARVs People Living Without ARVs 

PLWH People Living With HIV

PLWP People Living With Poverty

PTHN People Tested HIV Negative

PWF People Without Food

PWPH People Without Public Health

PMTCT Prevention of Mother to Child Transmission

PNCS Programa Nacional de Combate as ITS/HIV/SIDA, National STI/HIV/AIDS

Programme

PRSP Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper, initiated by the World Bank

RENAMO Resistencia Nacional Mogambicana, Mozambican National Resistance founded at

independence in 1975 as an anti-communist political organisation supported by the 

white minority government of Rhodesia (today Zimbabwe) to counter the 

established Marxist-Leninist Mozambican one-party state 

RENSIDA Rede Nacional de Associagoes de Pessoas Vivendo Com HIV/SIDA, National Network of

Associations of People Living with HIV/AIDS 

RI Repartigao de Informatica, Bureau of Information

SAAJ Servigos de Saude Amigos de Adolescentes e Jovens, Youth Friendly Health Services

SANASO Southern African Network of AIDS Service Organisations

SIDA Smdrome de Imunodeficiencia Adquirida, Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome.

SIDA is the Portuguese acronym for AIDS used throughout Mozambique. SIDA has a 

double gender, used interchangeably as the feminine a SIDA (the medical disease)
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and the masculine o SIDA (the societal problem). This division is however not

commonly and consciously used in everyday language 

STD Sexually Transmitted Disease

STI Sexually Transmitted Infection

TAP Treatment Acceleration Programme, World Bank

TB Tuberculosis

UEM Universidade Eduardo Mondlane, University Eduardo Mondlane

UN United Nations

UNAIDS Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS

UNDP United Nations Development Programme

UNGASS United Nations General Assembly Special Session

UNICEF United Nations Children's Fund (formerly United Nations International Children's

Emergency Fund)

USAID United States Agency for International Development

VCT Voluntary Counselling and Testing, replaced by Counselling and Testing for Health

in 2006, see also CTH 

WHO World Health Organisation



Glossary

Word

a janela de esperanga

a luta continua

a tosse que nao passa

Avenida 24 de Julho

Avenida Eduardo Mondlane

Avenida Samora Machel

Avenida Julius Nyerere

Avenida Joaquim Chissano

bairro 

cane city

canigo

capulana

cement city

chapa

cimento

confusao

Meaning

'the window of hope': refers to the 10-14 year olds who are not yet 

infected with HIV. The majority of children who acquire HIV during the 

peri-natal period die before the age of five. That is, few of them survive 

until the age of 10. However, then the ‘window of hope’ opens, since 

they practically live free from HIV until the age of 15 (National AIDS 

Council 2005).

'the struggle continues': a FRELIMO slogan since independence, 

enshrined in the Proclamation of Independence in 1975. Long live 

FRELIMO! Long live the Popular Republic o f Mozambique! The struggle 

continues! (Machel 1975b). Used in everyday vernacular by 

Mozambicans and foreigners to emphasize loyalty and solidarity 

'the cough that never goes away': a way people explain one of the 

classical symptoms associated with advanced progression of HIV 

Avenue 24 July, symbolizing 24 July 1975, Day of Nationalisation of 

Health, Education and Justice

Avenue in remembrance of the first FRELIMO president, President 

Eduardo Mondlane (1920-1969), assassinated by a letter bomb 

Avenue in remembrance of the first Mozambican president, President 

Samora Machel (1993-1986), allegedly assassinated in a plane crash 

Avenue in remembrance of Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere (1922- 

1999), co-founder of FRELIMO

Avenue paying tribute to the second Mozambican president, President 

Joaquim Chissano (1939-), see also Maputo Manifesto 

shantytown, commonly used for the city suburbs 

shantytown, characterized by sandy dirt roads, houses made of 

sugarcane, or a mix of raw or semi-raw material like mud, concrete, 

aluminium, tinplates and tin roofs 

sugar cane

sarong: a large colourful traditional women's clothing used as a skirt 

and for carrying babies and goods

area of asphalt roads, concrete pavements, and high-rise buildings at

the centre of the major cities. These city centres were constructed by

and for the Portuguese during colonial times

minibus

cement

state of confusion created by chaos, disorder, and the tumult of 

everyday life, as well as lawlessness, and 'all the hell broken lose' in the
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cooperante

curandeiro 

esperanga 

estao a demorar

fora da casa

feiticeiro 

home based care

Kaya Kwanga Commitment

Kindlimuka

Kudumba

Kuyakana

Lourengo Marques 

machamba

Maputo Manifesto

medo e vergonha 

Metical

case of war. It also means dissension, in the sense of conflict, dispute 

and disagreement

collaborator; a term used during the 1970s communist period to 

designate foreign friends and collaborators 

traditional healer

hope; some ART consultation cards carry the flashing word esperanga 

'they are slow/lingering/delaying'; a common saying about the limited 

health system capacity for ARV treatment, even under the 

circumstances of 'rapid ART expansion'

'outside the house/home'; a cultural code for (men's) extramarital 

relations, originating in the Portuguese cultural dichotomy casa/rua, 

house/street, tacitly suggesting pleasure, adventure, uncleanliness, 

prostitution, and street behaviour 

performer of witchcraft

provision of basic care for the sick by formal (doctors, nurses) and

informal (activists, visitors) caregivers in the patients' own homes

code of conduct to guide the partnership for health development

between NGOs and the Mozambican Ministry of Health

Wake Up! A patient organisation founded in Maputo in 1996. Shangaan

word

le t ’s Speak Reality! A patient support group founded in Maputo in 

2004. Shangaan word

Rede Nacional de Mulheres Vivendo com H1V/SIDA, National Network of 

Women Living with HIV/AIDS

colonial name for the Mozambican capital, now Maputo

small or big plots of land for cultivating cereals and vegetables. Small

machambas are typically household garden plots, whereas big

machambas are communal agricultural cooperatives

Street signs in Maputo commemorate FRELIMO leaders and freedom

fighters, key dates and events of the independence war, African

nationalists, and international communists. The term ‘Maputo

Manifesto' is my invention to address the significance of this 'forest of

symbols' for the political process. Street signs personify the dream of a

nation, embodied with spiritual significance: peace, freedom,

independence, and self-determination, with social services in general

and health care in particular. Health care is the native reserve

fear and shame, intrinsic feelings living with HIV, AIDS, and ARVs

(pi. Meticais, abbr. MT) Mozambican currency introduced in 1980,

which replaced the colonial Portuguese Escudo currency
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Metical novo 

Mogambicanizagao

Ntwanano

o processo

palestra 

Partners Forum

Pfukauhana 

Polana Canigo

Polana Cimento 

Praga 25 deJunho 

Praga da Independencia 

Sant'Egidio

sensibilizagao

Tinena

4 2 0

(pi. Meticais novos, abbr. MTn) New currency introduced in 2006, 

which replaced the old Metical. 1,000 MT became 1 MTn 

Mozambicanization: adaptation of matters HIV and AIDS to local social 

and cultural context, including conceivable translation into local 

languages. It was invented on the presumption that people fail to 

understand 'global' or 'foreign' made messages and information. 

Mozambicanization is diversified across Mozambique to reach 

different population groups, see also sensibilizagao 

South-South HIV/AIDS project between Mozambique and Brazil. 

Headquarter in Porto Alegre, Brazil. Activities started in Mozambique 

in 2002

the process. 0 processo is the everyday name for o processo cltoico, 

which is the individual medical record containing information about 

life with ARVs. O processo is opened when in need of ART. It can be 

opened, closed, and reopened. I use the term in the clinical, 

therapeutic, social, structural, and political senses 

discussion forum

biweekly forum for civil society, business sector, government, and 

international partners

Get Up and Live! A patient support group founded in Maputo in 2006. 

Shangaan language, pronounced fukauhania -  fukaohanio 

a Maputo suburb with the characteristics of a cane city. In 2006, the 

Maputo City Council decided to turn Polana Canif o into a cement city 

with modern facilities

the city centre of Maputo with the characteristics of a cement city 

Plaza of 25 June, symbolizing Independence Day 25 June 1975 

Independence Plaza, symbolizing independence in 1975 

Comunita di Sant'Egidio: Sant'Egidio Community, (St. Giles 

Community), founded 1968 in Rome, Catholic lay society providing 

service to poor people, with 50,000 members in 70 countries, see also 

DREAM

sensitization: gentle approach to teach people how to prevent HIV 

transmission, about HIV and AIDS, about HIV testing and ARV 

treatm ent Sensitization can be individual or collective, see also 

Mogambicanizagao and o processo

Hero. A patient support group founded in Maputo in 2004. Shangaan 

word
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Appendix 1: Questions for People Living with ARVs 

Ethnographic life story questions

1. Can you tell me about your health  before you took the test?

2. W hen did you take the HIV test?

3. Can you tell me about your life after you tested  for HIV?

4. Can you tell me about the  counselling you received before you started  on ARV 

treatm ent?

5. W hen did you s ta rt ARV treatm ent?

6. Can you tell me about your experience w ith ARVs?

Day Hospitals

1. Which Day Hospital do you attend?

2. How do you get to the Day Hospital?

3. How far is it in betw een your house and the Day Hospital?

4. How often do you go to the Day Hospital?

5. How m uch does it cost you each tim e you visit a Day Hospital?

6. W hat is your opinion about the service you receive a t the  Day Hospital?

Counselling and social support

1. Did you receive counselling before you s ta rted  ARV treatm ent?

2. W hat is your opinion about this counselling?

3. Do you know about how the drugs w ork in your body?

4. Did you receive information about p roper diet?

5. Which type of social support do you receive?

6. W here do you receive social support?

Alternative and traditional m edicine

1. Which forms of alternative or traditional medicine do you use to trea t AIDS?

2. How m uch do you pay for each consultation?

3. W here do you go to get these forms of treatm ent?

4. Who pays these consultations?
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Appendix 2: Informed Consent Contract, Mozambique 2006

MOZAMBICAN REPUBLIC

NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE

AIDS CONTROL COMISSION 
Informed Consent

I ,____________________________________________________, confirm  that:

- 1 have received  basic in fo rm ation  a b o u t HIV/AIDS (sym ptom s, evolu tion  and  transm ission).

- 1 have received  sufficien t in fo rm ation  ab o u t an tire tro v ira l th e ra p y  and  had  th e  o p p o rtu n ity  to  
d iscuss w ith  th e  HIV/AIDS consu lta tion  p e rso n n e l and  to  ask  w h a te v er I w an ted .

- 1 u n d e rs ta n d  an d  accep t th a t  even as a n tire tro v ira ls  b enefit m any of th e  peop le  th a t take them , 
th ese  d rugs a re  n o t th e  cu re  of AIDS and  do no t g u aran tee  th a t  I do n o t g e t ill in th e  future.

- 1 u n d e rs ta n d  an d  accep t th a t  a n tire tro v ira ls  can cause side effects, th a t  th ey  can be severe, and 
th a t th is  w as explained  to  me.

- 1 p rom ise  to  do every th ing  n ecessary  to  ad h e re  to  tre a tm e n t (tak ing  th e  d rugs every  day, show ing  
up for th e  ag reed  follow -up consu lta tions and req u ired  analyses). If th is  fails, for m edical o r  o th e r  
reasons, it w ill have a very  negative effect for th e  re su lt o f th e  trea tm en t.

- 1 w as in fo rm ed  th a t  th e  hosp ita l w ould  alw ays b e  open to  receive me, w h en e v e r necessary  for me, 
for exam ple w hen  hea lth  p rob lem s occur o r if I have any  do u b ts  I w an t clarified.

- 1 will engage in p rac tising  safe sex (use condom ).

- 1 u n d e rs ta n d  an d  accep t th a t the  p erso n a l m edical da ta  will be collected and  analysed, b u t th a t the 
in form ation  th a t  iden tifies m e will be k ep t confiden tia l and  will n o t be revealed .

- In sum m ary , I confirm  th a t I w as sufficiently  in fo rm ed  and  th a t  I w an t to  in itia te  an tire tro v ira l 
trea tm en t, and  th e re fo re  I sign th is  co m m itm en t voluntarily .

D a te :......... / ........... /2 0 0  Venue:

Signature and  com plete  nam e of th e  P a tie n t S ignature an d  com plete  nam e of the  Confidant

S ignature an d  com plete  nam e of th e  D octor

S ignature and  com plete nam e of th e  C ounsello r/P sycho log ist

Source: (Ministry of Health 2006g).
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire Guide for Day Hospital Interviews

Targets: Hospitals, clinics and AIDS treatment projects

Q1 How many AIDS patients do you attend to in this hospital/clinic/treatment project?

Q2 How many patients registered for treatment do not come to the Day Hospital to get

treatment?

Q3 How many trained health workers attend these patients?

Q4 Which services do you offer (ARVs, food, water, social support, counselling)?

Q5 What is missing in your health facility to provide AIDS treatment? (medicine, technology?)

Q6 What are the main obstacles to provide AIDS treatment?

Q7 What are the major improvements in AIDS treatment provision?

Q8 Do you know about the human rights approach to AIDS treatment?

Q9 How do you use the human rights approach to AIDS treatment?

Q10 Do you see a potential in the human rights approach to AIDS treatment?

Q ll Have you encountered problems using the human rights approach to AIDS treatment?
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Appendix 4: Informed Consent

I N F O R M E D  C O N S E N T

Access to AIDS Treatment in Mozambique: 
A Human Rights-Public Health Analysis

Erling H0g 
Ph.D. Researcher 

MA Anthropology, MA Human Rights & Dem ocratisation 
London School of Economics, Development Studies Institute 

Email: e.hoeg@lse.ac.uk

Voluntary participation
Your participation in the above titled project is voluntary and you can refuse to  answ er 
any question. You can also a t any tim e choose to w ithdraw  from the study.

Confidentiality
Any inform ation given by you will rem ain strictly confidential: your name and your 
inform ation will no t be revealed to anyone w ithout your perm ission. Your inform ation 
will be com bined w ith inform ation from other study participants and any reader will not 
be able to identify you or w hat you said.

Project methods
Research m ethods includes docum ental research, qualitative and ethnographic interviews, 
focus groups, and participant observation w ith key organisations and persons w orking on 
access to AIDS trea tm en t in Mozambique. Fieldwork focuses on policy processes of access 
to AIDS trea tm en t by following the w ork  of organisations and their partnersh ips with 
o ther organisations. How are they approaching the dilemm a betw een the difficulties of 
im plem enting AIDS treatm ent and the idealistic policies form ulated a t the national and 
international levels? Is the dem and of hum an rights in accordance w ith the reality of 
access to an tiretroviral treatm ent?

Interviews
Interviews will be a combination of informal interviews, open-ended interviews, and sem i
structu red  interview s based on questionnaires (see questionnaire included w ith this 
inform ed consent). Additionally, new  questions will be discovered and used in the 
research process.

Visits to organisations and Day Hospitals
The m ethodology emphasizes m icro-m acro investigation. That is, this approach involves 
patients, health  personnel, and people working in HIV/AIDS organisations, governm ent 
HIV/AIDS program s, and representatives of international organisations. How are actors 
working on the hum an rights approach in the context of HIV/AIDS? W hat are their points 
of view?

mailto:e.hoeg@lse.ac.uk
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Purpose
The general purpose of this project is to study how  AIDS trea tm en t plans and policies are 
im plem ented on the ground in Mozambique, w ith particular em phasis on the United Na
tions hum an rights and partnersh ip  approaches to the im plem entation of AIDS treatm ent.

The end p roduct is a social science Ph.D. thesis, bu t the research  is also intended to be 
com m unicated to a w ider audience in the public in terest of contributing to access to AIDS 
trea tm en t in Mozambique.

Justification
The project will contribute to ongoing sem inars and w orkshops and support the body of 
knowledge for teaching social science of HIV/AIDS, as well as being a point of departu re  
for engaging in developm ent projects. The project could also be a point of departu re  for 
developm ent project innovators. The project intends to provide results tha t will im prove 
our understanding  of the practical implications of hum an rights for public health policies 
w ith regard  to AIDS treatm ent. Specifically, the proposed study will contribute to the theo 
retical and applied sociology of knowledge related to developm ent and HIV/AIDS, p ri
m arily in M ozambique but also in o ther countries in a sim ilar situation. It will be useful for 
policy, practice, and capacity building in poor countries as they take action against HIV/ 
AIDS. The project is also relevant for teaching anthropology, hum an rights, developm ent, 
public health, and international health.

Interpretation
The researcher reserves the right to in te rp re t and analyse freely the data produced in the 
field, following social science standards of intellectual and academ ic freedom.

Funding
The project is funded by:
• Danish Social Science Research Council, Denm ark
• D epartm ent of International Health, University of Copenhagen, Denm ark

•  I have read, understand and agree to the information given on this informed 
consent form
• I agree to participate in this study

Date Place Signature


